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Preface
The 26th Working Meeting of the European VLBI Group for Geodesy and Astrometry (EVGA) was held11–15 June 2023 at Bad Kötzting, Germany. The meeting started with an ice breaker and registrationon Sunday, 11 June, at Hotel-Gasthof zur Post in Bad Kötzting. Since EVGA 2023 was one of the firstin-person VLBI meetings after the Covid-19 pandemic, the icebreaker was a great opportunity to meetand talk to dear colleagues that one had not seen and met for long time. This was very much appreci-ated.

OnMonday, 12 June, the scientific program startedwith oral presentations 09:00–17:45 in the con-ference hall of Hotel-Gasthof zur Post. The oral presentations on all three days were given in sessionsof 3 presentations of 15 minutes each. The presentation sessions were ordered thematically, and eachsession had a dedicated session chair person. In between the 45 minutes long presentation sessionsthere were breaks, either shorter ”stretch your legs breaks” of 15minutes, coffee breaks of 30minutes,or lunch breaks of 90 minutes. The audience thus got a lot of opportunities to move their bodies, andeven to interact and talk to colleagues during these breaks. Lunch during EVGA 2023 was served in theHotel-Gasthof zur Post and could be taken outdoors in the nice and warm summer weather.
The Tuesday morning continues with oral presentations, and the afternoon was dedicated to theposter session 14:30–17:30. The poster session started with voluntary and spontaneous, very shortadvertisements given by the poster presenters. This was done in order to inform the audience verybriefly on the poster contents, and to introduce the poster presenters to the audience very clearly.In the evening, the conference participants attended the EVGA 2023 dinner at the brewery ”LindnerBräu” in Bad Kötzting. This nice outdoor dinner at the brewery included typical Bavarian food andbeverages, which was very much appreciated by the conference participants. Since most participantsstayed in walking distance, the evening ended for most with a nice stroll in the warm June night backto their accomodations.
The oral presentations on the third conference day, Wednesday, ended at lunch. After that, therewere several activities offered, e.g. a guided tour in Bad Kötzting, a visit to a museum, a hiking tour,that all ended in an excursion to the Geodetic Observatory Wettzell, see Fig. 1. At Wettzell, the variousscientific instruments could be visited, before going back to Bad Kötzting.
The fourth day, Thursday, 15 June, was dedicated to an IVS Analysis Workshop in the morning, andIVS splinter meetings in the afternoon.
In total there were 90 participants on site, as well as 20 online participants. Counting both groups,we are back on the same level as before the Covid-19 pandemic, see Fig. 2. The EVGA 2023 groupphoto is shown in Fig. 3. We were very honored that emeritus Prof. James Campbell participatedin EVGA 2023. Prof. Campbell is one of the founding fathers of the EVGA and has importantly con-tributed to research in VLBI for geodesy and astrometry since the late 1970ies. He has been the PhDthesis adviser for a large number of scientists who are active today in VLBI, both within Europe andinternationally.
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Figure 1: The Geodetic Observatory Wettzell.
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Figure 2: Number of registered participants at EVGA meetings during the last two decades.
In total we had 46 oral presentations and 26 poster presentations. The detailed conference pro-gram is providedon the following pages. Most of the presentations are available onhttps://zenodo.

org/communities/evga2023.
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Figure 3: Group picture of the EVGA 2023 participants.
The large number of participants at the EVGA 2023 Working Meeting, and the high quality of thepresented contributions are very strong indicators for an active and prospering European VLBI com-munity. This is very encouraging for the future!
We want to thank all participants for sharing their interesting findings with the audience duringinteresting oral and poster presentations. We want to thank the scientific organising committee (SOC)for putting together a very interesting meeting program and the local organising committee for organ-ising (LOC) for the excellent arrangement of this conference.
We are grateful to all authors for preparing their interesting proceedings contributions. The pro-ceedings are available in electronic form at the EVGA webpage evga.org.

December 2023Rüdiger Haas (EVGA chair)
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EVGA 2023 organising committees

Scientific Organizing Committee (SOC)
• Simone Bernhart (Reichert GmbH/BKG/MPIfR Bonn, DE)• Sigrid Böhm (Technische Universität Wien, AU)• Susana Garcia-Espada (Kartverket, NO)• Rüdiger Haas (Chalmers tekniska högskola, SE)• Karine Le Bail (Chalmers tekniska högskola, SE)• Daniela Thaller (BKG Frankfurt, DE)• Vincenza Tornatore (Politecnico di Milano, IT)• Nataliya Zubko (Maanmittauslaitos, FI)

Local Organizing Committee (LOC)
• Eva Schroth (LOC chair)• Torben Schüler (LOC co-chair)• Alexander Neidhardt• Christian Plötz• Thomas Klügel

Series of events during the EVGA 2023
Date Time Event11 June 18:00−21:00 EVGA 2023 Icebreaker and registration
12 June 08:45−17:45 EVGA 2023 Day-118:00−20:00 VTC meeting
13 June 09:00−18:00 EVGA 2023 Day-218:00−23:59 EVGA 2023 conference dinner
14 June 09:00−19:00 EVGA 2023 Day-3 and excursions
15 June 09:00−18:00 IVS Analysis Workshop and splinter meetings
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Program of EVGA2023
updated 2023-06-06

2023-06-11
Icebreaker and 
registration Register,  meet your friends, talk to your colleagues. 18:00–21:00

2023-06-12 EVGA2023 Day-1

Welcome Rüdiger Haas, Eva Schroth 08:45–09:00

Session-1.1 (45 min) Chairperson:  Sigrid Böhm
Garcia Espada O-09 Status at Ny-Ålesund Geodetic Earth Observatory 09:00–09:15
Azcue O-01 RAEGE capabilities: a simulation study 09:15–09:30
McCallum O-27 The AuScope Array - Recent developments 09:30–09:45
Strech your legs break (15 min) 09:45–10:00

Session-1.2 (45 min) Chairperson:  Susana Gracia Espada
Jaradat O-18 The Australian VGOS Observing Program 10:00–10:15
Kristukat O-24 VGOS for AGGO 10:15–10:30

Dhar O-06 Indian space geodesy project “SaptaRishi”: Current status and 
outlook

10:30–10:45

Coffee break (30 min) 10:45–11:15

Session-1.3 (45 min) Chairperson: Simone Bernhart
Ruszczyk O-35 Present state and future outlook for Mark6’s 11:15–11:30
Alef O-40 Progress on the BRAND extreme-wideband receiver 11:30–11:45
Tuccari O-41 DBBC4 11:45–12:00
Strech your legs break (15 min) 12:00–12:15

Session-1.4 (45 min) Chairperson: Lucia McCallum

Neidhardt O-29 New features in the IVS Seamless Auxiliary Data Archive (IVS 
SADA)

12:15–12:30

Schüler O-37 First Experiences with the VLBI Quality Control System at 
Wettzell

12:30–12:45

Schartner O-36 Active mitigation of spaceborne radio frequency interference 12:45–13:00
Lunch break (90 min) 13:00–14:30

Session-1.5 (45 min) Chairperson: Lisa Kern
Choi O-04 Bonn Correlator Status 14:30–14:45

Plötz O-32 VLBI correlator Wettzell - One year of experience as IVS 
correlator

14:45–15:00

Walenta O-42 The Level 1 Data: availability and benefits 15:00–15:15
Strech your legs break (15 min) 15:15–15:30
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Session-1.6 (45 min) Chairperson: Vincenza Tornatore

Flohrer O-08 Enhancing the Bernese GNSS Software for multi-technique 
analysis at BKG - Focus on the VLBI implementation 15:30–15:45

Hellmers O-16 Investigating software specific dependencies within the intra-
technique VLBI combination

15:45–16:00

Lösler O-26 On the consideration of frequency-dependent illumination 
functions in modelling signal path variations 16:00–16:15

Coffee break (30 min) 16:15–16:45

Session-1.7 (60 min) Chairperson: Hana Krasna

Glomsda O-11 Investigating the datum parameters of new solutions by IVS 
AC DGFI-TUM

16:45–17:00

Le Bail O-25 Exploring reasons for the ITRF2020 VLBI scale drift 17:00–17:15

Glaser O-43 Investigating the VLBI Scale w.r.t. different TRFs 17:15–17:30

Nilsson O-30 Improved modelling for future VLBI contributions to ITRF 17:30–17:45
End of EVGA2023 Day-1, time for splinter meetings, and dinner 17:45–23:59

VTC meeting 18:00–20:00

2023-06-13 EVGA2023 Day-2

Session-2.1 (45 min) Chairperson: Claudia Flohrer

Böhm O-02 Earth orientation parameters estimated from recent 
Australian mixed-mode and Southern Intensive sessions

09:00–09:15

Gipson O-10 Operational KOKEE12M–WETTZ13S VGOS Intensives 09:15–09:30

Dieck O-07 Eliminating the Wiggle in the Wobble 09:30–09:45
Strech your legs break (15 min) 09:45–10:00

Session-2.2 (45 min) Chairperson: Karine Le Bail

Charlot O-03 Imaging ICRF3 sources at 0.2 mas resolution with the 
European VLBI Network at K band

10:00–10:15

Xu O-45 Imaging VGOS observations and source structure effect 10:15–10:30

de Witt O-05 The K-band (24 GHz) Celestial Reference Frame: Current 
Status and Roadmap

10:30–10:45

Coffee break (30 min) 10:45–11:15

Session-2.3 (45 min) Chairperson: Aletha de Witt

Karbon O-20 Exploring different methods to describe source position 
variations

11:15–11:30

Kareinen O-21 Mitigating the effect of source structure in geodetic VLBI 
using closure delays and baseline-to-jet orientation

11:30–11:45

Krasna O-23 The benefits of the Australian mixed-mode program (2018 - 
2023) for the celestial reference frame at S/X-band

11:45–12:00

Strech your legs break (15 min) 12:00–12:15
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Session-2.4 (45 min) Chairperson: Nataliya Zubko

Handirk O-15 Obtaining Local-Tie Vectors from Short-Baseline 
Interferometry between legacy S/X and VGOS Telescopes

12:15–12:30

Jacobs O-17 Twin Telescope Tests: Tying Goldstone Antennas at the mm 
level

12:30–12:45

Kern O-22 Neglected issues of terrestrial datum definition in VLBI 12:45–13:00
Lunch break (90 min) 13:00–14:30

Poster session Poster viewing , see list of posters below 14:30–17:30
End of EVGA2023 Day-2, EVGA2023 DINNER @ "Lindner Bräu" 18:00–23:59

2023-06-14 EVGA2023 Day-3

Session-3.1 (45 min) Chairperson: Yoon Kyung Choi
Jaron O-19 Cross-polarization bandpasses of VGOS antennas 09:00–09:15

Skeens O-39 Using a GNSS-radiotelescope interferometer to produce 
geodetic observables

09:15–09:30

Greiwe O-12 Close-Range Photogrammetry for Antenna Deformation 
Measurements

09:30–09:45

Strech your legs break (15 min) 09:45–10:00

Session-3.2 (45 min) Chairperson: Anastasiia Walenta

Moreira O-28
Assessing the consistency of the conventional reference 
frames (terrestrial and celestial) and their impact on 
estimated EOP using VLBI-based data

10:00–10:15

Haas O-13 Atmospheric parameters derived from VGOS sessions 
observed with the Onsala twin telescopes

10:15–10:30

Habana O-14 Characterization of the Atmospheric Turbulence using the 
Outputs of Assimilation Numerical Weather Models

10:30–10:45

Coffee break (30 min) 10:45–11:15

Session-3.3 (45 min) Chairperson: Maria Karbon
Zubko O-46 VGOS dTEC assesment using TEC GIM maps 11:15-11:30

Ricci O-34 Intercontinental optical clock comparison using the geodetic 
VLBI technique in K-band

11:30-11:45

Petrov O-31 On VLBI errors 11:45-12:00
Strech your legs break (15 min) 12:00–12:15

Session-3.4 (45 min) Chairperson: Daniela Thaller

Wolf O-44 Absolute orientation of Galileo orbits from simulated VLBI and 
GNSS observations

12:15–12:30

Raut O-33 Simulations of a VLBI transmitter on next-generation GNSS 12:30–12:45
Schunck O-38 Efforts in Satellite VLBI at the University of Tasmania 12:45–13:00

Closing remarks Rüdiger Haas 13:00-13:15

Short lunch  (60 min) 13:15–14:15
End of EVGA2023 Day-3, Excursion to Wettzell etc. 14:15–19:00
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Progress on the BRAND extreme-wideband receiver

W. Alef1,3, G. Tuccari1,2, S. Dornbusch1, M. Wunderlich1, H. Rottmann1, A. Felke1

Abstract The BRAND prototype primary focus receiverwith the very wide frequency range from 1.5 GHz to15.5 GHz has reached another milestone: zero-baselinefringes with the so-called digital frontend. It is a singleboard which receives up to 2×28 GHz RF signals, sam-ples them and performs a first digital processing in upto four powerful FPGAs. All other components of thereceiver are ready. We will report on the present sta-tus of the receiver.

Keywords digital receiver, wide-band receiver, VLBI,VLBI backend

1 Introduction

The BRAND receiver is “digital” in the sense that it doesnot employ analogue down-converters. Instead it digi-tises simultaneously the frequency band from 1.5 GHzto 15.5 GHz directly utilising a single sampler chip thathas been made available to the project. Sampling andinitial processing of the extremely high data-rates isdone in a so-called digital frontend. After successfultesting in the lab, the digital frontend will be installedin the Faraday room at Effelsberg and verified with in-put from other wideband receivers. The RFI producedby the board will also be measured. The printed circuitboard (PCB) with the sampler chip and four powerful
(1) Max Planck Institute for Radio Astronomy, Auf dem Hügel 69,D-53121 Bonn, Germany(2) INAF Istituto di Radioastronomia, Sezione di Noto, ContradaRenna, 96017 Noto (SR), Italy(3) Reichert GmbH, Hittorfstr. 26, D-53129 Bonn, Germany

FPGAs is going to be housed in a highly shielded boxat or close to the analogue parts of the receiver in thefocus cabin. The digitised and processed data is sent tothe digital backend via optical fibres. Final processingwill be done in a DBBC3 VLBI backend (Tuccari et al. ,2018, 2019a,b).The BRAND development was supported in theyears 2017 to 2020 under the RadioNet ‘Joint ResearchActivity’ BRAND EVN funded by the European Union’sHorizon 2020 research and innovation programme.In these first four years of the project a wide-bandfeed (Flygare & Panteleev , 2020), superconductorfilters, a coupler for calibration signals, a wide-bandamplifier, analogue signal conditioning and a receiverframework for the Effelsberg telescope’s prime focuswere successfully developed by our internationalteam (Alef et al. , 2019). It should be noted that as thefeed has a good efficiency for the Effelsberg telescopeit can serve as a starting design for other telescopeswhich nearly all have a more favourable geometry.The digital frontend development has been de-layed as its complexity was underestimated. Otherfactors for the delay are the lack of detailed documen-tation for the sampler chip which is not a generallyavailable off-the-shelf component. It is programmablein various ways, offers on-chip memory, and someprocessing options.

2 Digital frontend hardware

The digital frontend consists of a single board withall the electronics including the four inputs from theanalogue conditioning box and 64 SFP+ transceiversfor output of the digitised data. The board will be
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Fig. 1 The analogue data in GHz is input from the left. In“Mode1” two of the four inputs are used which results in thedata going out over 48 lanes. In “Mode2” all four inputs are usedwith half the input bandwidth with half the output data rate onall 96 lanes.

mounted inside a heavily shielded box of which dif-ferent models are commercially available. In additionthere are power supplies and communication ports.The layout of the board is defined by the charac-teristics of the sampler/processing chip which offersfour input ports and 96 output lanes. The sampler canprocess roughly 112 gigasamples at 8 bits1. This can berealised either via 2×56 GSps or 4×28 GSps (see fig.1). Early on during the project it was decided to imple-ment “Mode2” as it seemed less risky to input half thedata rate from the sampler to the FPGA chips.Up to four powerful FPGAs on the board receive thedata from the sampler. They reconstruct the digitisedinput bands, form sub-bands and can perform filteringor other operations.
1 The precise value is: 115.2 GSps, resulting in 57.6 GSps and28.8 GSps.

Fig. 2 The digital frontend board. Beneath the three fans arein the centre the sampler chip and two FPGAs on the side. Atthe four corners of the board there are 2×4 SFP+ cages visible(total of 64). The three upright daughter boards are a later addi-tion as the original power supply circuitry on the board was notsufficiently stable for the sampler chip.

It should be noted that we have now verified thatalso “Mode1” would work with our board.Of the so-called C-prototype two boards were man-ufactured. The first one was used for initial testing anddebugging. The documentation of the sampler chipwas incomplete and as a result the stability require-ments of the power supply to the chip were underes-timated. The required stability is less than ±10 mV athigh currents and low voltage.The second C-prototype includes a lot of modifi-cations, the most visible ones are the three daughterboards which realise the power supply for the three bigchips now with sufficient stability at all possible loadlevels of the chips. (see fig. 2)Another big problem arose in the data receivingand band reconstruction part of the firmware. Alsohere the lack of documentation could in the end onlybe solved by reverse engineering the firmware andsoftware delivered with the evaluation board of thesampler chip.Version 2 of the C-prototype has been designed(see fig. 3) now taking all lessons learned into account.The power supplies (see fig. 4 ) are now pluggable viaconnectors on the backside of C-V2 (see fig. 3). Thisway the high currents can be provided for sampler andFPGAs with the required high stability. Features addedare a 1 PPS output for the FPGAs for monitoring theirsync status. The firmware can now be loaded much
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Fig. 3 The design view of the digital frontend board version 2(top and bottom sides) shows roughly the same layout as version1. In the centre the sampler chip with four FPGAs on the left andright. At the four corners of the board there are 2×4 SFP+ cagesvisible (total of 64). New are the five connectors on the backsidefor power supplies.

Fig. 4 The design view of the power supply daughter boards(top and bottom view).

faster from an EPROM than via an external connection.The board power can now be switched remotely on oroff.

3 Digital frontend firmware and software

The capability for programming the sampler/process-ing chip is ready and has been tested. Some of the sam-pling modes have been verified and small amounts ofdata stored in the chip were retrieved and correlatedsuccessfully. Input was from a noise source of limitedbandwidth. We found strong fringes in the range ofgood SNR from the noise source, but very weak fringescould be detected even beyond up to the limit of thechip at 28 GHz.2As mentioned above the significant problems withthe data transfer to FPGAs could be solved after a lotof effort. It is now ready and tested. The next stage inthe data path is the forming of sub-bands which canbe handled more efficiently downstream. OCT filtersof 1.8 GHz width are now available. They are compat-ible to the setup of the Event Horizon Telescope forrecording data with Mark 6 recorders. Two such chan-nels with the two polarisations are stored on one diskmodule easing correlation considerably.In the future the filter shapes will be improved. Us-ing a common noise source at present zero-baselinefringes between different sampler channels yield al-ready efficiencies of up to 95% for the lower parts ofthe input band (see fig. 5). At the upper part of theband where our noise source still works we see on av-erage 90% efficiency.It should be noted that neither the noise source isoptimal for this extremely wide band from 0 GHz to28 GHz nor have we invested more effort yet in opti-mising the power level of the input signal. Also the cal-ibration of the sampler might be improved to achieveeven higher efficiency

4 Conclusions and outlook

A breakthrough has been achieved for the last majorunfinished component of the BRAND prototypereceiver: the digital frontend. Highly efficient zero-baseline fringes could already be demonstrated andwill be improved with a better noise source, properlyadjusted input power, better filter shapes, and careful
2 See slide 17 of presentation at https://radiowiki.
mpifr-bonn.mpg.de/lib/exe/fetch.php?
media=na:sustainability:tog:2023_01:
brand_evn_status_january_2023.pdf.
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Fig. 5 In the top row the input spectrum of the 1.8 GHz band, and the resulting fringes can be seen. The second row shoes thenormalised cross spectral function and the lag spectrum. In the third row the normalised lag spectrum with and without phaseinformation retained are displayed.

calibration of the sampler chip. It is expected thata new wide noise source (0 GHz to 40 GHz) will beready before the end of 2023.Work has also started on Digital Down-Converterfirmware which will allow channelisation of the inputfrequency band compatible with the DBBC3. The FPGAboards of the DBBC3 are being modified to be fed withdigital data in VDIF format from the digital frontendand other receiver/sampler combinations.

In order to advance the BRAND receiver to becomea real EVN receiver MPIfR has purchased 30 samplerchips. About 250 more are available from the manu-facturer.We expect that we can start with the integration ofsome components followed by laboratory tests beforethe end of 2023, to be followed hopefully by tests onthe telescope in 2024.
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RAEGE capabilities: Current Status and Analysis RAEGE
Group

E. Azcue, M. Karbon, S. Belda, V. Puente, M. Moreira, J.A. López-Pérez

Abstract RAEGE (Red Atlántica de EstacionesGeodinámicas y Espaciales / Rede Atlantica deEstaçoes Geodinamicas e Espaciais) is a projectresulting from the cooperation between the Na-tional Geographic Institute of Spain (IGE) and theGovernment of Azores. It is aimed to set up fourmulti-technique stations: two in Spain (Yebes andGran Canaria) and two in Azores (Flores and SantaMaria). These stations will stablish a Iberatlantic VeryLong Baseline Interferometry VLBI observing networkmeeting the international requirements needed forVGOS. Currently the VGOS-antennas at Yebes andSanta Maria are operational, the other two are inthe planning stage. The RAEGE project focuses notonly on the instrumentation and on operating theobservations and stations, but also on developinganalysis capabilities. With this objective a cooperationbetween IGN Spain, Azores Government and the Uni-versity of Alicante was born for exploding the geodeticobservations of the RAEGE observatories for geodeticand geodynamic purposes. The key feature of thisnetwork is its distribution over three tectonic plates(Eurasian, African and North American), which willaugment the estimates of the movements between
Esther Azcue · Vı́ctor PuenteNational Geographic Institute of Spain, Geodesy Department,Madrid, Spain eazcue@mitma.es
Marı́a Karbon · Santiago BeldaUniversity of Alicante, Spain
Mariana MoreiraEstação RAEGE de Santa Maria, Associação RAEGE Açores(Santa Maria-Azores), Atlantic International Research Centre(Terceira–Azores), Portugal
José Antonio López PérezYebes Observatory, National Geographic Institute of Spain,Yebes, Spain

the plates, both in direction and speed and thusimprove the TRF (Terrestrial Reference Frame). Majorimprovements are expected for constraining the rota-tional component of the African plate, where we havecurrently only one VLBI station in South Africa and avery sparse network of about 30 IGS-GNSS antennasover the entire continent. Within this study we wantto explore the capabilities of the RAEGE-network in”stand-alone” mode, i.e. which accuracies can bereached with this network in terms of EOP and stationposition accuracies, and in a second step we evaluatethe performance when expanding the network withadditional VGOS-antennas of the IVS network.

Keywords RAEGE, VLBI, GGOS, Core Sites, Geodesy

1 Introduction: RAEGE

RAEGE commenced in 2011 with a Memorandum ofUnderstanding between the Government of Azoresand the Government of Spain to set up a Very LongBaseline Interferometry (VLBI) observing networkto meet the international requirements needed forVGOS, the VLBI Global Observing System. Nowadays,the project aims at constructing, installing, andoperating four Geodetic Core Sites, two in Spain (inYebes and Gran Canaria) and two in Azores (in Floresand Santa Maria islands), Fig. 1, as well as two BaseCentres for the coordination of activities (in Yebes andSão Miguel). Each RAEGE Core Site is equipped withone radio telescope of VGOS specifications (i.e., 13.2m diameter, high slew rate, capable of operating in
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the 2-14 GHz up to 90 GHz), at least one permanentGNSS station, one gravimeter, one maser clock, and aseismograph/accelerograph. Yebes Observatory alsocounts with an SLR (Satellite Laser Ranging) facility.RAEGE Project does not only focus on instrumenta-tion, but also on developing analysis skills that allowto explote the geodetic observations of the RAEGEobservatories. The National Geographic Institute ofSpain (IGE) has experience in GNSS data analysis,participating in several national and internationalprojects. The IGNE expanded its analysis activities toVLBI data processing during the last years, startingto send its results to the IVS Combination Centrein february 2020. Since then a VLBI analysis group,in the frame of RAEGE, has been established. Thegroup consists of collaborators from the IGNE, theobservatories of Yebes and Santa Maria, and theUniversity of Alicante. The objectives of this groupare:
1. Promote the VLBI analysis activities in RAEGEProject.2. Share knowledge and skills.3. Expand our research activities.4. Gain opportunities for participating in otherinternational projects and/or interact with othergroups.

The objective of this presentation is to update the cur-rent status of RAEGE project as well as to show the firstresults obtained in the RAEGE analysis group, simulat-ing observations of RAEGE network.

2 Yebes observatory: status

Yebes Observatory is a technological developmentcenter of the National Geographic Institute of Spain,classified as a Spanish Unique Scientific and TechnicalInfrastructure (ICTS). It is located in Yebes (Guadala-jara), about 65 km from Madrid. It is equipped withtwo radio telescopes, 40- and 13.2- meters diame-ter, GNSS antennas, a future Satellite Laser Rangingstation, a local-tie network and gravimetric instrumen-tation. Being a Technological Development Center,the Yebes Observatory has also various laboratoriesand workshops for developing the technology that itis used in the observatory or worldwide exported.

Fig. 1 VLBI antennas at Yebes Observatory (up) and Santa Marı́aObservatory (down).

2.1 VLBI and correlator

The RAEGE 13.2-m VLBI radio telescope, ”Jorge Juan”,was integrated into the VGOS network in 2016. Itis equipped with a broadband receiver and used ingeodetic observations. Its status is full operative,participating in VGOS and EU-VGOS sessions. Highlightthe recent updates:
• Maintenance works (cable wrap reparation, Jan-uary 2022).• Upgrade VGOS Receiver, June 2022.• New FO CDMS in progress.• Construction of receivers for HartRAO, Matera andNARIT in progress.• Measurement of the radio telescope deformationsin collaboration with the Polytechnic Universityof Valencia. Fig. 2. The measurements were doneusing drones and Laser Scanner (LS) at 5 angles ofelevation. The adjust methods were Least SquareEstimation and Orthogonal Distance Regression.
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Fig. 2 Campaign for the measurement of the radio telescopedeformations by using drones.

Several problems in the campaign were found. Themeasurements with the LS were affected by windin the platform used for locating the LS. The pointclouds obtained with the drones are still beingprocessing.
A VLBI correlator is being developed. The correlationroom is in progress. The software is fully ready. Itoperates the correlation of VGOS-Intensive-Y ses-sions, including the weekly 1-hour observations withthe stations Gs (GGAO12M), Yj (RAEGYEB) and Sa(RAEGSMAR).

2.2 SLR

A Satellite Laser Ranging station is being built at YebesObservatory, so-called YLARA (Yebes LAser RAnging).The station is in the phase of site acceptance tests andwill start regular operation by early 2024. Upon com-pletion of the construction of YLARA, Yebes Observa-tory will become a fundamental geodetic station asit will host 3 major space geodetic techniques and alocal-tie network to interconnect them. Additionally,YLARA will be capable to track space debris too.

2.3 Gravimetry

The Gravimetry laboratory was specially designed tohost gravimeters. Given the delicacy of these instru-ments and the high sensibility, it is necessary to havecontrol over the thermal behaviour of the building(double chamber with air conditioning system in theexternal one) and the structural behaviour (isolatedconcrete pillars). A Superconducting Gravimeter OSGis permanently installed and operating. Other abso-lute gravimeters (FG5, A10) are occasionally movedto other locations. For example, last September 2023the FG5 gravimeter was sent to an inter-comparisoncampaign ICAG23 in Boulder. A GNSS station, meteoro-logical station, seismograph/accelerograph, humiditysensors or underground water level sensors are alsolocated in the laboratory.

2.4 GNSS, SAR Corner Cube
Retro-Reflector and Local Tie

Three GNSS antennas are operative: YEBE, that is inte-grated in the Euref GNSS Permanent Network and IGSnetwork, YEB1 and YEB2. YEBE is used as a reference fora SAR Corner Cube Retro-Reflector. The retro-reflectoris installed in collaboration with INTA (National Insti-tute of Aerospace Technology) as reference point forPAZ satellite (SAR images). Local tie in Yebes observa-tory is observed. Last updates are the new pillars forSLR integration in the network and the use of a newsoftware for the network adjustment, that will be usedfor the following realizations.
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3 Santa Maŕıa observatory: status

Santa Marı́a Observatory is placed in Santa Mariaisland (Azores, Portugal). It is the second station ofRAEGE working and first in Portugal. The station has aVGOS-type radio telescope, a control building whichhouses three pillars for the installation of gravimetersand seismographs, and GNSS antennas.

3.1 VLBI

The VGOS 13.2m radiotelescope “Colombo” wasconstructed in 2014 and is part of the InternationalVLBI Service for Geodesy and Astrometry (IVS). Itwas equipped with a tri-band receiver (S, X and Ka)developed at Yebes laboratories until September2022, participating routinely in R1, R4 and intensivetype sessions. Since then its participation was limitedto intensive VGOS sessions and IVS VGOS sessions intagalone mode. Although the receiver was changedto a VGOS type and the full signal chain was substi-tuted (2 Mark 6, DBCC 3, Base band downconvertersand new CDMS). A radar close to the station haveimpacted in VGOS bands creating full incompatibilitybetween RAEGE radio telescope and the leolabs radaroperation from ending 2022 to September 2023. Asa first solution a VGOS A band filter was used. OnSeptember 2023 a new superconducting filter wassuccessfully developed and installed.

3.2 Gravimetry

An I-Grav superconducting gravimeter was installed onSeptember 2022. It was previously located at YebesObservatory in parallel to the OSG. A GRAVITON-EG1183 gravimeter from LaCoste and Romberg, a Centaur-3/Trillium 120PA seismograph from Nanometrics, and aSILEX accelerograph are running also in the gravimetryroom. From march 2023 to June 2023 a FG5 absolutegravimeter was also used for measuring the absolutegravity.

Fig. 3 Local Tie network of pillars in Santa Marı́a.

3.3 GNSS and Local Tie

Two permanent GNSS stations are operative. RAEG, in-tegrated in the International (IGS) and European (EU-REF) Permanent Networks, and AZSM which is part ofthe Azorean (REPRAA) regional network.The local tie network was designed in September 2022and currently the pillars are being built. Fig. 3.

4 Gran Canaria and Flores observatories:
status

Gran Canaria and Flores observatories are still inprogress. The observatory of Gran Canaria will be inTemisas, a small village in southeast Gran Canaria.The land has been purchased and the design finished.Currently it is waiting for starting the works.Flores Observatory is proceeding slowly. The locationis decided and there is installed a GNSS station and aweather station, that had technical problems the lastyears.

5 RAEGE Analysis Group: RAEGE
Simulations and Local Tie by VLBI

A data analysis group in the frame of RAEGE has beenestablished. The group consists of collaborators from
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the IGNE and Yebes Observatory, Santa Maria obser-vatory and the University of Alicante. The goal of thegroup is the analysis and exploitation of the observa-tions of RAEGE to obtain useful data and products, butalso to transmit them to society.Last studies were focus on schedule our own observa-tions. The goal is to be able of planning, observing, cor-relating and analysing in the project. Two main strandsof work have been developed. A brief summary is pre-sented here, being the detailed and finished study pub-lished in the future. The first area of work is the plan-ning and design of our own experiments for exploit-ing the possibilities of RAEGE, starting with the simula-tions of observations of this network and its influencein the EOPs and terrestrial reference frames. Secondly,the observation of local ties by VLBI in the Yebes ob-servatory between the telescopes of 40m and 13.2m.

5.1 RAEGE simulations

The impact of including RAEGE stations in existingsessions was tested in R1/R4 and VGOS sessions. Thesoftware used was VieSched++. 64 different scheduleswere generated for several sessions with differentweight factors (number of observations, sky-coverageand duration). The best is selected analyzing MeanFormal Error and Repeatibilities from 1000 simulationsof each schedule. EOPs, Coordinates, Troposphere andSources are solved.When including RAEGE in existing sessions, the num-ber of observations by baseline of european stationsincreases but it also happens in the South Africa andSouth America stations tested. These stations improvethe repeatabilities of their coordinates and also theEOP repeteabilities (except for xp, x component of thepolar motion). More research is under developed forreaching a valid conclusion.Additionally, new sessions were proposed. Differenttests were done with new network configurations.Very long west-east and north-south baselines in-cluding RAEGE stations were simulating. Betweenthe different simulations, it seems to work very wellfor UT1 estimation the very long west-east baselineK2(Hawai)-RAEGE(Sa+Yj)+ Is(Japan).Future work: To repeat the test for a SNR basedschedule for VGOS sessions and to extend theseresults to more sessions.

5.2 VLBI Local Tie

The objective is to determine the local tie of the Yebesantennas by using VLBI observations. YEBES40M hassome small windows without observations that areused for the joint observation. The first test was donein June 2023 and the second one in July. In both cases atraining campaign of 1 hour was observed. The sched-ule was done by using VieSched++ and the correlationand analysis are still in progress.

6 Conclusions and future works

A general summary of the status of RAEGE project waspresented. The goals for the next year are:
• Yebes station: finishing the YLARA station, the VLBIcorrelator and the ordered VGOS receivers forother stations.• Santa Marı́a station: joining to the VGOS networkafter some tag-alone observations, building thelocal-tie pillars, the installation of new weatherstation, the temporal installation of absolutegravimeter close to superconducting one andthe under-ground water level measurements forgravimeter corrections.• Gran Canaria station: finishing the projects of civilworks for the new site, preparation of the tender-ing process for construction and the installation ofa weather station and GNSS receiver.• Flores station: definition of the contract forantenna design and weather station repairs.• RAEGE analysis group: finishing and publishing thesimulations done and working for observing themwith other stations interested.
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Abstract Simulation studies on the compatibilitybetween DORIS and VGOS have been made for Eu-ropean geodetic VLBI stations with the software toolpycraf. We present here only the results for Wettzelland compare them with former real measurements.The results indicate large exclusion zones for theconservation of undisturbed VLBI observations. Toavoid harmful radiation of DORIS to a VLBI receiver,a minimum distance of 300 m is suggested. Thecomplete study is available at: https://www.
craf.eu/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/
DORIS_VGOS_compatibility_study.pdf
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1 Introduction

The most precise global geodetic reference frame,the International Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF), isbased on four geodetic space techniques: Very LongBaseline Interferometry (VLBI), Satellite Laser Ranging(SLR), Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) andthe Doppler Orbitography and Radiopositioning Inte-grated by Satellite (DORIS). VLBI is the only techniquedepending on natural, very weak cosmic signals, whilethe other techniques depend on artificial signals: SLRon optical laser pulses, GNSS on microwave emissionsfrom satellites, and DORIS on microwave emissionsfrom ground beacons. All four techniques comple-
Benjamin WinkelMax-Planck-Institut für Radioastronomie, Auf dem Hügel 69, D-53121 Bonn, Germany
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ment each other with their observations for theterrestrial reference frames, because of the individualadvantages: VLBI is unique for the determinationof the Earth orientation parameters and the tie ofInternational Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF) tothe International Celestial Reference Frame (ICRF),SLR is strong in the determination of the center ofmass of the planet Earth and of the scale in the ITRF,GNSS is good for densification of global networksand of orientation and DORIS technique is unique inthat it has the most homogeneous global network ofreference sites. In order to combine these advantagesin a synergetic way, a co-location of these techniquesin geodetic observatories is an objective for makingprogress in global geodesy.The idea of co-location for a better geometrycomes along with a hidden disadvantage: DORIS, as aground-based active transmitting device, counteractswith the efforts of keeping the environment of aradio telescope site for VLBI free of radio frequencyinterference. The question of how the desired co-location of DORIS at a VLBI site (or vice-versa) can beachieved is under on-going discussion. The VLBI sys-tems are designed to receive extremely faint cosmicsignals down to -110 dBm, whereas the DORIS beaconemits signals at a frequency of 2,036 GHz with 40dBm output power. There is a potential for couplingbetween DORIS emissions (including harmonics athigher frequencies) and the VLBI receiving chain, thusgenerating spurious signals. A risk of overloading, oreven damaging, the VLBI low noise amplifiers (LNA)is possible. Even if in VLBI the same frequency is notbeing observed, in the worst case the LNA of the VLBIreceiver could be saturated by DORIS transmissionleading to useless VLBI observations.Meanwhile, several geodetic observatoriescollected measurements, made studies, and even co-located active DORIS beacons. The CRAF-VGOS grouppresented a compatibility study with simulationsof exclusion zones for DORIS with respect to VGOSradio telescopes. It collates site-specific experiencesand may be helpful for future decisions on how toco-locate both techniques at new sites.

2 Methodology

The compatibility study between the active DORIS de-vice and the passive radio telescope reflector for sev-eral European geodetic VLBI sites is made with thesimulation software pycraf (Winkel , 2023). Each com-patibility study between a DORIS and VGOS system isbased on a single-entry site-specific, whose purpose isto obtain some contour areas to define the minimumdistance where the compatibility between the DORISand VGOS is achieved. We study according to ITU-R Re-port RA.2507 (ITU-R Report RA.2507 , 2022) three dif-ferent scenarios:
1. the worst case scenario which provokes the satura-tion of the LNA at the VLBI receiving chain by inter-fering emissions. In this case, no useful VLBI resultscan be expected and it defines an exclusion zonefor DORIS beacons;2. the Very Long Baseline Interferometry observationmode (VLBI) used for detection of Earth rotation orastrometry. This is the most tolerant mode as lo-cal interference does not correlate. However, it in-creases the noise level at the receiver and that low-ers the signal-to-noise ratio and results in less accu-racy or even outlayer in the analysis;3. the single-dish (SD) mode used for calibration dur-ing a VLBI session. This is the least tolerant modeto local interference because it causes errors in thecalibration of the radio source.

The terrain around the radio telescopes has animportant impact on signal propagation from theselected DORIS site with respect to the VGOS radiotelescope and is taken into account in the study.The propagation model according to ITU-R Recom-mendation P.452-16 is used (ITU-R RecommendationP.452-16 , 2015, 2021). For this study no clutter hasbeen considered, to provide the worst-case scenario.According to Recommendation ITU-R RA.1513 (ITU-RRecommendation RA.1513 , 2015), RAS has to accepta maximum data loss of 2%. Therefore, for the prop-agation model, a time-percent value of 2% is usedthroughout this section. The resolution of the digitalterrain model is critical for the results. Lidar data(Lidar data , 2023) have not been freely available forall sites, therefore, SRTM data (SRTM data , 2023) areused as a second choice where Lidar data were notavailable.
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3 Input parameters and simulation results
for the example of Wettzell

The pycraf simulation tools require as input severaltechnical parameters listed for the DORIS and VLBI sys-tem in tables 1 and 2.To identify areas in the surroundings of the radiotelescope, from which the radio telescope can be illu-minated, a so-called attenuation map is computed. Forthis, a hypothetical transmitter at the position of theradio telescope radiates over the entire azimuth range.Illuminated areas are identified as areas with least at-tenuation, while other areas are protected mostly bythe topographic obstacles receive no radiation (maxi-mum attenuation). The latter are the preferred areasto install a DORIS system (see Figure 1).

Fig. 1 Attenuation map applied to the topographic represen-tation of Wettzell. The yellow/orange/red colors indicate areaswith strong illumination (low attenuation) from the radio tele-scope and are not recommended for a DORIS installation, whilethe dark violet areas show a high degree of attenuation and mayserve for an installation. The concentric rings around the centerare spaced by 100 m as a scale. This figure demonstrates that thetopography should be considered for the definition of locationsfor new transmitters in the surroundings of a radio telescope.

In a second computational step, the attenuationmap is used to compute the exclusion zones for

the three different threshold levels given in Tab. 2,namely for (1) the LNA saturation case (no VLBI resultspossible), (2) the VLBI/VGOS observation mode, (3)the single-dish/calibration mode (see Fig. 2). The min-imum coupling loss (MCL) is the difference betweenthe transmitted power and the RAS threshold. Themargin is obtained by the difference of the attenuationand the MCL. A negative margin indicates that thisattenuation is not enough to achieve the threshold.A positive margin indicates the attenuation is higherthan the MCL (the threshold is overpass) and a zeromargin provides the contour area that determines theexclusion zones (attenuation is equal to the MCL).From Fig. 2 (1) the LNA threshold case can beconcluded that the no-go area for a DORIS installationstretches up to 300m around the radio telescope (ifboth techniques shall be operated simultaneously).Due to the topographic situation of hills and valleysaround Wettzell several mountain chains in the dis-tance of up to 5 km for the VLBI-threshold level and upto 50 km (and a few spots up to 100 km) distance forthe single-dish/calibration threshold level may havean impact on the observational activities of a radiotelescope site for VLBI.In a third step, the topographic terrain model withthe determined threshold level lines can be overlaidwith geographic map information (Fig. 3. For the caseof Wettzell, the information of the (1) the LNA thresh-old case is of interest, as its simulated results can becompared with real measurements which had beenmade earlier at the station in search of a suitable DORISsite (Kluegel et al. , 2017). The results found by Klügel etal. coincide well with the simulation, so that the pycraftools for these type of studies are helpful for future in-vestigations; they are especially advantageous for thelarger area up to 100 km around a radio telescope site.This study considered only the carrier frequency of2 GHz of the DORIS beacon, but also the higher orderharmonics at 4 and 8 GHz should be analyzed in thesame way as they may conflict with observation bands.

4 Conclusion

Compatibility studies for European geodetic radio tele-scope sites for DORIS installation in their vicinity havebeen conducted (Compatibility Study DORIS-VGOS ,2023). In this article the methodology using the pycraf
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DORIS parameter Value RemarksEIRP level @ 2 GHz towards zenith 46 dBm extracted from document: DORIS beacon RF characteristicsEIRP level @ 2 GHz at 90° from zenith 38 dBm maximum level of DORIS towards the VGOS radio telescopeAntenna height @ 2 GHz 2 m general assumption, may vary at stations due to local situationDuty cycle 100% Percentage of active DORIS signal broadcast time
Table 1 DORIS input parameters for pycraf simulation.

VLBI System Value RemarksMinimum elevation angle 10° minimum elevation angle during VGOS sessionSide lobe gain at minimum VGOSelevation angle, Gr

0 dBi VGOS gain at 10° elevation angle, extracted from Fig. 8 (s. (Compat-ibility Study DORIS-VGOS , 2023))Threshold interference levels(1) LNA threshold case -50 dBm 1. worst case scenario, maximum input power level for linearregime of LNA,(2) VLBI threshold case -133 dB(W/m²) 2. maximum spectral density power for VGOS VLBI operation (ITU-R RA.2507)(3) SD threshold case -170 dB(W/m²) 3. maximum spectral density power for VGOS single dish opera-tion/calibration (ITU-R RA.2507)antenna height, hrx D/2+2.5m D = diameter of reflector, 2.5 m is the offset between ground andreflector lower edge
Table 2 VGOS radio telescope input parameters for pycraf simulation (Winkel , 2023).

Fig. 2 Exclusion zones for three different threshold levels indicated in Tab. 2. The left map indicates a zone of about 300 m in whichharmful interference from DORIS would make VLBI results impossible. The map in the middle shows with the red-line marked areas(the outer rings are spaced by 1 km as scale), where a DORIS system would have an impact on the geodetic VLBI observations, whilethe right map shows the same but for the single dish/calibration threshold criteria (the largest circle has a 100 km radius for scale).
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Fig. 3 Exclusion zone for DORIS computed by simulation andprojected over a remote sensing image with geographic details.This information helps to identify the areas which are critical foran installation of DORIS. However, the digital terrain model doesnot provide high-resolution details on the local situation withconstructions which could provide additional shielding and im-prove the situation. These investigations remain for local, real-condition studies.

software tool has been demonstrated for the case ofWettzell. The results from the simulations coincidewith previous investigations by local measurementsat the Wettzell site. Hence, the method is validated.The pycraf tool enables guidance in case of intendedinstallation of any kind of terrestrial transmitters neara radio telescope site. To avoid harmful radiation ofthe DORIS system to the VLBI receivers, a minimumdistance of about 300 m is suggested. Consideringthe threshold levels of ITU-R Report RA.2507 toprovide undisturbed conditions for geodetic VLBImeasurements, DORIS should be outside areas upto 5 km for VLBI observation mode and up to 50km for single dish/calibration mode for the case ofWettzell. These results cannot be used for other sitesand a case-by-case study is mandatory. However,local blockage of direct line-of-sight is crucial for theco-location of the DORIS transmitter near a VLBI radiotelescope. Another option for the coexistence of bothtechniques at one site is the alternating operation inless than 100% duty cycles of each technique.
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The VGOS High Road: From Inception and Prototyping to
Operations to Maturation and Beyond

D. Behrend, C. Ruszczyk, P. Elosegui, A. Neidhardt

Abstract Legacy S/X has been the production systemof the IVS since the inception of the service. VGOSwas declared operational in 2020 after a visionaryjourney that involved designing, prototyping, anddemonstrating the feasibility of the new observingsystem to generate high-quality geodetic products.And a fledgling VGOS network of between 8 and10 stations has been contributing to IVS productsoperationally ever since. That VGOS network hadfurther increased by the end of 2022 to 12 stations,and counting. Currently, the VGOS observing programencompasses the 24-hour VGOS-OPS and VGOS-RDsession series; further, a weekdaily VGOS Intensiveseries has been established (with other VGOS Inten-sives being set up). In addition to the network, VGOScorrelation capabilities have also expanded to try tokeep pace with the increased VGOS correlation load,morphing into a multi-center distributed correlator.In this paper, we provide a status overview of theinfrastructure realization efforts of the VGOS stationnetwork and the correlation centers as well as plansfor a bright VGOS future.

Keywords VGOS, infrastructure, correlator
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1 Introduction

When the IVS was established in 1999, the VLBI pro-duction system was—and had been for almost twodecades—the legacy S/X system. In the early 2000s,studies were started that looked into the creation of anext-generation VLBI system using smaller, faster an-tennas and a wide bandwidth. This was the start ofa journey to design, prototype, and demonstrate theVLBI Global Observing System (VGOS).Following an extended development period, thenew system was declared operational in 2020. High-quality geodetic and astrometric results were obtainedfrom VGOS data and started to contibute to IVS prod-ucts (including to ITRF2020). The fledgling VGOS net-work was limited in size (8 to 10 stations) and geo-graphic distribution (northern hemisphere) but contin-ued to grow, reaching some 12 stations by mid-2023.The network growth is expected to continue in the nextfew years (in particular in the southern hemisphere)and will help to improve overall data quality.The larger network as well as the anticipated in-crease in observing cadence necessitated an expan-sion of the VGOS correlation capabilities. The corre-lator network saw an expansion from initially one tonow seven centers to handle the correlation load (one24-hour VGOS session per week or fortnight plus 5to 10 1-hour VGOS Intensive sessions on various base-lines). In the following, we give an overview of theinfrastructure realization efforts of the VGOS stationnetwork and the correlation centers. We summarizethe history of VGOS using some of the milestones andmaking reference to essential publications. Finally, wepoint out someof the system’s current limitations (e.g.,data transfer rates, storage capacities) and provide anoutlook on a bright VGOS future.
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2 VGOS: Some History

In the early 2000s, the IVS Directing Board recognizedthat the VLBI equipment of the legacy S/X system, de-veloped in the 1970s and 1980s, was approaching theend of its lifetime and formed a working group to for-mulate a vision for a next-generationVLBI system.Overthe time period from September 2003 to September2005 IVS Working Group 3 on VLBI2010 examined cur-rent and future requirements for VLBI geodetic sys-tems and summarized its findings in a final report (seeFigure 1). This vision paper forms the basis for the sub-sequent developments.

Fig. 1 Vision document: Final Report of IVSWorking Group 3 onVLBI2010 “A Vision for Geodetic VLBI” (Niell et al., 2005).

To encourage the implementation of the recom-mendations of WG3, among other things, the Boardthen established the VGOS Technical Committee (VTC;formerly known as VLBI2010 Committee, V2C) inSeptember 2005. As a committee the VTC is a perma-nent body in the IVS (unlike the temporary WG3). Theprimary function of the VTC is to promote and guideresearch into the improvement of the “technique” ofgeodetic VLBI. The committee saw as the most urgentissue the need to define the specifications for theVGOS antenna and accomplished this task with thepublication of a progress report in 2009 (see Figure 2)which focused on the design aspects of the VGOSsystem. The VTC continues to work on improving theVLBI technique to this day.With the specifications defined, it was possibleto start work on prototyping a VGOS system. Two

Fig. 2 Definition of specifications: Progress Report of the VGOSTechnical Committee (VTC, formerly VLBI2010 Committee) “De-sign Aspects of the VLBI2010 System” (Petrachenko et al., 2009).

proof-of-concept broadband signal chain systemswere developed and installed at antennas in Westfordand Goddard. The baseline was used between 2014and 2017 to demonstrate the feasibility of VGOS. Inaddition to the developments on the station side,also new correlation and analysis procedures for thefour-band, dual-linear-polarization data had to becreated. A summary of the successful demonstrationof the VGOS technique was eventually published in2018 (see Figure 3).

Fig. 3 Demonstration of VGOS technique: technical report inRadio Science (Niell et al., 2018).
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3 Status and Growth of the VGOS
Station Network

As of mid-2023, the VGOS observing network consistsof 12 stations (see Figure 4). The addition of three fur-ther stations to this network is imminent. The networkwill further grow in 2024 and 2025 to about 25 sta-tions. Recent milestones and the state of individualVGOS station projects are summarized in Table 1. Ad-ditional growth with a smaller number of stations isanticipated towards the end of this decade.
Table 1 Individual VGOS stationprojectswith recentmilestonesand projected broadband readiness.
Station Recent milestone VGOS broadbandGGAO VGOS-OPS, VGOS-RD readyWestford VGOS-OPS, VGOS-RD readyWettzell (Ws) VGOS-OPS, VGOS-RD readyYebes (Yj) VGOS-OPS, VGOS-RD readyIshioka VGOS-OPS, VGOS-RD readyKokee Park (K2) VGOS-OPS, VGOS-RD readyOnsala (Oe, Ow) VGOS-OPS, VGOS-RD readyMcDonald VGOS-OPS, VGOS-RD readyHobart VGOS-OPS, VGOS-RD readyKatherine VGOS-OPS, VGOS-RD readyNy-Ålesund (Nn) VGOS-OPS, VGOS-RD readySanta Maria VGOS-RD imminentSheshan VGOS tagalong imminentYarragadee S/X observing imminentWettzell (Wn) VGOS fringe tests 2024Ny-Ålesund (Ns) S/X observing 2024HartRAO signal chain work 2024Metsähovi signal chain work 2024Matera RT built 2024Chiang Mai site preparation 2024Songkhla site selected end 2024Gran Canaria RT stored, land purchase 2025Fortaleza RT and signal chain built 2025Flores RT design, RFI surveys 2025Kanpur proposal 2025Badary fixed broadband system 2017 [S/X/Ka]Zelenchukskaya fixed broadband system 2017 [S/X/Ka]Svetloe fixed broadband system 2019 [S/X/Ka]Tahiti site selected, RFI survey beyond 2027

Beyond the projects listed, there are also effortsunderway in other parts of the world. This includes un-dertakings in India (for three stations), Malaysia, andIndonesia. Please do let the authors know of any otherprojects that may be in the discussion stage.In general, the observing network reaches levelsof a mature buildout, but there remain gaps in Africa,

South America, and Antarctica—that is, there is a levelof scarcity in the southern hemisphere overall.

4 VGOS Correlation Capabilities

The VGOS correlation capabilities have evolved froma single correlator (until 2019) to a network of (up toseven) distributed correlators that can process VGOSsessions operationally (see Figure 5).TSUK has processed VGOS Intensive data but doesnot have sufficient resources yet to handle 24-hoursessions. UTAS handles AUS mixed-mode sessions.Other correlation centers (e.g., at Yebes) may evolveover time to full-blown VGOS correlators. The cor-relator group regularly meets to have knowledgeexchange and to refine the VGOS processing chain.

5 VGOS Observing: Current Limitations

Cadence of VGOS-OPS sessions. In 2022 and early2023, the turnaround time for 24-hour VGOS sessions(end of observing to vgosDB creation) was 2+ months.With 4–5 correlators processing 24-hour sessions, aturnaroundtimeof 30days or better is needed to avoida backlog of sessions. The last few VGOS-OPS sessionsof 2023 were closer to this target time.Data storage. Both stations and correlators needsufficient storage capacity for Level-0 data (raw sta-tion data). Several have upgraded their capacities re-cently. A subset of the correlators can handle physicallyshipped Mark 6 modules, while some only support e-transfers.e-transfer rates. For transferring Level-0 dataelectronically, sufficiently large data transfer rates areneeded. For stations sustained rates of 5–10 Gbps aresufficient, whereas correlators needmultiples of theserates (20 Gbps or better for one 24-hour session perweek; 140 Gbps at full VGOS maturity when observingcontinuously and assuming a monolithic correlator).Hardware availability. Several hardware parts—such as masers, digitizers, and feed system compo-nents (e.g., LNAs)—are produced by small companieswith small production series. Some parts have becomeunavailable (“unobtainium”), while other parts havehigh costs or long purchase order lead times associ-
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Fig. 4 Geographic distribution of the operational VGOS antennas (º), built antennas with signal chain work in progress (º), andVGOS projects in the planning stage (º).

Fig. 5 Geographic distribution of the operational VGOS correlators (º), correlators under verification (º), and future correlationcenters (º).

ated with them. An inherent risk is a slowdown in thesignal chain buildout or difficulties in maintaining theexisting ones.RFI impact. Both ground-based and space-borneradio emissions from active services can impact thestation operations. Unwanted frequencies at one (or

several) of the VGOS bands can cause radio frequencyinterference with possible loss of data or the need toinstall tailor-made notch filters into the signal chain.The latter situation was the case, for instance, for theVGOS antennas at Ishioka and Santa Maria.
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6 Conclusions and Outlook

In 2022, the VGOS observing program encompassedabout 265 Intensive (1-hour) sessions and 50 (24-hour)sessions. However, data transport and storage as wellas correlator time are themain resources that limit thecurrent program. It is expected that data transfer ratesboth at the stations and correlators will be improvedover time resulting in an increased cadence of observ-ing sessions. This needs to go hand in hand with en-hancements of storage capacity.There is still work to be done to be able to transitionfrom the legacy S/X system to the VGOS system as theproduction workhorse of the IVS. Having two systemsin parallel, of course, also means that they competefor resources. It is however essential that the nascentVGOS time series are rigorously integrated with the ex-isting S/X time series so that the long-lasting S/X seriescan be carried forward by VGOSwithout real lapse. Thetie of the S/X and VGOS systems can be accomplishedby mixed-mode sessions as well as local tie sessions atsites with co-located legacy S/X and VGOS stations.With a VGOS network of 25+ stations in the mid-2020s and the possibility of having 9–10 VGOS correla-tion centers processing operational VGOS sessions, wesee themakings of the VGOS system reachingmaturity.The VGOS Intensive series VGOS-INT-A furnishes dUT1results by a factor of two better than the equivalentlegacy S/X series. The IERS Rapid Service/Prediction

Center has started to use the results operationally. Fur-ther VGOS Intensives are in the process of being val-idated. In short, the process has begun to phase inVGOS as a production tool.
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Earth orientation parameters estimated from recent Australian
mixed-mode and Southern Intensive sessions

S. Böhm, L. McCallum

Abstract The sensitivity of Very Long Baseline In-terferometry (VLBI) measurements toward singleEarth orientation parameters (EOP) and the resultingaccuracy strongly depends on the network extension.We can expect high-quality estimates from sessionswith a well-distributed observation network designedfor EOP determination, such as the R1 and R4 sessions.The 24-h sessions observed within the Australianmixed-mode program (AUA/AUM) do not providea globally extended network of stations. Still, theyinvolve the future potential to deliver results with ashort latency. Under this aspect, we investigate thepossibilities to determine different sets of or singleEOP from the AUA and AUM sessions observed since2020. By fixing source and station positions andestimating the EOP as one offset each, we can deriveall EOP from most of the examined AUA/AUM sessionswith acceptable quality. A subset of the telescopeshave been or are involved in observing the so-calledSouthern Intensive sessions since 2020. In additionto the results of the 24-h sessions, we present theUT1−UTC estimates derived from the latest SouthernIntensives, now designated IVS-INT-S (IVS: Interna-tional VLBI Service for Geodesy and Astrometry).Our assessment shows an accuracy of the IVS-INT-Scomparable to that of other IVS Intensive sessions.
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1 Introduction

We can determine all five Earth orientation parameters(EOP) within the adjustment process of geodetic verylong baseline interferometry (VLBI) data, provided thatthere is a sufficient number and spatial and temporaldistribution of observations. These parameters are thecelestial pole offsets (CPO), the polar motion parame-ters, and the difference of universal time 1 to coordi-nated universal time, from now on referred to as dX,dY, xPol, yPol, and UT1−UTC.In this study, we challenge the Australian mixed-mode sessions AUA/AUM (McCallum et al., 2022) re-garding EOP determination. Due to their limited net-work extension, these sessions are not optimal for de-riving EOP. Hence, we test different strategies imposingvariable constraints.Furthermore, we explore the UT1−UTC qualityof the recent Southern Intensive sessions IVS-INT-S(Böhm et al., 2022).

2 Data and analysis

The considered periods are 2020–2023 for theAUA/AUM sessions and 2022–2023 for the IVS-INT-S.For both session types, the parameter estimation iscarried out with the VLBI module of the Vienna VLBIand Satellite Software VieVS (Böhm et al., 2018).
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2.1 Australian mixed-mode sessions

To evaluate the AUA/AUM EOP performance, weselected 84 AUA/AUM sessions from January 2020to March 2023 and 91 R1 and R4 sessions close tothe AUA/AUM sessions. The stations participating inthe sessions in different constellations are shown inFig. 1. Since the R1/R4 sessions are specially designed
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Fig. 1 Possible network stations of the AUA/AUM (black) andR1/R4 (red) sessions from 2020–2023.

for EOP determination, we regard the derived EOPresults as the standard and investigate differentprocessing strategies for the AUA/AUM to get EOP ofcomparable quality. For the R1/R4 sessions, we useour standard parameterization for EOP determination.We fix sources given in the International CelestialReference Frame, ICRF3 (Charlot et al., 2020) andestimate non-ICRF sources. The coordinates of thestations are calculated, imposing no-net-rotationand no-net-translation conditions on the positionsof the ITRF2020 catalog (International TerrestrialReference Frame 2020, Altamimi et al., 2023). Theparameters xPol, yPol, and UT1−UTC are estimated aspiece-wise linear offsets at mid-nights, while dX anddY are estimated as offsets, referring to the middleof the sessions. Because of the spatial limitations ofthe AUA/AUM session networks, we did not applythe standard approach but fixed ICRF3 and ITRF2020source and site positions. For EOP, we test threescenarios: estimation of all five parameters as offsets(EOP), fixing of CPO and estimation of polar motionand UT1−UTC as offsets (ERP: Earth rotation parame-ters), and an intensive-like setting with only UT1−UTCestimated (UT1).

2.2 Southern Intensive sessions

The IVS-INT-S are a series of Intensive sessions ob-served on baselines in the southern hemisphere. Theresults of the sessions from the years 2020 and 2021are discussed in detail in Böhm et al. (2022). Here,we present the UT1−UTC results of 50 IVS-INT-S fromJanuary 2022 to April 2023 compared to 50 IVS-INT-1/3/00 observed close to the INT-S epochs. Fig. 2 shows
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Fig. 2 Stations and baselines of the INT-S (light blue) and INT-1,INT-3, and INT-00 (purple) sessions from 2022–2023.

the networks of the different types of Intensive ses-sions analyzed here. As for the AUA/AUM sessions, thecoordinates of stations and sources are fixed to theITRF2020 and ICRF3 positions.

3 Results

The different analysis strategies applied for theAUA/AUM sessions are compared among each otherand with the EOP results of the R1/R4 sessions usingso-called boxplots. The statistical measures providedwith a boxplot are illustrated in Fig. 3. All EOP results
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first quartile

median {interquartile range (IQR)

Q3+1.5 ∙ IQR

Q1−1.5 ∙ IQR

Fig. 3 Illustration of the boxplot concept.
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are plotted as differences to the reference EOP timeseries JPL EOP2 (Chin et al., 2009). Sessions withdifferences to the reference EOP or formal errorslarger than one milliarcsecond are excluded fromthe comparison and regarded as unsuitable for EOPdetermination. In the case of the R1/R4, this criteriondoes not apply to any session. When estimating allEOP or only ERP from the AUA/AUM sessions, 23sessions are excluded from the comparison. Manydeselected sessions are observed without the Httelescope and, therefore, lack long baselines. If we doan Intensive-like analysis and estimate only UT1−UTC,only one session has to be dropped.
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Fig. 4 Boxplots of EOP results (differences to JPL EOP2) fromthe 24-h sessions in µas. The number of sessions included in thecomparison is given in parentheses.

The results of the examined 24-h sessions are dis-played in Fig. 4. With the additional constraints addedto the standard EOP estimation, the results producedby the different processing scenarios (EOP, ERP, andUT1) can keep up with those of the R1/R4 sessions.However, especially in the case of the xPol-component,the spread of the differences to JPL EOP2 is signifi-cantly larger. The reason is probably the poor north-south extension of the AUA/AUM session networks. In-terestingly, we do not see much difference betweenthe EOP and ERP scenarios. Not estimating CPO doesnot improve the quality of the other EOP results (xPol,yPol, and UT1−UTC), nor does it lead to the inclusion ofmore sessions. By applying the Intensive-like strategy(UT1), we can keep all but one session in the compari-son. The quality of the UT1−UTC estimates is similar tothat of the R1/R4 sessions. Yet, with this strategy, wecan derive UT1−UTC only. So, it might be more benefi-cial to use the EOP strategy for the 61 sessions where

it works and apply the UT1 approach merely to the 22sessions where the EOP strategy fails.In Fig. 5, the UT1−UTC results of the different 24-hsessions and processings are shown together with theresults of the Intensives IVS-INT-S and IVS-INT-1/3/00,again as differences to the JPL EOP2. The values arepresented in µas like in Fig. 4 for better comparabilitywith polar motion and celestial pole offsets. The UT1
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Fig. 5 Boxplots of UT1−UTC results (differences to JPL EOP2)from the 24-h and Intensive sessions in µas. The number of ses-sions included in the comparison is given in parentheses.

approach is only used for the 22 sessions where thegeometry is insufficient for estimating all EOP. Com-pared with the performance of the southern Intensivesand the other IVS Intensives shown here, the Intensive-like analysis yields results with Intensive-like accuracy,which is still better than not using these 22 sessions atall. The differences to JPL EOP2 for the INT-S and theINT-1/3/00 are presented as individual values and in ahistogram in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6 UT1−UTC results (differences to JPL EOP2) from the IVS-INT-S (light blue) and IVS-INT-1/3/00 (purple) sessions with er-rorbars in µs.
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As can also be read from Tab. 1, the UT1 residu-als w.r.t. JPL EOP2 are mainly in the range of about
±20 µs and rarely over 50 µs absolutely, for all Inten-sive types. We see a significant negative bias for theIVS-INT-1/3/00 sessions that could be due to the choiceof the reference EOP series. The INT-S have a slightlylower weighted standard deviation w.r.t. JPL EOP2 butslightly larger formal errors than the other investigatedIntensives during the study period.
Table 1 Statistics of UT1−UTC estimates from Intensive ses-sions with respect to JPL EOP2.
Statistical quantity [µs] INT-S INT-1/3/00
Weighted standard deviation 16 20Weighted mean 2 −12Interquartile range 23 24

Mean formal error 11 7Median formal error 9 6

4 Conclusions and outlook

Although the AUA/AUM sessions are not designed forderiving EOP, they can be employed for that if cer-tain constraints are imposed. Out of 84 AUA/AUM ses-sions from 2020–2023, 61 can be used to estimate allfive EOP with acceptable accuracy if source and sta-tion positions are fixed to a priori values. The devia-tions w.r.t. a reference time series are slightly higherthan those obtained from R1/R4 sessions, especially inthe case of polar motion, xPol. We did not find a signifi-cant influence on polar motion or UT1−UTC if CPO areestimated or fixed. Sessions that fail when determin-ing all EOP can be analyzed in an Intensive-like modeto retrieve at least UT1−UTC, with the drawback of areduced accuracy.The IVS-INT-S sessions from 2022 to April 2023, alsoassessed in this study, deliver stable UT1−UTC results,able to compete with the results of IVS-INT-1/3/00 In-tensives from the same period. The Southern Inten-sives are operated every Monday at 6:30 UTC on thebaseline Ht-Hb (South Africa - Tasmania), as a perma-nent component of the IVS observing program.
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Imaging ICRF3 sources at 0.2 mas resolution with the European
VLBI Network at K band

P. Charlot, M. E. Gómez, R. M. Campbell, A. Collioud, A. Keimpema, M. Kettenis

Abstract We explore the capabilities of the EuropeanVLBI Network (EVN) to image radio reference framesources observed through geodetic-style experimentsat K band (22 GHz). The EVN includes long East-Westand North-South baselines (from Europe to Asia andfrom Europe to South Africa) along with baselines ofshorter and intermediate lengths within Europe, mak-ing it worthwhile to study the potential of the networkfor imaging in such observing mode. To this end, weuse a 22-telescope experiment carried out as part ofthe EC-funded JUMPING JIVE project in October 2020.The experiment targeted a total of 80 sources from thethird realization of the International Celestial Refer-ence Frame (ICRF3), all of which selected from the poolof ICRF3 defining sources. Scheduling of the observa-tions was accomplished by using sub-netting becausethe primary scope of the experiment was geodesy. De-spite this geodetic-style approach, it was possible toimage all of the sources, hence demonstrating the ca-pability of the EVN for such work. The resulting imagesmay be used to further assess the source compactness,and hence their astrometric suitability, at a frequencyand a resolution higher than probed by the standardS/X observations that formed the basis for selectingthose sources as ICRF3 defining sources.
Patrick Charlot · Arnaud CollioudLaboratoire d’Astrophysique de Bordeaux, Université de Bor-deaux, CNRS, Bât. B18N, Allée Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire, CS 50023,33615 Pessac Cedex, France
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Robert M. Campbell · Aard Keimpema · Mark KettenisJoint Institute for VLBI ERIC, Oude Hoogeveensedijk 4, 7991 PDDwingeloo, The Netherlands
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1 Introduction

The work reported in this paper was carried out as partof the JUMPING JIVE project1, an EC funded projectfor the period 2016–2021 whose objective was to en-hance the profile of the Joint Institute for VLBI ERIC(JIVE). In this project, Work Package 6 “geodetic ca-pabilities” (Colomer et al., 2019) was aimed to imple-ment a fully operational geodetic path at the Euro-pean VLBI Network (EVN) software correlator (SFXC)at JIVE and measure the geodetic position of the non-geodetic EVN telescopes. For the latter, two 24-hourexperiments have been carried out using the EVN atK band, one in June 2018 (EC065) and one in Octo-ber 2020 (EC076) (Gómez et al., 2020). Based on thesedata, geodetic positions at the cm level have been de-rived for the relevant telescopes (Gómez et al., 2023).In the following, we explore the use of the samedata, more specifically those from EC076, to imagethe sources targeted in these observations. Section 2describes the VLBI observing network, source se-lection scheme, scheduling strategy, correlation andpost-processing of the data, while Sect. 3 presentsthe imaging results. The latter includes plots of theresulting images for a few sources, including somefor low-declination sources. Comparisons with inde-pendent VLBI images obtained with the Very LongBaseline array (VLBA) at K band are also provided toqualify the quality of the EVN images. Conclusions andfuture prospects are drawn in Sect. 4.
1 See the web page of the project at https://jumping.jive.eu/
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2 Observations

The observing network used to acquire the data in-volved in this work includes all EVN radio telescopesthat have the capability to observe at K band, namely17 telescopes in Europe, Asia and South Africa. The net-work was further augmented with the four e-MERLINout-stations with K band capability (Cambridge, Dar-nall, Knockin and Pickmere in the UK) and the 26 mantenna in Hobart (Australia). In all, this forms a largenetwork of 22 telescopes (Fig. 1). The e-MERLIN out-stations provide short baselines which help with therecovery of extended structure, while the Hobart tele-scope helps with North-South resolution.A total of 80 sources from the third realization ofthe International Celestial Reference Frame (Charlot etal., 2020) were observed during the experiment. Be-cause the primary scope of the project was to deter-mine the geodetic positions of the EVN telescopes, allsources were chosen among the pool of ICRF3 defin-ing sources. This selection should limit potential effectsdue to source structure since the defining sources aredeemed to be more compact. We arranged for these80 sources to be well spread in right ascension anddeclination, as reflected by the sky distribution plottedin Fig. 2. No sources below −30◦ declination were se-lected because the network would then be reduced tothe single baseline between Hartebeesthoek and Ho-bart, which would make imaging impossible.The scheduling of the observations was achievedusing NASA’s SKED software. While the sky coverageabove each telescope was optimized in the usual wayto allow for the estimation of tropospheric parametersfor geodesy, we also arranged for the observations tobe reasonably well spread over all sources and forcedeach scan to include at least four telescopes. The num-ber of scans per source was between 2 and 10, with amean value of 5.6, while the number of observationsranged from 30 to 546, with a mean value of 257. Dueto the large network, one-third of the scans had morethan 10 telescopes and 10% had 16–18 telescopes, avery favorable situation for imaging.The data were correlated with the SFXC correlatorand post-processed in a standard way using AIPS basedon the calibration information (system temperaturesand gain curves) attached to the data. Fringes werefound for all stations but Cambridge and Jodrell Bank,thus leaving a set of 20 stations for the analysis.

Fig. 1 Geographical location of the 22 radio telescopes involvedin the EC076 experiment.
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Fig. 2 Sky distribution of the 80 ICRF3 defining sources ob-served in the course of the EC076 experiment.

3 Imaging results

The imaging was accomplished using DIFMAP in a fully-automatic mode after averaging the visibilities over 10-second periods of time. Outliers were discarded in anautomatic way using a homemade DIFMAP routine.Based on this procedure, all of the 80 sources havebeen successfully imaged, demonstrating the poten-tial of the EVN for such work. The images producedfor three of the observed sources are shown in Fig. 3as examples. Apart from a few exceptions (see be-low), the sources are found to be mostly very compactat the EVN resolution, therefore confirming that theyqualify well as defining sources for the celestial refer-ence frame. The dynamic range of the images (definedas the ratio of the peak brightness to the rms of thebrightness in the residual map) is up to 1300, with amedian value of 490. Interestingly, nearly circular ormoderately elongated restoring beams are obtainedfor sources at low declinations (see Fig. 4), a unusualbut favorable situation which results from the network
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Fig. 3 VLBI images at K band for three ICRF3 defining sources (0133+476, 0727−115, 1846+322) observed in the EVN experimentEC076 conducted on 23 October 2020. Contour levels are drawn at ± 0.75, 1.5, 3, 6, 12, 24, 48 and 96% of the image peak brightness.

Fig. 4 VLBI images at K band for three low-declination sources (0035−252, 1124−186, 1243−072) observed in the EVN experimentEC076 conducted on 23 October 2020. Contour levels are drawn at ± 0.75, 1.5, 3, 6, 12, 24, 48 and 96% of the image peak brightness.

including long North-South baselines between Harte-beesthoek and Europe and between Hobart and Asia.Figure 5 compares our EVN images for two sourcesthat are not point-like (0552+398 and 1418+546) withpreviously published VLBA images of the same twosources, also at K band (de Witt et al., 2023). Thoughnot at the same epoch, the EVN and VLBA images com-pare well, indicating similar jet-like structure elongatedin the same direction in both cases. The comparisonalso shows that the EVN provides somewhat higherresolution compared to the VLBA. Considering our en-tire set of 80 images, the minor axis of the restoringbeam ranges from 0.15 mas to 0.43 mas, with a me-dian value of 0.28 mas. In comparison, the maximumresolution that the VLBA can reach is about 0.3 mas.Such increased resolution should help to probe sourcestructure even closer to the core, which would be of in-terest for the K band celestial reference frame but alsofor understanding the physics of the sources.

4 Conclusions and outlook

Imaging of a sample of 80 ICRF3 defining sourcesobserved during a geodetic-style EVN experimentconducted at K band demonstrates the capabilities ofthe EVN for such imaging work. The images compareswell with VLBA images produced independently andhave about 30% higher resolution. Southern stations(Hartebeesthoek, Hobart) are essential to image low-declination sources. Beyond their use for astrophysics,such high-resolution images are also useful to assessthe continued astrometric suitability of the sourcesfor the development and maintenance of the ICRFat K band. In the future, we plan to pursue furthersuch observations with the EVN for mixed geodetic,astrometric and imaging goals. Along this line, aninitial 48-hour experiment that observed another166 ICRF3 defining sources was conducted early June2023. Later on, we plan to go to weaker sources, taking
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Fig. 5 Comparison of EVN (left) and VLBA (right) images at K band for the sources 0552+398 (J0555+3948) and 1418+546(J1419+5423). The VLBA images are from de Witt et al. (2023) and are for epoch 2015.55 (case of 0552+398) and 2017.02 (case of1418+546). Contour levels are drawn at± 1.03, 2.75, 5.50, 10.99, 21.98, 43.97 and 87.94% of the image peak brightness for 0552+398and at ± 0.64, 1.70, 3.41, 6.82, 13.63, 27.26 and 54.53% of the image peak brightness for 1418+546.

advantage of the large sensitivity of the EVN. The VLBIimages presented here will be made publicly availablethrough the Bordeaux VLBI Image Database2.
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Bonn Correlator Status

Y. K. Choi1,2,3, S. Bernhart1,2,3, H. Rottmann3 and J. Wagner3

Abstract We report on the status of the Bonn Corre-lation Center focusing on geodesy. As well as technicalaspects of the cluster and its performance, we summa-rize our duties as one of the IVS correlators and recentprogress.

Keywords VLBI correlation, DiFX, VGOS

1 Introduction

The Bonn correlator, located in Bonn, Germany, is op-erated jointly by the Max Planck Institute for Radio As-tronomy (MPIfR) in Bonn and the Federal Agency forCartography and Geodesy (Bundesamt für Kartogra-phie und Geodäsie, BKG) in Frankfurt. TheMPIfR hoststhe correlator facility and shares with the BKG the theinvestment and operational costs of the cluster. SinceJanuary 2017 the personnel responsible for the corre-lation of geodetic sessions are employed by the BKGvia a private contractor, the Reichert GmbH.

2 Correlator Capabilities

The Distributed FX software correlator (Deller et al.2011) in various versions is used at the Bonn correlator.For geodetic production, we currently use DiFX-2.6.3for S/X Legacy sessions and DiFX-2.5.5 for VGOS obser-
1. Reichert GmbH2. Bundesamt für Kartographie und Geodäsie3. Max-Planck-Institut für Radioastronomie

vations.The correlator is running on a high-performance com-puting (HPC) cluster, which was renewed in 2015 tomatch both VGOS and mm-VLBI requirements. It con-sists of
1) 68 nodes with 20 compute cores each, for a totalof 1360 cores2) three head nodes which allow execution of severalcorrelations and postprocessing in parallel3) 2.8 PB disk space in RAID units and combined in aBeeGFS parallel cluster file system4) 14 Mark 5 playback units5) 11 Mark 6 playback units each with four and somewith six bays.
The raw data are recorded at the stations either onmodules (Mark 5 or Mark 6) or on storage servers,usually referred to as Flexbuffs. For geodetic experi-ments the data are mostly e-transferred to the HPCcluster. Various raw data formats have already beencorrelated in Bonn: Mark IV, Mk5, DVP, and variousflavors of VDIF.The correlator output data (SWIN files) can be ex-ported to FITS and HOPS (Mark IV) formats. Forpost-processing the following software packages areavailable: AIPS, CASA, PIMA, and HOPS (HaystackObservatory Postprocessing System), the latter ofwhich is the standard tool for geodesy. The correlatoroutputs and other important files (e.g., VEX and v2dfiles) are backed up daily on the HPC cluster. The finalproducts are archived on the MPIfR archive server,where they will be kept for at least ten years. TheEXPAD and COMEDIA tools are used for bookkeepingof experiments and corresponding media correlatedin Bonn. They are the frontends to a local databasethat records all relevant information such as the
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observation date, participating stations, modules, andstatus of the experiment.In 2022 correlator operations were switched to usingSLURM for scheduling and executing correlations onthe HPC cluster. The main motivation for this changewas using SLURMs ability to automatically suspendand resume compute nodes depending on the currentcluster workload in order to substantially reduce theenergy consumption in idle time periods. On average11000 kWh of power equivalent to about 10t of CO2can be saved per month.

3 Activities in Bonn

3.1 IVS correlation

Our duties include the correlation of the followinglegacy S/X sessions:
• Weekly INT3 sessions observed everyMondaywiththree to five participating stations and a durationof one hour. 34 sessions were processed in 2022,37 sessions are scheduled for 2023.• The R(apid)1 series also observed onMondays with10 to 15 participating station. 52 sessions were cor-related in 2022, 52 sessions are to be processedin 2023. Since January 2023, the Australian VGOSstations participate in the R1 observations, mak-ing these so-called mixed-mode sessions in whichlegacy antennas equipped with right circular polar-isation receivers observe along with antennas thatrecord data in dual linear polarisation with a VGOSbroadband receiver.• Bimonthly observed T2 sessions to monitor theTRF: 7 sessions were worked on in 2022, 7 sessionsare also scheduled for 2023. The T2s are currentlythe largest sessions in terms of participating an-tennas. The number of envisaged stations rangesbetween 14 and 25.• The bimonthly OHG series focusing on southernhemisphere stations with a duration of 24 hours in-cluding five to seven stations. 6 sessions were pro-cessed in 2022, all of which having been observedin 2021, another 6 sessions are scheduled for 2023.The participation of the Antarctic stations Syowaand O’Higgins usually delays the processing for oneyear due to the late arrival of the data at the cor-

relator which implies that the sessions, that will beprocessed in 2023, are those observed in 2022.
Moreover, the Bonn correlator regularly processes IVSVGOS (24 hours) sessions: 11 sessions were processedin 2022, 10 sessions are currently scheduled in 2023with 8 to 11 stations. Since the processing time ofVGOS experiments is on average quite long comparedto the Rapid (R1 and R4) sessions, which are usuallyprocessed within two weeks, the experiments are stillscheduled with a biweekly cadence. In the mediumterm, the observing cadence is planned to be shiftedto a weekly interval.

3.2 DiFX-2.5.4 and 2.5.5

The Bonn correlator started correlating 24-hour IVSVGOS sessions in autumn 2020. Each correlator hadtheir own local patches and different versions of DiFXand difx2mark4 to correlate and convert the data.In August 2021, to regain a consistent DiFX-2.5installation for VGOS correlation at all sites, JanWagner gathered the accumulated patches and alsobackported certain features from mainline DiFX-2.6.Combined with Haystack-provided HOPS 3.22, thesewere released to the DiFX community as DiFX 2.5.4.In October 2022, to fix an issue in correlation of multi-datastream Ishioka data that affects the handling ofIF-specific LO and clock offsets (loOffsets, freqClock-Offs), he released DiFX 2.5.5 which is still the defaultDiFX version for VGOS correlation and has been usedalong with the Haystack Observatory PostprocessingSystem (HOPS) version 3.24 at the Bonn correlator.

3.3 DiFX-2.6

At the Bonn correlator, the established DiFX version forthe correlation of legacy S/X sessions is currently 2.6.3along with HOPS v3.24 (v3.25 in October 2023).Correlation and fringe fitting are performed by meansof batch job submission (SLURM) via ’difxslurm’ for bet-ter sharing of the cluster compute nodes with otherusers (EHT/GMVA/pulsar/simulation/...).
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3.4 DiFX-2.8

When the astronomers started testing DiFX 2.8.0, theynoticed that the auto-correlation was not produced.This bug was reported and fixed in the meantime.The geodetic VLBI group began testing the latest DiFXrelease 2.8.1 on two geodetic experiments, one ofwhich was a mixed-mode session (r11094) where twostations (Hb, Ke) observed in dual linear polarisation(X, Y) mode and the others in single circular polarisa-tion (R).When checking the mixed-mode session fringe plots,it was noticed that scans with mixed baselines (i.e.linear-circular) show much higher amplitudes (factorof 4.7) and higher SNR than with DiFX-2.6.3 whereasbaselines with only circular or only dual linear polar-isation show the same numbers as with DiFX-2.6.3.This bug was reported to the DiFX developers and stillawaits a fix before we can continue further testing.

3.5 Multi-datastream correlation

Recorded bands are spread across several files andpreviously these VGOS data should be vmux-ed to“merge” them for single-datastream correlation underDiFX-2.5.3. This procedure doubles the occupieddisk space and substantially increases the processingtime. In Bonn we carry out DiFX multi-datastreamcorrelation, possible under DiFX-2.5.4 and 2.6.3using multi-datastream configuration. Onsala Oe/Ow,Ishioka and Ny-Alesund north now observe withmulti-files and e-transfer their files without prior“merging”.

3.6 Upgraded Internet connection

Previously, we used two 1 Gbps links to the GermanResearch Network (Deutsches Forschungsnetz - DFN),servers BONN and RZBONN. In October 2021, weupgraded to a commercial 10 Gbps link (NetCologne)for e-VLBI and replaced the BONN server. RZBONNas part of the DFN is still working. Transfer protocolswe use are JIVE jive5ab/m5copy1, and JIVE e-transfer
1 https://github.com/jive-vlbi/jive5ab

etc/etd2. After the upgrade, the transfer speed ismuch faster than before. For example, the transfer ofa typical VGOS data set from Onsala (≈23 TB) nowtakes two days instead of two weeks.

3.7 VGOS correlation (VO3124)

In order to meet the medium-term goal of a weeklyobserving cadence for the VGOS sessions, the IVSstarted to monitor the processing time at the correla-tors more closely. The aim is to deliver the databaseto the analysts not later than 30 days after the obser-vation.One of the more recent sessions correlated in Bonnwas VO3124. Ten stations (Gs, Hb, Is, K2, Nn, Oe, Ow,Wf, Ws, Yj) participated in the observation, sevenof which e-transferred their data and three shippedMark6 modules to the correlator, the process of whichtook around two week. During fringe search, however,it turned out that one of the data sets had a problemin that the data of band D had been shifted by onesecond. This had to be fixed prior to correlation inorder not to lose the band for the whole session.Fortunately, Jan Wagner managed to create a shortprogram which shifted the 16-channel portion of thesample data to the correct time.The fix was applied at the correlator, because thedata transfer had already been completed, but couldalso have been executed at the station. This is anexample of why a quick inspection of the data prior tocorrelation or even a complete transfer is essential.The correlation itself took another 60 hours due toparallel processing of other sessions. Nevertheless,the time between observation and the submission ofthe correlation report and database took the targeted30 days in total.

4 Future Plans

In 2023 we are assigned to correlate 39 INT3 sessions,52 R1 sessions, regularly planed for mixed-mode withthe Australian VGOS stations, seven T2, six OHIG andten VGOS sessions. The Australian stations are regu-
2 https://github.com/jive-vlbi/etransfer
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larly included in the network for the VGOS sessionssince 2023. There are new VGOS intensive series Int-Msessions with three VGOS antennas (Is, Nn, Ws) start-ing from October 21, 2023 to be correlated in Bonn.Furthermore, the geodesy group will continue testingthe latest DiFX version (currently DiFX-2.8) before ap-plying it for normal operation. After comparing theSWIN files as well as the resulting observables of thepresently used DifX version (2.6.3) and the upcomingrelease, we will switch to the latter one as soon as pos-sible - its stability presupposed.
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Digital Identifiers and Metadata for the IVS

G.L. Coetzer, Y. Takagi, M. Nickola

Abstract The International VLBI Service for Geodesyand Astrometry (IVS) is committed to providing qualitydata and scientific products in support of geodetic, as-trometric and geophysical research through effectiveResearch Data Management (RDM) practices. Innova-tive new data services, tools, applications and supportapproaches, such as Persistent IDentifiers (PIDs), de-scriptive metadata and repositories, have been devel-oped to assist users in discovering, analysing and visu-alising IVS data and products. The use of Digital ObjectIdentifiers (DOIs) and suitablemetadata can contributesignificantly to making IVS data and products Findable,Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable (FAIR). An ex-ploratory study was initiated to determine the bestpractices for the attribution of DOIs to IVS data andproducts.We report on progress with the investigationand provide some recommendations.
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1 Introduction

The realisation of the importance of unique PersistentIDentifiers (PIDs), supported by Wilkinson’s Findable,Accessible, Interoperable and Reliable (FAIR) data prin-ciples, led to the attribution of Digital Object Identi-fiers (DOIs) to data. Together with DOIs, the discoveryof data largely depends on proper and encompassingdescriptive metadata, the use of metadata standardsand data repositories.The International VLBI Service for Geodesy and As-trometry (IVS), established in 1999, is an internationalcollaboration of organisations which operate or sup-port Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) compo-nents (IVS, 2023). It is a member of the World DataSystem (WDS). Geodetic and astrometric data and sci-ence products of the IVS require structured and well-documented mechanisms towards enabling citability,scientific recognition and reward. This can be achievedwith the attribution of DOIs, which is best practice forFAIR data, to data and products (GGOS, 2023). Theuse of DOIs, accompanying descriptive metadata andmetadata repositories can significantly contribute to-wards making IVS data and products FAIR.

2 Digital Object Identifiers

A DOI is a unique persistent identifier or handle, usedto identify various types of resources, e.g. journalarticles, research data and products, instruments,etc. DOIs fit within the Uniform Resource Identifier(URI) system and follow the International Organisationfor Standardisation (ISO) (ISO, 2012). They differfrom other types of identifiers (e.g. International
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Standard Book Numbers [ISBN]) in that they are alsoactionable and interoperable. DOIs are permanentand can therefore always be used to locate the dataobject to which it refers. The use of DOIs to identifydatasets allows peer reviewers to more easily validateresearch methods and verify research results. Whenthe data used in a project can be identified, thenfellow researchers can duplicate results or expand oninitial findings (Novacescu, J. et al. 2018).A DOI consists of three components, namely the re-solver information, prefix (identifies provider) and suf-fix (internal unique opaque name for the data source).The resolver and prefix are provided by RegistrationAgencies (RAs) and the suffix by clients (Wanchoo etal., 2017) (see Figure 1).

Fig. 1 Structure of a DOI (Wanchoo et al., 2017).

In 2000, the International DOI Foundation (IDF) in-troducedDOIs for unambiguous identification and link-ing of online articles. Four years later, the first DOIfor digital datasets was registered (Paskin, 2010). Sinceits introduction, DOI usage has grown considerably. In2016 the usage peaked at over 600 000 000 DOIs re-solved. Seven years later more than 1 400 000 000DOIs were resolved. This number is increasing daily(Figure 2).

Fig. 2 Growth of DOI usage over time (DOI Foundation. 2023).

Different approaches, driven by the needs of theclient, are followed for the processing of DOIs. A

simplistic depiction of a DOI processing workflow andthe various role-players is provided in Figure 3. Dataproviders/clients initiate the process by obtaininginformation/metadata of a dataset and submittingthe metadata for review/quality check and validation.In some cases, this part of the process is conductedby the data providers themselves or other relevantpeople, such as data scientists, managers and librar-ians. The reserving or registering of a DOI followswith a request being sent to a Registration Agency(RA). Outcomes from the RA are communicated to thedata provider/client. Should the request be acceptedby the RA, the outcome is a DOI for that particulardataset.

Fig. 3 Workflow for the processing of DOIs (Wanchoo et al.,2017).

A DOI resolves to its target, the information ob-ject to which the DOI refers. This is achieved by utilis-ing a Uniform Resource Locator (URL) to link to wherethe object is located (Wanchoo et al., 2017). The URLties the DOI to metadata about the dataset. It is alsomandatory for each DOI to have its own landing page.

3 Metadata and metadata repositories

The discussion of DOIs cannot be concluded withoutmentioningmetadata and the repositories which storethemetadata. FAIR data are largely dependent on suit-able and encompassing descriptive metadata as well
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as Metadata Repositories (MR). When clients regis-ter their digital object content with an RA, a meta-data record for the digital object is created. The meta-data within that record become an enduring, widelydistributed connection to the data (Crossref, 2023). ADOI’s metadata are machine-readable, exchangeableand citable in scholarly literature.Metadata records have requirements for the inclu-sion of mandatory and optional elements. These ele-ments define data for accurate and consistent identifi-cation, description and citation. An example ofmanda-tory and optional metadata elements on a DOI landingpage is provided in Figure 4.

Fig. 4 Occurrence of mandatory and optional metadata at-tributes on a DOI landing-page (adapted from Deutsche Geo-ForschungsZentrum (GFZ) Data Services, 2023).

At its most basic level, a digital repository, for ex-ample an MR, is a database or file storage and re-trieval mechanism created to storemetadata (Bugaji &Chowdhury, 2018). An MR typically contains metadatafar beyond simple definitions of the various data struc-tures. MRs provide physical storage space and containsoftware that can be used for the cataloguing of meta-data. Metadata in an MR must be generic, integrated,current and historical (Marco & Jennings, 2004).The Crustal Dynamics Data and Information System(CDDIS) provides IVS data, products and the accompa-nying metadata. Various types of metadata are cata-logued and stored in a relational database/repositorywhich is accessible to the scientific community via theCDDIS platform (Noll, 2010). The CDDIS makes use ofdata type-specific formats, created in-house, for themetadata. The metadata include metadata elements,

such as file name, source, arrival time, observing sta-tion identification, spatial and temporal attributes, iin-strument parameters, etc.

4 DOIs for the IVS community: project
timeline

Members of the IVS community, with support fromthe IVS Directing Board (DB), initiated a project to de-termine best practices for attribution of DOIs for IVSdatasets and products. A timeline of the study is pre-sented in Figure 5.

Fig. 5 DOIs for the IVS project timeline.

During the project, basic structures for IVS in-frastructure, data and products were defined. Aninventory of all IVS data and products was compiledand an assessment was conducted to determinewhichdata and/or products should be minted first. It wasagreed that DOIs for IVS products should be mintedfirst. A few issues, such as who will be responsible forDOI minting for the IVS (i.e. which member institutionor body) as well as the limited human resources (atthe moment only two members are involved in aproject that includes many institutions, etc.), wereidentified.
The following recommendations were proposed:
• Establish a task team or working group to managethe minting of DOIs.• Determine which member institution will be re-sponsible for the funding and administration of DOIminting.• Use controlled vocabularies and ontologies formetadata standardisation.• Harmonise metadata across all data centres.
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• Include other persistent identifiers (PIDs), e.g.Open Researcher and Contributor IDdentifiers(ORCIDs), Research Organization Registries (RORs),Fundref, etc., as mandatory metadata elements.• The term ’IVS’ should be the descriptor in the DOIitself (e.g. ’IVS’ tagged in DOI suffix).• Establish a methodology and workflow for DOIminting, for example:
– follow a hierarchical approach for PID alloca-tion, e.g. a single PID for an entire IVS infrastruc-ture with several children-PIDs for telescopes,etc.;– mint IVS products for ITRF2020 first, followedby minting of Level 2 data observations forITRF2020 computations and conduct trial runsfor minting of Level 2 data);– create DOI landing pages and investigate DOIautomation;– implement GeodesyML for geodetic datasetsand products.

5 Conclusions and outlook

Basic structures for IVS infrastructure, data and prod-ucts were identified. The use of PIDs, such as DOIs, OR-CIDs and RORs as well as suitable metadata can con-tribute tomaking IVS data and productsmore FAIR. Go-ing forward, discussions with IVS members need to beconducted to determine which body will be managingthe attributionofDOIs and to implement best practicesfor DOI minting.
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Imaging, Modelfitting, and Source Structure Corrections for the
K-band (24 GHz) Celestial Reference Frame

A. de Witt, C. Jacobs, D. Gordon, M. Bietenholz, H. Krásná, M. Johnson, L. Hunt, N. Mwiya,

M. Nickola

Abstract The K-band (24-GHz) celestial referenceframe (K-CRF) program, supported through the UnitedStates Naval Observatory’s (USNO) 50% timeshareallocation of the Very Long Baseline Array (VLBA), hasso far provided high-resolution VLBA images for morethan 800 Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) at up to 81epochs, as part of extending the International CelestialReference Frame (ICRF) to K-band. A comprehensiveanalysis of these images has yielded metrics that serveas indicators for the suitability of each source as acalibrator or reference point. Additionally, our mod-elling efforts provide crucial insights into the overalldimensions and orientation of the source structure.Although AGN such as the Celestial Reference Frame(CRF) sources typically appear more compact at K-band than at X-band (8.4 GHz), they can, on occasion,still display noticeable extended emissions at K-band.We therefore initiated a project aimed at modellingstructure effects in the astrometric analysis process.
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This involves utilizing readily available K-CRF VLBIimages and up-to-date source structure models. Thispaper offers an overview of our image analysis effortsand outlines our plans to investigate the impact ofsource structure using all available K-CRF sources.

Keywords VLBI imaging, astrometry, celestial refer-ence frame, AGN, K-band, 24 GHz

1 Imaging Status

The K-band celestial reference frame (K-CRF) program1
has recently published high-resolution Very Long Base-line Interferometer (VLBI) images of 732 Active Galac-tic Nuclei (AGN) spanning up to 28 epochs per source,totalling an impressive 5078 images (de Witt et al.,2023b). All these images have been derived exclusivelyfrom monthly/bi-monthly 24-hour Very Long BaselineArray (VLBA, Napier, 1995) sessions observed from July2015 to July 2018. The sessions were all observed inright circular polarization (RCP) using a data rate of2 Gbps. Approximately 250 sources were observed ineach session.Building on this achievement, we have further ex-panded our imaging efforts by completing imaging foran additional 5 VLBA sessions observed from Septem-ber 2018 to November 2018. As a result, we have nowsuccessfully captured images of 817 sources at up to 33epochs, resulting in a total of 6095 images (availablefrom our K-band imaging database2).
1 K-band AstroGeo VLBI Project webpage
2 K-band Imaging Database
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The imaging for observations between December2018 and January 2023 is completed and will be acces-sible in our database in December 2023, once mod-elfitting is finalized. This will increase the number ofsources to more than 820 and will add 48 additionalepochs (11 epochs at 2 Gbps RCP and 37 epochs at 4Gbps dual-polarization), totalling 81 epochs. The imag-ing process for all VLBA sessions up to August 2023 isin its final stages and will result in a database of over16,000 images.

2 Imaging, Analysis and Results

For imaging purposes, the correlated visibility datafrom our K-CRF VLBA observations are calibratedusing the NRAO’s Astronomical Imaging ProcessingSystem (AIPS, Greisen, 2003) via a semi-automatedapproach. The data calibration largely follows theVLBA calibration pipeline, utilizing standard AIPSutilities. An automated pipeline is employed forself-calibration, imaging, and deconvolution withthe Caltech Difference Mapping software (DIFMAP,Shepherd, 1997). Custom Python routines generateimages, u,v-coverage plots, and scan-averaged cali-brated visibility amplitude plots. For example, suchplots for the source NRAO140 (J0336+3218) from ourK-CRF VLBA observations on 27 Oct 2018, are shownin Figure 1.From each final K-band image, we extract variousimage parameters, including the peak brightness,total CLEAN flux density and the weighted averagecorrelated flux density for four baseline length ranges(as shown in Figure 2), the background rms brightnesslevel over the entire residual image and the imagesignal-to-noise-ratio (SNR), the quality of the fitbetween the observed and model visibilities afterself-calibration, the maximum absolute brightnessvalue in the residual map, the clean beam minor andmajor axes FWHM and position angle, an estimateof the residual rms phase calibration error, and a filewith the flux density and position of each of the imageCLEAN components. A comprehensive description ofthese image parameters can be found in de Witt et al.(2023b).It is well-established that source structure and itsvariability can introduce significant errors in astromet-ric VLBI delay measurements and destabilize source

positions (e.g., Charlot, 1990). While sources at K-bandgenerally appear more compact than they do at S- andX-band as demonstrated by recent near-simultaneousS- (2.3 GHz), X- (8.4 GHz), K- (24 GHz), and Q-band(43 GHz) VLBA images (de Witt et al., 2022), they canstill exhibit measurable extended emission (see Fig-ure 3). We have therefore embarked on a project to ap-ply source structure corrections directly to our K-banddata during the astrometric analysis process, using up-dated source models obtained from our dedicated K-CRF observing campaigns on the VLBA (e.g., de Witt etal., 2023b).

3 Modelfitting

Source characteristics are estimated by fitting modelsdirectly to the visibility data through least squares. Weuse the MODELFIT task within DIFMAP to fit a modelconsisting of two circular Gaussian components to thecalibrated visibilities. This process allows us to deter-mine the flux density and FWHM angular size of thebrightest and second brightest components, as well asthe vector offset between the two components. To effi-ciently handle the substantial volume of data, we havedeveloped an automated pipeline dedicated to mod-elfitting.In addition to the modelfitting in DIFMAP, we alsofit a line through the locations of image CLEAN com-ponents using a custom Python routine. This approachprovides an effective means of gauging the source’sangle of elongation and validating the robustness ofthe modelfitting in DIFMAP. Both unweighted and flux-density-weighted fits are performed. The outcomes ofour modelfitting for the source NRAO140 (J0336+3218)from VLBA observations on 27 Oct 2018 are shown inFigure 4. More detailed information about the mod-elfitting process is available in de Witt et al. (2023b).

4 Structure Quantities and Source
Variability

For a source to be considered a suitable VLBI calibra-tor or reference source, it should ideally be bright andcompact at the frequency of observation and exhibitminimal variation over time. To assess source suitabil-
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Fig. 1 Example plots for NRAO140 (J0336+3218). Left: image with both contours and colour scale showing brightness. The contourlevels are listed below the image, and start at 3× the background rms brightness level and increase by factors of 2 thereafter. Center:the u,v-coverage plot. Right: the scan-averaged visibility amplitudes plotted against the baseline length.

Fig. 2 The correlated visibility amplitude versus baseline lengthplot for the source NRAO140 (J0336+3218) from 27 Oct 2018.The colours indicate the correlated visibility amplitude and cor-responding weighted average over baseline lengths < 1000 km(shown in red), between 1000 and < 3000 km (shown in green),between 3000 and < 5000 km (shown in blue), and 5000 km ormore (shown in black). Also shown is the weighted average overall baselines (in orange). For each, the weighted average valueis presented alongside the corresponding standard deviation inparentheses.

ity, we utilize the parameters and CLEAN componentmodels derived from our VLBA images. These assess-ments include the analysis of flux density variability,source structure quantities and their variability, andimage quality.Source structure quantities comprise (1) a measureof source compactness or core domination, (2) radialextent, indicating the extent of source structureand overall angular size, and (3) a structure index(SI) quantifying the astrometric quality of a source,defined as SI = 1 + 2 × log10(τmedian), where τmedianrepresents the median value of the structure delaycorrections, i.e. the additional phase terms due tosource structure computed for each CLEAN compo-nent and each VLBI baseline for a particular image,

in units of picoseconds (ps). An SI value between 0and 2 indicates compact structure or faint extendedemission, while values closer to 3 imply more sub-stantial structural features and values of 4 or moresignify pronounced extended emission or intricatestructural elements. More detailed information aboutthe structure metrics is available from de Witt et al.(2023b).Time-series plots of fluctuations in peak bright-ness, core flux density, CLEAN flux density, andweighted average correlated flux densities for thesource NRAO140 (J0336+3218), across 73 distinctepochs of VLBA observations conducted betweenJuly 2015 and January 2023, are shown in Figure 5.Time-series plots of the structure metrics, includingsource compactness, flux-density-weighted radialextent, and SI, for the source NRAO140 (J0336+3218),are shown in Figure 6. These plots reveal trends forthis source such as increasing flux density over time,accompanied by a transition toward slightly more coredomination. The images themselves show a fading ofweak extended emission as the flux density increases.

5 Conclusions and outlook

We are actively working on numerous initiatives to en-hance, maintain, and refine the K-CRF. Our roadmapincludes completing the imaging of all VLBA astromet-ric K-band sessions from 2019 onwards and character-izing source structures and their temporal variations.Our primary goal is to maintain a dynamic database ofhigh-resolution, multi-epoch K-band images, allowingus to evaluate source strength and morphology contin-
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Fig. 3 Images for a selection of K-CRF sources. Both the colour scale and contours show brightness. For each image the colourscale is given at right, and the contour levels listed below. Our images show that the majority of K-CRF sources have a compactstructure with no or weak extended emission, similar to that of the first two sources in the top panel. However, some sources doshow significant structural features, such as bright extended emission, bright secondary components, or a more complex structure,such as those shown in the remaining six images.

Fig. 4 Contour image of the source NRAO140 (J0336+3218)from 27 Oct 2018. The contours are in grey. The locations of theCLEAN components, ccomp, are shown with green crosses ex-cept for the component farthest from the phase centre which isindicated with a red cross. The diagonal red and blue lines arethose fitted through the ccomp locations, measuring the over-all orientation of the source, with CCF, in blue, being the un-weighted fit and wCCF the flux-density weighted one. The po-sition angles of these lines in degrees N through E are given inthe legend. Finally, the positions and sizes of the DIFMAP mod-elfit components (DMF) are shown using magenta circles, alsowith the position angle in parentheses in the legend.

Fig. 5 Time-series plots of the source NRAO140 (J0336+3218)across 73 distinct epochs of VLBA observations between July2015 and January 2023. The top panel shows the peak bright-ness, Sp, core flux density, Score, and CLEAN flux density, Scln.The bottom panel shows the weighted average correlated fluxdensity for each of the baseline length ranges shown in Figure 2.The corresponding mean value for each quantity, followed by thecorresponding variability index in parentheses, are given in theFigure legends at top left in each panel

uously. Our objective is to study the impact of sourcestructure on the K-CRF by modelling the structure ef-fects in our astrometric and geodetic analyses. Theoutline of our plan is to:
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Fig. 6 Time-series plots of the source NRAO140 (J0336+3218)across 73 distinct epochs of VLBA observations between July2015 and January 2023. These plots show the evolution of sourcestructure metrics over time. The top plot shows the source com-pactness measures, where C1 = Sp/Scln, C2 = Score/Scln, and
C3 = S4/S1. The middle plot shows the flux-density weightedradial extent, E10, in units of mas. The bottom plot shows thestructure index, SI. In each plot, the mean values for each line,followed by the corresponding standard deviations in parenthe-ses, are given in the plot legends.

1. Quantify the structure and variability of all K-CRFsources.2. Assess the impact of source structure on the K-CRF.3. Implement a model to correct for source structurein the astrometric and geodetic analysis softwareVieVS (Böhm et al., 2018).
The ultimate aim is to produce a CRF with struc-ture corrections applied to all sessions, which wouldbe a significant achievement in the field of absolute as-trometry!
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Radiometry performance of the VGOS receivers of the Onsala
twin telescopes

G. Elgered, P. Forkman, R. Haas, E. Varenius

Abstract We have assessed to stability of the presentVGOS receivers in the Onsala twin telescopes (OTT) inorder evaluate the possibility to use them to estimatethe wet propagation delay of the atmosphere. As ex-pected the highest possible frequencies that can beused in the present OTT receivers, 15.3 to 15.6 GHz,are too far from the centre of the water vapour emis-sion line at 22.2 GHz in order to be meaningful for crit-ical assessments of the wet delays estimated from theVLBI data themselves. However, we do find clear cor-relations between the wet delays estimated from theVGOS receivers with those provided by a traditionalstand-alone microwave radiometer.

Keywords microwave radiometry, VGOS, wet delay

1 Introduction

An important difference when using a stand-alone wa-ter vapour radiometer (WVR) for calibration, or assess-ment, of the wet propagation delays estimated fromgeodesy VLBI data is the different air masses sampledby the telescope and theWVR (see Fig. 1). Petrachenkoet al. (2009) suggested to use VGOS receivers also asa radiometers to observe the sky emission simultane-ously with the VLBI source, provided that the observedfrequency was close enough to thewater vapour emis-sion line at 22.2 GHz.A simulation was performed by Forkman et al.(2021) in order to study the accuracy of the estimated
Gunnar Elgered, Peter Forkman, Rüdiger Haas, Eskil VareniusChalmers University of Technology, Onsala Space Observatory,SE-439 92 Onsala, Sweden

Fig. 1 The geometry of the sensed atmosphere. The typical di-mension of the feed of the stand-aloneWVR implies that almostall water vapour will be present in the far field of the antennapattern (Balanis, 2005). On the other hand, for the VLBI tele-scope and elevation angles above 15◦ most of the water vapouris in the near field (from Forkman et al., 2021).

wet delay. The simplest approach is to use onefrequency only, to be used when no liquid water ispresent in the atmosphere. Fig. 2 summarise theseresults, presented as the expected standard deviation(SD) for three different levels of white noise of theobserved sky temperature.When clouds containing liquid water are present,there is a need to observe the sky emission at twodifferent frequencies, with different emission proper-ties due to water vapour and liquid water. That meanstwo observations and two unknowns, the wet delayand the liquid water content in the direction of the ob-servation. The concept that has been used since sev-eral decades is to have one frequency close to the wa-ter vapour emission line and one frequency around31 GHz (Wu, 1979). In the work by Forkman et al. (2021)the range of frequencies were, however, restricted tothe 14–24 GHz interval, assuming that a similar range
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Fig. 2 The expected accuracy in the equivalent zenith wet delay(ZWD). Left: 1 airmass, middle: 6 airmasses, and right: 1–6 air-masses. The lower plots zoom in on the frequency range givingthe lowest standard deviation (SD). The circles mark the lowestSD at the optimal frequency (from Forkman et al., 2021).

could be used in a future generation of VGOS receivers.The corresponding simulated results are presented inFig. 3.

Fig. 3 The expected ZWD rms error (SD) for a two-frequencyalgorithm (one frequency at each axis in the graphs) for 1 (left),6 (middle) and 1–6 (right) airmasses. The receiver noise is simu-lated as 0.1 K (top), 0.5 K (middle), and 1.0 K (bottom) for eachrow. The white areas correspond to rms errors larger than theupper limit of the scale and the circles mark the lowest rms er-ror obtained for the optimal frequency pair (from Forkman et al.,2021).

2 Observations

The Onsala twin telescopes are equipped with dif-ferent receivers. The northeast telescope (OE) has aQRFH feed and the southwest telescope (OW) has anEleven feed (see Fig. 4). Fig. 5 depicts the receivernoise temperatures measured using the Y-factormethod. For more details on the OTT receivers seePantaleev et al. (2017).

Fig. 4 Receivers in the Onsala twin telescopes. The receiverwith the QRFH feed is in the OE telescope (left) and the receiverwith the Eleven feed is in the OW telescope (right) (from Pan-taleev et al., 2017).

Fig. 5 Lab measurements of the receiver temperatures forthe two different polarizations (vertical and horizontal), OE:blue/purple andOW: orange/green (fromPantaleev et al., 2017).
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2.1 OTT radiometric data sets

Because our approach was to use radiometry datafrom the VGOS receivers in one frequency bandonly, the observations had to be acquired duringperiods with no liquid water in the atmosphere. Thistogether with the fact that OTT also were scheduledto carry out regular geodesy VLBI observations duringthe winter-spring period of 2023, resulted in twomeasurement campaigns:
• OW was used from 28 February to 2 March 2023.Elevation angles: 8◦, 20◦, and 90◦.• OE was used from 8 to 12 May 2023.Elevation angles: 10◦, 20◦, and 90◦.

During both periods the azimuth angle of the OTTwas 220◦, where the horizon is defined by the sea sur-face, in order to minimise the ground noise pickup.

2.2 OTT measurement sequence

The system temperature was measured every 1 s for1 min at the three different elevation angles. Measure-ments were carried out in 8 frequency bands, 32 MHzwide, from 15,344 to 15,600 GHz, and for both hori-zontal and vertical polarizations. The mean value wascalculated for each channel for every 1 min period. Be-cause of intermittent interference the value was ig-nored if the SD was > 1 K (1.5 K at the lowest eleva-tion angle to allow for more atmospheric variability).Thereafter, the mean value of all 16 channels was cal-culated, and for every 3 min period a tip curve analysisand the method of least squares was used to estimatethe equivalent zenith sky brightness temperature dueto the atmosphere, including the cosmic backgroundradiation of 2.7 K, and the receiver temperature, as-suming a horizontally homogeneous atmosphere.

2.3 Stand-alone WVR Konrad

In order to assess the quality of the estimated skybrightness temperatures and the ZWD from the VGOSreceivers, we used the 20.64 GHz channel of the Kon-rad WVR. The second channel, usually utilized for cor-rection of liquid water in the atmosphere, was not

used, because both data sets were acquired duringconditions without liquid water clouds. Konrad wasscanning the sky in 17 different directions (varying boththe azimuth and the elevation angles) in a repeatingduty cycle of approximately 2 min. For more details onthe Konrad WVR observations and the correspondingdata reduction, see Ning & Elgered (2021) and Elgered& Ning (2023).

3 Results

The system temperatures, at the three elevation an-gles, are shown in Fig. 6. The larger scatter in February-–March with OW is expected, given the higher systemtemperatures of that receiver (see Fig. 5).

Fig. 6 Average system temperature over 1 min and over the16 frequency bands (both polarizations) from February–March(OW top) and May (OE bottom).
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Fig. 7 Equivalent zenith sky brightness temperatures,(February-–March (OW top) and May (OE bottom).

The equivalent zenith sky brightness temperaturesare shown in Fig. 7 together with the zenith brightnesstemperatures from the Konrad WVR. These graphsclearly illustrate the lower sensitivity for water vapourat a frequency of 15.46 GHz and, therefore, there is ademand for a very high accuracy of the estimated skybrightness temperatures from VGOS. For the KonradWVR channel at 20.64 GHz, an error of 1 K in thezenith sky brightness temperature corresponds to anerror in the ZWD of 0.6 cm, whereas a 1 K error at theVGOS centre frequency of 15.46 GHz corresponds to aZWD error of 5.4 cm.The equivalent ZWD from Konrad, the stand-aloneWVR, and estimates from the VGOS receivers are pre-sented in Fig. 8. They were obtained as described byForkman et al. (2021). Table 1 summarizes the ZWDcomparison. Statistics are shown for the two complete

Fig. 8 Equivalent zenith wet delays, February–March (OW top)and May (OE bottom).

sessions and for one selected period from each sessionwhen the VGOS receivers weremore stable.We imme-diately notice a very large bias, of the order of 5 cm forboth experiments.We speculate that there are two ob-vious causes.The first being an increased ground noise pick up byVGOS with a decreasing elevation angle. No model forthe ground-noise pickup was applied in our analysis.Due to the high demand on accuracy, 0.1 K or better,such a model will be difficult to produce given that theemission from the ground is not constant as a functionof time and azimuth angle.The second possible cause is an error in the ab-solute value of the equivalent noise temperature in-serted by the noise diode. Because the 15 GHz frequen-cies are normally not used in VGOS experiments wecarried out a quick calibration of the noise diode us-
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Table 1 ZWD comparison VGOS radiometry – Konrad WVR
Time period Bias SD Correlation(cm) (cm) coefficient28 Feb–2 Mar (OW) 4.9 0.9 0.4228 Feb (OW) 5.2 0.4 0.848–12 May (OE) 6.3 2.1 0.7310–12 May (OE) 5.9 1.6 0.87

ing CasA as the calibration source. Assuming an uncer-tainty of 10 % in the noise-diode output we find thatthis introduces an error in the equivalent zenith skybrightness temperature of 0.5 K. This corresponds toa ZWD error of 2.7 cm.Together these error sources could explain a biasof 5 cm in the ZWD. The effect due to ground-noisepickup could be reduced significantly if the tip-curvemethod based on the least square fit was not carriedout. Instead one could use the individual observationsof the brightness temperatures without any averaging.For these frequencies that would, however, pose un-realistic demands on the accuracy of the receiver tem-perature and the equivalent temperature inserted bythe noise diode.When the biases are removed we observe stan-dard deviations (SD) of the differences of the order of0.4 cm for a selected period in February when the at-mosphere was stable, and 1.6 cm for a more variableperiod in May. This is roughly in agreement with thesimulations in Fig. 2. It is clear that the accuracy of wetdelay estimates from geodetic analysis of VLBI obser-vations is usually much higher. Formal errors of lessthan 2 mm have been reported, e.g. by Elgered et al.(2019), from the analysis of legacy S/X experiments.

4 Conclusions and outlook

We conclude that even a frequency as low as 15 GHzcan provide radiometric information about thewet de-lay, but it requires a careful screening of the data forreceiver instabilities and interferences.Nevertheless, observations at 15 GHz are too faraway from the water vapour emission line in order tobe useful for an assessment of the ZWDestimates fromstandard VGOS geodetic processing. The quality (un-

certainty) of the estimated ZWD from a geodetic anal-ysis pf S/X legacy VLBI data is less than 2 mm (formalerror) (Elgered et al., 2019). The ZWD uncertainty froma geodetic analysis of VGOS data will be even lower,given the increased number of observations comparedto legacy S/X. This uncertainty is significantly lowerthan our observed standard deviations obtained whencomparing the ZWD from VGOS radiometry to thosefrom the stand-alone WVR Konrad.Future VGOS radiometry at frequencies closer tothe water vapour emission line at 22.2 GHz will still re-quire improvements in the stability and the calibrationof the noise diode and hence the receiver noise tem-perature. Furthermore, the ground-noise pickup shallbe investigated in detail, possibly resulting in a modelfor the corrections needed.
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On the use of water vapour radiometry for assessment of wet
delay estimates from space geodetic techniques

G. Elgered, T. Ning

Abstract We have studied the impact of liquid waterdrops in the atmosphere on the retrieval accuracy ofthe wet propagation delay using microwave radiome-try through a comparison with the corresponding re-sults from ground-based GPS observations. Using alldata available acquired at the Onsala Space Observa-tory during 2022 we find, as expected, the best agree-ment for the conditions with no, or a very small, liquidwater content (LWC). For the LWC interval 0.0–0.1 mmthe bias and the standard deviation of the equivalentzenith wet delay (ZWD) agreement between the WVRand theGPS estimates are 3.3mmand 4.2mm, respec-tively.

Keywords microwave radiometry, wet delay, GPS

1 Introduction

During the development of the Mark III VLBI system inthe seventies, water vapour radiometers (WVR) wereenvisaged to provide independent observations of thesignal propagation delay due to water vapour alongthe line of sight. The standard design of the WVR is tomeasure the atmospheric emission at two frequencies,close to and further away from the centre of the wa-ter vapour emission line at 22.2 GHz (Wu, 1979). Thesemeasurements are used to estimate two unknowns,
Gunnar ElgeredChalmers University of Technology, Onsala Space Observatory,SE-439 92 Onsala, Sweden
Tong NingLantmäteriet (Swedish Mapping, Cadastral and Land Registra-tion Authority), SE-801 82 Gävle, Sweden

Fig. 1 The GNSS station ONSA (left, at the end of the cable tray)and the Water Vapour Radiometer (WVR) Konrad (in the fore-ground). The twin telescopes, and the 25 m radio telescope, areseen in the background. A newWVR (to the right),manufacturedby RPG, was installed in May 2023, but has not been used in thisstudy.

the amount of water vapour, or the wet delay, and theliquid water content (LWC) along the line of sight.We have assessed the retrieval accuracy of theequivalent zenith wet delay (ZWD) fromWVR data andits dependence on the estimated LWC by comparingthem to those estimated from data acquired by theGNSS station ONSA. Fig. 1 depicts the ONSA stationand the WVR Konrad.The main drawback of using a WVR is that the re-trieval algorithm requires that any liquid water dropsin the sensed volume of air are much smaller than thewavelength observed by the WVR, i.e., ≈ 1 cm (West-water&Guiraud, 1980). Therefore, the algorithmmoreor less breaks down during rain,meaning that theWVRcannot be relied on for 100 % of time, unless it neverrains on, or close to, the site. The method generallyused is to avoid using WVR data with poor accuracy byignoring observations obtained during rain and whenthe inferred equivalent zenith LWC is above a specific
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Fig. 2 The observational cycle of the Konrad WVR.

threshold. This method is, however, subject to someuncertainties: (i) Theremay be rain drops in the sensedvolume of air in spite of the fact that no drops are de-tected at the ground on the site; (ii) there may still bedrops of water on the WVR instrument many minutesafter the rain has stopped, such as on the protectivecovers of the horn antennas and on the mirrors; and(iii) a low density of large drops may result in a smallerliquid water content than many small drops.

2 Data

The WVR observes the thermal emission from the skyin two different frequency channels: 20.64 GHz and31.60 GHz. Each channel has a double sideband mixerand a total RF bandwidth of 320 MHz.The WVR was operated continuously from mid-January to the end of 2022. The data were acquiredusing the same proceduremapping the sky. The obser-vations were distributed on the sky covering the fullrange of azimuth angles at elevation angles above 30◦.The different observational directions are illustratedin Fig. 2. These 17 samples took approximately 2 minand this cycle was repeated continuously.Periods with rain and all individual observations re-sulting in an equivalent zenith LWC larger than 0.7 mmwere deleted. Thereafter, for each 5min period, havingmore than 30 observations, the equivalent zenith wet

delay (ZWD), its time derivative, and the linear hori-zontal gradients in the east and in the north directionswere estimated using the four parameter model de-scribed by Davis et al. (1993). This resulted in 78,814data points, corresponding to a time coverage of 75 %of the year. After synchronising with the available GPSdata, there were 77,972 data points.The GNSS data were processed with the GipsyXsoftware, using satellites in the GPS constellation andan elevation cutoff angle of 10◦. The ZWD and the eastand the north horizontal gradients were estimated ev-ery 5 min, with constraints equal to 10 mm/√h and0.3 mm/√h, respectively.For more details about the WVR specifications andthe GPS data processing, see Elgered et al. (2023).

3 Results

The ZWD estimates for the ONSA GPS data are showntogether with the ZWD differences between the WVRand the GPS in Fig. 3. The ZWD differences shown inFig. 3 are also shown in Fig. 4 but here vs. the LWC.The seasonal dependence and the large variability inthe ZWD is clear and well known. It can also be notedthat because first all individual observations with anLWC larger than 0.7mmare ignored and, thereafter, anaverage is calculated for each 5 min period, the num-ber of data points in Fig. 4 with an LWC larger than say0.5 mm becomes relatively small. This would of coursechange if the temporal resolution is higher, but in thisstudy we are limited by the 5 min temporal resolutionfor the GPS estimates.For a large LWCwe note a positive bias (WVR−GPS)for the ZWD. In Fig. 4 we also include a small negativeLWC (LWC > −0.05 mm) in order to allow for somenoise in the sky brightness temperatures. However, ob-servations implying a negative LWC will also introducea positive bias in the ZWD because it indicates that wehave either a positive error in 20.64 GHz channel, or anegative error in the 31.60 GHz channel, or a combina-tion of these.In June, July, and August there are a few occasionswith large negative differences (see Fig. 3). Most ofthese are associated with a large and rapid change inthe ZWD and a time delay between the WVR and theGPS. We assume that the WVR ZWD are more correctbecause of the constraint used in the estimation pro-
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Fig. 3 ZWD using GPS data from ONSA (blue dots) and the ZWD difference WVR–GPS (red dots). The data are synchronized andmost data gaps are periods of rain and LWC vaues larger than 0.7 mm. One exception is in the beginning of May when WVR datawere lost due to a local network failure.

Fig. 4 Equivalent ZWD differences: WVR–GPS. The small amount of data for high LWC is is a bit misleading. The reason is that thegraph contains 5 min averages that were calculated after that all individual LWC values larger than 0.7 mm in the equivalent zenithdirection were removed.
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Fig. 5 The bias and the SD for the WVR–GPS differences of theZWD vs the maximum LWC for the data used, inferred from theWVR observations. The number of data points is reduced from77,966 for LWC< 0.7 mm to 56,176 for LWC< 0.05 mm.

cess of the GPS data, whereas adjacent values in theWVR time series are independent. On 15 August thelarge differences are caused by unexplained high skytemperatures observed by the 31.4 GHz channel.We investigate how the bias and the standard devi-ation (SD) of the ZWD and the gradients depend on theallowed LWC. Two different approaches are used to il-lustrate the dependence. Figs. 5 and 6 illustrate howthe WVR ZWD and the gradients are improved com-pared to the GPS results when themaximum LWC is re-duced. The minimum LWC is at−0.05 mm in all cases.The second approach is motivated because the num-

Fig. 6 The bias and the SD for the WVR–GPS differences of thelinear horizontal gradients vs the maximum LWC for the dataused, inferred from the WVR observations. The number of datapoints are the same as in Fig. 5

Fig. 7 The bias and the SD for the WVR–GPS differences of theZWD for different intervals of the inferred LWC fromWVR obser-vations. Note the different scale compared to Fig. 5. The valuesare also presented in Table 1.

ber of data points are very different in the differentLWC intervals. In this casewe calculate the bias and theSD for different LWC intervals. These results are illus-trated for the ZWDand the gradients in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8,respectively. The specific values are also presented inTable 1.The improvement is larger for the ZWD comparedto the gradients when the maximum LWC is reduced.The small improvement for the gradients is becausethe differences are dominated by the different sam-pling of the sky for the WVR and the GPS.

Fig. 8 The bias and the SD for the WVR–GPS differences of thelinear horizontal gradients for different intervals of the inferredLWC fromWVR observations. Note the different scale comparedto Fig. 6. The values are also presented in Table 1.
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Table 1 ZWD and horizontal gradient comparison between the Konrad WVR and GPS estimates
Interval No. of data Relative amount ZWD Horizontal gradientof LWC points of all data East North

Bias SD Bias SD Bias SD(mm) (%) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm)
−0.05–0.0 4 979 6.39 8.2 4.4 0.30 0.75 −0.20 0.650.0–0.1 59 990 76.96 3.3 4.2 0.34 0.65 0.07 0.63

0.1–0.2 7 363 9.45 7.3 5.0 0.42 1.06 0.06 0.990.2–0.3 3 065 3.93 10.3 5.4 0.49 1.23 0.13 1.20
0.3–0.4 1 477 1.89 12.7 6.0 0.58 1.32 0.05 1.270.4–0.5 752 0.96 14.8 7.4 0.69 1.26 0.05 1.38
0.5–0.6 312 0.40 16.6 6.8 0.79 1.22 0.29 1.200.6–0.7 14 0.02 13.6 10.4 0.92 1.49 0.21 1.03

In the ZWDgraphs (Figs. 5 and 7) it is clear that boththe bias and the SD increasewith increasing LWC. Notethat the values for the two intervals with the highestLWC (Fig. 7) are more uncertain because of the lowamount of data points. The increasing bias seen for theZWD estimates confirm earlier results that the WVRtends to overestimate the ZWD when the LWC is in-creasing (Elgered et al., 1991).For the gradients (Figs. 6 and8) the SD also increasewith an increasing LWC. This is expected since moreliquid water clouds imply a less homogeneous atmo-sphere and the different sampling directions will havea greater impact. We do not expect that the bias in thegradients will increase with the LWC. However, we dosee such a trend for the east gradient. We can spec-ulate that because the WVR in general overestimatesthe wet delay for high LWC, and given that the locationis at the coastline, oriented roughly in the south-northdirection, more clouds with a higher LWC over landcompared to over the sea could be the cause. Morework is, however, needed in order to confirm such anexplanation.

4 Conclusions and outlook

Using WVR data for validation of ZWD estimates inspace geodesy means that data must not necessarily

be available for all timeperiods.We can ignoremore orless data with a high LWC, meaning that there is a bal-ance between how much data we want to have avail-able and the data accuracy.As a consequence, a future application, for timeperiods when no liquid water is present in the atmo-sphere,would be to develop a one-frequency radiome-ter with high stability and accuracy.
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Enhancing the Bernese GNSS Software for multi-technique
analysis at BKG - Focus on the VLBI implementation

C. Flohrer, A. Walenta, D. Thaller, C. Gattano, R. Dach, U. Hugentobler

Abstract The Geodesy Group of the BKG (FederalAgency for Cartography and Geodesy) has beeninvolved in IVS analysis and combination activities formany years. It successfully operates an IVS AnalysisCenter (AC), using NASA’s software packages νSolveand Calc/Solve, and the IVS combination centre, usingthe DGFI-TUM software package DOGS-CS. BKG alsooperates an ILRS AC and is a partner in the CODEconsortium, which operates the IGS AC ”CODE”. TheIGS AC as well as the ILRS AC use the Bernese GNSSSoftware, which is developed by AIUB (AstronomicalInstitute of the University of Bern) and continuouslyadapted to changing requirements and user needs.In summary, BKG currently has different softwarepackages in use for different geodetic analyses.However, our focus is not only on the individual tech-niques, but also on the combination of the differentobservation techniques, in particular to improvethe Earth rotation parameters. We would like tocontinue the multi-technique combined analysis usinga single software package, namely the Bernese GNSSSoftware. Ultimately, this will allow us to combineGNSS, VLBI and SLR data not only at the SINEX level,but also at the observation level in the near future.We present the current status of the Bernese GNSSSoftware enhancements for multi-technique analysis,with particular focus on the VLBI implementation.
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1 Introduction

BKG’s geodesy group has a long-standing experiencein the analysis of the three space-geodetic techniquesVLBI, SLR and GNSS. We operate an IVS data center(Walenta and Goltz, 2023), an IVS analysis center (AC)(Engelhardt et al., 2023), and an IVS combination cen-ter (Bachmann et al., 2023). In addition we are runningan ILRS AC (König et al., 2020) and are partner ofthe CODE (Center for Orbit Determination in Europe)consortia. The CODE consortia consists of the fourinstitutions - Astronomical Institute of the Universityof Bern (AIUB) located in Switzerland, Federal Office ofTopography swisstopo in Switzerland, Federal Agencyof Cartography and Geodesy in Germany, and Institutefor Astronomical and Physical Geodesy at the Tech-nical University of Munich (IAPG, TUM) in Germany.CODE operates an IGS AC (Dach et al., 2023) usingthe Bernese GNSS Software (BSW). The BSW, whichis developed at AIUB, is a scientific, high-precision,multi-GNSS data processing software, which todayis able to process the various GNSS as well as SLRobservations (Dach et al., 2015). Since 2010 BKG hasbeen using the BSW for its ILRS AC activities. As theBSW cannot yet be used for operational VLBI analysis,we are currently using NASA’s software packages
νSolve and Calc/Solve for our IVS AC activities.
Our research interest is not only in individual tech-niques but also in the combination of differentobservation techniques with particular focus on the
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improvement of reference frames including Earth ro-tation parameters. The BSW has been used in the pastfor GNSS and SLR combination studies (e.g., Thalleret al., 2011). The extension of the BSW with the ca-pabilities for processing SLR data in view of referenceframe determination has been intensively carried outby a cooperation between BKG and AIUB for manyyears (Thaller et al., 2012). For the combination ofVLBI and GNSS we are currently using the DOGS-CS software package (Gerstl et al., 2004) providedby DGFI-TUM (Lengert et al., 2023; Klemm et al., 2023).
At the last EVGA meeting in 2021, we already reportedabout an effort of BKG together with AIUB and TUMfor the enhancement of the BSW for VLBI processingcapabilities (Flohrer et al., 2021). The goal is to en-able the combination of all three techniques (VLBI, SLR,GNSS) at the observation level within one single soft-ware package. This work is ongoing. Our current paperpresents a status update of the BSW implementationfor multi-technique analysis with particular focus onthe VLBI enhancement. We also discuss the compar-ison of VLBI analysis results derived from other soft-ware packages with those derived from the BerneseGNSS Software. This approach is based on the so-calledSINEX-NEQ-loop. Finally we highlight the advantagesof using one single software package such as BSW formulti-technique analysis.

2 Bernese GNSS Software - VLBI
implementation status

We begin with a brief overview of the BSW structurein order to better explain afterwards the current soft-ware developments for the multi-technique analysis.
The flowchart in Fig. 1 shows a very simplified andhigh-level structure of the BSW and is limited to theneeds of this paper. Various external data formatscan be read (as GNSS RINEX files, SLR normal pointfiles, and VLBI vgosDB files) and are converted into aninternal BSW observation file format in a first step. Theobservations pass through a preprocessing module,which releases cleaned observations.
As the geodetic data processing of the BSW is based onleast-squares adjustment by solving normal equation

systems, the normal equations (NEQ) are set-up inthe next step, involving the observation modeling andparameter setup. As a result one obtains NEQs, whichare free of any constraints. These NEQs are input tothe ”NEQ stacking” step. If there is more than oneNEQ, these are accumulated, i.e. stacked. A prioriparameter values are transformed to an agreed setof a priori values. The parameterization can also beadjusted by a linear parameter transformation in orderto enable parameter stacking. Finally, geodetic datumconstraints, such as minimum network constraints, aswell as parameter-specific constraints are added tothe accumulated NEQ, which allows to solve it andto obtain a solution for the desired parameters. TheBSW provides the solution (a priori and estimatedparameters, statistics) as well as the accumulatedunconstrained NEQ as output of the processing. Thisinformation is written to both, internal and externalformat. The external format to exchange normalequations is called SINEX (IERS, 2006).
The white box ”converter” on the right in Fig. 1,represents a BSW program that converts solutions andNEQs, which are provided via SINEX files, into the BSWinternal NEQ format. This allows to process externalinput and use it for further stacking at the NEQ leveland combined parameter estimation.
The current implementation status allows us to usethe BSW for VLBI analysis based on a normal equa-tion input (using SINEX files). In order to process actualVLBI observations several implementation steps haveto be completed. The following milestones have beenachieved so far:
• Implementation of VLBI-specific observationmodel.• Implementation of a converter for VLBI observa-tions provided in vgosDB format (version 4) into theinternal BSW observation format 1. The implemen-tation is kept flexible to allow for further extensionto the processing of the individual observations in-stead of using the preprocessed version 4.• Redesign of the generic observation file for multi-technique handling with one ore more base objects
1 We thank the IVS for providing tools to communicate withvgosDB, which uses the netCDF format (vgosDB, 2023). Thesource code of these tools was used as a starting point for ourconverter.
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Fig. 1 High-level structure of the Bernese GNSS Software, simplified to the needs of this paper. Elements labelled with (*) still needto be adapted for VLBI capabilities.

(sensors collecting the observations, e.g., GNSS an-tennas or VLBI telescopes) and partner objects (theorigin of the signal or the end of the measured dis-tance, e.g., GNSS satellites or quasars) for one file.• Design of an observation file handling object forthe selection of observations.• Design of the ”space geodetic object class”, cover-ing satellites, quasars and ground objects. Theseobjects can act as either base or partner objectsin the observation files, depending on the obser-vation type.• Design of a dynamic space geodetic objectdatabase, which is build up during run-time andprovides general information for the processedbase and partner objects.• Introduction of new parameter type ”quasar coor-dinate”.
Major effort was put in the redesign of the obser-vation handling and the implementation of a moreflexible space geodetic object class to cope with thenew requirements for a multi-technique software.A significant part of the software development isdevoted to unit testing. After the implementationphase it has to be ensured that the existing softwarefunctionalities and performance requirements are notaffected, which also means a lot of additional effort,e.g., by sometimes keeping in parallel old and newsource code until every change in the software designis pulled through all programs and modules. As the

time frame of the software development is severalyears, parallel software developments for the GNSSand SLR technique are on-going as well and have to bemerged constantly in order to keep consistency.
The current state of implementation does not yet allowa VLBI data processing starting from the observationlevel. There are still a number of steps to be achieved,which is indicated by the asterisk mark in the two af-fected boxes in Fig.1. The use of the space geodetic ob-ject class has to be spread across the existing modules,which will in turn also relax some of the current re-strictions of the BSW regarding the GNSS and SLR im-plementation. Another major work package is the sta-tion clock handling, i.e. the automated detection andthe introduction of clock breaks. Finally, VLBI specificcorrections have to be added, e.g., due to cable cali-bration delays, thermal and gravitational antenna de-formations, and galactic aberration effect. We are con-fident that we will achieve basic levels of these stepswithin the next two years, although we recognise thatsoftware development times are difficult to predict.

3 Validation of software implementation

In parallel with the technical testing we conductedsome functional testing to ensure that the softwaredevelopments meet our needs and expectations. We
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Fig. 2 SINEX-NEQ-loop as used for reproducing external VLBI solutions.

made some comparisons with other IVS ACs solutionsand tried to reconstruct the solutions by starting fromSINEX level. Figure 2 shows the testing approach,which we call the SINEX-NEQ-loop. External SINEX filesfrom other software packages (like Calc/Solve, DOGS,VieVS, Where, Ascot) are converted into the BSWNEQ format, containing unconstrained NEQs. Then weapply the necessary transformations to use identicala priori information and parameterizations. Finally, wetry to add identical geodetic datum constraints andsolve the NEQ. The estimated parameters can be com-pared with the external estimates provided as well inthe SINEX files. In order to generate identical solutionsexact knowledge of the used a priori values and con-straints is essential. Not all external solutions providethe constraint information as part of the SINEX file,as this information is optional. However, the softwareCalc/Solve delivers this constraint information and wasthus the solution, which we could reconstruct the best.
When comparing a classical 24h-VLBI session solutionfrom a Calc/Solve SINEX file (generated by our IVSAC operated at BKG) with the corresponding BSWsolution, we reach consistency for quasar coordinatesat the level of 0.5mas, for station coordinates at thelevel of 0.3mm, for polar motion and celestial poleoffsets at the level of 0.01mas, for dUT1 at the levelof 0.5 µs, and for LOD at the level of 0.05 µs. Oneproblem, which is not yet understood by the authors,has to do with the reported a priori information inthe Calc/Solve SINEX files. This a priori informationdoes not seem to be exactly the same as that used togenerate the corresponding NEQ, reported in the verysame SINEX file. One possible explanation relates theproblem to the correction of quasar coordinates by

the galactic aberration effect. We will follow up thisissue with the Calc/Solve developers.
We also tested other VLBI solutions from other IVS ACsusing Calc/Solve but also other software packages andachieved lower or similar levels of consistency. Thiswas to be expected, since in most cases the constraintinformation used by the other software packages isnot given, but it is essential to reconstruct the solutionfor such software tests. Other potential inconsistenciescould be caused by different approaches to handle nu-merical instabilities for matrix operations within eachsoftware package. In addition we found that there areat least two approaches to apply minimum networkconstraints. For the case of no-net-rotation (NNR) con-ditions on the quasar coordinates the BSW uses the fullconstraint equation:

Hx = (BTPB)−1BTPx = 0 (1)
with the rotation parameters x on which the con-straints shall be applied. The Matrix P is specifyingthe constraints of the quasar coordinates. B is thetransformation matrix converting a coordinate set
k to k′ by applying infinitesimal rotations x through
k′ = k+Bx. Alternatively a simplified constraintequation can be used to constrain the infinitesimalrotation x to zero too:

Hx = BTPx = 0 (2)
The strict Eqn. (1) assures that the constraints areapplied to the rotations around the coordinate axes,while Eqn. (2) effectively constrains a linear com-bination of the rotations, which may however befavourable in case of non-homogeneously distributed
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sources. For homogeneously distributed sourcesthe two constraining options are equivalent, up toa factor of the order n, where n is the number ofquasars considered for the NNR condition. For Eqn. (2)the constraint has to be scaled with the numberof quasars. This equation type is implemented inCalc/Solve, according to our knowledge. It remainsan open scientific question which of the two equa-tions is favourable in terms of a stable celestialreference frame realization with non-homogeneouslydistributed quasars.

4 Outlook on using BSW for
multi-technique analysis

We see a wide range of potential benefits from usingthe BSW for multi-technique analysis. The mostobvious one is the combination of space-geodeticobservation techniques at the observation level. Sincethe different techniques are processed by the verysame software it is ensured that, by going throughthe same source code, the same underlying modelsare used. The combination at observation level is alsobeneficial for the observation screening, which is nolonger possible at the NEQ level. The observations canbe screened for outliers based on the combination anda consistent observation weighting can be applied. Allparameters are derived from the very same analysistaking into account all correlations.
The BSW offers a nice tool for automated processing,called the BPE (Bernese Processing Engine), whichmakes it easy to process huge data sets. The softwaretypically runs in session mode, where observationsof one session are processed and the resulting NEQsare stored. The NEQ stacking module then allows theaccumulation of multiple NEQs, enabling frequentupdates of multi-year solutions. As a result the usergets not only the parameter estimates from thestacked NEQs but also those from the individualsession-wise NEQs involved in the solution. Thus,one can easily compare the differences between theindividual and the stacked solutions for parametersvalid over the entire interval, e.g., to derive stationcoordinate repeatabilities.

Advantageously, a multi-technique analysis withthe BSW offers access to all parameters from thedifferent techniques, in contrast to a combinationon NEQ level using SINEX files. Parameters commonto the different space-geodetic techniques are thekey to combine the techniques. Such techniqueconnections are called ”ties”, like local ties (connectingon the ground through station coordinates), spaceties (connecting in space through orbit parameters,see, e.g., Thaller et al. (2011)), and atmospheric ties(connecting in the atmosphere through troposphereparameters, see, e.g., Thaller (2008)). If the combi-nation of techniques is done at the NEQ level usingSINEX files, one looses access to entire parametergroups, like orbit or troposphere parameters, as theyget pre-eliminated and cannot be stacked anymore.Parameter pre-eliminations are done for differentreasons. For example, orbit parameter informationcannot be stored in the SINEX format, and troposphereparameters are often pre-eliminated to speed up theprocessing and save disk space.
A new geodetic satellite mission GENESIS is now onthe horizon. This mission would allow for the first timea co-location of the four main space-geodetic tech-niques VLBI, SLR, GNSS and DORIS by using the satelliteas a space tie. This development is encouraging us inour efforts to make the BSW ”VLBI-ready” within thenext few years.
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Investigating the datum parameters of new solutions by IVS AC
DGFI-TUM

M. Glomsda, M. Seitz, M. Bloßfeld, D. Angermann

Abstract In 2022 and at the beginning of 2023, thethree latest realizations of the International TerrestrialReference System (ITRS) became available: ITRF2020,JTRF2020, and DTRF2020. Among others, the datacontribution by the International VLBI Service forGeodesy and Astrometry (IVS) to these referenceframes contains new models for the gravitationaldeformation of six VLBI antennas. In particular, thesemodels affect the estimated heights of the corre-sponding stations. In 2023, the IVS Analysis Centers(ACs) reprocessed their session series from 1979 to thepresent. The respective series of the AC at DGFI-TUMis dgf2023a. The main changes w.r.t. the previousseries dgf2020a, which served as input data for theITRS 2020 realizations, are a) the usage of ITRF2020as a priori reference frame, and b) the correctionsfor the gravitational deformation of another sevenantennas. Thereby, the choice of stations used for theno-net-translation and no-net-rotation conditions is acrucial issue. Furthermore, the additional deformationmodels will likely influence the scale parameter ofsimilarity transformations (including the respectivestations) between VLBI single-session solutions andthe ITRS realizations. Three of the correspondingseven antennas belong to the next generation VLBIGlobal Observing System (VGOS). In this presentation,we examine the effects of the above mentioned novel-ties in solution dgf2023a. In particular, we take a lookat the similarity transformations, i.e., the time seriesof datum parameters, and we put special emphasison the scale parameter. Above all, a drift in the VLBI
Matthias Glomsda · Manuela Seitz · Mathis Bloßfeld · DetlefAngermannDeutsches Geodätisches Forschungsinstitut, Technische Univer-sität München (DGFI-TUM), Arcisstrasse 21, 80333 München,Germany

scale was observed for sessions after about 2013.75during the computation of the ITRF2020. Not least toinvestigate this finding, we also apply the other twoITRS 2020 realizations, JTRF2020 and DTRF2020, as apriori reference frames.

Keywords VLBI, IVS, ITRS realization, similarity trans-formation, scale

1 Introduction

The latest realizations of the International TerrestrialReference System (ITRS) contain geodetic space ob-servations up to the end of the year 2020, and sev-eral new geophysical and technique-specific modelshave been incorporated. In the case of Very Long Base-line Interferometry (VLBI), gravitational deformation(GD) has been modelled for six antennas (EFLSBERG,GILCREEK, MEDICINA, NOTO, ONSALA60, YEBES40M),for instance. The corresponding VLBI solution by DGFI-TUM is called dgf2020a, and the a priori antenna posi-tions have been taken from the previous ITRF2014 (Al-tamimi et al., 2016).Three ITRS 2020 realizations (terrestrial referenceframes, TRFs) are available: ITRF2020 (Altamimi etal., 2023) by the Institut national de l’informationgéographique et forestière (IGN, France), JTRF2020(https://jpl.nasa.gov/site/jsgt/jtrf/category/jtrf2020/)by NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL, USA), andDTRF2020 (Seitz et al., 2023) by DGFI-TUM (Germany).ITRF2020 is a secular TRF which has been combined atthe solution level, and the station positions have beenreduced for post-seismic deformation (PSD) as well as
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Fig. 1 Time series (reduced by some mean value per coordinate) of station positions for the VLBI antenna GILCREEK in the ITRS2020 realizations (only linear and PSD parts for ITRF2020 and DTRF2020) and in DGFI-TUM’s new solution dgf2023a.

(semi-) annual and draconitic (for selected stations)signals. DTRF2020 also is a secular TRF in whichPSD has been reduced. However, it was calculatedby a combination of normal equations (NEQs) afterthe additional reduction of geophysically modellednon-linear station motions, i.e., non-tidal loadingdisplacements, at NEQ level. JTRF2020, on the otherhand, is an epoch reference frame which has beencomputed sequentially with a square-root informationfilter. Corresponding position time series for the VLBIantenna GILCREEK are shown in Figure 1.In addition, Fig. 1 shows the time series of esti-mated GILCREEK positions from DGFI-TUM’s new VLBIsolution dgf2023a. The a priori TRF used for this solu-tion is the ITRF2020 (linear plus PSD parts), and newGD models for another seven antennas are consid-ered. In this study, we investigate the impact of thesechanges on the estimated antenna coordinates andthe corresponding similarity transformations betweenthe single-session solutions and the (a priori) TRFs.Thereby, we put special emphasis on the choice ofdatum stations (affecting translations and orientation)and the scale parameter (affected by the choice of sta-tions for the transformations).

Table 1 The distinct setups investigated in this study. Old refersto the original six antennas with a GD model in the ITRS 2020input series, and new to the additional seven antennas with sub-sequent GD models. The asterix (*) highlights datum station listsnot recommended by Gipson (2019) (compare text).
solution a priori TRF GD models datum stationsdgf2020a ITRF2014 old excluding olddgf2023a old* ITRF2020 old excluding olddgf2023a old ITRF2020 old alldgf2023a* ITRF2020 old + new alldgf2023a ITRF2020 old + new excluding newdgf2023a JTRF JTRF2020 old + new excluding newdgf2023a DTRF DTRF2020 old + new excluding new

2 Method

We analyse the transition from our ITRS 2020 con-tribution dgf2020a to the new solution dgf2023a byintroducing the distinct modifications successively.The resulting setups are listed in Table 1. In particular,we switch the a priori TRF and the amount of modelsfor GD. The latter are empirical excess delay functionsdepending on the antenna elevation ε (see Figure 2).Since the estimated antenna height is proportionalto −sinε , which is a function of elevation, too,the GD models will mainly affect the heights of the
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Fig. 2 Empirical excess delay models accounting for gravita-tional deformation. The dashed lines refer to the seven newmodels.

respective antennas. According to Gipson (2019), forexample, these vertical changes have an impact onno-net-translation (NNT) and no-net-rotation (NNR)conditions. Hence, if we apply an a priori TRF thathas not yet been computed with certain GD models,the corresponding antennas should not be part ofthe datum stations for the single-session solutions,either. To investigate this, we include solutions withdifferent lists of datum stations, and the asterix (*) inTab. 1 highlights those setups with lists not followingthe recommendation by Gipson (2019). The sevenantennas with GD models only available after the2020 realizations of the ITRS are the legacy antennasNYALES20, KOKEE, WETTZELL, and WETTZ13N, and thenext generation VLBI Global Observing System (VGOS)antennas ONSA13NE, ONSA13SW, and WETTZ13S.

3 Results

3.1 A priori TRF

First, we replace the a priori ITRF2014 with theITRF2020 (linear and PSD parts) but do not introducethe new GD models. The estimated antenna networkgeometries (i.e., the baseline lengths) do not changewith a new a priori TRF. However, the applicationof NNT and NNR constraints w.r.t. this TRF affectsthe final coordinate estimates. If the list of datumstations remains constant (dgf2023a old*), the impactis comparatively small if the a priori coordinatesin a session network do not change much. Thelargest position deviations occur after 2014, since the

ITRF2014 is only extrapolated for this period, whilethe ITRF2020 contains actual observation data andprovides significantly different secular positions forantennas with only short observation histories before2015. The addition of datum stations, on the otherhand (dgf2023a old), creates additional noise for theentire time span.Second, the new GD models are included andthe corresponding antennas are removed from thedatum stations, but we compare the effects of usingthe three different ITRS 2020 realizations as a prioriTRFs (only linear plus PSD parts for DTRF2020, too).Namely, we compute 7-parameters similarity trans-formations between the ITRS realizations and therespective single-session solutions. As expected, thethree translation and three rotation parameters areall closely distributed around 0 due to the NNT andNNR constraints (not shown here). The session-wisescale parameters, which can be realized by VLBI, areplotted in Figure 3. They contain a seasonal signal andare significantly different from 0. The scale drift for theITRF2020 after about 2013.75, which was reported byAltamimi et al. (2023), is also revealed by our solution.A similar drift is obtained for the JTRF2020, but notfor the DTRF2020. The reason for this apparent driftis still under investigation by a working group. Anobvious difference between the realized scales is thechoice of techniques used for its realization withinITRF2020/JTRF2020 (VLBI and Satellite Laser Ranging,SLR) and DTRF2020 (VLBI and Global NavigationSatellite Systems, GNSS). We further observe that theantenna heights are generally smaller in the ITRF2020compared to the DTRF2020 (see Fig. 4). And whenrestricting ourselves to the VGOS sessions (bi-weeklysessions starting in 2019), basically all scales arepositive for ITRF2020 and JTRF2020.

3.2 Gravitational deformation

Now, we stick with the a priori ITRF2020 and switchthe GD models. As shown by Gipson (2019) andGlomsda et al. (2020), the change in estimatedheights for the respective antennas generally dependson the maximum model excess delay and the sign ofits slope w.r.t. elevation ε : a strictly positive [negative]slope induces an increase [decrease] in height. This isdue to the aforementioned connection of height with
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Fig. 3 Time series (blue) and moving 20-session medians (red) of the scale parameter in 7-parameters similarity transformationsbetween an a priori TRF and the corresponding single-session solutions.

Fig. 4 VLBI antenna heights according to DTRF2020 (linear part plus PSD) subtracted from the corresponding heights according toITRF2020. Each dot refers to a session in which the antenna (each represented by a different color) was actually observing.
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Fig. 5 The moving 20-sessions medians of the scale parametersfor similarity transformations between various single-session so-lutions and their respective a priori TRFs.

−sinε . Hence, we expect an increase in height for thenew Onsala twin telescopes only, and a decrease forthe other five antennas (compare Fig. 2). The questionremains whether these seven antennas should beremoved from the datum station list. Unfortunately,KOKEE, NYALES20, and WETTZELL have remote lo-cations and/or long observation histories, so theyare very beneficial for the NNT and NNR constraints.Likewise, the current VGOS network is still very small,and neglecting ONSA13NE, ONSA13SW, and WETTZ13Swould mean neglecting about a third of the network.In both setups, dgf2023 and dgf2023*, the medianchanges in antenna height have the expected sign,except for WETTZ13N when the seven antennas areremoved from the list of datum stations. In this case,the overall scatter in height changes is also larger,since the list of datum stations is altered (comparethe previous subsection). However, this list seems tonot impair the general effect of the correction forGD. The largest impact for both setups is obtainedfor WETTZELL and KOKEE, which have the largestmaximum excess delay (see Fig. 2).Finally, we check the scale parameters after the in-troduction of the additional GD models. In Fig. 5, themoving 20-sessions medians of the scale are shown forthe setups dgf2023a old and dgf2023*, which both usethe full list of datum stations but differ w.r.t. the anten-nas that are corrected for GD. In either case, the simi-larity transformation w.r.t. the ITRF2020 incorporatesthe seven antennas with a new GD model. The figurereveals that the scale parameters are hardly affectedby the latter, and the scale drift is still existing.Fig. 5 also contains the moving medians for thescale parameters of the similarity transformations bet-ween the session-wise solution dgf2020a and its a pri-

ori ITRF2014. Before 2016, they agree well with themedians for ITRF2020 (with and without the new GDmodels), but they do not show the drift afterwards.

4 Conclusions

The impact of replacing the a priori ITRF2014 with anyof the new ITRS 2020 realizations on the final, NNT-and NNR-aligned coordinates is naturally largest for an-tennas with a short observation history before 2015. Ifthe list of datum stations is altered as well, the diffe-rences are enlarged for all estimated coordinates of allepochs. Reasons for modifications of this list are, e.g.,the availability of longer observation periods for parti-cular (young) stations, or the introduction of antenna-specific GD models that have not been applied in thecomputation of the a priori TRF. We found that, on ave-rage, the changes in estimated heights due to GD hadthe expected sign and magnitude for the respective an-tennas, independent from their appearance in the da-tum station list.The scale parameters of similarity transformationsbetween the single-session solutions and their a prioriTRFs still need to be investigated in more detail. Wecould replicate a scale drift w.r.t. ITRF2020, and we alsofound one w.r.t. JTRF2020 but none w.r.t. DTRF2020and ITRF2014. Furthermore, we did not observe a sig-nificant impact of the new GD models on the scale.
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Current Status at BKG IVS Data Center

M. Goltz, A. Walenta, D. Thaller

Abstract Last year has brought several changes for IVSData Center at BKG. By introducing the new software’ingest’ for processing uploaded files, the unified filevalidation among the IVS Data Centers is enforced. Thenext significant steps in the routine operations havebeen related to our own service: discontinuity of FTPin favour of FTPS and HTTPS. We have arranged a per-sonal account for every uploader on request and sup-ported the old user ’ivsincoming’ during the proto-col transition. At the end, user ’ivsincoming’ has beenremoved as well. Corresponding mapping of user ac-counts and uploads simplifies the data center main-tenance. In particular, an automatic feedback loop isplanned to improve our user support. Also, we moni-tor the uploads and downloads by the users on a dailybasis in a straight forward manner. The related illustra-tions are available on our website. The security mea-sures are implemented as required by our internal IT.It means, that we provide proper supervision to securesensitive data. Also, each incoming file is checked witha virus scanner, where only the SWIN files are treatedseparately because of their large file size. Accordingto the IVS guidelines and rules for the Data Centers,we keep our Data Centers in sync with the other IVSData Centers by mirroring them as well as running aconsistency check to guarantee the data acquisition.Additionally, before activating new changes in the in-gest software, we perform a test with sample data. Forthese operations, we distribute the incoming files toa white and a black list, which are updated continu-ously. Our server setup allows introducing software up-dates and tests without inflicting the productive envi-
Federal Agency for Cartography and Geodesy, Division G1 - Gen-eral Issues, Combination of Space Techniques, Richard-Strauss-Allee 11, 60598 Frankfurt a.M, Germany

ronment. For instance, the last activities were regard-ing the validation of the EOP3.0 format from severalACs and proper acceptance of the new file name con-vention for the Level 2 Data Analysis in vgosDb formatand SINEX files. These data comprise the major part offiles uploaded to the Data Center, as a consequence,their validation impact the IVS Community atmost.Wewill illustrate, how incoming data is validated at the ex-ample of EOP, SINEX and SWIN files, where the latter isslightly different.

Keywords IVS Data Center, status report, data man-agement, ingest software

1 General Information

The German Federal Agency for Cartography andGeodesy (BKG) is hosting a Data Center (DC) for theInternational VLBI Service for Geodesy and Astrometry(IVS). BKG’s DC is one of altogether three primaryIVS Data Centers. According to the IVS rules we areresponsible to accept the recognized VLBI data fromall IVS components: other Data Centers, OperationCenters, Network Stations, Correlators, Analysis Cen-ters and Combination Centers, and provide them asopen access. At this moment, access to our server issupported by File Transfer Protocol over Secure SocketLayer (FTPS) and Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure(HTTPS). The principle of the open access is empow-ered by anonymous downloads over both protocols.The IVS users are offered to receive an account asdescribed at our web-page (https://ivs.bkg.bund.de/)to upload data. In July 2022, FTPS and HTTPS access
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Fig. 1 Monthly Downloads of Files

have been arranged as the available data access. Asit can be seen in Figure 1, the amount of downloadshas dropped at first. But after a few months, thesum of FTPS and HTTPS downloads has reachedapproximately the same level as before the switch. Inorder to sync the data sets with the other official IVSDCs, mirroring procedures are set up. The exchangebetween the official DCs is established by providingnew data in a designated directory (i.e., labelledRECENT) in scheduled intervals. The entire data centeris reviewed weekly by comparing the file lists betweenBKG DC and CDDIS.

2 Set-Up and Testing of the Ingest
Software

For the datamanagement of the IVSDC, the ingest soft-ware is used (D. Behrend et al, 2022, D. Behrend etal(2022)).Every received file is recognized in the same way:either uploaded by a user or retrieved from the otherIVS DC as arranged in the incoming area for the exter-nal access environment shown in Figure 2.The ingest software is continuously developed incooperation with its developer and user – CDDIS. Theuse of the ingest software is extended to OPAR as well.Once the necessity of a change in the ingest softwareappears, it is reported and discussed at the regular IVSDCMeetings. The course of actions to fix the change inthe software is defined at the meetings as well: fromunderstanding how to handle the change to the mo-ment when the IVS DCs should make an update. In or-der to introduce updates, internal and external envi-ronments are set up at BKG. Set-up and testing are im-plemented at BKG by making use of the same ingestsoftware. In the internal access environment, a newversion of ingest is tested against a black and a white

list of files to verify the changes based on the test dataas shown in Figure 2. After successful testing, the newingest version is incorporated in the internal access in-tegration environment as shown with the left arrow inFigure 2, where the same data as in the production en-vironment is in place for testing. Finally, the new ver-sion is released in the external access production envi-ronment as shown with the right arrow in Figure 2 atthe moment as defined at IVS DC meetings, so that asimultaneous update of the ingest software is imple-mented at all three IVS DCs.

3 File Processing

The file processing is structured in three major steps,which will be performed after the file is uploaded andmoved into a dedicated working directory. After thevery first security check (step 1), some basic formalchecks are performed (step 2). Finally, a more specificformal validation is run (step 3) before the file is storedin the archives. As soon as the single file is placed inthe appropriate location of our archive, it is availablefor the user access.Both formal check routines are governed by the in-gest software as shown in Figure 3:
(1) Each file is scanned to check for suspicious contentas shown in the orange block in Figure 3, and willbe quarantined (red block) if required. A separateworkflow is added for Level 1 Data (i.e., SWIN files)due to the huge file size: an archived data can beextracted securely and quarantined if a single fileis marked as suspicious. In the current data set ofabout 13 TB, a small amount of SWIN archives hadto be checked manually because of false positivedetections.(2) Next, some basic and sanity checks shown in bluebox in Figure 3 are run by the ingest software. Eachfile is verified: if it is already available at the DC andits name matches the Name Convention. The filecontent is marked as erroneous, if invalid charac-ters are found or the content is empty. In additionto these basic checks, somemore sanity checks aremade, i.e., checks against the master file contentand internal keywords. In particular, it is ensuredthat the file names of vgosdb and SINEX files asgiven by the master file version 1 are accepted for
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Fig. 2 Scheme of IVS-DC Set-Up, testing and production. The data are received and processed in production within the externalaccess environment as shown on the right side of the firewall. The data testing part is maintained behind the firewall in the internaltest environment (left side of the firewall). The approved updates are pushed to the production area.

Fig. 3 File Processing is unified with ingest software. The procedure scheme is shown in detail for EOP, SINEX and SWIN files.
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Fig. 4 The prototype of the table for monitoring the entire production chain within the IVS is shown. The column ”asi2023a” is anexample to illustrate the fact, that the SINEX file was uploaded for this session by ASI AC. A SINEX file of another ACwill be presentedin the additional column on the right once it is available.

sessions observed prior to 2023, and by version 2only for the files afterwards (Ch. Dieck., 2023, Ch.Dieck.(2023)), e.g., vgosDB:version 1 for 20FEB01XA.tgzversion 2 for 20230101-i23001.tgz(3) The final processing step is strictly dependent onthe file type. The file content is validated, e.g., theverification of EOP, SINEX and SWIN files is shownin Figure 3. Generally, the content is checked tohave a proper file format and particular entries:header and end lines, keywords or certain files, ifit is SWIN format. In more detail, the three blocksin Figure 3 describe the specific validation aspectsof EOP, SINEX and SWIN files accordingly.

4 Outlook

Aside from the continuously updated ingest software,our further development is committed to the informa-tion service. For this reason, an automated email no-tification is sent in the test mode in that cases only, inwhich the ingest software has raised an issue.Additionally, we design an enrichment of the infor-mation contained in the master file, e.g., the availabil-ity status of each data file and corresponding productat our data center. An overview of each session fromscheduling to the final IVS products are intended tobe accessible on the interactive basis, i.e. down to thelevel of all files provided by all ACs as the IVS com-bined products. The corresponding prototype is ratherlimited as seen in Figure 4 at this earlier stage andavailable for internal use only. The prototype table isshortened in this preview in Figure 4, where the col-umn ”asi2023a” represents only one IVS Analysis Cen-ter (AC), which delivers SINEX, while the whole proto-

type table tracks the SINEX files of each IVS AC showingwhich files are available at the data centers for the cor-responding session.Besides, the consistency check is planned to be ex-ecuted on a daily basis instead of the weekly cadencethat is applied at the moment. In order to enhance theperformance of this process, the comparison bymeansof hash sums is to be implemented.
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Close-Range photogrammetry for antenna deformation
measurements

A. Greiwe, R. Brechtken, M. Lösler, C. Eschelbach, G. Kronschnabl, C. Plötz, A. Neidhardt

Abstract The knowledge of gravitational deforma-tions at the receiving unit of VLBI antennas is oneof the crucial components in achieving the GGOSaccuracy goal of 1 mm in position on a global scale.Various geodetic methods for measuring the objectgeometry of the antenna’s receiving unit are knownsuch as terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) or close-rangephotogrammetry to cite but a few. The advantage ofa photogrammetric approach compared to surfacemeasurements by a single TLS station is the completecoverage of the surface by varying camera positions.Unlike the TLS-approach, surface points potentiallyshaded by structural elements are also captured in aphotogrammetric survey.Moreover, for signalized targets and under optimalconditions, close-range photogrammetry achievesan accuracy of up to 5 µm + 5 ppm. Due to the highaccuracy requirements, a photogrammetric approachwas chosen for the deformation measurements ofthe legacy 20 m Radio Telescope Wettzell (RTW)
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for the first time. To realize an advantageous pho-togrammetric block geometry configuration, a remotecontrolled unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) was usedas sensor platform. Signalized targets mounted atthe receiving unit of the RTW were measured in tenelevation positions to investigate elevation dependentdeformations. In each elevation position, image datawere captured at least twice to obtain redundantand almost independent data sets. Up to five flightswere performed in selected elevation positions usingdifferent camera systems. This contribution presentsthe results of the photogrammetric analysis of thisextensive data material.

Keywords Close-range photogrammetry, Gravita-tional deformation, Radio telescope, VLBI

1 Introduction

The goal of the Global Geodetic Observing System(GGOS) is a positional accuracy of 1 mm on globalscales (Rothacher et al., 2009). For that purpose, thesources of error limiting the global results must bequantified. In addition, appropriate strategies must bedeveloped to avoid or at least to reduce these errors.The knowledge of gravitational deformations at thereceiving unit of VLBI antennas is one of the crucialcomponents in achieving the GGOS accuracy goal. Toemphasize this topic, the International VLBI Servicefor Geodesy and Astrometry (IVS) has adopted theresolution “Surveys of radio telescopes for modelingof gravitational deformation” in 2019. Investigationsat radio telescopes participating in the VLBI Global
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Observing System (VGOS) network show only minordeformations at the receiving unit (Lösler et al., 2019).In contrast, studies on legacy radio telescopes showsignificant deformations of up to several centimeters,which lead to systematic errors (Sarti et al., 2009).Therefore, investigations on legacy radio telescopesshould be priorised. To compensate for gravitationaldeformations, the elevation-dependent deforma-tion behaviour must be determined with a suitablemeasurement procedure.For this study, the deformation behavior of the Ra-dio Telescope Wettzell (RTW) at the Geodetic Obser-vatory in Wettzell, which was commissioned in 1983,was investigated for the first time. The main reflectoris designed as a rotationally symmetric paraboloid andhas a diameter of 20 m. The apex of the main reflec-tor is located at about 12 m above the ground. The aimwas to investigate the geometry of the receiving unitunder different load case changes, i.e. when the tele-scope orientation changes between 5° and 90° in ele-vation.

2 Method

To estimate the deformation of the main reflector sur-face at different elevation positions of the telescope,a terrestrial laser scanner (TLS) could be gimbalednear the subreflector on its struts (Holst et al., 2017;Bergstrand et al., 2019). By this measurement method,the surface of the main reflector is captured with anaccuracy of about 1.5 mm (Holst et al., 2017). How-ever, the subreflector is shaded by the instrumentand additional equipment is required to obtain itsvariations.As an alternative measurement method, close-range photogrammetry offers the possibility ofmeasuring individual, signalized targets (Luhmann etal., 2019). Here, the targets are captured in severalimages from different camera positions. By applying abundle adjustment the coordinates of the measuringtargets are determined. Additionally, the cameraparameters of the interior orientation are estimatedby a simultaneous calibration. A local coordinatesystem is defined by a reference body with predefinedtargets as control points. The scaling of the individuallocal coordinate system is realized by scalebars.

Fig. 1 Image block configuration with three concentric circlesof varying camera positions around the main reflector.

Under optimal conditions and depending on themeasurement volume, single point accuracies can beup to 5 µm+5 ppm (Luhmann et al., 2019).

2.1 Image Block Configuration

Prerequisite for a successful and accurate photogram-metric determination of measurment targets is thecomplete enclosure of the measuring volume byvarying imaging positions. For imaging the surface ofthe main reflector and the subreflector, regulary dis-tributed imaging positions are advantageous in whichthe camera moves on a circular path concentricallyaround the main axis of the telescope (see figure 1).Different radii of the concentric circles and varyingdistances of the individual circles (see table 1) fromthe main reflector also improve the resulting imageblock geometry.This image block configuration are logistically diffi-cult to realize with a crane as camera platform in po-sitions of more than 40° elevation of the telescopedue to the pickup height above ground and the circu-lar path around the telescope. In order to be able torealize the required circular image block configurationfor the entire elevation range of the telescope, an Un-manned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) was used at Wettzell forthe first time instead of a crane as a camera platform.The flight trajectory of the UAV was planned withthree concentric circles (see figure 1). In addition to thedistances to the apex of the main reflector, the radiiand flight speeds were chosen in a way to meet theflight time of about 12 minutes. The number of imagestaken during a single flight was limited by the frame
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rate of the cameras which were up to five seconds (seetable 1).
Table 1 Image block configuration

Circle Radius [m] Distance [m] # Images Speed [m/s]1 16 25 48 0,42 11 22,5 64 0,23 6 20 36 0,2

In this measurement campaign an individually con-figured hexacopter with a diameter of 1.8 m and atake-off weight of about 10 kg was used (see figure 2).This custom made UAV is a modular system and thushas individual gimbals that allow changing the camerasystems to be used. Equipped with two 10,000 mAhbatteries, the UAV’s flight time is between 12 minutes(1,500 g) and 15 minutes (400 g), depending on theweight of the camera system.In addition to manual control by the pilot, the UAVhas a semi-autonomous flight mode, which is essen-tially supported by GNSS and a barometric altitudemeasurement. A flight trajectory can be defined bya waypoint script. For each waypoint, a flight speed,dwell time at the waypoint, camera triggering and UAVorientation can be specified by an ASCII file. Duringthe flight, the UAV is continuously aligned to a Pointof Interrest (POI), which in this case is located approx-imately at the position of the subreflector. In this way,the horizontal alignment of the camera and the trigger-ing of the images is automated, only the vertical align-ment of the camera has to be controlled manually bythe pilot.

2.2 Camera System

During flight, the UAV generates high-frequency vibra-tions, which affect the gimbal and thus also the cam-era. To avoid a rolling shutter effect which results inan image blur, the use of lenses with a central shutteris obligatory. Systems with an electronic or a hardwarerolling shutter are unsuitable. In addition, prime lenseswith a fixed focal length are preferable to zoom lenseswith a variable focal length, as these have a higher op-tical imaging quality, which has a positive effect on thepoint measurement accuracy in the images.

Fig. 2 UAV with Sigma camera (foreground, left) and Sony a7R(mounted in gimbal)

UAV-suitable camera systems do not have the geo-metric stability of a metric camera due to their modu-lar design. Thus, the parameters of the interior orien-tation have to be determined by a simultaneous cali-bration within the bundle adjustment. In order to sta-bilize the focal length and the principal point positionat least for a short time, a stable mounting of the usedlens, a deactivated image stabilizer and a manual focusadjustment are mandatory.
Table 2 Camera systems used

Camera Lens Sensor Size Footprint@15m GSD@15 mSony a7R 50 mm 24 mm x 36 mm 7,2 m x 10,8 m 1,1 mmSigma DP2 30 mm 16 mm x 24 mm 8,0 m x 12,0 m 2,5 mmSigma DP3 50 mm 16 mm x 24 mm 4,8 m x 7,2 m 1,5 mm

Three camera systems that fulfill the above crite-ria were available for the present study (see figure 2).The requirement for a fixed sensor-lens combination isbest met by the Merrill series from Sigma. The SigmaMerrill comes with different prime lenses, each per-manently mounted. Thus, each focal length leads toits own model (see table 2). Due to this concept, thelenses of this camera series have no variable compo-nents except for the focusing lens, and the camerasalso lack an image stabilizer.In contrast, the Sony a7R has a bayonet mount andthus allows the selection of suitable prime lenses. Forthis study, a Carl Zeiss Loxia prime lens was used (seetable 2). This particular lens has neither image stabi-lizer nor autofocus; aperture and focus are set man-
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ually. Additionally, the image stabilizer of the camerasensor was deactivated during photogrammetric imag-ing.

2.3 Photogrammetric measurements

For photogrammetric imaging, the object wasequipped with 169 targets, which were evenly dis-tributed on the main reflector surface. 14 bit codedblack and white targets were used for an automatedrecognition of the unique point ID. The targets werearranged in seven concentric circles on the mainreflector. 16 targets were placed on the tube in thecenter of the main reflector and six targets wereplaced on the subreflector.In addition, a cross with six targets was mountedon the subreflector as a reference body. On the strutsof the subreflector 44 targets and the scale bars werefixed (see figure 3). The telescope elevation positionswere then changed from 5° to 90° in 10° increments,and each of these elevation positions was observed atleast twice. Frame rate and the weight of the camerasystem were considered for individual flight time cal-culation to ensure capturing at least 200 images.

Fig. 3 Coded targets on the telescope (main and subreflectoras well on struts and tube in the center)

Within the measurement campain 37 flights werecarried out at the telescope, here the flights werenumbered chronologically. Up to flight number 5 theSony a7R was used, followed by 19 flights with theSigma DP3. From flight number 25 the Sigma DP2 wasused. Flight number 3 and 4 with the Sony a7R have

too few images for a successfull bundle adjustment.Thus 35 data sets were available for further analysis.

3 Results

3.1 Effects of camera change and image
block configuration

The reason for the change of the camera systemsduring the measurement campaign was the differentimage measurement accuracy (Sony a7R 200 µm,Sigma DP3 100 µm and Sigma DP2 50 µm), whichled to a different standard deviation in line of sightof the telescope (z-axis). In Figure 4 it can be seenthat the Sony a7R was able to realize the most imageshots per flight. Consequently, there are the mostimage measurements per point compared to theother cameras. This usually leads to a high geometricstability of the image composite. However, due tothe low image measurement accuracy of the camerasystem, the reliability of the points is not satisfactory.

Fig. 4 Effect of the camera selection on the image block accu-racies (flight 1-5 Sony a7R, 6-24 Sigma DP3, from 25 Sigma DP2)

As an alternative, the Sigma DP3 was used in thefurther course of the measurement campaign, whichrealizes an identical sampling rate on the object sur-face due to the same focal length as the Sony a7R. How-ever, due to the considerably smaller sensor comparedto the Sony a7R, the footprint on the object is smaller.A point on the main reflector is thus imaged in signif-icantly fewer images of the Sigma DP3 than in case ofthe Sony a7R. Nevertheless, the better image measure-ment accuracy leads to a better RMS(Z) (see figure 4).
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However, taking a closer look at flights 6 to 24, it showsthat the RMS(Z) varies greatly from image block to im-age block in different elevation positions. It is assumedthat the image block configuration of the Sigma DP3has a slightly unstable geometry and thus cannot bereliably evaluated.In contrast to the Sigma DP3, the Sigma DP2 usesthe same sensor size (APS-C) but a smaller focal length(30 mm instaed of 50 mm, see table 2). Thus, the sam-pling rate at the object is lower and the image mea-surement of a point is less accurate. However, the im-age blocks 25 to 37 show a much better RMS(Z). Onlythe results of the last flight (37), which was performedin the elevation position 5°, are worse. Here the influ-ence of the incomplete block configuration is clearlyvisible. According to Greiwe et al. (2020), in the up-right position of the main reflector of the telescope theUAV cannot fly the planned full circles shown in fig-ure 1. Thus, the resulting configuration is suboptimaland leads to a larger RMS(Z).

3.2 Combined processing of image blocks

Due to the change of camera, more than the plannedtwo flights per elevation position of the telescope wereavailable for the deformation analysis. In some eleva-tion positions of the telescope, up to five flights wereevaluated separately in order to derive the focal lengthof the paraboloid. The differences between the camerasystems proof the previously determined single pointaccuracies (see figure 5).

Fig. 5 Estimated focal lengths depending on the elevation po-sition, marked according to the camera system used. The com-bined solution is shown in green.

For the determination of the elevation-dependentdeformation behavior of the rotationally symmetricparaboloid, the data sets were combined on theobservation level, i.e. during the bundle adjustment.For each elevation position, all available image setswere processed in a common bundle adjustment. Thedata of the different camera systems were modeledby the use of separate camera models. Here theparameters of the interior orientation were adjustedin a simultaneous calibration. The results of thecombined evaluation is shown in the figure 5. Theestimated focal length increases by about 9 mm whilethe telescope rotates upwards from 5° to 90°.

3.3 Movement of the subreflector

In this campaign, the subreflector was also equippedwith targets (see figure 6). Since these were alsocoded, they were easily identified in further pro-cessing of the individual elevation positions and themovement of the subreflector was determined. Adisplacement of the subreflector relative to the apexof the rotation paraboloid was detected.

Fig. 6 Coded targets on the subreflector.
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The subreflector moves along the main axis con-trary to the focal length with increasing elevation posi-tion towards the vertex (see figure 7). In addition, how-ever, a tilting of the subreflector also was detected.

Fig. 7 Elevation-dependent variations i.e. tilt and shift of thesubreflector.

4 Conclusions and outlook

Within the scope of the investigations it turned outthat the selection of the camera has a large influenceon the accuracy of the object points. The number ofimages and the image footprint, respectively the num-ber of image measurements per object point are deci-sive. It is suspected that the block geometry (recordingarrangement, see figure 1) also has an influence on theresults and can be improved in future studies.In previous studies, the achieved accuracies of theindividual flights were much more constant over thedifferent elevation positions (Lösler et al., 2019). Basedon the results of the present investigation, Lösler et al.(2022) derived a correction function that compensatesfor gravitationally induced deformations of the RTW.
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Atmospheric parameters derived from VGOS sessions observed
with the Onsala twin telescopes

R. Haas, G. Elgered

Abstract We compare the atmospheric parametersderived from the analysis of VGOS sessions that wereobserved with the Onsala twin telescopes to thecorresponding results derived from co-located GNSSstations and a ground-based microwave radiometer atOnsala. The focus is on the first four VGOS Research& Development sessions, observed in 2021 and 2022,aimed at testing scheduling strategies with short scanlength in order to obtain a good local sky coverage.The data analysis of all three techniques allows a hightemporal resolution of 5 min for the atmosphericparameters. We find high correlation (0.97) for thezenith total delays of the three techniques, andpair-wise weighted root mean square difference onthe order of 4–10 mm. The linear horizontal delaygradients are less well correlated (0.4–0.5) and havepair-wise weighted root mean square differences inthe sub-mm range.

Keywords VGOS, GNSS, WVR, ZTD, gradients

1 Introduction

The VLBI Global Observing System (VGOS) wasdesigned to achieve one order of magnitude im-provement in accuracy and precision for the derivedgeodetic parameters, compared to the legacy S/Xsystem (Petrachenko et al., 2009). To reach this goal,a number of areas of improvement were identified in
Rüdiger Haas · Gunnar ElgeredChalmers University of Technology, Department of Earth, Spaceand Environment, Onsala Space Observatory, SE-439 92, Onsala,Sweden

the VGOS design phase. One aspect of major concernwas turbulence that is affecting the signal delay inthe neutral atmosphere (Nilsson and Haas, 2010).One outlined strategy to address this effect is toimprove the spatial and temporal sampling of thesignal delay introduced by the atmosphere, i.e. moreobservations per unit of time and in many differentlocal directions. This is implemented by using radiotelescopes that move fast in azimuth and elevation,e.g. the Onsala twin telescopes (OTT) (Haas et al.,2019).During 2021 and 2022 a series of VGOS Research& Development (VR) sessions were scheduled to ad-dress the aspect of high spatial and temporal sam-pling of the local atmosphere. Observatories that areequipped with VGOS stations and co-located instru-mentation for other space geodetic and remote sens-ing techniques, such as Global Navigation Satellite Sys-tems (GNSS) and ground-based microwave radiome-ters, often calledwater vapour radiometers (WVR), areperfect sites to assess this new VGOS strategy.The Onsala Space Observatory (OSO) inauguratedthe twin telescopes in 2017. They have been opera-tional in the IVS VGOS observing program since 2019(Haas et al., 2019). In the following we refer to thesetwo stations as O13E for ONSA13NE and O13W forONSA13SW. OSO operates also several co-locatedGNSS stations, including the two stations ONSA andONS1 that are part of several networks, e.g. the IGS.Additionally, there is a continuously operating WVRat OSO. The VLBI, GNSS, and WVR instruments areco-located within about 600 m distance, thus sharingthe local atmosphere at the site. A comparison of theatmospheric parameters derived from the differenttechniques therefore is a suitable way to assessthe accuracy of VGOS when using high spatial andtemporal resolution.
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2 Data set

We focus on the first four VR sessions that wereobserved in 2021 and 2022. These sessions werescheduled using the VieSched++ software (Schartnerand Böhm, 2019) with the aim to generate observingplans with as short as possible scan length in orderto achieve as many as possible scans in as manyas possible local directions. Doing so, a very densesampling of the local atmosphere at the participatingVGOS stations should be achieved.Table 1 provides an overview of these first four VRsessions in 2021 and 2022, and the instrumentationoperated during these sessions. While both VGOS sta-tions were available for VR2101 and VR2202, unfortu-nately only one each could participate in VR2022 andVR2203. The two GNSS stations were operating duringall four VR sessions, and theWVRwas operating duringthree out of four VR sessions.
Table 1 Overview of the instrumentation operating at OSO dur-ing the first four VR sessions in 2021 and 2022.

Session Date O13E O13W ONSA ONS1 WVR
VR2101 2021-07-29/30 √ √ √ √ √

VR2201 2022-01-20/21 √ √ √ √

VR2202 2022-03-17/18 √ √ √ √

VR2203 2022-05-19/20 √ √ √ √

3 Data analysis

We analyzed the VGOS database of the above men-tioned four VR sessions with the ASCOT software(Artz et al., 2016) using a least-squares analysisand following the analysis strategy used for the IVSITRF2020 analysis (Gipson, 2020). We applied theVMF3 mapping functions (Landskron and Böhm, 2018)and included data to aminimum elevation cutoff of 5o.The locally observed pressure, from the VLBI logfiles,was the basis for the Zenith Hydrostatic Delays (ZHD).Then ZenithWet Delay (ZWD) corrections and total lin-ear horizontal gradients (GRAD) were estimated with5 min temporal resolution using loose constraints.The GRAD parameters were expressed as east (GRE)and north (GRN) components. The a priori ZHD andestimated ZWD were added to calculate the ZenithTotal delays (ZTD). The results for O13E and O13Whave basically the same formal errors, see Tab. 2.

The data recorded with the co-located GNSSstations ONSA and ONS1 were analysed with theGipsyX software (Bertiger et al., 2020). The analysisused multi-GNSS data, i.e. GPS, Galileo, and GLONASS,with the precise point positioning (PPP) approach(Zumberge et al., 1997). Two daily RINEX-files eachwere analysed together in order to achieve continuityof the results over day boundaries. A minimumelevation angle cutoff of 7o was used and the VMF3mapping functions (Landskron and Böhm, 2018) wereapplied. ZHD were modelled using standard pressurevalues, while ZWD corrections and total GRAD wereestimated with 5 min temporal resolution using looseconstraints. As for the VGOS case, the final ZTD werecalculated by adding the a priori ZHD and the esti-mated ZWD. The formal errors of the result derivedfor both GNSS stations are very similar, see Tab. 2.The WVR data were observed in a sky-mappingmode and analyzed with an in-house software.An elevation angle cutoff of 25o was used for anunconstrained least-squares analysis (Elgered et al.,2019) with a 5 min temporal resolution. In contrast toVGOS and GNSS is theWVR not sensitive to hydrostaticdelays. Thus, the derived atmospheric parametersfrom the WVR are pure ZWD and pure wet linearhorizontal gradients (GRAD-W). In order to be able tocompare the WVR results to the results from VGOSand GNSS, ZHD and hydrostatic horizontal gradients(GRAD-H) needed to be added to the WVR results ofZWD and GRAD-W so that the comparisons finallycould be done on the basis of ZTD and GRAD. We cal-culated ZHD based on the locally recorded pressuredata at Onsala and added these to the WVR-derivedZWD. For the gradients, we added VMF3-referredhorizontal hydrostatic gradients (VMF data server,2022) that are based on the ERA-Interim numericalweather model data to the WVR-derived gradients.Information on the formal errors for the WVR-derivedparameters are provided in Tab. 2

Table 2 Median formal errors of the ZTD (σZD) and GRAD (σGE ,
σGN ) results derived from VGOS, GNSS, and WVR analysis.

Session VGOS GNSS WVR
σZD σGE σGN σZD σGE σGN σZD σGE σGN

VR2101 1.61 0.35 0.35 1.42 0.23 0.26 0.37 0.15 0.16VR2201 1.13 0.24 0.23 1.44 0.24 0.28 − − −VR2202 1.15 0.23 0.25 1.43 0.23 0.25 0.20 0.09 0.10VR2203 1.08 0.22 0.24 1.42 0.26 0.27 0.30 0.13 0.15
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To do a meaningful comparison of the ZTD fromVGOS, GNSS andWVR, their values need to be referredto the same reference height. We chose the commonreference height to be the GNSS reference point of thestation ONSA. Thus, we applied corresponding heightcorrections (Rothacher et al., 2011), since the refer-ence points of the different instruments are at differ-ent heights. However, for the GRAD parameters, nofurther corrections were needed.

4 Comparisons of atmospheric parameters

OSO operated its VGOS twin telescopes, several GNSSstations, and aWVR, during the four VR sessions. How-ever, only during VR2101 all five instruments were op-erated, while for the other VR sessions only four outof five could not be operated, see Tab. 1. Nevertheless,we had the possibility to compare all three techniques,VGOS, GNSS andWVR, for three out of the four VR ses-sions.In the following, we present several steps of com-parisons. We start with the VGOS-internal comparisonusing VR2101 and VR2201. Then we present the GNSS-internal comparison using all four VR sessions. Finally,we perform the three-technique comparisons with theVR sessions where all three techniques were operated.Here we focus on one station each for VGOS and GNSS,respectively, to be representative for the correspond-ing technique and to be compared to the WVR results.

4.1 VGOS-internal comparisons

Both VGOS stations, O13E and O13W, participated inVR2201 and VR2202. The derived ZTD and GRAD re-sults agree well. Statistical information in terms of cor-relation coefficient ρ , offset δ , and standard deviation
σ , after subtracting the offset, is provided in Tab. 3.The correlation coefficients are 0.99 for the ZTD, andat least for VR2101 also above 0.93 for the gradients.The lowGRAD correlation for VR2201 is simply becausethere were no significant variations in the gradientsduring the session. The offsets and standard deviationsare all less than or on the order of the formal errors.

Table 3 Statistical information on the agreement of the resultsderived from VGOS stations O13E and O13W in terms of correla-tion coefficient ρ , offset δ (O13E-O13W), and standard deviation
σ after subtracting the offset.
Session ZTD GRE GRN

ρ δ σ ρ δ σ ρ δ σmm mm mm mm mm mm
VR2101 0.99 -0.59 0.73 0.93 -0.05 0.20 0.94 -0.05 0.17VR2201 0.99 -0.51 0.98 0.54 0.02 0.24 0.53 -0.07 0.34

4.2 GNSS-internal comparisons

The GNSS stations ONSA and ONS1 were operated dur-ing all four VR sessions. As for VGOS, the level of agree-ment between the results derived from the two sta-tions is as expected very high. Statistical informationin terms of correlation coefficient ρ , offset δ (ONSA-ONS1), and standard deviation σ after subtracting theoffset, is provided in Tab. 4. The correlation coefficientsfor ZTD are all 0.98 or higher. The ZTD offsets on theorder of 2–3 mm are detected, which might indicatethat the correction for the height difference betweenthe stations needs to be revisited. The remaining stan-dard deviations after removing the offsets are slightlylarger than the formal errors. The correlation coeffi-cients of the GRADparameters are not as high and varybetween the VR sessions. Values of up to 0.79 are seen,and the lowest ones relate to VR2201, the sameVR ses-sion where the GRAD parameters had low correlationcoefficients. Offsets for GRAD parameters are insignif-icant, and the remaining standard deviation after re-moving the offsets are about twice as large as the for-mal errors.

Table 4 Statistical information on the agreement of the resultsderived from GNSS stations ONSA and ONS1 in terms of correla-tion coefficient ρ , offset δ (ONSA-ONS1), and standard deviation
σ after subtracting the offset.
Session ZTD GRE GRN

ρ δ σ ρ δ σ ρ δ σmm mm mm mm mm mm
VR2101 0.99 -1.92 1.78 0.79 0.03 0.47 0.70 0.01 0.42VR2201 0.99 -2.94 2.06 0.26 -0.12 0.44 0.39 0.04 0.44VR2202 0.98 -3.42 1.83 0.56 -0.04 0.41 0.75 0.04 0.46VR2203 0.99 -2.64 1.81 0.67 -0.01 0.44 0.65 0.01 0.49
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4.3 VGOS-GNSS-WVR comparisons

For three out of the four VR sessions all threetechniques, i.e. VGOS, GNSS, and WVR, could becompared. The ZTD times series are presented inFig. 1. These graphs show that the VGOS and GNSSresults for ZTD follow each other very nicely, includingsmall features variations. It also is visible that theWVRfor some periods deviated a bit, e.g. in the second halfof VR2101 (top plot) and around 21:00–00:00 duringVR2203 (bottom plot), possibly due to high amountsof liquid water and/or less accurate calibrations.It appears that session VR2202 provided the mostreliable results from the WVR. As an example, wetherefore present the GRAD time series of VR2202in Fig. 2. The GRAD parameters agree well and alsohere the small features are picked up by all threetechniques.Table 5 summarizes the average statistical agree-ment between the three techniques. This is expressedas average values for correlation coefficient (ρ) and theweighted root mean square (wrms) deviation. The av-erage for the correlation coefficients for ZTD is 0.97for all three pairwise comparisons. The average cor-relation coefficients for the gradient parameters areabout 0.4 but do not reach 0.5 for any of the threepairwise comparisons. The highest value is seen forthe north gradient for the comparison of VGOS andGNSS. Both space geodetic techniques reach just 0.42and 0.44 as correlation coefficient for GRN and GREwhen comparing toWVR.We see that the average ZTDwrms for the space geodetic techniques is of the or-der of 4 mm, while the ZTD wrms difference betweenthe space geodetic techniques and theWVR are of theorder of 10 mm. Also for the gradients we see lowerwrms values for the comparison of the space geodetictechniques than when comparing the space geodetictechniques with the WVR. However, in all comparisoncases, thewrms for the GRAD parameters are sub-mm.
5 Conclusions and outlook

Wecompared atmospheric parameters in terms of ZTDandGRAD results for four VR sessions observed in 2021and 2022. The focuswas on simultaneous observationswith the co-located instrumentation at Onsala, includ-ing two VGOS stations, two GNSS stations, and a WVR.Results for ZTD and GRAD could be determined from
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Fig. 1 Time series of ZTD derived from VGOS (red), GNSS (blue)and WVR (black) for VR2101 (top graph), VR2202 (middle graph)and VR2203 (bottom graph).

independent analyses with an identical temporal res-olution of 5 min. To achieve such a high sampling withVGOS was possible thanks to the special scheduling ofthe VR sessions, aiming as short scan length and highnumber of well distributed observations. The compari-son of the results reveals that the ZTD of all three tech-
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Fig. 2 Time series of gradients GRE (top) and GRN (bottom) de-rived fromVGOS (red), GNSS (blue) andWVR (black) for VR2202.
Table 5 Statistical information on the agreement of the resultsderived from VGOS, GNSS and WVR. Listed are average valuesfor correlation coefficient (ρ), and average weighted root-meansquare (wrms) deviation.

ρ WRMS (mm) ρ WRMS (mm)
ZTD GNSS WVRVGOS 0.97 4.04 0.97 10.47GNSS – – 0.97 9.89
GRE GNSS WVR

VGOS 0.44 0.58 0.44 0.87GNSS – – 0.44 0.95
GRN GNSS WVR

VGOS 0.47 0.50 0.42 0.87GNSS – – 0.42 0.87

niques show very high correlation, but still suffer fromso-far unexplained offsets on the order of 5–10 mm.The results for gradient parameters are less well cor-related and have offsets in the sub-millimetre range.As expected the two space geodetic techniques agree

in general slightly better than each one of them agreeswith the WVR.We focused on only four VGOS sessions and thussuffer from a low number of data points. A larger dataset is needed in order to draw further conclusions.Thus, we plan to perform similar analyseswith asmanyas possible VGOS sessions observed at Onsala. Also dif-ferent analysis approaches need to be tested, e.g. dif-ferent temporal resolutions and constraints.
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Investigating software specific dependencies within the
intra-technique VLBI combination

H. Hellmers, S. Modiri, S. Bachmann, D. Thaller, M. Bloßfeld, M. Seitz

Abstract The IVS Combination Centre generates andreleases combined VLBI products for the InternationalVLBI Service for Geodesy and Astrometry (IVS). Thesolutions are generated session-wise by applying anintra-technique combination of the individual contri-butions provided by multiple IVS Analysis Centres (AC).For the twice-per-week R1/R4 combination, typicallyeleven different ACs provide 24-h VLBI sessions withstation coordinates, source positions and Earth Orien-tation Parameters (EOP) in form of datum-free normalequations (NEQ) stored in SINEX files. As the same soft-ware packages are used by various ACs (e.g. Calc/Solveby five ACs), the question arises whether the combinedsolution is potentially dominated by these contribu-tions. Consequently, the software specific modellingmight impact the estimated EOP and station coordi-nates. In this contribution, we study the impact of suchsoftware dependencies on combined parameters dueto identical software packages.Therefore, the developments of the accuracies of indi-vidual and combined solutions have been investigated.In addition, an alternative weighting strategy based ona software specific sub-combination is established. Inorder to assess the quality of the individual compo-nents of the combination, the internal comparisons ofthe estimated EOP with respect to various combinationscenarios are performed.
Hendrik Hellmers · Sadegh Modiri · Sabine Bachmann · DanielaThallerFederal Agency for Cartography and Geodesy (BKG), DepartmentGeodesy, Frankfurt am Main, Germany
Mathis Bloßfeld · Manuela SeitzDeutsches Geodätisches Forschungsinstitut – Technische Uni-versität München (DGFI-TUM), Munich, Germany

Keywords VLBI, Combination Centre, analysis soft-ware, Earth Orientation Parameter, VLBI combination

1 Introduction

The Combination Centre of the International VLBIService for Geodesy and Astrometry (IVS; Nothnagelet al (2017)) is operated in cooperation between theFederal Agency of Cartography and Geodesy (BKG)and the Deutsches Geodätisches Forschungsinstitutat TU München (DGFI-TUM; Bachmann et al (2019)).Its tasks comprise the generation of a combined VLBIproduct using individual contributions of differentAnalysis Centres (AC), accompanied by a qualitycontrol (Bachmann et al (2012)) of the resultingparameters (Earth Orientation Parameters, station co-ordinates), and, finally, the release of the combinationresults as official IVS products.In this context, the IVS Combination Centre per-forms a combination of session-based contributions ofthe IVS Analysis Centres on the level of normal equa-tions (NEQ; Böckmann et al (2010b); Vennebusch et al(2007)). The tasks at BKG include format checking, out-lier detection as well as comparisons with productsprovided by the International Earth Rotation and Refer-ence Systems Service1 (IERS). The official combinationproducts are submitted to the IERS and released on theofficial website of the IVS Combination Centre.For the routinely performed IVS combination, typi-cally up to eleven different ACs provide individual con-tributions as datum-free NEQs in SINEX file format2. At
1 https:www.iers.org
2 Solution (Software/technique) INdependent EXchange FormatVersion 2.02 (December 01, 2006)
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the moment, six different software packages are usedby the IVS ACs.As one of the software packages is used by var-ious ACs (Calc/Solve3), this paper focuses on poten-tial software specific dependencies that influences thecorresponding combined solution. In this context, ear-lier studies already tried to find a conclusive answer:an investigation about assumed correlations betweenthe contributions of individual IVS ACs have been car-ried out by Böckmann et al (2010a). In addition, Kut-terer et al (2009) and Schmidt et al (2015) investi-gated the impact of identical observation data withinan intra-technique combination process. In extensionto these studies, we would like to investigate the fol-lowing questions within this paper:
• Is the combined solution dominated by theCalc/Solve software package?• Does specific modelling and solution setup (i.e., theso-called ”‘operator impact”’) lead to independentCalc/Solve contributions?• Is a software specific downscaling of each contribu-tion necessary?

In order to assess the quality of the individual pa-rameters of the combination, internal comparisons ofvarious combination scenarios of the estimated EOPare carried out.

2 Contributions by the IVS Analysis
Centres

For the operational IVS combination, the individualACs provide 24-hour session-wise VLBI data twice perweek, i.e. for the so-called R1 and R4 sessions. Thecontributions are provided in SINEX format containingdatum-free normal equations with a parameterisationof all five EOP as well as station coordinates. Most ofthe ACs additionally provide source positions in theirSINEX files. The atmospheric and clock specific param-eters have been reduced previously. The guidelinesfor the homogeneous analysis are provided by the IVSAnalysis Coordinator4.In the recent years, the different ACs providere-processed data for the ITRF2020 computation
3 https:spacegeodesy.nasa.govtechniquestoolscalc solvecalc solve.html
4 https:ivscc.gsfc.nasa.govIVS ACIVS-AC contact.htm

(Hellmers et al, 2022). This includes all 24-hour ses-sions from the year 1979 until the end of 2020 as wellas 39 VGOS sessions within the time span 2017 until2020. Allover about 6,600 sessions were providedto the IVS Data Centre, which stores all publishedVLBI data and solutions. For this reprocessing effort,altogether eleven ACs took part.
Table 1 Analysis Centres contributing to IVS combination in theframework of the reprocessing for ITRF2020.

AC Name Software
ASI Italian Space Agency CALC/SOLVE
BKG Federal Agency for Cartography CALC/SOLVEand Geodesy
DGF Deutsches Geodätisches DOGS-RIForschungsinstitut at TU München
GFZ German Research Centre for PORTGeosciencesGSF Goddard Space Flight Center CALC/SOLVENMA Norwegian Mapping Authority WhereOPA Observatoire de Paris CALC/SOLVEOSO Onsala Space Observatory ASCOTUSN United States Naval Observatory CALC/SOLVEVIE Vienna University of Technology VieVS

Table. 1 summarizes the different ACs and the ap-plied software packages, respectively. The goal of thecombination is to benefit from the diversity of contri-butions and improve the quality of estimated parame-ters compared to the individual solutions provided bythe ACs.Within the combination process, a variance com-ponent estimation (VCE) leads to individual weightingfactors for scaling each contribution to the same vari-ance level. This method takes into account the individ-ual and the combined solution and delivers global vari-ance factors as estimates for the a priori variance fac-tor. The weighting factors are then defined as the in-verse values of the resulting variance factors. The finalcombination is performed by stacking each individualre-weighted NEQ.However, as the Calc/Solve software package isrepresented five times, it might potentially dominatethe combined solution. In the following, an analysis ofsoftware specific dependencies is carried out, whichinvestigates in detail the impact of the Calc/Solvebased contributions on the combination. For that,data of the most recent 16 years have been consideredconsisting of two parts: the reprocessed ITRF2020
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contributions (covering the years 2007–2020), andthe newly processed sessions for the years 2021 and2022.

3 Results

For our investigations on software-specific dependen-cies, the datum free NEQs provided via SINEX files forthe years 2007 until the end of 2022 have been takeninto account. From Table 1 it becomes clear, that thecorresponding combination includes five Calc/Solvebased and five non-Calc/Solve based contributions,so that the AC contributions can be grouped into twosubsets.
Table 2 Subsets of combination scenarios.

Subset Analysis Center Software
1 ASI, BKG, GSF, OPA, USN CALC/SOLVE2 DGF, GFZ, NMA, OSO, VIE different

For that, Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 depict the internal consis-tency of each AC subset, which describes the amountof deviation of each individual solution w.r.t. the corre-sponding combination.The WRMS values of dUT1 and polar motion arein the range of 2 µs and 40 µas, respectively, for theCalc/Solve scenario, and in the range of 4 µs and
50 µas for the non-Calc/Solve scanario. Hence, theindividual solutions of the Calc/Solve based contri-butions are closer to each other than the solutions

Fig. 1 WRMS of Calc/Solve based individual AC contributionsw.r.t. the corresponding combined solution (based on this subsetof ACs only).

Fig. 2 WRMS of non-Calc/Solve based individual AC contribu-tions w.r.t. to corresponding combined solution (based on thissubset of ACs only).

Fig. 3 WRMS of IVS combination depending on the num-ber of Calc/Solve contributions. The combined solution of non-Calc/Solve based contributions serves as reference.

of the different software packages. This behaviour isexpected.In order to get more detailed information aboutthe impact of Calc/Solve based contributions on thecombined solution, we investigate different combi-nation scenarios where the number of Calc/Solvebased AC contributions are added step-by-step to thecombination of the five non-Calc/Solve contributions.The combination scenarios are listed in Table 3. Fig. 3shows how the consistency w.r.t. the combined solu-tion evolves for the different combination scenarios.It can be seen that the WRMS values depend onan increasing number of Calc/Solve ACs w.r.t. thenon-Calc/Solve based combined solutions.Scenario 1 is characterized by a WRMS of approx.20 µas for polar motion and 2.5 µs for dUT1. Contrary,when adding four Calc/Solve based AC contributions,the WRMS values rise up to 30–40 µas for polar mo-tion and 5 µs for dUT1. This means an increase of 60–
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Table 3 Combination scenarios. The number of Calc/Solve con-tributions is increased.
number added ACs

ref DGF, GFZ, NMA, OSO, VIE1 + ASI2 + ASI, BKG3 + ASI, BKG, GSF4 + ASI, BKG, GSF, OPA5 + ASI, BKG, GSF, OPA, USN

Fig. 4 WRMS of the individual solutions w.r.t. the internal com-bined solution.

70 %, showing the impact of including an ascendingnumber of Calc/Solve based contributions within thecombination.In addition to that, Fig. 4 depicts the internalconsistency of the individual solutions w.r.t. the entirecombined solution. It shows a similar level of accuracyfor the Calc/Solve-only and the non-Calc/Solve basedcontributions. For both types of AC selections, themean WRMS values are in the range of 50 µas forpolar motion and 3 µs for dUT1.However, although variations of the different errorbars can be recognized within both AC subsets, a signif-icant impact of Calc/Solve-based contributions cannotbe recognized. Obviously, the impact of the individualsetup and modelling from the operator leads widelyto independent Calc/Solve-based contributions for thesession SINEXes investigated here.This conclusion can also be confirmed by looking atthe consistency between the combinations of both ACsubsets. Fig. 5 shows the ERP differences between theCalc/Solve-only and the non-Calc/Solved based combi-nation results. The 90-days-moving-median filter leadsto a more smooth waveform. A summary of offsets

Table 4 Offsets and drifts between Calc/Solve-only and non-Calc/Solve combination.
parameter offset drift

dUT1 -3.1 µs 0.5 µs/yPM x -5.5 µas 0.1 µas/yPM y 0.7 µas 2.5 µas/y

and drifts is given in Table 4. The offsets between bothtypes are in the range of µs and µas and are hencenot significant. Merely a small drift can be recognizedfor dUT1 and the y-direction of polar motion. This man-ifests the statement, that both types of AC subsets leadto similar combination results. Even the drifts must befocused on in further works.

Fig. 5 Calc/Solve-only combination vs. non-Calc/Solve combi-nation.
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Fig. 6 WRMS of all individual contributions by applying asoftware-specific downscaling.

In order to complement the study on potential soft-ware dependencies, we wanted to investigate whethera dedicated downscaling of the contributions based onthe identical software package is necessary and / orbeneficial. In this scenario the Calc/Solve based con-tributions have been scaled equally by:
∑
AC

SCAC

n
=Calc/Solve (1)

with AC = {ASI,BKG,GSF,OPA,USN}.
This procedure leads to a unique Calc/Solve con-tribution with weight one. This strategy is based ona weighted pre-combination of the Calc/Solve-basedcontributions before the actual combination process.The resulting pre-combined NEQ is then consideredas a contribution of one single AC, and - in addition tothe remaining NEQs - subject to a VCE. This alternativeweighting strategy down-scales the Calc/Solve-basedcontributions proportionally to their appearancewithin the combination.The effect of such a software-specific downscalingis shown in Fig. 6. It can be seen that this scenario leadsto a higher level of WRMS values for the Calc/Solve-based contributions. In summary, this behaviour con-firms that the ”operator impact” leads widely to in-dependent Calc/Solve contributions, so that a down-scaling is not necessary.

4 Conclusions and outlook

In this contribution, we investigated the impactof software specific modelling and setup on thecombined solution within the intra-technique VLBIcombination. For generating official IVS products, atthe current state ten Analysis Centres deliver SINEXfiles containing NEQs to the IVS Data Centre, wherefive of the ACs are applying the Calc/Solve softwarepackage for their VLBI analysis. Hence, the combinedsolution is in danger of being dominated by thesecontributions. Thus, the question arises whether thedominance of one software package really biases thecombination or whether the contributions can betreated as independent even if they ares based on thesame software package.Investigating a potential impact on the combinedproduct, different combination scenarios have beencarried out with a subset of sessions covering the mostrecent 16 years. In the first step, a higher internal con-sistency of the Calc/Solve-based contributions in com-parison to the different modelling could be demon-strated.In addition to that, further scenarios confirm theimpact of the Calc/Solve-based contributions. TheWRMS values of the ERPs rise in the range of 60 -70 % with an ascending number of Calc/Solve-basedcontributions added to the combination.Finally, we show the WRMS values of the indi-vidual solutions within the overall combination. Itcould be shown that the internal consistencies for theCalc/Solve ACs and the non-Calc/Solve ACs are similar.The mean WRMS values are in the range of 50 µas and3 µs for polar motion and dUT1, respectively, for bothtypes of AC subsets. Consequently, the domination ofCalc/Solve-based contributions within the combinedsolution could not be recognized. This statement couldalso be confirmed by comparing the combination ofboth AC subsets. The corresponding offsets are in therange of few µs and µas, thus, they are not significant.However, the appearing drifts must be investigatedcloser in further studies.In addition, we showed that a software specificdown-scaling leads to a lower level of accuracy for theCalc/Solve based contributions and is thus not recom-mended.In conclusion, a software specific domination of thecombined solution could not be proven. Fortunately,
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the “operator impact” (modelling, setup) of the differ-ent ACs leads widely to independent Calc/Solve contri-butions.In future studies, investigations about softwarespecific dependencies will be extended. At the mo-ment, two additional software packages (i.e., Whereand VieVs) are used by more than one IVS AC forthe operational contributions. Further studies willaim to look at the impact of these multiplication ofsoftware contributions. In addition, the appearingdrifts between the Calc/Solve and non-Calc/Solvebased combination will be focused on.
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VLBI signals transmitted from Earth orbiting satellites
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Abstract Creating an absolute space-tie where allthe geodetic methods are onboard is the key foran improved and stable terrestrial reference frameas well as with various scientific applications. Suchsatellite concepts have already been proposed toachieve an accurate and stable terrestrial referenceframe. Next generation Galileo satellites can providea single well-calibrated platform for the colocationof the space-based geodetic techniques establishingprecise and stable ties between the key geodetictechniques. One of the most crucial and novel aspectof such concepts is the VLBI transmitter (VT) which willemit quasar-like signals from the space to be observedby the VLBI ground stations. VT can directly link theterrestrial and celestial reference frames and bring theunique features of VLBI technique to an Earth orbitingsatellite. In the context of call for future Galileopayloads a novel VT has been under development.Here, we present the progress on ongoing ESA studyfor VT for Galileo as well as for other future missions.
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1 Introduction

Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS), DopplerOrbitography and Radiopositioning Integrated bySatellite (DORIS), Satellite Laser ranging (SLR) andVery-long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) are the mainspace-geodetic techniques to define accurate and sta-ble International Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF). Inaddition, VLBI allows the realisation of InternationalCelestial Reference Frame (ICRF) and Earth orientationparameters including the rotation angle (UT1 – UTC).Each geodetic technique is traditionally linked by socalled ’local-ties’. Due to the scarcity of local-tie num-ber as well as their accuracy (Altamimi et al. , 2016;Altamimi, Z. , 2008; Glaser et al. , 2015), combiningthe techniques onboard spacecraft is a promisingcandidate to create an accurate and continuous linkbetween different geodetic techniques (Pollet et al. ,2023).Galileo satellites allow already the use of GNSS andSLR methods and discussed in several studies (Thalleret al. , 2011, 2014; Zoulida et al. , 2016; Bury et al. ,2021). An additional VLBI transmitter onboard nextgeneration Galileo satellites can offer an opportunityto benefit unique capabilities of VLBI technique toimmediate referencing of the Galileo orbits to theICRF through differential measurements with respectto quasars. VT would allow direct determination ofthe absolute orientation of the satellite constellationwith respect to the ICRF and the improvement of theITRF. It may also enable other scientific experimentssuch as improved relativity parameter determination,time-transfer experiments, ionospheric determinationand modelling. Several mission concepts like GRASP(Nerem et al. , 2011) and E-GRASP (Biancale et al. ,2017) with VT have already been proposed to achieve
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an accurate and stable terrestrial reference frame.Recently, ESA FutureNAV programme included onecomponent to implement the GENESIS mission,consisting of the collocation, for the first time ever,of the four space-based geodetic techniques (GNSS,VLBI, SLR and DORIS) onboard a single well-calibratedsatellite establishing precise and stable ties betweenthe key geodetic techniques. This aims to result ina unique dynamic space geodetic observatory com-bined with the measurements of geodetic collocationtechniques stations on Earth, would contribute toimproving ITRF.Feasibility of VT onboard earth orbiting satellitesincluding the compatibility with existing VLBI network,traditional VLBI processing and scheduling havebeen the subject of several recent studies; frametransformations between GNSS and VLBI (Plank etal. , 2017; Anderson et al. , 2018), performance ofonboard Galileo VT for scheduling and estimation ofthe ascending node of the orbit (Wolf et al. , 2022),transferring UT1-UTC (Sert et al. , 2022) and technicalfeasibility (Jaradat et al. , 2021).A VT, compatible with the accommodation con-straints onboard a Galileo satellite, performance of thereceiving stations as well as with the ITU regulationsin all transmission frequency bands is currently underdevelopment for consideration of Galileo secondgeneration satellites. The VT prototype for G2G hasbeen developed within the frame of the Call forIdeas “H2020-ESA-038 GNSS Evolutions ExperimentalPayloads and Science Activities”. The main objectivesare:
• to improve the ties between different spacegeodetic techniques (GNSS, VLBI and SLR Retro-Reflectors.• to contribute to the establishment of accurateand long-term stable reference frames (Inertialand Terrestrial) and to the absolute orientationof the Galileo constellation in inertial space, sinceVLBI is the only technique that has an access toInternational Celestial Reference Frame (ICRF).

In the next sections we provide the details of theVT mission concept, its design and technical specifica-tions.

2 VT Mission Concept

The mission concept for the VT relies on the observa-tions by the IVS (International VLBI Service) networkstations. The IVS network currently consists of morethan 30 stations with additional about 15 cooperatingstations, mainly VLBA (Very Long Baseline Array) sta-tions as well as DSS (Deep Space Station). The networkis further extended in the framework of the VGOS (VLBIGlobal Observing System) project. The VGOS aims toextend IVS observation operations to 24 hours and 7days per week in the future and to extend the obser-vation bands from S and X to a band from 2 to 14 GHzto increase the accuracy of the products.The Depth-of-Coverage (DoC) is shown in Figure 1.It displays the number of IVS stations that can be seenfor a Galileo satellite located above a given geographi-cal position for different networks. For all correspond-ing figures an elevation cutoff angle of 5◦ was used.The figures in the top are based on the CONT17 net-work of 14 stations (left) and on the typical R1 sessionwith 9 stations (right). The bottom figures are basedon all stations with more than 500,000 observationsin the past 20 years (left): for a total of 27 stations, withcooperating VLBA stations included; (right): for only 17IVS stations.

Fig. 1 (Top) Galileo Depth of Coverage (DoC) for different IVSnetworks: top left: CONT17, top right: typical R1 session, bot-tom left: all stations with more than 500,000 observations in20 years, bottom right: same but without VLBA stations

it would be possible to schedule Galileo VT obser-vations together with quasar observations in regularIVS sessions since all IVS telescopes are mechanically
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capable to track Galileo satellites that are moving atan angular speed below 1 arcmin/sec. In operationalmode the VT transmitter can be permanently switchedon and can be scheduled by IVS for observation withhigh flexibility for experimental measurement cam-paigns and for routine sessions. Alternatively, theVT can be on only during time periods for whichobservations are scheduled by the IVS network.

3 VT Design

The VT instrument is designed to be:
• Compatible with the VLBI Global Observation Sys-tem (VGOS) as well as legacy VLBI stations, in termsof frequency, bandwidth, signal type and powerspectral flux density at ground level.• Compliant with ITU Radio Regulations.• Maximizing the transmitted bandwidth for bettermeasurement resolution.• Simultaneous transmission in ≥ 2 frequency bandsfor ionospheric correction

The basic function of the VT equipment is to broad-cast of low power spectral density wideband signals atdifferent frequencies between 2 and 14 GHz. It includestwo main aspects: the transmitted waveforms and thesimultaneous transmission at multiple frequencies.The VT is designed to transmit simultaneously up tofour wideband signals with a power spectral flux den-sity of less than few Jansky (1Jy = 10−26W/m2/Hz)at the surface of the Earth which is compatible withVLBI ground stations and compliant with ITU regula-tions. The ITU Radio Regulations limit quite drasticallythe power flux density (PFD) that can be generated ei-ther at the surface of the Earth or at the geostationarysatellite orbit, in the frequency ranges available for theVT application or in adjacent frequency ranges. The VTis designed so that from switch on until switch off, itis capable to transmit RF signals continuously, with aduty cycle of 100%.Table 1 shows the signal characteristics of the VTcompliant with ITU Radio Regulations. The transmittedsignals is designed to be as wideband as possible, be-cause the bandwidth directly impacts the resolution ofthe VLBI measurements. The transmitted waveformstherefore occupy as much as possible the completebandwidth available in each frequency band.

Frequencyband Frequency range
[MHz]

CenterFrequency [MHz]
Occupiedbandwidth [MHz]S- 3100-3300 3200 200C- 5250-570 5410 320Low X 8200-8400 8300 200High X 9200-9700 9450 500

Table 1 Signal characteristics of the VT

4 VT Technical Specifications

The VT is composed of two subsystems: the ElectronicBox that generates the RF signals and the Antenna Sub-system that ensures the transmission of the RF signalsto the VLBI ground stations. The two subsystems areconnected by coaxial cables.The Electronic Box ensures the generation of thetwo different types of waveforms: the white noiseor deterministic pseudo-noise signal, intended for“standard” VLBI measurements as with quasars andthe spread spectrum signal with a pseudo randomsequence based on the Galileo master clock andaligned with the Galileo PPS, intended to providean additional clock tie on one hand and to enablesingle-station VLBI measurements on the other hand.The generation of the latter waveform type requiresexternal input signals (Galileo master clock and GalileoPPS). The former type of quasar-like signals will allowto be captured by VLBI ground stations and be conve-niently implemented into the traditional pipeline ofVLBI correlating and processing chain. The white noiseis identical to thermal noise at a high temperature.The pseudo-noise datastream is generated in anFPGA (Field-programmable gate array) for reasons offlexibility and re-programmability in course of the ac-tivity. The polarisation of the emitting antenna is LeftHand Circular Polarization (LHCP, IEEE specification).The spurious emissions (spurs, harmonics, inter-modulation products, redundant spectral images,etc.) generated by the VT shall be at least 60 dB belowthe relevant signal power, for each operating band. Asmost of the VLBI bands sit right next to ITU protectedbands, it is necessary to ensure band protection viafiltering. VT relies on the analogue filters to ensuresuppression of out-of-band spurious emissions sincethe separations between VLBI and ITU bands demandsteep filters digital filters with arbitrary steepness arealso considered.
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At time of preliminary design, the transmit outputfilters were assessed, looking at technology, manufac-turing and their performance in terms of insertion loss,in-band return loss and adjacent frequency band pro-tection. The purpose of these output filters is indeedto reject out-of-band spurious and harmonics. Figure2 shows the insertion loss measurements for S- and Xbands respectively where y- axis is magnitude in dB.The preliminary filter parameters here varies from thesignal properties in Table 1 updated later during theproject. Based on the preliminary tests, it was possibleto adopt and refine the filter specification for transmitfilters to be integrated in the updated design. For allof four bandwidths manufacturing repeatability wereconcluded to be satisfying.

Fig. 2 (Top) X-band bandpass filter wideband insertion lossmeasurement of four different samples. Filter re-insertion willnot attenuate third harmonic content, the amplifier is designednot to have gain higher than 15 GHz.(Bottom) S-band bandpassfilter narrowband insertion loss measurement of four differentsamples.

The second waveform of VT is pseudo-randomnoise based on the onboard clock -master clock ofGalileo satellite(s) in the context of the design- inaddition to an internal clock. Having internal clockavailable, avoiding complete instrument incapabilitywithout an external clock dependency. Indeed, whenan external clock signal is presented to the VT in-strument, the internal clock source will automaticallyphase/frequency align to the master clock sourceand it can track the Galileo reference frequency withan Allan Deviation contribution better than 10−15

for τ = 1000s. The pseudo-random noise genera-tor is being implemented in an FPGA device. Thepseudo-random sequence waveform consists of aspread-spectrum signal which mimics the autocorrela-tion property of white noise. Two types of waveformsare envisaged for this purpose: a BOC(40,20) signal ora Glonass signal.The modulating waveform of the Glonass signal isa pseudo-random ranging code while BOC(m,n) is abinary offset carrier modulation. While the Glonasssignal has most of its spectral energy concentratedaround the carrier frequency (Top in Figure 3), theBOC-modulated signal has low energy around thecarrier frequency and two main spectral lobes furtheraway from the carrier, resulting in better flat spectrumcharacteristics (Bottom in Figure 3).

5 Summary and outlook

The development of an Elegant Breadboard prototypeof the VT with its E-Box and its Antenna system hasbeen ongoing within the framework of “H2020-ESA-038 GNSS Evolutions Experimental Payloads andScience Activities”. Technical specifications design andmanufacturing of VT breadboard has been recentlycompleted. The integrated tests are planned to verifythe subsystem’s compliance to its technical require-ments initially set in pursuit of Galileo enhancementand science objectives. An end-to-end ground sub-system demonstration to prove the compatibilityof the VT with processing of its random noise andpseudo-noise at a VLBI Ground Station is foreseen inVLBI Ground station at the Geodetic Observatory ofWettzell. The VT designed for next generation Galileosatellites can be also tailored for other missions likeESA’s GENESIS mission consisting of the collocation, for
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Fig. 3 (Top) Glonass spectrum.(Bottom) BOC(40,20) spectrum

the first time ever, of the four space-based geodetictechniques. It can also be positioned as an artificialradio source on the surface of the Moon to be trackedby VLBI antennas.
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Vienna Combination Software - VieCompy

L. Kern, H. Krásná, J. Böhm, A. Nothnagel, M. Madzak

Abstract The Vienna Center for VLBI (Very Long Base-line Interferometry) presents a new state-of-the-artcombination software called VieCompy written inPython. VieCompy is a stand-alone tool of the ViennaVLBI and Satellite Software (VieVS) and can be usedto estimate global parameters, such as terrestrialand celestial reference frames based on normalequations. Currently, solely VLBI-only solutions can bederived, but we plan on continuously expanding thefunctionalities of VieCompy. In this work, the generalconcept of the software is presented and furtherdevelopment is discussed. The software will be madefreely available in the future.

Keywords Global solution, VieVS, VieCompy software

1 Introduction

In general, there are few software packages whichhave been developed specifically for the combinationof different space geodetic techniques, e.g., CatRef1,developed at the Institut Géographique National (IGN)(Altamimi et al., 2002), DOGS-CS2, developed at DGFI-TUM (Deutsches Geodätisches Forschungsinstitut)(Gerstl et al., 2004) and KALREF3, developed at the
Lisa Kern · Hana Krásná · Johannes Böhm · Axel Nothnagel ·Matthias MadzakTU Wien, Department of Geodesy and Geoinformation, WiednerHauptstrasse 8–10, Vienna, 1040 Austria
1 Combination and Analysis of Terrestrial Reference Frame
2 DGFI Orbit and Geodetic parameter estimation Software -Combination and Solution
3 Kalman filter for Terrestrial Reference Frame determination

Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) (Abbondanza et al.,2017). With these software packages, it is possible toderive catalogs of station coordinates and velocitiesfrom a combination of all space-geodetic techniques,including Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI),Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR), Global Navigation Satel-lite Systems (GNSS), and Doppler Orbitography andRadiopositioning Integrated by Satellite (DORIS).Single-technique analysis programs provide theinput to these inter-technique combination packagesvia solution independent exchange (SINEX) files. In thecase of VLBI, beyond many others, nuSolve, developedat the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (Bolotin etal., 2014) and VieVS4, developed at the Vienna Centerfor VLBI (Very Long Baseline Interferometry) (Böhm etal., 2018) exist for this purpose. Besides the possibilityof providing single-session solutions, some VLBI pack-ages, such as the submodule vie globwithin VieVS, arecapable of generating multi-session/global solutionsto derive global parameters based on datum-free andunconstrained normal equation (NEQ) systems.Standard geodetic VLBI sessions last 24 hours andare observed by subsets of a global network of an-tennas. By combining thousands of these sessions ina global least squares adjustment, very precise terres-trial reference frames (TRF) with catalogs of coordi-nates and their velocities, as well as celestial referenceframes (CRF) with catalogs of source positions, can bedetermined. For this purpose, the NEQs of the respec-tive sessions are stacked. By an inversion of the result-ing global NEQ, the global parameters are determined.As already mentioned, thousands of VLBI sessions arecombined in the process of determining a global refer-ence frame, e.g., over 6700 sessions consisting of ap-
4 Vienna VLBI and Satellite Software
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proximately 20 million observations are combined inthe VIE2022 solution (Krásná et al., 2023).Despite vie glob being a well-developed tool, thismodule is part of the VieVS software and cannot beused independently, nor can it be easily extended toinclude other techniques. Therefore, at the ViennaCenter for VLBI, we are currently working on a newstate-of-the-art and stand-alone combination soft-ware, called VieCompy, which is currently capable ofderiving a VLBI-only solution based on datum-freeand unconstrained NEQ from SINEX files. This modernand flexible software package will enable computinginter-technique solutions in the future.In the following, the concept and most essentialfunctionalities of VieCompy are explained (Section 2).In Section 3 the current performance of the software ispresented and in Section 4 further developments andideas are discussed.

2 Concept

VieCompy is written in Python and is a stand-alonesoftware under the umbrella of the chain of VieVS de-velopments (Böhm et al., 2018). It can be operated by atext control file or by a modern graphical user interface(GUI) generated using the PyQt5 library. Both invokethe corresponding Python script and control, beyondother details, the input data and the parameterizationof the global adjustment.

Vienna VLBI and Satellite Software

VieCompy
Fig. 1 VieCompy logo

The input are standard SINEX files, which containunconstrained and datum-free NEQ. The softwarecurrently works for SINEX files of version 2.02 (IERS,2006). First, information on all sessions is collected,leading to a high data volume and memory usage.The bookkeeping is of great importance so that it isknown which elements are stored within the NEQand where. For this purpose, Pandas DataFrames areused and provided with multiple indices (MultiIndex),

stating the type of parameter and the referenceepoch. In the next step, additional information canbe added to the individual NEQ systems by expandingthe NEQ by the corresponding rows and columns. Thismakes it possible to estimate so far unaccounted-forparameters, such as station or source velocities. TheNEQ systems are reduced in the next step to decreasethe high data volume. Therefore, based on the userinput, parameters can be fixed, reduced or estimated.In the case of fixing parameters, the correspondingrows and columns are simply removed from all NEQsystems. By reducing parameters, in comparison tofixing parameters, the parameters can be implicitlyestimated in a so-called backward solution. In theprocess of reduction, the NEQ is divided into twoparts, global parameters (1) and reduced parameters(2) and special restitution equations (see Equation1, Bloßfeld (2015)) are performed for every session
i. Typically reduced parameters depend on a finiteamount of time and do not profit from longer observ-ing periods, e.g., clock parameters, zenith wet delaysor tropospheric gradient parameters. By default, clockparameters are not included in standard SINEX filesbut may be of interest in the future.

Ni
r = N11 −N12N−1

22 N21

bi
r = b1 −N12N−1

22 b2
(1)

The remaining parameters are the global pa-rameters that are considered constant over severalsessions, today mainly source positions as well asstation coordinates and their velocities. Subsequently,the reduced NEQ systems are merged into one globalNEQ system. This process is called stacking or Helmertblocking (Helmert, 1872) and it describes the summa-tion of common parameters (see Equation 2, with Nbeing the number of sessions). Since, as mentionedearlier, Pandas MultiIndex DataFrames are used, it isensured that when stacking, common parameters areadded up correctly.
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Before the solution can be utilized, exterior infor-mation about the parameters is necessary. Since VLBIobservations are relative and, therefore, do not pro-vide an absolute position or orientation, constraintsconcerning the geodetic datum must be applied to
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remedy the rank defect (Brockmann, 1997), making theNEQ invertible and, therefore, solvable.In general, there are different methods of introduc-ing a geodetic datum in VLBI analysis, including
• Helmert rendering, where constraints are forced tobe fulfilled and• no-net-translation/no-net-rotation (NNT/NNR) ap-proaches, where formal errors for the constraintscan be introduced.
For more details on the possibilities of datum def-inition and scaling, see Kern et al. (2023a,b,c,d). InVieCompy, the user can select between the differentmethods of datum definition and scaling and candefine the formal errors in the NNT/NNR approach.The most important step in the processing is the fi-nal inversion of this global NEQ system, which results inthe determination of the global parameters (see Equa-tion 3) and their variance information (see Equation 4,with s2

0 being the a posterior variance of unit weightand Cxx the resulting covariance matrix).
x = N−1b (3)

Cxx = s2
0 ·N−1 (4)

As a standard, the software currently provides cat-alogs of station positions and velocities (TRF), sourcepositions and, if selected, velocities (CRF). Estimates ofsession-wise reduced parameters, e.g., EOPs and tro-pospheric parameters, can be generated if the coeffi-cients are carried over in the SINEX files and a back-ward solution is wanted. Furthermore, a set of plotsshowing the kinematics of stations and sources as wellas the corresponding networks is provided.

3 Performance and validation

As mentioned before, thousands of VLBI sessions aretypically combined in a global least squares adjust-ment making the matrices to be handled very numer-ous. Consequently, the process is computationally andmemory expensive. For this reason, parallel computingwas implemented in the following processing steps toimprove the performance of VieCompy:
• reading of SINEX files,• expansion of NEQ,• application of constraints of parameters,

• reduction of NEQ,• performing backward solutions.
Within VieCompy, the parallel processing is handled ina way that n processes are started, which are executedsimultaneously. n represents the number of availablelogical cores on the executing device. This is appliedto all of the steps listed above. The improvement inperformance is dependent on the device’s hardware.However, it can be said that the introduction of par-allel computing has drastically reduced the processingtime.Besides that, since we plan to offer quarterlysolutions soon, it is possible to save the stacked NEQsystem from a previous solution and process and addonly new NEQ information in the new solution. In thiscase, so-called pickle files are used to serialize theNEQ systems and thus reducing the computing time.

The results of VieCompy are validated by compar-ison with vie glob. As already mentioned, in compari-son to vie glob, VieCompy is an independent programbased on the NEQ of SINEX files and, therefore, notstrictly coupled to a specific analysis package. Further-more, performance optimization is a key element ofVieCompy while its modular structure makes it easilyextendable. In addition, many tests have already beenimplemented using the pytest framework to check thesoftware and its individual functionalities automati-cally. This makes VieCompy a modern and flexible soft-ware package for the determination of global solu-tions.

4 Future plans

VieCompy is a software that is still under development.Currently, it can combine VLBI sessions for the deter-mination of terrestrial and celestial reference frameson the NEQ level. We are continuously working on im-proving the performance and memory usage as well asimplementing software tests that automatically checkthe code for bugs and correctness.We also plan to introduce more functionalities inVieCompy in the near future, including the combina-tion of VLBI with other space geodetic techniques,such as Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR) or data fromring lasers. Furthermore, the implementation of filtersolutions, to ensure an optimal state estimation of
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the dynamical system Earth, as in Abbondanza et al.(2017), is one of the next major goals.We plan on making VieCompy freely available onGitHub in the future.
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The benefits of the Australian mixed-mode program (2018 -
2023) for the celestial reference frame at S/X-band

H. Krásná, L. McCallum, T. McCarthy

Abstract The current realization of the InternationalCelestial Reference Frame at 8.4 GHz, the ICRF3-SX,is computed from very long baseline interferometry(VLBI) measurements starting in 1979 through untilMarch 2018. The concentration of the majority of VLBItelescopes in the Northern hemisphere reflects itselfin the unequal distribution of observations to radiosources over declination, causing the ICRF3-SX to beweaker in the south. One of the current VLBI observingprograms active in the Southern hemisphere is theAustralian mixed-mode program (AUM) which startedto be organized in July 2018. In this contribution,we show the benefits of the AUM for the celestialreference frame including observation until December2022 and also discuss its current limitations. Theindividual sessions were scheduled for currentlyavailable VLBI telescopes (Hb, Ke, Yg for the first block,then also including Ht and Ww in the second block).In terms of scheduling, the sessions were scheduledgeodetically, i.e. aiming for a high number of scans.In AUM049-058, five target sources were observedin 4-5 scans of 10 minutes duration. This setup stillensures about 25 scans/hr/station, which is seen as afoundation for good geodetic results.

Keywords Australian mixed-mode program (AUM),celestial reference frame (CRF)
Hana KrásnáTU Wien, Department of Geodesy and Geoinformation, WiednerHauptstrasse 8–10, Vienna, Austria
Lucia McCallum · Tiege McCarthyUniversity of Tasmania, Hobart, Australia

1 Introduction

Conventional celestial reference frames (CRF) arepractical realizations of the international celestialreference system (ICRS; Arias et al., 1995). The ICRSwas adopted by the International Astronomical Union(IAU) as the conventional system in 1997. At its XXXGeneral Assembly in 2018, IAU resolved in ResolutionB2, “On The Third Realization of the InternationalCelestial Reference Frame” (ICRF3 working group ,2018) that from 1 January 2019, the fundamentalrealization of the ICRS shall be the Third Realizationof the International Celestial Reference Frame (ICRF3;Charlot et al., 2020). The ICRF3 at S/X band consists ofabsolute positions of extragalactic radio sources thatwere estimated from geodetic and astrometric verylong baseline interferometry (VLBI) sessions. Thesesessions were organized and made available mainly bythe International VLBI Service (IVS) and the Very LongBaseline Array (VLBA) across several observing pro-grams. The substantial dominance of the telescopes inthe Northern hemisphere included in these programsreflects itself in the proportionally lower number ofobserved radio sources in the Southern hemispherewith a lower cadence for their re-observations. Petrovet al. (2011, 2019) organized calibrator surveys ofsouthern compact radio sources (LCS1 and LCS2) usingthe Australian long baseline array (LBA), with one ofthe objectives being to match the density of calibratorsources in the Northern hemisphere with positions ac-curate to a few milliarcseconds. As the measurementswere carried out at X band only, without a preciseaccess to the ionospheric contribution on the delay,the LCSs are not included in the ICRFs. One of the IVSobserving programs which focuses on the increase ofdensity and precision of the southern radio sources
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Fig. 1 Telescopes observing in the AUM001-064 sessions.

included in ICRF3, is the celestial reference framedeep south (CRDS; Weston et al., 2023) program.The Australian mixed-mode program (AUM; McCallumet al., 2022) started in 2018 as a network of threeAustralian telescopes Hobart12 (Hb), Kath12m (Ke) andYarra12m (Yg). In 2020 Wark12m (Ww) in New Zealandjoined followed by Hart15m (Ht) in South Africa (Fig. 1).The mixed-mode configuration means that the up-graded VLBI Global Observing System (VGOS) stations(Hb, Ke) observe the legacy S/X configuration with theremaining telescope(s) in the network. In this paperwe describe contribution of sessions AUM001-064(2018-Jul-31 to 2022-Dec-17) to the CRF on basis of theVIE2022sx1 solution (Krásná et al., 2023).

2 Method

The AUM sessions started to observe in July 2018 in thenovel mixed-mode configuration to close the gap in theglobal IVS network as well as in the station time serieswhich arised after the upgrade of Hb and Ke to VGOStelescopes. For sessions AUM049-058, we decided toexploit the potential of the strategic location of theAUM network to reobserve ICRF3 sources in the South-ern hemisphere with a low number of prior observa-tions. We scheduled dedicated sessions with 5 targetsources. We included 10 min scans on each of them.We also scheduled 4 calibration blocks in each session,with 2 min scans. Still, sky coverage includes about 25
1 https://vlbi.at/data/analysis/ggrf/crf vie2022 sx.txt

scans/hr/station, which gives similarly good geodeticresults as described for sessions AUM001-033 in Mc-Callum et al. (2022). Table 1 shows the scheduled tar-get sources per session in detail.
Table 1 Overview of the dedicated AUM049-058 sessions.

session start date target sourcesAUM049 2022-Aug-19 0035-534, 0407-658, 1030-590,1352-632, 1839-486 (target1)AUM050 2022-Aug-20 0125-484, 0700-465, 1204-613,1343-601, 1722-554 (target2)AUM051 2022-Sep-02 0219-474, 0809-493, 1253-590,1600-489, 1830-589 (target3)AUM052 2022-Sep-03 0252-712 , 0647-475, 1556-580,1829-718 (target4)AUM053 2022-Sep-16 target1AUM054 2022-Sep-17 target2AUM055 2022-Sep-30 target3AUM056 2022-Oct-01 target4AUM057 2022-Oct-14 target3AUM058 2022-Oct-15 target1

3 Results

The analysis of these dedicated sessions showed thatonly several scheduled scans to the target sourcescould be successfully observed. The limitation factorwas the low flux density of the radio sources. Nev-ertheless, the sessions even after the loss of severalscans performed well and could be used for CRFestimation in a global solution.
The global solution VIE2022sx includes theAUM001-064 sessions by default. For this investiga-tions, we computed another global solution that isidentical to VIE2022sx but without the AUM sessionsdenoted as VIE2022sx noAUM. The contribution ofthe AUM001-064 sessions to the VIE2022sx globalsolution, with the number of observations per sourceplotted over declination (δ ), is depicted in top panelof Fig. 2. The lower plot shows the percentage of AUMobservations to the respective sources coming fromAUM in the VIE2022sx solution. It shows that evena small number of observations to sources below

−45◦ declination represents a significant percentageof their observations in VIE2022sx. Fig. 3 depicts thesources in AUM001-064 with a mollweide projection
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using a logarithmic heat color scale for the number ofobservations per source (ICRF3 defining sources aresquares and other sources are circles).Comparison of the two CRF catalogs(VIE2022sx noAUM minus VIE2022sx) shows aslight systematic difference in the declination esti-mates plotted over declination of all southern sourcesincluded in VIE2022sx. The peak of the systematicdifference in δ reaches about −10 µas at −40◦declination (lower plot in Fig. 4) but is within theformal errors of the estimates. The differences inthe estimated right ascension (α∗) and δ for sourcesobserved in AUM001-064 sessions, are shown in
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Fig. 5 Difference in right ascension (top panel) and declination(lower panel) computed as VIE2022sx noAUM minus VIE2022sxfor sources observed in AUM001-064 sessions. Grey color indi-cates inflated formal error of the differences.

Fig.5. The largest differences exceeding 50 µas inone or both coordinates appears for sources withdeclinations between −45◦ and −62◦. Comparisonwith Fig. 2 yields that the amount of observationscoming from AUM sessions for these sources exceeds10%.In Figs. 6 and 7 we show the difference in inflatedformal errors (∆σα∗ (left panels), ∆σδ (right panels))computed as VIE2022sx noAUM minus VIE2022sxplotted with respect to the corresponding inflated
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formal error in VIE2022sx noAUM. The inflation oferrors was done following the recommendation givenfor ICRF3, i.e., multiplication of formal errors byscaling factor 1.5 and addition of noise floor 30 µasas RSS. The difference between Figs. 6 and 7 is inthe information coded in the color scale. The colorbar in Fig. 6 depicts the number of observations ofthe individual sources in VIE2022sx, and in Fig. 7 itshows the percentage of observations for the respec-tive sources coming from AUM001-064 sessions inVIE2022sx. There are eleven sources which show areduction of formal error larger than 100 µas in oneor both coordinates: 0035–534, 0219–474, 0700–465,0809–493, 1343–601, 1352–632, 1556–580, 1600–489,1722–554, 1830–589, 1839–486. These sources have

large formal error in VIE2022sx noAUM (1–3 mas)mainly due to low number of observations (< 100)and the amount of extra observations coming fromAUM sessions for these sources lays between 10% and50% of observations in VIE2022sx.

4 Conclusions and outlook

The Australian mixed-mode program (AUM) supportsthe realization of the ICRS in the Southern hemisphere.We show that the dedicated AUM049-058 sessionsimproved inflated formal errors of eleven radio sourcesby 100 − 500 µas in one or both coordinates. Thesesources had large formal error (1–3 mas) of their posi-
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tion in CRF without AUM sessions primarily due to lownumber of observations (< 100).The AUM program is ongoing with a double session(one weekend) per month. We expect Hobart26 to jointhe AUM sessions in 2023 which will increase the sen-sitivity of the baselines to the weaker radio sources.
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A VGOS antenna for the Argentinean-German Geodetic
Observatory

C. Kristukat, H. Hase

Abstract A new VGOS compatible radio telescope willbe installed at the Argentinean-German Geodetic Ob-servatory in Argentina. Its design will take into accountlocal peculiarities of the site as well as new develop-ments and experiences at other stations worldwide.With the erection of the new telescope AGGO aims atbecoming a fully compliant GGOS site.

Keywords VGOS, GGOS, VLBI, Radioantenna

1 Introduction

AGGO is the Argentinean-German Geodetic Observa-tory. It is located in Argentina, South America, near thecity of La Plata. It is run by the Argentinean researchcouncil CONICET and the German Federal Agency forCartography and Geodesy BKG. AGGO is a geodeticfundamental station with three of the four geodeticspace techniques, i.e. VLBI, SLR and GNSS, needed toestablish the global geodetic reference frame (GGRF)and for the determination of the Earth Orientation Pa-rameters (EOP). AGGO is part of the global infrastruc-ture for geodesy and is unique of its category in LatinAmerica.The current VLBI antenna is a primary focus 6moffset radio telescope with a legacy S/X cryogenicreceiver. It was designed as part of a transportablegeodetic station in the early 1990ies when the IVSstation network was still rather sparse. It was desirableto be able to operate a transportable geodetic obser-
Christian Kristukat · Hayo HaseArgentinean German Geodetic Observatory, ArgentinaFederal Agency for Cartography and Geodesy, Germany

vatory at distinct points in the world and thus improvethe precision of the GGRF and the determination ofthe EOP. With the growth of the IVS station network,the interest in stable reference points and time seriesbecame more important than the possibility to obtainmultiple reference points by using a transportableobservatory. In the end the observatory moved onlytwice, once from Germany to Chile and then toArgentina.Now AGGO is to become a Global Geodetic Ob-serving System (GGOS) site with the installation ofa VLBI Global Observing System (VGOS) compatibleradio telescope according to VGOS2010 (Niell et al.(2005)).
The key characteristics of a VGOS antenna are:
• Antenna diameter> 12m• Very fast slewing: 12 °/s in azimuth, 6 °/s in eleva-tion axis• Broad band observation in at least four frequencybands with up to 1 GHz bandwidth between2-14 GHz• Data rate≥ 8Gbps

The project is currently in its planning phase. Thesystem is expected to be operative by 2030.

2 Motivation

Each new station added to the global VLBI networkpotentially increases the accuracy of the EOP param-eter determination. As can be seen on the map infigure 2, the current VGOS site distribution is ratherinhomogeneous and the network suffers from a lack
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Fig. 1 Aerial photograph of the AGGO observatory. The area onthe right side is reserved for the the new telescope.

Fig. 2 VGOS antennas around the world (2022). From:D. Behrend, Status of the VGOS Infrastructure Rollout, 12th IVSGeneral Meeting

of stations in the southern hemisphere. Schartner etal. (2015) carried out a theoretical study in order todetermine the best locations for new antennas. Theygenerated a large amount of schedules for the existingnetwork plus around 500 possible stations, homo-geneously distributed over land areas on the globe.They then simulated in which region an additionalstation would have the largest impact on the accuracyof geodetic parameters. They conclude that addingan antenna in the southern hemisphere, especiallyin South America, leads to better results for almostall EOP. Furthermore, considering plate tectonics, it isdesirable to have at least three stations on each majorplate in order to model the plates’ rotation correctly.These findings encourage us all the more to carryout the present project.

3 Characteristics of the radio telescope

The characteristics of the new telescope will resemblethose of the TWIN telescopes at the GeodeticObserva-toryWettzell, Germany: a gregorian type antenna witha ring focus sub-reflector.Whilewriting down the spec-

Fig. 3 Cumulative radio frequency intensity spectrum mea-sured in the complete semi sphere during 24 hours at AGGO in2012.

ifications we consider the gained experience from theTWIN telescope project and also the latest experiencefromobserving operations at other stations around theworld.In particular, the radio frequency interference (RFI)load is on the rise worldwide and it is becoming in-creasingly difficult to observe without disturbance inthe frequency range of 2 - 14 GHz. In the design ofthe receiver, we will foresee the possibility of incor-porating notch filters to be able to block certain fre-quencies. Hopefully, within the next year or two, theVGOS technical committee (VTC) will commit to spe-cific frequency bands for observation within the totalfrequency range and/or raise the lower frequency limitin order to operate outside of the mobile phone fre-quency ranges. A working group has been formed forthis purpose within the IVS-VTC. If it turns out that it isfeasible to reduce the full bandwidth to some specificfrequency bands, we might initiate the developmentof a new receiver feed with adapted frequency charac-teristics.When observing with AGGO’s small radio tele-scope, RFI is not much of an issue, since its sensitivityis much lower than a VGOS type antenna. We arecurrently repeating a RFI study which has been donein 2012 at AGGO. At that time the RFI load was ata low level (see figure 3). Since then, terrestrialand satellite-based communications technology hasevolved tremendously, and RFI exposure is expectedto be significant today. Unfortunately, AGGO is locatedin a metropolitan area with 12 million inhabitants, inclose proximity to airports and commercial shippinglanes.The statutes of the AGGOObservatory foresee thatthe Argentine side will provide land, infrastructure andpersonnel, and the German side the equipment. As itis legally impossible for the German state to erect an
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immovable structure on foreign territory, in this case aradio telescope, the base of the telescope will have tobe dismountable and made from pre-fabricated steelelements rather than from concrete.As AGGO lies within a natural reserve and is sur-rounded by high trees (see figure 1) which may not becut down, the elevation axis will have to be at around15 m above ground level in order to improve the hori-zon mask.The higher the antenna base, the more the invari-ant point will move in the diurnal cycle due to thermalexpansion of the antenna base. With the planned di-mensions, the vertical movement will be about 3 mmconsidering the thermal amplitude within 24 hours.Asymmetric heating of the tower by solar irradiationwill further produce a horizontal motion in the sameorder of magnitude. Monitoring the movement istherefore indispensable. An on-axis tube containingan invar-wire altitude measuring system connectingthe reference point at the axes intersection with aground marker at the telescope foundation shall beinstalled for that purpose.The soil at AGGO consists basically of sand, slit andgravel, there are no rocks below the soil’s surface. Thishas to be taken into account for the design of the foun-dation. The 6m antenna is installed on a flat concreteplatform with a large concrete cone pointing down-wards in its center. The cone has the function of hold-ing the platform in position while it literally floats onthe soft ground. The same concept shall be used forthe new antenna, adapted to its superior weight.Besides the radio telescope additional space formaintenance of the receiver, workshops, an antennacontrol room and offices needs to be constructed.

4 Conclusions and outlook

A VGOS compatible radio telescope and its infrastruc-ture shall be installed at AGGO during the next years.It is intended to hire a general contractor for the im-plementation of the project, including the design andfabrication of the radio telescope with all subsystemsaswell as for the local constructionwork. The purchasespecifications will be finished until end of 2023 so thatin 2024 the bidding process can start and the contractwith the elected provider may be signed. After termi-nating the design phase the local infrastructure and

the foundation for the antenna shall be built aroundmid of 2025. The delivery of all parts shall be done un-til end of 2028 so that in 2029 the assembly can start.We expect to start observing operations in 2030.
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Impact of terrestrial datum on the estimation of Earth
Orientation Parameters by geodetic VLBI

A. Laha, J. Böhm, S. Böhm, H. Krásná, N. Balasubramanian, O. Dikshit

Abstract The selection of terrestrial datum stationshas a significant impact on the geodetic parameters.Continuous observation with precise a priori informa-tion is required in defining geodetic datum to avoiderror propagation in the estimation of Earth orienta-tion parameters (EOP) through VLBI. When estimatingEOP, stable positions of the stations and sources are in-cluded in the respective datum. This study assesses theinfluence of station removal from the terrestrial datumon EOP. We removed three different stations- Wettzell,Sejong, and Kokee, individually. The study has utilizeddata from 2001 to 2022, derived from geodetic VLBIsessions, and analyzed them with VieVS. To understandthe statistics, the EOP solutions, obtained after remov-ing the stations from the datum are compared againststandard Vienna, IERS 20 C04, and IGS finals solutions.The results reveal that celestial pole offsets (CPO) re-main unaffected, regardless of the station’s removal,while UT1-UTC and PM are influenced by station loca-tion and the presence of neighboring stations.
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1 Introduction

Group delays in VLBI sessions, observed from baselinesforming a polyhedron, are associated with a ”free” net-work where the datum is defined by selecting a subsetof points. According to Heinkelmann et al. (2007), theselection of points is contingent upon various criteria,including the objectives of the network or session, thetype, quantity, and precision of measurements, as wellas the attributes of the sources (such as structure andstability) or stations (encompassing ground properties,monumentation, episodic motions, etc.). These desig-nated datum points substantially impact the TerrestrialReference Frame (TRF) defined by geodetic Very LongBaseline Interferometry (VLBI).United Nations highlighted the significance ofthe Global Geodetic Reference Frame (GGRF) for thebenefit of society and the scientific community. As perPlag et al. (2009), GGRF is realized as the InternationalTerrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF) with the inten-tion to achieve mm-level accuracy to the geodeticproducts. To fulfill this goal, continuous observationswith precise a priori information regarding stationpositions and velocities are required to avoid signif-icant noise in the definition of geodetic datum thatsubsequently propagates in the determination of var-ious geodetic parameters such as Celestial ReferenceFrame (CRF) and Earth Orientation Parameters (EOP)(Raposo-Pulido et al., 2016). Geodetic VLBI utilizesan interferometric technique, observing a catalogof distant radio sources to establish a quasi-inertialexternal reference frame, commonly referred to asCRF (Karbon at al., 2019). The determination of thesetwo reference frames, TRF and CRF, is intricatelyinterlinked and not mutually consistent. The transitionbetween these reference frames is facilitated through
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Fig. 1 Flowchart showing the models and steps involved in theestimation of EOP.

a set of five angles, collectively termed as EOP. Theseparameters encompass celestial pole offsets (CPO)(dX and dY ), polar motion (xp and yp), and varia-tions in universal time (UT1-UTC), all of together canexclusively be measured through geodetic VLBI.In general, it can be imagined that the reliability ofa terrestrial datum should improve as the number ofstations used in its definition increases. However, forthis to be true, the prerequisite is that all stations ex-hibit similar accuracy and stability. Paradoxically, in cer-tain scenarios, both the addition and removal of sta-tions can adversely affect the reliability of the terres-trial datum, consequently influencing other geodeticparameters such as the CRF and EOP. In the scope ofthis study, we quantify the impact of eliminating sta-tions from the terrestrial datum on EOP. The centralquestion we investigate is whether removing a singlestation from the terrestrial datum, regardless of its ge-ographical location, produces a consistent impact onEOP. In anticipation of future scenarios necessitatingthe removal of stations from the terrestrial datum, ourresearch aims to point out which station should be pri-oritized for removal to maximize the precision of EOP.

2 Parametrization and Analysis

In this study, we utilized VLBI 24-hour sessions ob-served by the International VLBI Service for Geodesy

and Astrometry (IVS) from 2001 to 2022. These ses-sions were analyzed using VieVS (Böhm et al., 2018)to estimate the daily value of EOP. The a priori modelsemployed in the routine analysis of IVS 24-hour ses-sions by the Vienna Analysis Center were implemented(Fig 1). The EOP values were estimated at 1440 min in-tervals with relative constraints of 10 mas for EarthRotation Parameters (ERP) and 0.1 µas for CelestialPole Offsets (CPO). Furthermore, piecewise linear off-sets with 60 min interval and 1.3 cm relative constraintfor the clocks, zenith wet delays with 30 min intervaland 1.5 cm relative constraint, and troposphere gra-dients with 180 min and 0.5 mm constraint were alsoestimated. Additionally, station coordinates were alsoestimated and the datum was defined by applying no-net-translation (NNT) and no-net-rotation (NNR) con-ditions for stations with continuous observations in theITRF2020.

Fig. 2 Distribution of VLBI stations (red), whereas black repre-sents the station removed one at a time from the datum. Num-bers denote the participation in sessions (2001–2022).

To evaluate the impact of terrestrial datum on EOP,we removed different stations—Wettzell (Wz), Kokee(Kk), and Sejong (Kv)—one at a time from the datum(Fig 2). Four distinct EOP time series were estimatedusing VieVS in this study using the same a priori modelsand parameters: the standard EOP file (utilizing stan-dard parameters), and three variations obtained afterindividually excluding Wz, Kk, and Kv. The estimatedtime series were not continuous, with some epochshaving missing values, and in a few instances, multi-ple EOP values for the same epoch. To address this, weselected the EOP value with the minimum standard er-ror when multiple values were present for the sameepoch and applied linear interpolation to fill in missingvalues. The quality assessment of the three variationsof the EOP time series (after excluding Wz, Kk, andKv) was performed in terms of weighted mean (WM)
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and weighted root mean square (WRMS) value withrespect to standard Vienna, IERS 20 C04 and IGS finalsolution. However, the comparison with respect to IGSfinals was limited to a subset of EOP directly observedfrom GNSS, specifically, xp and yp. IERS 20 C04 solutionserved as the reference epoch, and both VieVS solu-tions (CPO) and IGS finals were linearly interpolated tothe IERS 20 C04 epoch, which is at 00 : 00 UTC.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Comparison w.r.t. standard Vienna
solution

Our initial analysis focuses on comparing three differ-ent datum time series solutions with respect to the Vi-enna standard solution. Looking at Fig 3, it becomesapparent that the distribution of variations in UT1-UTCand PM exhibits significant dispersion when Kokee (Kk)is removed from the terrestrial datum, whereas thedispersion is reduced when Wettzell (Wz) is excluded.Notably, the WRMS values are found to be highestwhen Kk is removed from the terrestrial datum. Uponthe removal of Wz, 3449 epochs were compared, whilewith the exclusion of Kv and Kk, the epochs comparedwere 484 and 2611, respectively, spanning from 2001to 2022. Specifically, when Kk is removed, the WRMSvalue for xp is 60 µas, compared to 40 µas for yp. Itcan be because most of the session in the time frameis best suitable for the estimation of yp. Nilsson et al.(2014) and Raposo-Pulido et al. (2016) stated that tohave a good sensitivity for xp, N-S long baseline closeto 0◦ or 180◦ longitude is needed. Consequently, thesignificant distribution and higher WRMS value in xpcompared to yp may be due to an insufficient numberof N-S baselines after the removal of Wz and Kk. How-ever, since only 484 epochs were compared after theremoval of Kv, the difference in WRMS values for xpand yp is not as pronounced.Wettzell (Wz) is located in the European region,surrounded by a cluster of nearby VLBI stations. Con-versely, Sejong (Kv) is located in the eastern part withonly a few neighboring VLBI stations, and Kokee (Kk)stands as the sole VLBI station in the western part.From Fig 2, it becomes evident that if we eliminateWz from the datum, there are ten other neighboring

Fig. 3 Statistics showing the comparison of EOP solution, whenstations are removed with respect to standard Vienna solution.

stations that can effectively maintain the network ge-ometry. However, removing Kk leaves no other sta-tion available to uphold the network geometry. Con-sequently, the sequential removal of Wz, followed byKv and Kk, leads to progressively higher WRMS values(Fig 3). Moreover, it is observed that the removal ofany station from the terrestrial datum does not havean impact on CPO.

3.2 Comparison w.r.t. IERS 20 C04 and
IGS finals solution

In this section, we compare the EOP solutions derivedfrom the removed datum with reference to the IERS 20C04 and IGS finals solutions. Nilsson et al. (2014) men-tioned that WRMS values are independent of the da-tum. Consequently, we focus our comparison on theWM values in this section.The WM value for UT1-UTC is found to be highestwhen Kv is removed. However, it is noteworthy thatWM values exhibit similarity regardless of which sta-tion is removed from the terrestrial datum. This uni-formity in behavior may be attributed to the sensitiv-ity of UT1-UTC, which relies on a long East-West (E-W)baseline, as indicated by Schartner et al. (2021). Con-sequently, the removal of any of the stations appearsto impact the E-W baseline in a comparable manner.A similar pattern is observed for CPO, particularly inthe case of dX, but the reason may be different. How-ever, for PM, the WM values concerning the IGS fi-
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Table 1 EOP solutions obtained after removing the stationsfrom the datum are compared against IERS 20 C04/IGS finals so-lution in terms of WM. All units are in µas except for UT1-UTC(µs).
Wz Kv Kk

UT 1−UTC −2.24 −2.09 −2.59

dX 1.32 1.3 1.33

dY −0.83 −0.84 −0.96

xp −31.31 −31.3 −30.23

xp (IGS) −21.8 −21.38 −16.76

yp 4.97 5.12 8.41

yp (IGS) 8.99 9.02 13.67

nals are higher. This outcome aligns with expectationssince Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) offerthe most precise PM estimates. This is primarily at-tributed to the extensive and globally distributed IGSGNSS network, which encompasses hundreds of sta-tions and operates continuously. In contrast, the ITRFdata is derived from the combination of various spacegeodetic techniques. Notably, the removal of Kokee(Kk) has a more substantial impact on PM in compar-ison to Wettzell (Wz) and Sejong (Kv). This differencemay be attributed to the unique geographical positionof Kokee as the sole station in the western part.

4 Conclusions and Outlook

Our comparative analysis has examined the effects ofremoving three distinct stations, individually, from theterrestrial datum on EOP. Within the EOP, CPO exhibitno noticeable impact, regardless of which station is ex-cluded from the datum. Conversely, the influence onUT1-UTC is relatively minor and seems to be contin-gent on the specific location of the station being re-moved. Significantly, we have observed a substantialimpact on PM, which appears to depend not only onthe station’s geographical location but also on the den-sity of neighbouring stations. This study highlights theimportance of recognizing that the removal of a sta-tion from the terrestrial datum can have a significantimpact on ERP, particularly when no other nearby sta-tions are available to uphold the network geometry.

The study also reveals that the precision of EOP doesn’tdepend on the number of sessions. It is emphasizedthat, for datum stability, stations should be strategi-cally removed, only when alternative stations are avail-able in the vicinity to maintain the integrity of the net-work geometry.The effect of removing any station from thesouthern hemisphere has not been addressed inthis study. Additionally, separate analyses for stationssituated at different longitudes and that affect the E-Wbaseline, would contribute to a more comprehensiveunderstanding of how station removal influencesERP. A separate analysis can be implemented onthe intensive sessions to understand the effect onUT1-UTC.
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Exploring reasons for the ITRF2020 VLBI scale drift

K. Le Bail, M. Ishigaki, R. Haas, T. Nilsson, M. Mouyen

Abstract Since the release of the new realisationof the International Terrestrial Reference System,ITRF2020, one of the focuses of the IVS community isto understand the cause of the drift in the VLBI scalefactor time series after 2013.75 that is detected bythe ITRF team. In this work, we consider the officialIVS combined solution, i.e. the IVS contribution tothe ITRF2020 realisation, and calculate scale factorsusing the CATREF software with the single-techniquecombination strategy that was used to process theITRF2020. The investigation of time series of Upcomponents of specific IVS stations with the statisticaltool BEAST reveals offsets and trends changes thatare not taken into account in the ITRF2020. Thesechanges are significant for five IVS stations: NYALES20,WETTZELL, ONSALA60, TSUKUB32, and MATERA.Adding discontinuities for these five IVS stationssignificantly decreases the VLBI scale drift.

Keywords ITRF, VLBI scale drift, CATREF, BEAST

1 Introduction

The scale of the International Terrestrial ReferenceFrame (ITRF) is defined by a combination of selected
Karine Le Bail1 · Masafumi Ishigaki2,1 · Rüdiger Haas1 · TobiasNilsson3,1 ·Maxime Mouyen1
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VLBI sessions and SLR weekly solutions. For the firsttime in the ITRF history, the selected VLBI sessionsfor the ITRF2020 are not covering the entire IVSobservation time span but comprises only sessionsup to 2013.75. The reason for this selection is thedetection of a drift in the scale factor time series ofthe VLBI CATREF-combined solution after 2013.75. Formore details, see Altamimi et al. (2023).As a consequence, the IVS Directing Board initiatedthe creation of an IVS Task Forcewith the goal of identi-fying the reasons for this apparent VLBI scale drift. TheIVS Task Force works on testing various potential rea-sons for the VLBI scale drift and on quantifying theirimpact on the VLBI scale factor time series. The TaskForce shall assess the performance of analysis strate-gies and geophysical models, evaluate the impact ofchanges in the station network, and investigate local,stations-related issues.This work focuses on the latter point: our purposeis to find out which stations of the IVS network are po-tentially affected by noisy data, mis-modeling or criti-cal events that could affect their positions. In Section 2we describe the data, the tools and the approach weused in this work. Section 3 presents the impact ofadding discontinuities for five IVS stations on the VLBIscale factor, and Section 4 concludes this paper, includ-ing some recommendations to the IVS and perspec-tives on future work.

2 Data and analysis approach

We analysed the IVS combined solution that was con-sidered in the calculation of the ITRF2020. We usedthe Combination and Analysis of Terrestrial REference
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Frame (CATREF) software, applying the same analysisstrategy as usedby the ITRF team for the ITRF2020pro-duction (Altamimi et al., 2023), except for estimationof seasonal components.The first step was to go through the Up componenttime series of each of the IVS stations over the timespan 2000.0–2021.0 and to extract possible offsetsand trend changes that were not considered as dis-continuities in the ITRF2020. To detect these, CATREFwas run without estimating scale factors and weapplied the statistical tool BEAST (Bayesian Estimatorof Abrupt change, Seasonal change, and Trend) (Zhaoet al., 2019) on the Up component residuals (IVS com-bined solution w.r.t. ITRF2020) time series for eachIVS station. We obtained a list of possible offsets andtrend changes that we converted into discontinuities.These discontinuities were not accounted for whilecomputing the original ITRF2020.The second step was then to add these discontinu-ities in the CATREF processing and to run the combi-nation a second time. However, in this second run, thescale factors were estimated.

3 Adjusting additional discontinuities

Using the method described in Section 2, five IVSstations showed significant offsets in the time se-ries of their Up component: NYALES20, WETTZELL,ONSALA60, TSUKUB32, and MATERA. The case ofNYALES20 is shown separately in Subsection 3.1 sinceit can be related to a mis-modeling associated topresent-day ice melting. The results for the other fourstations are presented together in Subsection 3.2.

3.1 The case of NYALES20

When investigating the Up component residual timeseries of NYALES20 with the BEAST tool, three signifi-cant trend changes were detected. These are markedin Figure 1 with solid vertical lines.The VLBI antenna NYALES20 is colocated at thegeodetic site in Ny-Ålesundwith several GNSS stations.In the ITRF2020 combination, the collocated GNSSstation NYAL was implemented with five differentvelocities in the discontinuity file, while the VLBI

Fig. 1 NYALES20 (7331) Up component CATREF-residuals w.r.t.ITRF2020. CATREF was run using the same strategy than for theITRF2020, except for seasonal and scale factors estimation. Thesolid vertical lines indicate epochs of trend changes as identifiedby the statistical tool BEAST.

station NYALES20 was considered with one constantvelocity over the entire observation time span. Wethen added the three discontinuities for NYALES20provided by the BEAST in the VLBI discontinuity fileand ran CATREF with this new information. The scalefactor drift for the period 2013.75–2021.0 decreasedfrom 0.518 ± 0.066 mm/yr to 0.262 ± 0.065 mm/yr.Many studies show the impact of the present-day icemelting on various sites in the world. Kierulf et al.(2022) discussed the example of Ny-Ålesund, andtheir conclusions are consistent with our suggestionto model the Up component of NYALES20 with apiecewise linear model.Even though the scale drift is significantly de-creased, it is not entirely explained. The nextsubsection looks at four additional stations.

3.2 The cases of TSUKUB32,
WETTZELL, MATERA and
ONSALA60

We used the BEAST tool also for all other IVS stations,following the approach described above. The BEASTtool detected significant offsets and trend changes forfour additional stations: TSUKUB32, WETTZELL, MAT-ERA, and ONSALA60. At TSUKUB32, we observe that
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BEAST identifies a change of trend only a few monthsbefore the 2011 Tohoku earthquake (top plot in Fig. 2).Since the Tohoku earthquake affected the VLBI mea-surements at TSUKUB32 MacMillan et al. (2012), wespeculate that this change of trend might be due toan imperfect modelling of the co- and post-seismicdisplacements at this site. However, the occurrenceof another instrumental issue, independent from To-hoku earthquake, cannot be ruled out. Regarding ON-SALA60 (bottomplot in Fig. 3), the trend change seemsto correspond to maintenance work on the subreflec-tor in January 2018, associated to the calculation of anewpointingmodel. No known reasons explain the de-tected trend changes for WETTZELL and MATERA.

Fig. 2 TSUKUB32 (7345) and WETTZELL (7224) Up componentCATREF-residuals w.r.t. ITRF2020. CATREF was run using thesame strategy than for the ITRF2020, except for seasonal andscale factors estimation. The solid vertical lines indicate epochsof trend changes as identified by the statistical tool BEAST.

Fig. 3 MATERA (7243) and ONSALA60 (7213) Up componentCATREF-residuals w.r.t. ITRF2020. CATREF was run using thesame strategy than for the ITRF2020, except for seasonal andscale factors estimation. The solid vertical lines indicate epochstrend changes as identified by the statistical tool BEAST.

The discontinuities for the Up component of thesefour stations, as detected by BEAST and indicated assolid vertical lines in figures 2 and 3, were then addedin the discontinuity file and CATREF was run again withthis new information, in addition to the discontinuitiesadded for NYALES20.The scale factor drift for the period 2013.75–2021.0decreased from originally 0.518 ± 0.066 mm/yr(no discontinuities added) to 0.262 ± 0.065 mm/yr(three discontinuities added for NYALES20 only), to
0.102 ± 0.064 mm/yr (eleven discontinuities addedin total for the five stations NYALES20, TSUKUB32,WETTZELL, MATERA, and ONSALA60).However, the reasons for the missing discon-tinuities for TSUKUB32, WETTZELL, MATERA and
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Table 1 Scale factor drift over the time span 2013.75–2021.0using three different discontinuity lists for the CATREF analysis.Original: the discontinuity list used was the origional ITRF2020discontinuity list. NYALES20 adj.: the discontinuity list was theoriginal discontinuity list plus three discontinuities added forNYALES20 (as determined in Subsection 3.1). 5 stations adj.: thediscontinuity list was the original discontinuity list plus threediscontinuities added for NYALES20 (as determined in SubSec-tion 3.1), two for TSUKUB32, three for WETTZELL, two for MAT-ERA, and one for ONSALA60 (all as determined in Subsec-tion 3.2).
Scale factor 2013.75–2021.0 drift (mm/yr)
IV SIT RF Original 0.518±0.066
IV SIT RF NYALES20 adj. 0.262±0.065
IV SIT RF 5 stations adj. 0.102±0.064

ONSALA60 are not completely understood and arestill under investigation.

4 Conclusions

Table 1 and Figure 4 provide a summary of the results.Our results are a demonstration that adding disconti-nuities significantly flattens the VLBI scale drift of theITRF2020.This work outlines the importance of keeping trackof what happens at the IVS stations and of monitor-ing the changes in positions that can be due to changeof equipment, service and maintenance events, or up-dates inmodels (e.g. pointingmodel), butmay indicatealso the necessity to take into account the present-dayice melting impact on station positions.The next steps of this work are twofold. First, theobjective is to find and collect information related tostation events that could potentially change the po-sitions of the station reference point, and to test theimpact of these station events with the help of theITRF team. Such a list of station events has to be regu-larly maintained over timewithin the IVS, and commu-nicated to the ITRF team. Second, collaboration withgeodynamics experts is needed to understand the im-pact of the present-day ice melting and earthquakeson station positions at specific places in the world.

Fig. 4 Scale factor time series over the time span 2000.0–2021.0 using three different discontinuity lists. Top plot (Origi-nal): the discontinuity list was the ITRF2020 discontinuity list.Middle plot (NYALES20 adj.): the discontinuity list was theoriginal discontinuity list plus three discontinuities added forNYALES20 (as determined in SubSection 3.1). Bottom plot (5 sta-tions adj.): the discontinuity list was the original discontinuity listplus three discontinuities added for NYALES20 (as determinedin Subsection 3.1), two for TSUKUB32, three for WETTZELL, twofor MATERA, and one for ONSALA60 (as determined in Subsec-tion 3.2). The solid magenta lines indicate the VLBI scale driftestimated over the 2013.75–2021.0 time span.
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On the consideration of frequency-dependent illumination
functions in modelling signal path variations

M. Lösler, G. Kronschnabl, C. Plötz, A. Neidhardt, C. Eschelbach

Abstract Investigations on the deformation behaviourof the receiving unit of large radio telescopes usedfor Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) indicateseveral elevation-dependent deformation patterns.These include, for instance, elevation-dependentdeformations of the main reflector dish, variations inthe position of the sub-reflector or the main reflector,or tilts of the sub-reflector. The deformation of thereceiving unit yields signal path variations and, ifunconsidered, distorts the vertical station positionand, hence, the scale of the obtained global geodeticreference frame.Compensation models for considering signal pathvariations result from a weighted combination of theoverlapping deformation patterns. The correspondingweights are obtained by the intrinsic illuminationfunction of the radio telescope. However, the gainof the feed horn and, thus, the illumination of theaperture depends on the frequency used. Whereasthe primary frequency band of legacy radio telescopesis the X-band at about 8.4 GHz, the new generationof radio telescopes participating in the VLBI GlobalObserving System (VGOS) is designed for broadbandreception between 2 GHz and 14 GHz having corre-
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sponding illumination functions.This contribution investigates the impact of frequency-dependent illumination functions on signal pathvariations for the first time. For that purpose, severaldata-sets obtained from different feed-horns areanalysed, and the impact on the signal path variationsis studied.

Keywords Illumination function, Radio telescope, Sig-nal path variation, Deformation, VLBI, VGOS

1 Introduction

The analysis of the impact of gravitational defor-mations of the receiving unit of radio telescopesused for Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) onglobal products has become an important topic forgeosciences. The main reasons are improvementsin radio interferometry and analysis techniques thathave significantly improved VLBI results over the pastdecades. The increased accuracy allows the detectionof errors that were previously considered as randomnoise. Gravitational deformations are systematicerrors and limit the reliability and precision of VLBIresults. For that reason, the International VLBI Servicefor Geodesy and Astrometry (IVS, 2019) recentlyadopted the resolution on the surveys of radio tele-scopes for modeling of gravitational deformation, toinvestigate the resulting signal path variations (SPV)and to provide appropriate compensation functions.Based on the pioneer work of Clark and Thom-sen (1988), SPV caused by gravity-induced deforma-tions of VLBI radio telescopes are usually modelled by
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a weighted sum. The proposed model reads
∆L(ε) = ∑

j∈J

α j∆ j (ε), (1)
where ε is the elevation angle and ∆ parametrizes thedeformation of a specific part of the receiving unit. Thecorresponding weight is α , which depends on the in-trinsic (normalized) illumination function In of the ra-dio telescope under investigation. The elements of theset J refer to specific parts of the receiving unit.According to Clark and Thomsen (1988), for primefocus VLBI radio telescopes, the set J = {F,V,R}consists of the focal length F and the vertex position
V of the main reflector, respectively, as well as thereceiver position R. The deformations ∆ j refer tothe focal length variation ∆F of the main reflector,the axial shift of the main reflector vertex ∆V , andthe receiver displacement ∆R along the optical axis.For secondary focus VLBI radio telescopes, ∆R corre-sponds to the subreflector displacement along theoptical axis, as shown by Abbondanza and Sarti (2010).Nothnagel et al. (2019) extend the set J by a furthercomponent H, which describes the displacement ofthe feed horn ∆H . This displacement is to be applied, ifthe distance between the feed horn and the elevationaxis is independent of ε . The corresponding weightreads αH = 1. The great advantage of Eq. (1) is that allcomponents act rotationally symmetrically and, thus,the original spatial problem can be simplified into aprojected two-dimensional problem (Abbondanza andSarti, 2010; Artz et al., 2014).However, the total deformation of the receivingunit cannot be described exclusively by rotationally-symmetric deformation components. For instance,the main reflector surface may be affected by localdeformations and shape-changing deformations.Whereas the first one results from, e. g., misalignedpanels (Holst et al., 2015), the second one changesthe geometric shape parameterizing the main re-flector, e. g., the rotationally-symmetric paraboloidbecomes an elliptical paraboloid (Lösler et al., 2018b).Moreover, the subrefector tilts and shifts radially andtransversely (Fu et al., 2022; Lösler et al., 2022).In order to account for all modelable deformationschanging the path length ∆D, Lösler et al. (2022) pro-pose a universal approach to spatial ray tracing, whichevaluates the signal path variations by numerical inte-gration, i. e.,

∆L(ε) =
∑2π

φ=0 ∑r̄
r=0 In

(
γφ ,r

)
r∆Dφ ,r (ε)

∑2π
φ=0 ∑r̄

r=0 In
(
γφ ,r

)
r

. (2)
The polar coordinates of the incoming ray w.r.t. theframe of the receiving unit are the direction φ andthe distance r as depicted in Fig. 1. The main reflectorradius is r̄, the aperture angle is 2γ , and In denotesthe (normalized) illumination function. According toLösler et al. (2022), Eq. (1) provides a sufficient first-order approximation, if rotationally-symmetric compo-nents dominate.

Fig. 1: Polar coordinates φ and r of the incoming rayw.r.t. the frame of the receiving unit. The main reflectorradius of the depicted prime focus VLBI radio telescopeis r̄. The angle of incidence of the received ray is γ , and
F denotes the focal point.

Common to both approaches is the introductionof the telescope’s illumination function for zonalweighting. However, the gain of the feed horn and,thus, the illumination of the aperture depends onthe frequency f . Whereas legacy radio telescopesobserve in X-band at about 8.4 GHz, the new gen-eration of VGOS radio telescopes is designed forbroadband reception between 2 GHz and 14 GHzhaving corresponding illumination functions I ( f ).Thus, the signal path variation ∆L(ε, f ) depends onthe elevation angle ε and the frequency f . Whereaselevation-dependent deformations are undisputedand proven, the impact of frequency-dependentillumination functions on signal path variations hasnot yet been investigated in detail. This contribution
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continuous the work of Abbondanza and Sarti (2010)and extends the investigation of Lösler et al. (2023).

2 Geodetic Observatory Wettzell

The Geodetic Observatory Wettzell (GOW) is jointlyoperated by the Federal Agency for Cartography andGeodesy and the Forschungseinrichtung Satelliten-geodäsie (FESG; engl. Satellite Geodesy ResearchFacility) of Munich Technical University. The obser-vatory is a core-station within the Global GeodeticObserving System (GGOS) and hosts instruments ofall basic space geodetic techniques (Hugentobleret al., 2011). For VLBI, the legacy 20 m Radio Tele-scope Wettzell (RTW) as well as two modern 13.2 mVGOS-specified radio telescopes, the Twin TelescopesWettzell (TTW), are operated.In order to evaluate the signal path variationsof these VLBI radio telescopes, a comprehensivemeasurement campaign was carried out in the fall of2021. The RTW and the southern antenna TTW-2 wereequipped with photogrammetric black and whitecoded targets as shown in Fig. 2. An unmanned aerialvehicle (UAV) was used to capture these targets inseveral elevation positions of the antenna. A detaileddescription of the measurement campaign is given byGreiwe et al. (2023). The photogrammetric data wereanalyzed by the in-house software package JAiCov(2021) and elevation-dependent deformations ∆ weredetected (Lösler et al., 2022). According to Eqs. (1)and (2) these deformations are weighted by means oftelescope-specific illumination function.For legacy S/X VLBI radio telescopes the illumi-nation function should refer to the X-band becauseS-band observations are basically used to reducethe effect of ionospheric dispersion, and the X-bandrepresents the primary observations in geodeticVLBI (Schuh, 1987, Ch. 6.2.2). However, VGOS radiotelescopes are designed for broadband reception from
2 GHz to 14 GHz (Petrachenko et al., 2009, Ch. 4.1).Therefore, the question arises which frequency shouldbe used for deriving the illumination function orwhether a frequency-dependent parameterization isnecessary.

Fig. 2: Unmanned aerial vehicle in front of the pre-pared legacy 20 m VLBI radio telescope RTW at GOW,which is equipped with coded photogrammetric tar-gets at the whole receiving unit.

3 Illumination function

The illumination function introduced as a zonal weight-ing scheme in Eqs. (1) and (2) describes the exploitedintensity of the areas of the aperture. Usually, the func-tion is rotationally symmetric and reduces the influ-ence of errors by downweighting regions of low in-tensity (Baars, 2007, Ch. 4.2). The aperture illumina-tion of the VLBI radio telescope is an intrinsic prop-erty but usually undocumented, and the function hasto be reconstructed from discrete samples. However,measuring the gain at several aperture angles is elabo-rated, and often only the relation along the optical axisat γmin = 0◦ and at the edge for γmax are known. Dueto such a small sample size, the evaluation of suitablefunctions is difficult or almost impossible, as alreadymentioned by Nothnagel (2020).Currently, two functional models are primarilyused to characterize illumination, namely the Gaussianfunction and the cosine-squared function (Lösler etal., 2023). The use of a Gaussian function is mainlyphysically motivated, because the best approximationof the field radiated by a circular feed horn representsa Gaussian beam. For that reason, Abbondanza andSarti (2010) strongly recommend to model the illumi-nation by a Gaussian function. A common Gaussianfunction having its maximum at γ = 0◦ reads
Ig (γ) = g0 +g1 exp

(
−γ2

g2
2

)
, (3)
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where g0 is the ordinate shift, g1 scales the height ofthe peak, and g2 parametrizes the width of the bell-shaped curve (Lösler et al., 2023)The cosine-squared function is introduced by Artzet al. (2014). Even though this function is not basedon physical principles, it is supposed to be commonlyused in the radio astronomical community. Accordingto Nothnagel et al. (2019), the functional model is givenby
Ic (γ) = c0 + c1 cos2 (γc2), (4)

where c0 is the ordinate shift, c1 is the amplitude, and
c2 is a damping coefficient scaling the angle of inci-dence γ .Another heuristic approach to describe the func-tional relationship is to use n-th order polynomial func-tions. However, choosing a suitable order of such apolynomial function is challenging, because polyno-mial functions tend to large oscillations near the edgeif n gets large. This effect is well-known as Runge phe-nomenon reported in 1901. In order to keep the num-ber of coefficients small but identical w.r.t. Eqs. (3) and(4), a third order polynomial function is chosen. Thefunctional model reads

Ip (γ) = p0 + p1γ + p2γ2 + p3γ3. (5)
To ensure the maximum in the aperture center, thenecessary and sufficient conditions are

Ip′ (0◦) = p1 = 0, (6a)
Ip′′ (0◦) = 2p2 < 0, (6b)

respectively. For that reason, the parameters to be es-timated are p0, p2, and p3, with p2 < 0.Hereinafter, a superscript c, p, and g refers to thecosine-squared function, the polynomial function, andthe Gaussian function, respectively.

4 Analyses and results

In order to evaluate the impact of frequency-dependent illumination functions on signal pathvariations, two data sets obtained from different feedhorns are investigated. The first set is taken from theTTW-1, which is equipped with a Quadruple-RidgedFlared Horn (QRFH). The second one relates to the

TTW-2, which uses the Eleven Feed. A set consistsof seven series having ten sampling points each. Theseries refer to specific frequencies, i. e., 2 GHz, 3 GHz,
5 GHz, 6 GHz, 8 GHz, 10 GHz, and 11 GHz.Eqs. (3)-(5) are used to specify the functional modelof the illumination functions. The coefficients are ob-tained by means of least-squares adjustment, treadingthe sample points as observations. To serve as zonalweighting function in Eqs. (1) and (2), the illuminationfunction has to fulfil the condition

∫

A
kIdA = 1 (7)

over the entire aperture A of the antenna (Abbon-danza and Sarti, 2010), where k is the normalizationfactor obtained from
1
k
= 2π

∫ γmax

γmin

I ( f ,γ)dγ. (8)
Figure 3 compares the results of the estimated normal-ized illumination functions In ( f ,γ) of the Eleven Feedand the QRFH for different angles of incidence γ andfrequencies f . The polynomial model Ip

n , the cosine-squared model Ic
n , and the Gaussian model Ig

n are de-picted in green solid, blue dashed, and red dashed-dotted style, respectively. For a single frequency, thecurves obtained from different functional models arequite similar, and one can conclude that the choice offunctional model has only a minor effect on the re-sults. However, the dependence of the results on thefrequency is evident for both feed horns under inves-tigation.The weights introduced in Eq. (1) are obtainedfrom the normalized illumination function In ( f ,γ). Asshown by Clark and Thomsen (1988), the weights arelinearly dependent on αR, i. e.,
αR ( f ) = λ

∫

A
h(γ) In ( f ,γ)dA , (9a)

αF ( f ) = λ −αR ( f ) , (9b)
αV ( f ) =−1−αR ( f ) , (9c)

where λ = 1 for prime focus telescopes and λ = 2for secondary focus telescopes. The function h(γ) de-scribes the extra path length caused by a unit verticalshift ∆R = 1. Suitable functions h(γ) for different tele-scope types are discussed by Lösler (2021, Ch. 5.3).Figure 4 compares the resulting weights αR ( f ) ofthe Eleven Feed and the QRFH for different frequen-
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(a) QRFH (TTW-1)

(b) Eleven Feed (TTW-2)
Fig. 3: Frequency-dependent normalized illuminationfunctions In ( f ,γ) of the QRFH (a) and the Eleven Feed(b) using different functional models. Green, blue andred curves relate to the polynomial model, the cosine-squared model, and the Gaussian model, respectively.

cies f . The weight of the Eleven Feed slightly decreasesas the frequency increases. The sample points of theQRFH are more noisy and a similar behavior cannot beclearly identified.Obviously, the weights are largely independent ofthe functional model used. In particular, the results ob-tained from the cosine-squared model and the Gaus-sian model are almost identical, as indicated by thecorresponding mean values given in Table 1. Moreover,if the weights of the two feed horns are compared toeach other, equivalent values are obtained.According to Lösler et al. (2022), the elevation-dependent variation of the main reflector focal length
∆F , the axial shift of the main reflector vertex ∆V , andthe sub-reflector displacement ∆R are given by

∆F (ε) =−1.07mmcosε, (10a)
∆V (ε) =−0.08mmcosε, (10b)
∆R (ε) = 1.16mm(1− sinε) , (10c)

(a) QRFH (TTW-1)

(b) Eleven Feed (TTW-2)
Fig. 4: Frequency-dependent weights αR ( f ) of theQRFH (a) and the Eleven Feed (b) using different func-tional models. Green, blue and red curves relate to thepolynomial model, the cosine-squared model, and theGaussian model, respectively.
Table 1: Mean values of the weight αR w.r.t. the ElevenFeed and the QRFH using different functional models.
ᾱg

R, ᾱc
R, and ᾱp

R relate to the polynomial model, thecosine-squared model, and the Gaussian model, re-spectively.
Feed Horn ᾱg

R ᾱc
R ᾱp

REleven Feed 1.257 1.257 1.259QRFH 1.268 1.268 1.268

respectively. Combining the deformations given byEqs. (10) and the weights obtained from Eqs. (9) yieldsthe signal path variation ∆L(ε, f ) via Eq. (1), whichdepends on ε and f . Due to the small variations of theweights, the deviations between the resulting SPV aresmall, as depicted in Fig. 5. The maximum deviation,
δ = max∆L(ε, f )−min∆L(ε, f ), (11)
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of the Eleven Feed and the QRFH is about 0.05 mmand 0.1 mm, respectively, which corresponds to a timedelay of less than 0.4 ps. According to Petrachenko etal. (2009, Ch. 3.3), a delay measurement precision ofabout 4 ps is required, to achieve the GGOS goal of
1 mm in positions on global scales.

(a) QRFH (TTW-1)

(b) Eleven Feed (TTW-2)
Fig. 5: Signal path variation w.r.t the elevation angle
ε as well as the frequency f for the QRFH (a) and theEleven Feed (b). Green, blue and red curves relate tothe polynomial model, the cosine-squared model, andthe Gaussian model, respectively.

Figure 5 depicts the SPV of the Eleven Feed andthe QRFH, respectively. The range is about 0.9 mm andcorresponds to a time delay of about 3 ps. Obviously,the determined SPV are almost unaffected of the fre-quency and the functional model describing the illumi-nation. The variations are mainly caused by deforma-tions of components of the receiving unit of the VLBIradio telescope. Assuming a similar deformation be-havior for both TTW, the SPV can be compensated bythe same correction function.

5 Conclusion

Gravity-induced deformations of VLBI radio telescopesyield signal path variations and, thus, bias obtainedglobal results. Particularly, the estimation of the ver-tical station position is significantly affected by signalpath variations, as recently shown by Varenius et al.(2021). Different approaches are known for modelingSPV. The most commonly used approach is derived byClark and Thomsen (1988), and is based on a weightedsum of the main deformations of the receiving unit.This approach is widely used for legacy VLBI radio tele-scopes, and is considered the current standard model(Nothnagel, 2020).A more complex approach applies spatial ray trac-ing to the whole receiving unit. This approach out-performs the standard model, because it is able toconsider any kind of modelable deformations. In con-trast to the standard model, which reduces the com-putational burn by converting the spatial problem intoa projected two-dimensional problem, ray tracing isapplied to the original spatial problem (Lösler et al.,2018a, 2022). Common to both approaches is the in-troduction of the telescope-specific illumination as azonal weighting function. Since the new generation ofVGOS radio telescopes is designed for broadband re-ception, and the gain of the feed horn depends onthe frequency, the question arises which frequencyshould be used for specifying the illumination functionor whether a frequency-dependent parameterizationis necessary.In this contribution, the impact of frequency-dependent illumination functions on signal pathvariations was studied. In total 14 data sets obtainedfrom an Eleven Feed and a Quadruple-Ridged FlaredHorn used by the Twin Telescopes Wettzell wereinvestigated in detail. Moreover, suitable functionalmodels for parameterizing the illumination functionwere evaluated, namely the cosine-squared function,the polynomial function, and the Gaussian function.Previous studies imply a significant influence of theselected functional model on signal path variations,but are based on only a small sample size. Thus, an ob-jective evaluation was not possible so far (Nothnagel,2020).The dependence between the results and the in-troduced functional model is negligible. All functionsunder investigation are suitable to model the illumi-
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nation function. In particular, the results based on thecosine-squared function and the Gaussian function arealmost identical. Whereas the cosine-squared functionand the polynomial function are heuristic models, theGaussian function is physically motivated (Abbondanzaand Sarti, 2010). For that reason, the Gaussian functionis preferred to any other function.The frequency has also only a minor impact on theresults. A slightly dependency of the frequency ontothe modeled signal path variation was detected for theEleven Feed. Due to the noisy data of the QRFH, a sim-ilar conclusion could not be seriously drawn. However,the effect is less than 0.4 ps and – at least – one orderof magnitude smaller than the total variation. Com-pared to the uncertainty of the measured deforma-tions, this impact is currently negligible. The structuraldeformation of the receiving unit is by far the most im-portant contribution to the signal path variation.
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The Australia-Japan VGOS observation

S. Matsumoto, L. McCallum, J. McCallum, A. Jaradat, M. Ishigaki, H. Yoshifuji, T. Kobayashi

Abstract The final goal of VLBI Global Observing Sys-tem (VGOS) is to get the initial results of station po-sition and earth orientation parameters (EOPs) in lessthan 24h. However, it takes a lot of time to get the re-sults at present because of the huge amount of thedata. This is true for the actual results, as well as for ini-tial performance feedback for new VGOS stations. TheAustralia-Japan VGOS observations were started withthe purpose to (1) perform first intercontinental VGOSobservations to the new Hobart VGOS station and (2)to develop expertise in VGOS processing. The AUJ pro-gram are VGOS observations between Ishioka (Japan),Hobart and Katherine (Australia). We performed eightsessions scheduled for 3 hours in the same time rangeof R1 sessions in 2022 and present first results.

Keywords VGOS, EOP

1 Introduction

The VLBI Global Observing System (VGOS) whichhas been promoted by International VLBI Service forGeodesy and Astronomy (IVS) (Nothnagel et al., 2017)is the new observation system designed to achieve thehigh accuracy by using the smaller and faster slewingantenna and observing broadband frequency. Thefinal goal of the VGOS is continuous measurement of
Saho Matsumoto · Masafumi Ishigaki · Hiroyuki Yoshifuji ·Tomokazu KobayashiGeospatial Information Authority of Japan, 1 Kitasato, Tsukuba,Ibaraki, Japan
Lucia McCallum · Jamie McCallum · Ahmad JaradatUniversity of Tasmania, Private Bag 37, Hobart 7001, Australia

station position and EOP and get the initial results inless than 24h (Petrachenko et al., 2009). However,at the moment, it takes a minimum of about 30days to get the results, mainly because of the hugeamount of the data that needs to be transported tothe correlators (Behrend et al., 2023).
We started the VGOS mode observations for EOPdetermination between Ishioka (Japan), Hobart andKatherine (Australia) called AUJ (Australia - Japan)session. These three stations have smaller and fasterslewing antennas and are equipped with broadbandreceivers. Besides the operational aim of performingVGOS observations, a scientific goal of the AUJ sessionscould be to determine the EOPs in less turnaroundtime, enabled through short sessions on a smallstation network with reasonable data connections.We performed eight sessions scheduled for 3 hours inthe same time range of R1 sessions in 2022. Here weshow the first results from the AUJ observations andthe comparison with those of R1 sessions and discussfuture plans for these observations.

2 Observation

2.1 Plans

The AUJ observations are conducted with IVS VGOSmode (3, 5, 6 and 10 GHz). To evaluate the results, weconducted the observations in the time range of theR1 sessions. Figure 1 shows the stations participatingthe AUJ observations. Table 1 shows the status of AUJVGOS mode observations in 2022. In 2022, we held 3hours observations 8 times totally, once in two weeks
1121
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Fig. 1 Stations participating the AUJ observations.

basically. The Katherine station has been available inVGOS mode after a new sampler was ready, allowingobservations between three stations.

2.2 Stations

The AuScope Geodetic VLBI array (Lovell et al., 2013;McCallum et al., 2021) is managed by the Universityof Tasmania (UTAS), contracted through GeoscienceAustralia. The 12 m telescope at the Mt. Pleasant RadioAstronomy Observatory (Hobart 12) has participatedin IVS sessions since 2010. Since its upgrade in 2015it has VGOS facility, which is able to observe thefrequency range of 2.2 - 14 GHz and participates inthe both of broadband and S/X sessions. The slewspeed of the antenna is 5deg/sec for azimuth (AZ) and1.25deg/sec for elevation (EL).
After the VGOS upgrade of Katherine, , it alsojoined the AUJ sessions. The telescope of the Kather-ine station is the same type as Hobart and finally thebroadband observation became possible in the middle

Fig. 2 Standard deviation for simulated station coordinate indifference observation time range.

of 2022.
Geospatial Information Authority of Japan (GSI) op-erates the 13 m telescope at the Ishioka geodetic ob-serving station. The slew speed of the antenna is 12deg/sec for AZ and 6 deg/sec for EL. It has the broad-band receiver (2-14 GHz) and participate in both IVSVGOS observation and in S/X observation (see the de-tails in Matsumoto et al. (2021)).

2.3 Scheduling and Simulation

We prepared the schedule files for AUJ sessions using“VieSched++” (Schartner and Böhm., 2019). For theVGOS mode observation, we made the schedulesusing fixed scanlengths of 30s. Further we made useof the optimization tool of the VieSched++ software,trialing multiple schedules with changing the weightfor multi parameters, and selected the optimal oneby trial and error which has high signal-to-noise (S/N)ratio and low formal errors for simulated EOPs.
We also run the simulations to see the expected ac-curacy of estimated values from the schedule file. Thiswas used in order to get an idea of a suitable sessionlength. We used the VieVS software (Böem et al., 2018)for the simulations. Figure 2 shows the standard devi-ation of station coordinates for simulated AUJ055 andAUJ057 for different observing times. Following this in-vestigation, we selected a session duration of 3 hoursfor the AUJ sessions.
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AUJ observation 3

Fig. 3 Detected fringe between Ishioka and Katherine inAUJ068.

2.4 Observation, Correlation and Analysis

All stations which participate in the AUJ sessionscan be operated remotely. We operated Hobartand Katherine from UTAS and for Ishioka from GSIremotely. We conducted all eight observations asplanned in Table 1.
After the observation, the data for Ishioka wastransferred to UTAS and correlated with the DifXsoftware correlator (Deller et al., 2007). We usedthe software Fourfit to detect the fringe. We havedetected the fringes for each session. Figure 3 showsthe fringe between Ishioka and Katherine in AUJ068.It shall be noted here, that there was no workingphasecal for these sessions and a manual phasecalsolution was applied. Subsequent analysis was doneusing VieVS.

Table 1 AUJ VGOS mode observations in 2022
Session Day Stations1 AUJ055 June 14, 9:00–12:00 Hobart, Ishioka2 AUJ057 June 28, 9:00–12:00 Hobart, Ishioka3 AUJ059 July 12, 9:00–12:00 Hobart, Ishioka4 AUJ061 July 26, 9:00–12:00 Hobart, Ishioka5 AUJ064 August 17, 10:00–13:00 Hobart, Ishioka6 AUJ066 August 30, 9:00–12:00 Hobart, Ishioka, Katherine7 AUJ068 September 13, 9:00–12:00 Hobart, Ishioka, Katherine8 AUJ070 September 27, 11:00–14:00 Hobart, Ishioka, Katherine

Fig. 4 Estimated baseline length Hobart – Ishioka.

3 Results

The most important result is the successful perfor-mance of those sessions. In particular, new expertisewas developed at GSI to schedule and correlate VGOSobservations. In terms of geodetic results, this first setof sessions has not performed as possibly expected.When looking at the estimated baseline length be-tween Ishioka and Hobart12, we find a repeatability atthe level of a few cm (see figure 4).
We will show the preliminary estimated EOPresults in figure 5. Horizontal axis means the numberof observations in the Table 1 and vertical axis showsthe estimated parameters. The results from the AUJsessions and R sessions at the same time of AUJobservation are plotted by blue and orange coloredcircles, respectively. In addition, simulated valuesfrom schedule files are also plotted by gray circles.The error bar shows the standard deviations of eachestimated parameters for the AUJ sessions.
For some observations, we had experienced someinstrumental problems during the observation, andthus it may affect the data quality. In addition, for theVGOS observation with short and fixed observationtime range for one scan, the detectability of the fringedepends on the flux structure of the target source.To improve the quality of the results, we need toconsider these things more carefully when we createthe schedule file.
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Fig. 5 Estimated EOP value for AUJ and R sessions.

4 Conclusions and outlook

We started the VGOS observation between Australiaand Japan named “AUJ observation”. A scientific aimof these sessions could be to determine EOPs withVGOS in less turnaround time, enabled through shortsessions on a small station network with reasonabledata connections. Yet, the data quality needs to beimproved in order to meet expected precision ofthe results. We conducted 8 observations in 2022,and succeeded in processing the VGOS sessions, allthe way through geodetic analysis. We think we canexpand the possibility for the use of VGOS observation(facility) if we can get the enough accurate resultsfrom the observation with less observations timeand between less stations. We will continue theobservation with reviewing scheduling, observation,correlation, and analysis method.
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RFI monitoring using “mark5access” spectra and Python
programs

A. Neidhardt, R. Aktas, L. Rigon, Ch. Plötz

Abstract RFI monitoring is always an essential task.Wemade some experiments to monitor spectral powerlevels using the ”mark5access” spectra data from eachscan in combination with Python code to generatespectrograms (waterfall plots). It is a straight forwardmethod to present basic RFI information on-the-flyduring or directly after a session.

Keywords ”RFI” monitoring, spectrograms, Pythontools

1 Introduction

Radio frequency interference or related receiving ofunwanted signalswith radio telescopes is an increasingissue. With the coming of new authorized frequencybands for satellite Internet or mobile telecommunica-tion, unpolluted frequency ranges become really rare.In combination with strong senders at the base sta-tions sending into all directions, the situation is a criti-cal point for VGOS setups with broad band over a largefrequency range. The issue is not only a reduced qual-
A. NeidhardtFESG Wettzell, Technical University of Munich, Geodetic Obser-vatoryWettzell, Sackenrieder Str. 25, D-93444 Bad Kötzting, Ger-many
Rozerin Aktas, Luca RigonTechnical University of Munich, Forschungseinrichtung Satel-litengeodäsie Arcisstr. 21, D-80333 München Germany
Christian PlötzFederal Agency for Cartography and Geodesy Geodetic Observa-tory Wettzell, Sackenrieder Str. 25, D-93444 Bad Kötzting, Ger-many

ity. The over-saturated receiving units lead to completeblackouts of whole bands or in critical situations evento a destruction of low-noise amplifiers used in cryo-genic dewar environments. The results are high costsor even the end of a service at some areas.The knowledge of potential dangerous signals orchanging scenarios around observatories resultingfrom new sending stations is important and a firststep to adapt to a changing environment. Whileprofessional equipment like broadband spectrumanalyzer and direction finders are expensive, sothat continuous monitoring is not yet given at mostnetwork stations of the IVS, existing equipment canbe used to get a first qualitative overview. Softwarelike the ”mark5access” library of the DiFX correlationsoftware (see Brisken (2023)), originally also installedon Mark5 data recorders to give a local possibility ofdata quality checks, can be used to create spectraplots. A selection of plot data over complete 24 hoursessions in combinationwith pointing information givea suitable basis to create sky plots showing directionsof the strong sources.The following paper describes a demonstratorwrit-ten in Python which creates spectra plots and sky plotsusing the existing software packages.

2 Test workflow

A first test with an elementary demonstrator was doneduring the project ”Joining up Users for Maximizingthe Profile, the Innovation and Necessary Globaliza-tion of JIVE” (Jumping JIVE) funded by the EuropeanUnion (see JIVE (2019)). The demonstrator was writtenin Python and was able to create single spectra plots
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Fig. 1 Test workflow.

for each band of a scan (see Fig. 2) and spectrograms(waterfall plots) for predefined time intervals. Direc-tions had to be added manually to the spectra plotsusing the information from session summary files gen-erated by the VLBI Field System (originally NASA FieldSystem, see Himwich (2023)).

Fig. 2 Power spectra plot of a typical band A at Wettzell obser-vatory with impacts of unwanted signals.

The workflow of the demonstrator is shown in Fig.1. The focus was put on VGOS data, because they showbroader bands and the impact of RFI is much worse.VDIF data from the DBBC/FILA10G systems wererecorded on the Mark6 recorders. Each scan producesa corresponding file set on the disks of one or moremodules. 200 MB of one of these multi-threaded filesfor each single scan was copied after each recording.Such a multi-threaded file chunk is a snapshots of the

whole scan. The files were converted to single bandfiles using the Mark6 tool ”dqa”, so that four differentfiles were created representing band A (3032.4 -3512.4 MHz), B (5272.4 - 5752.4 MHz), C (6392.4 -6872.4MHz), and D (10232.4 - 10712.4MHz) (seeMing(2022)). Each band itself uses eight 32 MHz-channelsfor horizontal and eight 32 MHz-channels for verticalpolarization, so that a selection of frequencies arerepresented within the band.The separated files were used to createpower spectra numbers using ”m5spec” from the”mark5access” library of the DiFX software (seeBrisken (2008)). Additionally, ”gnuplot” was used toproduce single spectra plots for each scan directlyafter each scan. These plots were used as real-timefeedback for operators to evaluate the quality of thebands, e.g. if phase calibration tones with necessarysignal power could be detected. The power spectravalues were stored on separated directories for alater processing while the session was ongoing. All ofthe described steps were managed by a shell script”mk6 scan plotting.sh”, which was called each timeafter the recording in the ”postob” procedure of thesession schedule.After completing of a session, a separate Pythonscript was used to read the spectra values and producewaterfall plots (spectrograms). They show the time onthe x-axis, the frequency range on the y-axis, and thepower spectra numbers as qualitative ”power counts”with a color range over x an y. The result is a sequenceof color plots. The time interval can be selected, so thatsingle hours or the complete 24 hour sesion can beprinted.These spectrograms give a qualitative level of sig-nal power over time. Together with the pointing infor-mation of the telescope from the summary files gen-erated by the VLBI Field System (see Fig. 4), pointing
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Fig. 3 First results of a spectrogram of band A with reference data using session ”vt8175ws” of the year 2018.

Fig. 4 Selection of a summary file describing the scans of asession in the NASA Field System giving information of antennapointing (highlighted area).

directions can be added for each timestamp. This givesa first hint of directions with higher power received bythe antenna.

3 First results

Each test with a changed Python program is done usingdata session ”vt8175ws” of the year 2018 because thefirst program was finished at this time and new resultscan always be compared to the original output. A spec-trogram of band A for the time interval June 25th, 201822:24-23:24 UTC is shown in Fig. 3. The y-label with thefrequency band were added manually. The new pro-

Fig. 5 Sample of manual analysis of the data from Fig. 3 usingthe EMF map of the German Bundesnetzagentur.

grams from 2023 do this automatically. Additionally,a first combination with azimuth and elevation valuesfrom the summary file were made. The values on topof the diagram were manually arranged to the righttimestamp. This gives a first hint of directionswith highpower levels in the band.Additionally, the German regulation authority forfrequencies, the Bundesnetzagentur, offers an EMF
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Fig. 6 Workflow of the planned, automated analysis.

map showing registered base station senders for mo-bile telecommunication (see BNETZA (2023)), whichcan be used to overlay the directional informationfrom the spectrogram. A manual sample is shownin Fig. 5. The map shows the directions having thehighest power levels within the defined hour. Thisgives a first good evaluation of the quality, because itis assumed that they will point to senders in the nearenvironment of the observatory around Bad Kötzting.While the first manual demonstrations do not yetoffer a scientific accreditation, they are a first proof ofconcept, so that further tests are valuable.

4 Conclusions and outlook

Because of the benefit having such an on-the-fly ap-proach to get RFI information directly as byproduct ofthe real VLBI data, the TUMfinances a student positionover half a year to stabilize and extend the software.Most of themanual parts should be automated, so thatwaterfall models and other plots can be controlled us-ing program argument lists. The program should pro-duce sky plots and other useful outputs. Additionally,the snapshots of each scan should be produced auto-matically on the Flexbuff storage after the recordingand gathering of all scans of a complete observation.This avoids time delays and unwished influences dur-ing recording. This means an extension at different lev-els resulting in a workflow shown in Fig. 6.The following further tasks are planned:
• Test of the softwarewith current data sets from theyear 2023• Use of legacy S/X-data as well as VGOS data• Implementation of utilities from a direction finder,like maps with arrows or zoom bands

• Stabilization of the software, so that it can be usedat other antenna sites or eventually regularly atcorrelators• Establishing as GitHub tool• Evaluation of power levels to avoid influences ofspecific sources• Evaluation to convert the qualitative power valuecounts to real quantitative power levels using con-tinuous system temperatures
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New features of the IVS Seamless Auxiliary Data Archive (IVS
SADA) and the EVN Monitor

A. Neidhardt, S. Seidl, A. Keimpema

Abstract Auxiliary and meta data can be collected andoffered seamlessly with the IVS Seamless AuxiliaryData Archive (IVS SADA). Some antennas supportedthe data injection and especially with the Wettzellantennas it is possible to test new features. A similarapproach is made for the EVN with the EVN monitor.The presentation explains the functional principle ofthe IVS SADA and shows new features and possibilities.

Keywords Auxiliary data, data archive, meta data

1 Introduction

The IVS Seamless Auxiliary Data Archive (IVS SADA) andthe EVNMonitor was explained in detail in ”IVS Seam-less Auxiliary Data Archive (SADA) and EVNMonitor” inIVS 2022 General Meeting Proceedings (see Neidhardt(2022)). Both are databases accessible from the Inter-net to receive auxiliary meta data from radio observa-tories containing status, health, and helpful informa-tion used for correlation and analysis. Data can be ex-tracted from this database using a Python script on thebasis of an Application Programming Interface (API) forthe monitoring system ZABBIX, so that auxiliary datacan be extracted seamlessly.The benefits of such an archive are:
A. Neidhardt, S. SeidlFESG Wettzell, Technical University of Munich, Geodetic Obser-vatoryWettzell, Sackenrieder Str. 25, D-93444 Bad Kötzting, Ger-many
A. KeimpemaJoint Institute for VLBI ERIC, Oude Hoogeveensedijk 4, 7991 PDDwingeloo, The Netherlands

• Continuous, auxiliary data are of high interest• Additional data might be interesting for research• A centralized data repository is easy to access• A real-time overview of the observation network isvaluable• Preparations for dynamic observations might bepossible
This paper gives a short overview of further andcurrent ongoing developments.

2 Extended methods of data injection

The regular mechanism to inject data is to run a pro-gram ”zabbix sender” via an encrypted SSH call. Theprogram expects a list of arguments containing theidentifier of the data (key), the value, etc. The samplingrate is greater or equal to one second. But it automati-cally creates a local timestamp for the value without aconsideration of delays generated by the sending overthe Internet.If a timestamp should be added by the sender hold-ing the real date and time of creation of the data, aspecial table with UNIX timestamp, key and valuemustbe created which is then piped (”forwarded”) to thesender.To simplify the injection without these trouble-some process, a new program ”datasender” wasimplemented at the EVN monitor (see Keimpema(2023)). The program simplifies the workflow so thatthe UNIX timestamp can be directly added as programargument with an own identifier.Additionally, people at Wettzell observatory con-tinuously extends the API script ”ZabbixAPI.py” to notonly support the extraction of data but also to send
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data via the Zabbix API. Thiswouldmean that the scriptcan be used for sending and receiving of data.A disadvantage of this new script is that it requiresthe installation of the script and Python3 on the send-ing computer at the observatories, which is not nec-essary with the original method and the ”datasender”by EVN. But the script would help to reduce the pro-cessor load on the server machines, because each SSHcall of the SSH injection methods has a chain of acti-vations of operating system programs as consequence(e.g. ”sshd”, ”dbus”, ”polkitd”, ”postgresqld”). Bench-marks has shown that many injections with a repe-tition of one second can increase the processor loadtremendously, which is not the case if the API via anApache Web server is used.

3 Extensions for data extractions

Fig. 1 Resulting table of a data request to get seamless auxiliarypressure values.

Neidhardt (2022) describes the standard way torequest data with the Python script ”ZabbixAPI.py”.The program currently understands the following ar-guments:
• -h, –help: show this help message and exit• -ASC: Order values ascending (together with -K/-I and -L)• -ALL: Print all hosts and not just enabled ones (in combina-tion with -H and -L)• -C CONFFILEPATH: Use specified Configuration file• -DESC: Order values descending (together with -K/-I and -L)• -f: Print output to file with standard filename• -F FILENAMEOUT: Print output to file with individual file-name

• -G: Show a list of graphs of a host (together with -H)• -GID GRAPHID: Select a graph with graph-id and downloadPNG• -GW GRAPHWIDTH: Width of graph-PNG• -GH GRAPHHEIGHT: Height of graph-PNG• -GF GRAPHFILE: Filepath of graph-PNG• -H HOST: Select host with hostname or host ID• -I ITEM: Select item with ID• -K KEY: Select item with key• -L: Show a list of hosts, items (together with -H), or values(together with -K/-I/-TS/-TE)• -LIM LIMIT: Limit the number of requested records• -P: Show a list of problems (also together with -H/-TS/-TE)• -SIG SIGNLFOUR: Check problems and activate DERDACKSIGNL4 (https://www.signl4.com/de/) with team secret• -TS STARTDATE: Start time of records [”YYYY-MM-DDHH:MM:SS”]• -TE STOPDATE: Stop time of records [”YYYY-MM-DDHH:MM:SS”]• -VL VERBOSITYLEVEL: Verbosity level [0=off, 1=basic, 2=de-tailled]

Fig. 2 Resulting sample PNG graph image of seamless auxiliarypressure values.

The standard request to get individual seam-less data sets e.g. is python.exe ZabbixAPI.py -C

config evn.ini -L -H YEBES 000 NASAFieldSystem

-K ERC.PRESSURE -TS "2022-03-15 18:15:00" -TE

"2022-03-15 18:30:00", which requests a list of pres-sure data for the time period March 15th, 2023 18:15to 18:30 UT of antenna YEBES using the ZABBIXconfiguration in ”config evn.ini”. The result is shownin Fig. 1. The data table can also be stored to a text
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Fig. 3 Sample APP screen for DERDACK SIGNL4 showing the lat-est signals sent by the webhook of the ZabbixAPI script.

file, so that it can be read by another program to plotor process extracted data.Very new is the feature to directly get plots as PNGfiles for specified time periods. The correspondingarguments are ”-GID” (graph identifier in ZABBIX),”-GW” (width of resulting PNG), ”-GH” (height ofresulting PNG), and ”-GF” (filepath to store PNG).A simple request e.g. is python.exe ZabbixAPI.py -C

config evn.ini -GID 1237 and the result is shown inFig. 2.

Another very new feature is the activation of awebhook to send alerts to DERDACK SIGNL4, a mobilealerting and anywhere incident management platform(see Derdack (2023)), using the argument ”-SIG”. Thecall checks the alarms of the latest full minute. If a newalert of a specific level is active, it sends a signal toDERDACK SIGNL4 and activates an alerting sequenceby phone call, SMS, and SIGNL4 APP on mobilephones (see Fig. 3) according to a predefined dutyscheduling for the on-call service. The system is usedto organize the automatic alerting during autonomousVLBI observations at Wettzell observatory.

4 Ongoing work for automated session
reports

Fig. 4 Sample quality report.

Currently the work is ongoing on the basis of thenew features. A new Python script is under develop-ment which creates session reports directly after thesession containing
• a quality report which is generated from sessionlog files using specific regular expressions and er-ror messages (see Fig. 4),• plots for temperature, humidity, pressure, ca-ble, and clock offset taken from ZABBIX via”ZabbixAPI.py” as described,• and a list of the error messages taken from the logfile.

The script is no yet completed, but quality reportsare generate regularly for allWettzell antennas, so thateven quality numbers can be derived for the differentmonths of a year and a whole year used as qualitymetrics for the quality process at Wettzell (see Schüler(2019). Additionally, all related files (SNP, PRC, sum-
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mary files, etc.) are stored in a session archive for allWettzell antennas, so that they can be evaluated laterin case of issues found later in the processing of thesessions.

5 Conclusion

Even if currently not too many stations participate,Wettzell benefits from such an archive for it’s own an-tennas. The system offers a live health status, so thaton-call staff can interact just in time. Sytsem changescan be detected due to long time series. Trends can befound and algorithms can be evaluated against.This would also be beneficial for the whole IVS net-work. In combination with other performance metricstaken from correlation and analysis reports, it wouldhelp to improve the whole network using a fast feed-back loop. Some of the parameters are already pre-pared, e.g. for the AuScope telescopes. Therefore, anidea to combine these programs came up during theEVGAworkshop. Itmight lead to a newworking groupdfor IVS Success Analyis and Station Feedback, whichuses automated feedback structures. People at AuS-cope and at the TUMalready started to generalize theircodes. The TUM even funded a student job to imple-ment the extraction of some details from log files andso on. First team meetings are already held. Furtheron, a combination with ideas of dynamic scheduling orVLBI Communications Center (VCC) might also lead tofaster turnarounds.
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Improved modelling for future VLBI contributions to ITRF

T. Nilsson, K. Le Bail, R. Haas

Abstract In the latest realization of the InternationalTerrestrial Reference System, ITRF2020, the VLBI scaleseems to have a drift after 2013.75. The reason for thisis not yet understood. In this work we investigate if itcould be caused by one of the models used in the VLBIdata analysis. To begin with, we show that the drift isreduced by 40 % if two additional breaks are added tothe Ny-Ålesund station. Furthermore, we investigatethe impact of the models for gravitational deforma-tion, thermal deformation, pole tide, geophysical load-ing, celestial reference frame, and post seismic defor-mations. Our results show that none of the modelscould explain of the scale drift completely, although bychangingmodels for geophysical loading and post seis-mic displacement, the drift could be reduced by 20 %.The results also show that somemodels – like those forthermal deformation, pole tide, and geophysical load-ing – could introduce seasonal signals in the estimatedscale if not applied in the VLBI analysis.
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1 Introduction

Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) is used, to-gether with Satellite Laser (SLR), to realize the scale
Tobias Nilsson1,2 · Karine Le Bail2 · Rüdiger Haas2

(1) Lantmäteriet – The Swedish mapping, cadastral and land reg-istration authority, Lantmäterigatan 2C, SE-801 82 Gävle, Swe-den(2) Chalmers University of Technology, Department of Space,Earth and Environment, Onsala Space Observatory, SE–439 92Onsala, Sweden

of the International Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF).Hence, it is important that the scale provided by VLBIhas a high quality. However, for the latest ITRF solu-tion, ITRF2020 (Altamimi et al., 2023), it was notedthat the VLBI scale had a drift after 2013.75. For thisreason, VLBI sessions observed after 2013.75 do notcontribute to the ITRF2020 scale. The reason for thisapparent VLBI scale drift is so-far not known.Several suggestions on what could be causing theVLBI scale drift have been made. One possibility isproblems at one or more stations. This could be eithertechnical problems with the antenna or receiver, ornon-linear station motions not taken properly intoaccount in the ITRF combination. For example, it hasbeen suggested that one explanation could be thatthe VLBI station at Ny-Ålesund, Spitsbergen, Norway,experiences a non-linear land uplift due to present-day ice-melting (Kierulf et al., 2022). Since this wasnot taken into account in the ITRF2020 combination,it could have affected the ITRF2020 scale.Another possibility could be problems in one (ormore) of the models used in the VLBI data analysis.For example, for ITRF2020 gravitational deformationmodels were applied for six stations, for the first timein an ITRF solution. It is known that correcting for thegravitational deformation affects the estimated stationcoordinates, especially the height, thus this might alsoaffect the ITRF scale and possibly its drift. Other possi-bilities include thermal deformation and loading mod-els used in the data analysis.In this work we investigate the impact of a numberof different models on the VLBI scale.
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2 Data analysis

2.1 VLBI analysis

We analysed all high quality 24-h geodetic VLBIsessions with four or more stations from the period1990-2022, in total 5351 sessions (only legacy S/Xsessions were used). The analysis was done withthe ASCOT software (Artz et al., 2016), using thesettings and models recommended for ITRF2020.We applied gravitational deformation models forten telescopes, using the models provided by theIVS Analysis Coordinator in January 2023 (containingmodels for four additional telescopes, comparedto what was used in ITRF2020). The coordinates ofthe ICRF3 (International Celestial Reference Frame3, Charlot et al., 2020) defining sources were fixedto their ICRF3 values, while the other radio sourcecoordinates were estimated for each session. Non-tidal atmospheric loading were corrected, using theatmospheric loading product provided by the ViennaUniversity of Technology (Wijaya et al., 2013).We also calculated a number of alternative solu-tions to the standard solution described in the previ-ous paragraph. In each one of these, one model waschanged in the VLBI data analysis compared to thestandard solution. The models we varied were: grav-itational deformation models (applying it for ten, six,or no telescopes), thermal deformation (applying/notapplying), using the temperature from observationsfrom the empirical GPT2 (Lagler et al., 2013) model),pole tide (models from different IERS Conventions, ornot applying), geophysical loading (applying differentmodels, or not at all), Celestial reference frame (ICRF3or ICRF2), and post-seismic deformation models (PSD,models from ITRF2020, ITRF2014 and DTRF2020).

2.2 CATREF analysis

After calculating the VLBI solutions, the resultingSINEX files of all sessions were combined with theCATREF software (the software used for creatingITRF2020) to create a Terrestrial Reference Frame(TRF). Here we used the same list of discontinuitiesas used in generating ITRF2020, except that twoextra discontinuities were introduced at Ny-Ålesund

(see Sec. 3.1). The origin and orientation of the TRFwere realized by applying No-Net-Translation andNo-Net-Rotation constraints relative to ITRF2020 fora number of stable stations with long observationhistory. The scale was realized through so-calledinternal constraints (Altamimi et al., 2023):
(
AT A

)−1
AT S = 0 , (1)

where
A =




1 t1 − t0... ...
1 tN − t0


 , (2)

and S = [s1 . . .sN ]
T . Here si denotes the scale of the

i:th session, observed at epoch ti, and t0 is the refer-ence epoch of the TRF. Just as in ITRF2020, we onlyused sessions observed before 2013.75 and having anetwork volume of more than 1019 m3 for the scale re-alization.The output of the CATREF analysis includes, amongother parameters, the scale of each individual VLBI ses-sion relative to the scale of the combined TRF. By inves-tigating these scale time series, we can study how thedifferent models we varied in the VLBI data analysis af-fect the scale.

3 Results

3.1 The Ny-Ålesund station

Figure 1 shows the time series of the scale from thestandard solution. As seen in the upper plot, there isa positive drift in the last couple of years (the meandrift after 2013.75 is 0.182 ppb/year, compared to0.004 ppb/year before 2013.75). This is consistentwith what was found for the ITRF2020 (Altamimi et al.,2023), showing that the scale drift seen in ITRF2020 isalso present in our TRF solution.As discussed in Section 1, one reason for the scaledrift could be non-linear land uplift at Ny-Ålesund. Totest the impact of this we introduced two additionalvelocity discontinuities at this station: one at 2015.3and one at 2020.0. The scale time series from this 2ndsolution is shown in the lower plot of Fig. 1. We can seethat this approach reduces the scale drift significantly(mean drift after 2013.75 reduced to 0.111 ppb/year),
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Fig. 1 Time series of the scale of the TRF derived from thestandard solution. The yellow dots denote sessions includedin the scale determination of the TRF, the other sessions areshown in blue. The smoothed time series (weighted averageover ±1 year) is shown in red. The upper plot depicts the solu-tion when using the same station discontinuities as used in thegeneration of ITRF2020 (Altamimi et al., 2023). The resulting av-erage scale drift after 2013.75 is 0.182 ppb/year. The lower plotdepicts the solution when adding two additional discontinuitiesforNy-Ålesund (see text), and gives a resulting average scale driftafter 2013.75 of 0.111 ppb/year.

although it did not disappear completely. We also cal-culated a variety of further solutions, e.g. placing thevelocity discontinuities at different epochs or even re-moving the Ny-Ålesund station completely from theanalysis. However, these attempts did not result in anysignificantly lower scale drift then what is seen in thelower plot of Fig. 1. Hence, non-linear motion of Ny-Ålesund seems to partly explain the scale drift, butnot completely. In the following investigations, we in-cluded the two extra breaks at Ny-Ålesund at epochs

2015.3 and 2020.0 and used it as our standard solu-tion.

3.2 Impact of different models

For each alternative solution, we compared the scaletime series to that of the standard solution. We lookedat possible differences in the long-termdrift, especiallyafter 2013.75, as well as other interesting differences,such as annual variations. The scale differences be-tween three alternative solutions and the standard so-lution is shown in Fig. 2.The top plot of Fig. 2 shows the difference betweenthe solution without and gravitational deformationmodels and the standard solution. As can be seen, thescale differences are very small. We also calculateda solution where we used the same gravitationaldeformation as in ITRF2020 (which contained modelsfor six antennas). Also for these solutions the scaledid not differ significantly from that of the standardsolution. Hence, our results show that the applicationof graviational deformation modeles do no cause anydrift in the scale.The middle plot of Fig.2 shows difference betweenthe solution where no thermal deformation correc-tions were applied and the standard solution. As seen,the scale drift is not affected significantly. However, wecan see that the difference in scale relative to the stan-dard solution has a annual variation, with an ampli-tude of a few tenths of ppb. This could be expected.In summer, when the temperature is high, the ther-mal deformationwill cause the telescopes to expand. Ifnot corrected, this will cause an increase in the scale.Since most VLBI telescopes are located on the north-ern hemisphere, not correcting for thermal deforma-tion will thus cause the scale to be larger in the north-ern hemisphere summer. We can note that the ampli-tude of the annual variations seems to decrease afterabout 2012. This is likely due to that more southernhemisphere stations have joined the VLBI network inrecent years.In the bottom plot of Fig. 2 the effect of using geo-physical loadingmodels (atmosphere, non-tidal ocean,and hydrology) from the International Mass LoadingService (IMLS, Petrov, 2015) is shown (the standard so-lution only used corrections for atmospheric loading).We can not see that this solution has a lower scale
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Fig. 2 Time series of the differences in scale between three al-ternative solutions and the standard solution (see Fig. 1). The up-per plot shows the solution when no applying gravitational de-formation models, the middle plot shows the solution not usingthermal deformation, and the lower plot shows the solution us-ing geophysical loading from IMLS. The yellow dots denote ses-sions included in the scale determination of the TRF, the othersessions are in blue, and red dots show the smoothed time se-ries.

Table 1 The scale drift after 2013.75 from the different solutionscalculated in this work.
Solution Drift Uncertainty[ppb/year] [ppb/year]Standard 0.111 0.009
No Gravitational deformation 0.110 0.009Gravitational def. for six stations 0.110 0.009No Thermal def. 0.114 0.009Temperature from GPT2 0.115 0.009IERS 2010 mean pole model 0.105 0.009No pole tide correction 0.104 0.009Loading from IMLS 0.098 0.009Source coordinates from ICRF2 0.132 0.009ITR2014 PSD models 0.103 0.009DTRF2020 PSD models 0.097 0.009

drift after 2013.75 (to 0.098 ppb/year) compared tothe standard solution (0.111 ppb/year). The scale dif-ferences also show annual variations. This is probablydue to annual variations in the non-tidal ocean and thehydrological loadings, together with the fact that moststations are on the northern hemisphere. Also in thiscase the amplitude of the annual variations decreasein recent years, likely due to the increased number ofstations in the southern hemisphere.In Table 1 the scale drift after 2013.75 is shown forthe standard solution as well as for all the alternativesolutions we calculated. The scale drift is not affecteddramatically by any of the models, although somesmaller impacts can be noted. The biggest reductionin the scale drift (about 0.01 ppb/year) we get whenusing loading from IMLS (as discussed above) aswell as when using the Post-Seismic Deformation(PSD) models from DTRF2020 (Seitz et al., 2023)instead of those from ITRF2020. We also calculateda solution using both loading from IMLS and PSDfrom DRTF2020, which resulted in a scale drift of0.085 ppb/year. Furthermore, an increase of the driftof about 0.02 ppb/year can be noted when using theradio soucre coordinates from ICRF2 instead of fromICRF3.Wehave also seen that somemodels affect the sea-sonal variations of the scale. Apart from the thermaldeformation and the loading models (as noted above),not applying for pole tide loading also results in an an-nual variation in the scale. The other investigatedmod-els do not significantly affect the seasonal scale varia-tions.
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Modelling for future VLBI ITRF contributions

4 Conclusions

The biggest impact on the scale drift seen in this workis when adding additional breaks to the Ny-Ålesundstation. This shows that it is important to have goodmodelling of possible non-linear stationmotions whenestimating a global TRF, such as the ITRF.The results of this investigation also show that theinvestigatedmodels do not affect the long-termdrift ofthe estimated scale significantly. The reason is proba-bly because the modelled effects do not have any sig-nificant long-term trends, hence they cannot cause anyscale drift. For example, it is well-known that applyinggravitational deformation in VLBI analysis affects theestimated vertical coordinates, hence an effect on thescale could be expected. However, the effect is con-stant in time, hence the application of such models donot affect the long-term drift of the scale. Neverthe-less, it is important to use as good models as possiblein the VLBI analysis to estimate a reliable scale, espe-cially to avoid seasonal variations in the scale.
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VLBI correlator Wettzell - One year of experience as IVS
correlator
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Abstract The Geodetic Observatory Wettzell (GOW)in Germany was enhanced with a VLBI correlation fa-cility. A high performance cluster (HPC) based DiFXVLBI correlator replaced obsolete hardware in Decem-ber 2020, thus providing the performance to prop-erly handle VGOS observations. The VLBI correlatorat Wettzell is acknowledged as an official IVS corre-lation component, contributing to the IVS correlationresources since late 2021. A special focus was laid onserving a timely deltaUT1 estimation with a dedicatedIVS VGOS Intensive observation program between Mc-Donald Observatory (MGO) and Wettzell. Additionally,since December 2022, regular IVS VGOS 24h sessionsare assigned to the Wettzell correlator. An upgrade ofthe storage capacity and the internet data rate to 10Gbps was done to manage the increased amount ofdata of these 24h VGOS sessions. Experiences while es-tablishing the correlation facility will be given.
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1 Introduction

The Geodetic Observatory Wettzell contributes since1983 with the 20 m radio telescope as a network sta-tion to the international VLBI community. During theyears, several other components were added. The Ger-man Antarctic Receiving Station (GARS) O’Higgins inAntarctica was established in 1991.Since 2002, the 6 m radio telescope TIGO (Trans-portable Integrated Geodetic Observatory) in Chilewas operated and then moved then to Argentina in2016. Since then, it is named Argentinian GermanGeodetic Observatory (AGGO). In 2013, the VGOS twinradio telescopes Wettzell-South and Wettzell-Northextended the geodetic infrastructure at the GOW. Allof these network stations take part in a broad rangeof VLBI observation programs (e.g., R1, R4, T2, VGOS,various Intensive programs). The IVS VLBI operationcenter DACH (Deutschland: BKG, Austria: TU Wien,Confoederatio Helvetica: ETH Zürich) started opera-tions in November 2019. In September 2020, the IVSSeamless Auxiliary Data Archive (SADA) was initiatedat Wettzell. The latest addition is the establishment ofthe IVS VLBI correlator Wettzell (WETZ) in September2021. Since then, the activities were continuouslyenhanced and in particular within the last year, thecorrelation program was extended with 24h VGOSnetwork correlations.

2 VLBI correlator Wettzell - hardware
and software overview

The hardware topology was specified as a High-Performance-Cluster (HPC) configuration. Three head
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Fig. 1 Wettzell VLBI correlator: Hardware block diagram.

nodes (one of them is used for data transfers) and 24compute nodes are available. The data is transportedover an Infiniband bus system, which interconnectsall related hardware units. The HPC-storage capacitywith an amount of 834 Terabyte (TB) was upgradedat the beginning of 2023 with a new storage serverunit. This extended the total available correlatorcapacity to a level of 3.1 Petabyte. A dual-UPS protectsagainst power failures and more frequent power linetransients.Ansible is the software tool used for provisioning,configuration management and application deploy-ment of the HPC. As software correlator application,DiFX is used (Deller et al., (2011)) and for the subse-quent fringe-fitting process the Haystack ObservatoryPost-processing System (HOPS) is installed. To managedifferent users and configurations for all correlationduties, the SLURM (Simple Linux Utility for ResourceManagement) workload manager was introduced.Currently, two basic configuration sets are in use. Onefor VGOS (DiFX version 2.5.4, hops 3.24) and anotherone for legacy S/X correlation (DiFX 2.6.3, hops 3.24).

3 Current IVS correlation program

The milestones towards an official IVS VLBI correlatorcomponent were the start of VLBI short baseline

observations at the GOW since 2016 (Phogat et al.(2018)). Since 2018, a domestic Intensive VLBI sessionprogram with AGGO and Wettzell was established(Plötz et al. (2019)). Furthermore, in this context, afew dedicated VLBI sessions between Wettzell, AGGOand O’Higgins were conducted. In 2019, the initial,low-throughput initial correlator hardware needed tobe replaced. Therefore, the specification of a new cor-relation hardware was defined and after completingthe acquisition process, the system was installed at theend of December 2020. This enabled the processingof much more demanding VLBI sessions in terms ofcomputing performance.Currently, several session types from the Interna-tional VLBI Service (IVS) are assigned to the Wettzellcorrelator. The one hour IVS VGOS Intensive-seriesS23 between McDonald (Mg), located in Texas/USand Wettzell (Ws) in Wettzell/Germany is normallyobserved on Tuesdays at 19:45 UT. After the S23session has finished, a short calibration session (S3A),which takes 10 minutes, is appended, with the aim toget further details about correlation, source charac-terization, and slewing characterization of the radiotelescopes involved.The latest addition to the Wettzell correlator is theVO session type, which takes 24 hours of observationtime in the VGOS network and initiated with the firstVO session in December 2022. So far, three sessions
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Fig. 2 VGOS Intensive baseline: McDonald (Mg) to Wettzell(Ws).

were processed, with a VGOS network size of 7 to 8 sta-tions each and about 300 Terabyte of data were trans-ferred to the Wettzell correlator per session. The com-puting time was approximately 14 hours per session.

4 Correlator experiences

The initial HPC-storage size was 834 Terabyte and with-out an upgrade to 3.1 Petabyte, a regular operationof VGOS 24h sessions would not be possible. The im-plication is that also the VGOS baseband data fromthe Wettzell VGOS network station (Ws) need to bestored on the HPC-storage as shared resource. Anotherissue was the data rate limit to 5 Gbps for up- anddownload of VLBI raw data, which was enhanced to 10Gbps in May 2023. This was a necessary enhancementfor being prepared to handle different and challengingVLBI raw data flow scenarios in the future. Particularly,the high-volume incoming data streams of all included24h VGOS network stations must not disrupt the datatransfers of the high priority VGOS and legacy S/X datatransfers from and to Wettzell.Due to a maintenance period of the VGOS networkstation Wettzell-South (Ws), there were no VGOSIntensive sessions (S-series) to correlate betweenNovember 2022 and March 2023. Significant improve-ments on the VLBI correlator software part were donewith the SLURM workload manager. Furthermore, anessential step was the installation of the automaticreport generation script from USNO and the currentfourfit update to HOPS version 3.24 with applyinga priori ionospheric delay windows within HOPSfourfit application. As part of the experience collected

within the last year of correlator operations, variousproblems could be identified and solved. Samples are:Polarization swap, problems with low noise amplifiers(LNA) leading to lower sensitivity as well as dealingwith corrupted baseband data.

5 Conclusions and outlook

The VLBI correlator Wettzell started in December 2021its regular operations as an official IVS component.Currently, the IVS sessions S23 and S3a, dedicated24h VGOS Intensives, as well as complete 24h VGOSsessions are assigned to the Wettzell VLBI correlator.The next step is to develop an automated VGOSIntensive correlation workflow. The configuration andsetup management of the HPC-based VLBI correlatoris based on the well-established software tool-chainsof Ansible and SLURM. An advantage of the closeintegration into the infrastructure of the Geodetic Ob-servatory Wettzell is that the recorded raw VLBI dataof the Wettzell network stations are instantaneouslyavailable. This gives an advantage towards a fasterprocessing workflow. The VLBI correlation resourcesat Wettzell are capable of yielding for more sessionsto correlate. The prerequisite upgrades concerningthe internet bandwidth with a rate of 10 Gbps andthe correlator storage capacity enhancements to 3.1Petabyte were successfully implemented. This sets theVLBI correlator at Wettzell to a the full extent usableVLBI correlation facility.
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Abstract Comparing distant atomic clocks is very im-portant for international timekeeping, global position-ing and tests of fundamental physics. Optical clocksare the most technologically advanced devices for fre-quency generation with a stability of 10−18. In the nearfuture they could be used in the redefinition of the SIsecond replacing the current one defined using themi-crowave transition of a Cs atom. Optical fiber link net-works allow the most performing optical clocks to becomparedondistances up to two thousand kilometers,but for longer distances clock comparisons are lim-ited by the performances of satellite frequency trans-fer techniques. In this presentation we show the useof high-frequency geodetic VLBI as an alternative tech-nique for long distance frequency transfer. A K-band24-hour experiment involving six antennas between
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Europe and Korea was carried out in order to esti-mate the clock rate between the H-masers of Medic-ina and KRISS sites. These masers were connected andcalibrated against two Ytterbium lattice optical clocksin INRiM (Italy) and KRISS (Korea). The fractional fre-quency difference between the optical clocks was thusevaluated.

Keywords Optical clocks, VLBI technique, optical fiberlinks

1 Introduction

Atomic clocks based on optical transitions can reachfractional frequency uncertainties at the 10−18 level(McGrew et al. (2018),Ushijima et al. (2015), Breweret al. (2019)) already improving by two order ofmagnitude the performance of microwave clocks suchas Cesium fountains (Wynards & Weyers (2005))that are used to define the International System ofUnits (SI) second and are the standard in interna-tional timekeeping (Panfilo & Arias (2019)). Basedon the fast improvement in optical clock technologyit is foreseen that optical clocks will replace the Csfountains in the definition of the SI second (Riehle etal. (2018)). The remote comparison of such clockson intercontinental distances is fundamental to checktheir consistency in view of such a redefinition. Opticalclocks are also already used in tests of special andgeneral relativity (Sanner et al. (2019)), laboratorysearches of the variation of fundamental constants(Godun et al. (2014)) and chronometric levelling(i.e. the usage of gravitational redshift to determine
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absolute height differences, (Grotti et al. (2018),Mehlstäubler et al. (2018)). Future applications ofclock comparisons also involve the establishment ofquantum networks for secure communications andtiming (Komar et al. (2014)) and gravitational wavedetection (Kolkovitz et al. (2016)). Coherent opticalfibre links can disseminate frequency references viaoptical frequency combs up to about two thousandkilometres with frequency instabilities of the orderof 10−19 (Calonico et al. (2014), Clivati et al. (2015),Clivati et al. (2020)) but they cannot be used onintercontinental distances. On such large distancesoptical clock comparisons rely upon GNSS frequencytransfer (via the Integer Precise Point Positioningtechnique, (Petit et al. (2015)) and Two-Way SatelliteTime and Frequency Transfer (TWSTFT, Fujieda et al.(2014)). A recent addition to this suite of frequencytrasfer techniques is space geodesy: the Very LongBaseline Interferometry (VLBI) observations of distantquasars to study Earth crustal motions and orientationparameters (Pole wobbling and Length of Day). Clockmodel parameters in network antennas are alsoadjusted in the Normal Equation minimization and arethen used to compare the behaviour (in particular theclock drift) of H-maser station clocks and thus opticalclocks in a metrological chain.A successful VLBI campaign to compare opticallattice clocks between National Institute for Communi-cation Technology (NICT, Japan) and Istituto Nazionaledi Ricerca Metrologica (INRiM, Italy) has been carriedout in 2018-2019 (Pizzocaro et al. (2021), Sekido et al.(2021)), in which two small (2.4-meter diameter) trans-portable antennas (nodes), one located in Koganei(Japan) and the other at the radio station of Medicinahave observed a list of bright quasars together with alarge (34-meter) antenna (the hub) in Kashima (Japan),all three antennas being equipped with broadband (2-14 GHz) NINJA feeds. The node-hub configuration waschosen because the small antenna pair do not reachenough signal-to-noise ratio in geodetic observationson enough bright targets. The baseline between thesmall antennas is computed as a closure delay relationstarting from their baselines with the hub antenna.The relative fractional frequency difference betweenthe H-masers commanding the Koganei and Medicinasmall antennas was thus computed. This was a linkin the metrological chain connecting the INRiM Yboptical clock to the NICT Sr optical clock via a leg of theItalian Quantum Backbone (IQB) for optical fiber fre-

Fig. 1 Schematic view of the full experiment set-up in the 2021Dec observations.

quency reference dissemination (the Torino-Medicina550 km link, Clivati et al. (2020)) and optical fiberlink in Koganei. The resulting frequency deviationbetween Ytterbium and Strontium clocks measuredvia the VLBI link was y(Y b/Sr) = 2.5(2.8) × 10−16

in agreement with previous measurements and animprovement in term of uncertainty with respectto the frequency deviation obtained via GPS-IPPP(y(Y b/Sr) =−3.2(4.0)×10−16).

2 Method

We used the geodetic VLBI technique in a network ofantennas between Italy (32-m antenna in Medicina),Spain (40-m Yebes antenna) and Korea (one 22-mNational Geographic Information Institute SejongVLBI antenna and three 21-m Korean VLBI Networkantennas, KVN) to determine the fractional frequencydifference between H-maser clocks in Korea andMedicina and thus indirectly compare the Yb opticallattice clocks in the national metrological institutesINRiM (Torino, Italy) and Korean Research Institute forStandards and Science (KRISS, Korea) by estimatingtheir relative frequency deviation. The KRISS H-maserclock signal was transferred to Sejong station via anoptical fiber link provided by the Korean Instituteof Science & Technology Information (KISTI), whilethe IQB optical fiber link connects the optical clock
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Fig. 2 Residuals of theGroupDelays in the 2021Dec experimentanalysed using nuSolve. No ionospheric correction was appliedat this stage.

disciplined H-maser clock in Torino with the Medicinastation H-maser clock. The VLBI sessions are matchedby a GPS-IPPP measurement campaign for the com-parison between the two techniques (see Fig. 1 for ascheme of the full experimental set-up).

3 Results

The first observing session in the Optical Clock Com-parison VLBI campaign was performed on Dec 16th-17th, 2021 in a 24-hour experiment in K-band at the fre-quency range 21-21.4 GHz. Six antennas were involved:Medicina, Yebes, Sejong (already part of the IVS net-work) plus the three antennas of the Korean VLBI Net-work (Tanma, Yonsei and Ulsan). Sur sked was used toschedule the run made of 450 scans with targets cho-sen from a list of tens of sources in a typical geodeticscheme: short scans (2-3min) were performed span-ning all azimiths and elevations available at the observ-ing stations in order to better characterise the tropo-spheric parameters. The LEVEL0 raw data from the sixantennaswere transfered to the Bologna andKASI datacentres for correlation. Fringe fitting was performedin HOPS fourfit. A VGOSdb database was created andread into nuSolve (Bolotin et al. (2014)) and VieVSv3.2 (Boehm et al. (2018)) for analysis. As the dataare single-band in order to correct for ionospheric ef-fects on antenna delays an External Ionospheric Filematching the observing scan sequence was created inVieVS taking the vertical Total Electron Content val-ues from the International GNSS Service Global Iono-

spheric maps. Standard a-priori model set-ups wereused in the data modelling including Vienna MappingFunctions v3 (VMF3, Landskron & Boehm (2018)) forthe treatment of tropospheric delay. The group delayresiduals vs observing time are shown in Fig. 2. Therelevant clock parameters (clock rate and its uncer-tainty) on the baseline between Medicina and Sejongwere extracted from the VieVS LEVEL3 parameter out-put structure. The comparison between the quantita-tive results obtained by the Bologna and KASI datasetsis still ongoing and final geodetic and metrological re-sults will be published in a forthcoming paper.

4 Conclusions and outlook

Here we described why it is important to comparedistant optical clocks for the redefinition of the SIsecond by 2030 using an optical frequency transitionas the standard and how this purpose will be achieved:on the longest distances, where optical fiber linksbecome unavailable, using the GNSS, TWSTF transferand VLBI techniques. We then moved to describe theItalian-Japanese optical clock comparison via the VLBItechnique achieved through the use of customed builtsmall-dish transportable antennas which improvedon the performance of the GNSS frequency transfermeasurement campaign carried out simultaneouslyby almost a factor of 2. Finally we reported on thestart of an observing and measuring campaign aimedat comparing optical clock frequency differences onintercontinental distances between Italy and Koreausing the geodetic VLBI technique in K-band.
The Italian-Korean collaboration involving metro-logical and radio astronomical institutes will make useof the Korean-designed Compact Tri-band Receivers(CTR) operating simultanously at K-, Q- and W-band(Han et al. (2017)) and of space geodesy techniques.The CTR will also be installed on Italian radio antennasin 2024 and in Korea on the KVNYonsei antenna andonthe new Pyeonchang antenna. KISTI, KRISS and KoreaAstronomy and Space Science Institute (KASI) are alsoworking on implementing coherent wave optical fiberfrequency link between KRISS and the Korean anten-nas. This time gap will allow our collaboration to testthe general infrastructure and observing techniques.An optimal frequency set-up in the range 18-116 GHz
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on the CTRs will be selected. Target sources in com-mon view between Italy and Korea and based on an-tenna sensitivity and absence of source structure willbe chosen from the International Celestial ReferenceFrame (Charlot et al. (2020)). VieSched++ (Schartner& Boehm (2019)) will be used to simulate the bestscheduling strategy. High-speed dedicated link for datatransfer will be implemented by GARR (Italy) and KISTI(Korea). The large volume of LEVEL0 data will be cor-related by the DiFX (Deller et al. (2007)) correlatorboth in Italy and Korea. This will be performed by anupgraded Bologna computing cluster and Korea na-tional supercomputer. Data analysis of the correlatedfringe fitted datasets will be performed on VieVS or nu-Solve. The Source Frequency Phase Referencing tech-nique (Rioja & Dodson (2020)) will also be exploredtogether with injected phase cal signal for improvingphase stability and thus the uncertainty on the clockrate. A GPS-IPPP measurement campaign will be alsocarried out commensally to the VLBI sessions in orderto compare the two techniques. The final goal of theproject by the year 2026 is to to measure clock fre-quency differences with a relative uncertainty level of
10−17.
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First Experiences with the VLBI Quality Control System at
Wettzell
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Abstract The Federal Agency for Cartography andGeodesy (BKG) introduced a Quality ManagementSystem in 2022. A certification process according tothe most recent international standard ISO 9001:2015followed the same year. This was a motivation toextend the existing quality control system for theVLBI radio telescopes at the Observatory. Realtimesystem monitoring mechanisms already do existsince a longer period of time. In-situ auto-correlationof selected scans is possible right after recordingto tackle back selected problems. In addition, thesystematic analysisof output files from correlationas well as geodetic analysiswas introduced in 2022.The statistical analyses are carried out automatically.Moreover, a weekly quality review is conducted, fol-lowing the established guidelines for information andfeedback. In this contribution, we will briefly reviewthe quality control system and provide a connectionto the Continuous Improvement Process (CIP). The CIPis a core aspect of a well-working quality managementsystem. Finally, we highlight the experiences gainedso far regarding its effectiveness.
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1 Introduction

A Quality Management System (QMS) was formally in-troduced and externally certified according to the ISO9001:2015 standard in 2022. The VLBI measurementsas well as VLBI raw data correlation are incorporatedin a so-called core process. One key aspect in such amanagement system is the effective implementationof mechanisms that warrant a continuous improve-ment of quality. No doubt, quality aspects are part ofour everyday work at the Observatory. Our main ques-tion is: Are our telescopes delivering the data at a qual-ity level expected for the particular purpose? A ques-tion that is, however, not always easy to answer rightat the very moment at that very site. Mechanisms im-plemented earlier comprise:Realtime system monitoring: Various telescope pa-rameters as well as environmental conditions are con-stantly monitored, and error states or warnings are is-sued to our on-call service in case thresholds are ex-ceeded or suspicious patterns in the data are detected.This system is ofmajor importance, but with a focus onmachine safety and technical functionality. Therefore,we cannot always nor fully answer whether the groupdelay arriving on the virtual desk of an analyst is suffi-ciently precise or not.In-situ correlation: Wettzell features a local corre-lation facility for mission-critical sessions. Before anykind of cross-correlation is starting, the data from ourtelescopes can be auto-correlated locally. This enables
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Fig. 1 Processing and decision chain illustrating the steps from data collection for statistical process control, its analysisand the or-ganization of weekly and annual quality control reviews as well as the formation of quality circles and the initiation of a (continuous)improvement process to implement changes leading to improved quality.

us to tackle back problems such as an instable local os-cillator, for instance. Clearly, though a useful tool, thismethod only covers selected aspects. It is one facet inthe quality assurance chain.

2 SPC - Statistical Process Control

Manyways exist regarding how to deal with quality im-provement. ISO 9001:2015 does not demand to em-ploy any dedicated method. This is free to the partic-ular organization to decide. Our approach is a combi-nation of classical elements of CIP1, we make use ofregular Quality Circles, and we try to base our deci-sion on statistical analyses. Note that this contributiondoes not cover the whole picture of an SPC in a waythis term is usually understood in industry. Instead, thisfirst paper is devoted to an initial overview about thebasic functionality of the statistical analysissystem andits organization at the Geodetic Observatory Wettzell(GOW). Fig. 1 illustrates our approach:
1. Collect statistical information from ACs: Our datasource for statistical analysisare the spool filesand analysisreports output by the CALC/SOLVEand vSolve adjustment packages as provided bythe following primary AnalysisCenters (ACs) of the

1 The Continuous Improvement Process is related to the originalJapanese version called Kaizen. The German abbreviation is KVPfor Kontinuierlicher Verbesserungsprozess.

IVS: NASA/NVI Inc., USNO (US Naval Observatory)and the analysisgroup at BKG. We also makeuse of the correlation reports provided by thecorrelators. The spool files contain a wealth ofinformation suitable for our purpose such as thegroup delay RMS for each baseline, we can derivethe analysisloss2 as well as the measurement andcorrelation loss3.2. Collect information from Correlation Reports: Thecorrelation reports are a valuable source, too. Itsanalysisallows for a deeper look into possible prob-lems due to interference, for instance. We can pos-sibly distinguish between missing data from thetelescopes and poor quality of the scans yieldingmisdetections in the worst case.3. Statistical analysisof each VLBI session: All sessionswith data of at least one of the Wettzell telescopesas well as AGGO4 and O’Higgins5 are analyzed. Thisweekly analysisis fully automatic. Quick-look pagesare generated giving a session overview (see Fig.3), portraying the baseline performance (see Fig. 4)and various other pieces of information.
2 The percentage of group delays deleted by the analyst.
3 The percentage of data that did either not arrive at the corre-lation facility, or was taken out of the process upon correlation.
4 Argentinean-German Geodetic Observatory; AGGO has atransportable 6 m VLBI antenna for legacy measurements.
5 The German Antarctic Receiving Station GARS O’Higgins fea-tures a 9 m antenna capable for use in geodetic VLBI.
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Fig. 2 Annual performance statistics for 2021. The first block contains results for long sessions (usually one day) such as Rapids.The second block is devoted to short duration sessions, i.e. the Intensive sessions.

4. Annual Performance Statistics: An annual summaryis provided (see Fig. 3) from all these analyses.5. Balanced Score Card: This score card contains per-formance indicators from various ”perspectives”.The process-internal perspective is populated withhelp of the performance indicators derived fromthe before-mentioned annual statistics. The scorecard serves as an overall orientation in terms of allaspects related to quality.6. WQC - Weekly Quality Check: All session results ofthe past 7 days are automatically evaluated andare personally reviewed afterwards, usually eachTuesday. This process is organized in detail and car-ried out within the responsibility of the Domes-tic Coordination Office (DCO) at the Observatory.The DCO members dedicated to the WQC com-prise a certified Quality Assistant, an Analyst anda Technician. Whilst the standard procedures arecarried out by the Quality Assistant, detected prob-lems may be further inspected by the Analyst whodelves deeper into the details.7. Weekly Quality Check & Request 2 Reply: The DCOprepares a Weekly Quality Report distributed to allmembers of the VLBI group. Rules exist to commu-nicate possible or clearly severe problems to theresponsible group leaders for telescope operationsor the correlation facility, including amechanism toverify that the problems are actually addressed (asindicated by ”request 2 reply”).

8. Quality Circle: A Quality Circle is not necessaryfor smaller ”ordinary” issues that can be fixedquickly (either by individuals or a small team). ThisQuality Circle team is formed to address largerimprovement processes or projects. The topics arecollected and put into order according to a priorityassessment.9. (Continuous) Improvement Process: Each itemhandled within a Quality Circle is a kind of projectaiming at improving the system and data quality.CIP employs mechanisms of project management,moderation of workshops and success indicatorsfollowing the PDCA cycle (Plan - Do - Check - Act).
The annual summary for the entire year 2021 isshown in Fig. 2. The formal error of UT1-TAI (standarddeviation) is printed for informationpurposes. UT1 pre-cision is a function of baseline length and proper base-line orientation. So it cannot be easily interpreted interms of data quality of a single telescope. However,UT1-TAI is a very important parameter obtained fromthe Wettzell VLBI sessions, hence it is included hereas a kind of final result of our work. In contrast, thegroup delay RMS is certainly related to data quality.Nevertheless, have in mind that this quantity can beinfluenced by analysisartifacts that have nothing to dowith the data themselves, but are subject to mismod-elling. One example are remaining tropospheric delayerrorswhichmay growwith increasing baseline length,
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Fig. 3 Rapid session R1 1103 (May 2023). The first part of the session performance overview for a typical IVS network session (RapidR1 series). The second part - not shown here - comprises the product delivery latency information as well as a collection of problemstatements fromboth the correlation staff aswell as the geodetic data analyst. Underlined telescope names indicate that cable delaycalibration data were used (# Obs = Number of group delays; M&C Loss =Measurement & Correlation Loss; Ana Loss = AnalysisLoss;StdDev = Standard deviation (aka RMS); Obs Weight = Observation weight).

maybe larger during hot summer and smaller inwinter.The statistics for quality codes 5-9 are obtained fromthe correlation reports.We usually consider scanswiththese quality numbers as usable to good. Themeasure-ment and correlation loss is explained earlier in this pa-per as well as the analysisloss. We intentionally sepa-rate short duration sessions (i.e. Intensives) from longduration sessions (session usually covering 24 h suchas Rapid network sessions).You can clearly see an improved group delayprecision of VGOS telescope WETTZ13S (WettzellSouth) over the WETTZELL legacy telescope (Wz, 20m). WETTZ13N (Wettzell North) was equipped with atri-band feed in 2021 sensing classical S- and X-banddata, it was not part of the VGOS network at that time.

3 Session Results

The session performance results shown in Fig. 3 areextracted from the corresponding spool file issued bythe respective analysiscenter, NASA/NVI in this case.Note that the VLBI observable is a difference quantity,

i.e. the group delay observed between two telescopesover a baseline. Consequently, it is theoretically notpossible to yield an individual station RMS from thesedata. This is subject to assumptions. One importantpoint here is a fitting stochastic model. The measure-ment & correlation loss is moderate forWETTZELL, theanalysisloss within reasonable limits, and the groupdelay standard deviation (RMS) slightly above the me-dian (compared to Fig. 2, though for a different year).The observation weight is computed from both thenumber of group delays that entered into the geode-tic analysis(50% ”quantity”) as well as the group de-lay RMS (50% ”quality”). Weights are computed from acombination of both types of information (the squaredvalues are used). We can then deduce what we call the”weight of the telescope” within the network adjust-ment, i.e. about 16% for WETTZELL in this case.

4 Baseline Results

Since assumptions are made with respect to thedata contained in Fig. 3, we should not forget to
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Fig. 4 Baseline performance numbers for Rapid session R1 1098 (April 2023) showing the baselines containing telescopes AGGO(Argentina, Ag) and WETTZELL (GOW, Wz) with major data losses at AGGO.

have a look at the baseline results as depicted inFig. 4. These are somehow the ”original results”.Baseline results have to be assessed for all networksessions during the WQC (Weekly Quality Check)by the reviewer. A quality report cannot be issuedwithout having accomplished this review. In thiscase, the baseline AGGO to WETTZELL suffers froma large M&C Loss. So, is AGGO responsible for thispoor performance or WETTZELL? As a matter of fact,all AGGO-related baselines exhibit a considerableM&C Loss, whereas only WETTZELL-AGGO as well asWETTZELL-YARRA12M show a problematic behavior,the other 5 baselines containing WETTZELL as atelescope are more or less okay (the AnalysisLossover WETTZELL-HART15M is quite large, though).Consequently, we conclude that a quality problemcannot be attributed to WETTZELL. The high M&CLoss over baseline WETTZELL-YARRA12M is possiblycaused by interference problems at YARRA12M. A lookat the correlation report (not shown here) reveals apercentage of misdetections as high as 46% over thatvery baseline that is not present in other baselinedata.

5 Conclusions

This first paper on the quality control system atthe Geodetic Observatory Wettzell provides a briefoverview about the system and the organizationof quality assurance within the corresponding core

process. The benefits, but also the limitations are out-lined. One limitation is that this statistical informationcannot always easily (i.e. directly) be traced back tothe data quality obtained at Wettzell, because over-lying effects such as data modeling errors can leaveartifacts in those numbers. However, the advantageof this system is that a good orientation regardingquality matters is possible, and the performance of theWettzell telescopes relative to the other participatingstations in a dedicated session can be well-assessed.
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Analysis of Non-Tidal Loading Deformation at VLBI Sites
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Abstract Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) isone of the geodetic techniques used to establish theInternational Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF). Itrelies on data collected from multiple antennas situ-ated at various locations across the Earth’s surface.However, the accuracy of VLBI measurements can becompromised by Earth’s crust deformation caused by arange of geophysical factors, including plate tectonics,solid Earth tide-induced loading, atmospheric pres-sure variations, and redistribution of water masses,both over land and in the oceans. Among thesefactors, non-tidal loading (NTL) deformations can alsolead to positional shifts in VLBI sites, thus affectingmeasurement accuracy. To address these NTL effectsin VLBI analysis, geophysical models are employedto correct the displacement of VLBI stations. Theobjective of this study is to compare the NTL productsobtained from different loading services, such as theVieAPL, ESMGFZ, IMLS, and EOST. The evaluation ofhow these NTL products impact VLBI analysis is carriedout using the VieVS software. This assessment entailsthe computation of baseline length repeatability andstation height standard deviation, both before andafter applying the loading corrections.
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1 Introduction

The establishment and maintenance of the ITRF andInternational Terrestrial Reference System (ITRS)represent essential endeavours in modern geodesy.These efforts are pivotal because they provide thefoundation for measuring and interpreting geophysicalphenomena and their impact on Earth’s shape andorientation. Geophysical factors, such as post-glacialrebound, seismic events, and variations in Earth’srotation, induce deformations in the Earth’s surface.Consequently, accurate correction models are re-quired to maintain the stability and accuracy of thereference frame, as they can introduce significantdiscrepancies in geodetic measurements (Altamimiet al., 2016). Calculating the displacements due tovarious geophysical effects allows us to reduce themfrom the station coordinates, obtaining the long-termlinear station motion. Unlike other geophysical mod-els, NTL models are not accurate enough. Therefore,it is advised not to adjust station positions for theseeffects, as per the International Earth Rotation andReference Systems Service (IERS) Convention 2010. Inrecent years, numerous studies have been conductedon specific space geodetic techniques aimed at re-ducing non-tidal loading effects (Schuh et al., 2004;Petrov and Boy , 2004; Eriksson and MacMillan , 2014;Roggenbuck et al., 2015; Glomsda et al., 2020).Non-tidal loading effects displace geodetic stations bya few centimetres on an annual to sub-daily basis (Wi-jaya et al., 2013). Also, the Global Geodetic ObservingSystem (GGOS) was established with the ambitiousobjective of achieving 1mm accuracy in determiningEarth’s geometric parameters, as outlined in its strate-gic plan. Pursuing such unprecedented accuracy hasrevitalized the focus on correcting NTL effects, given
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their substantial impact on geodetic measurementsand the realization of GGOS’s objectives.

2 NTL components and loading services

In this section, we will elucidate the NTL componentsemployed in our investigation, the sources from whichthis data is extracted and the process of standardizingdata from various services to ensure uniform format-ting for comparison. In geodesy, NTL data refers tothe utilization of diverse geophysical models aimedat correcting the theoretical signal delay encounteredduring VLBI observations. These models encompassnon-tidal atmospheric loading (NTAL), non-tidaloceanic loading (NTOL), and hydrological loading(HYDL), which can be employed either independentlyor in combination to address the cumulative loadingeffects. NTAL is specifically designed to consider theimpact of atmospheric pressure fluctuations on theEarth’s surface, arising from dynamic changes inatmospheric pressure driven by meteorological eventsand factors unrelated to tidal forces. HYDL, on theother hand, addresses the deformation of the Earth’scrust resulting from shifts in continental water storage.Lastly, NTOL is concerned with the deformation ofthe Earth’s crust caused by the redistribution of masswithin the oceans.
The displacement data resulting from these threeloading factors is obtained from four distinct sources,which are as follows:1. VieAPL (Vienna Atmospheric Pressure Loading)(https://vmf.geo.tuwien.ac.at/products.html)2. ESMGFZ (Earth-System-Modelling group atGFZ)(http://rz-vm115.gfz-potsdam.de:8080/repository)3. IMLS (International Mass Loading Ser-vice)(http://massloading.net/)4. EOST (École & observatoire des sciences de laTerre)(http://loading.u-strasbg.fr/index.php)
VieAPL, IMLS, and EOST provide users with bothpre-calculated global Grid-based mass loading timeseries and pre-calculated time series customized forparticular space geodesy stations. Furthermore, IMLSenhances its offerings by delivering an on-demandInternet service, granting users the capability torequest data for specific stations and specify their

desired time intervals. In parallel, ESMGFZ deliverspre-computed global Grid-based mass loading timeseries and also allows users the option to retrievedata for particular stations while tailoring the timeranges according to their requirements. Within eachloading category, numerous models are available forgenerating the associated loading products. In ourstudy, the choice of models for different loading cate-gories and services depends on factors such as dataavailability, time steps, update frequency, and spatialresolution level. Table 1 presents the characteristicsof the chosen models. VieAPL and ESMGFZ data isupdated daily, while IMLS data is updated monthly.EOST data undergoes updates every few months.
After selecting models for each loading categoryand service, we acquired center-of-mass frame NTLdata for the year 2020 for this study. We identifieda total of 163 VLBI stations, which remained consis-tent across all services and were categorized as ITRFsites. Following the data extraction process, the nextpivotal step involves data formatting. It’s important tonote that data obtained from different services comein various formats. To facilitate meaningful compar-isons within VieVS, we formatted the data obtainedfrom the models selected from EOST, IMLS, and ES-MGFZ into the VieAPL format of the loading correc-tions.

3 Data comparison

To compare the NTL products from four different ser-vices, we initiate the process by generating a time se-ries graph illustrating NTAL displacement. This initialstep is crucial because VieAPL exclusively offers NTALdata. It’s worth highlighting that the NTAL products de-rived from all four services display a substantial levelof concurrence among them (see Figure 1). This align-ment can be ascribed to the fact that all services utilizethe ECMWF model for extracting loading data.In addition to the NTAL displacement graph, wegenerate another time series graph to evaluate thecumulative sum of all NTL components. It is evidentthat most services demonstrate a high degree ofagreement among themselves in the cumulative NTLtrend (see Figure 2). However, it’s worth highlightingthat there is a significant deviation observed, particu-
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Table 1 Attributes of the selected non-tidal loading models corresponding to different loading components of various services.
Service Loading Model Spatial Resolution Time-steps Data AvailabilityVieAPL NTAL ECMWF 1° × 1° 6h 1994-presentIMLS NTAL MERRA2 2’ × 2’ 6h 1980-presentIMLS NTOL MPIOM06 2’ × 2’ 3h 1980-presentIMLS HYDL MERRA2 2’ × 2’ 3h 1980-presentEOST NTAL ECMWF 0.5° × 0.5° 3h 2000-presentEOST NTOL ECCO1 1° × 1° 12h 1993-2021EOST HYDL GLDAS2 0.25° × 0.25° 3h 2000-2022ESMGFZ NTAL ECMWF 0.5° × 0.5° 3h 1976-presentESMGFZ NTOL MPIOM 1° × 1° 3h 1976-presentESMGFZ HYDL LSDM 0.5° × 0.5° 24h 1976-present

Fig. 1 Site displacement time series due to NTAL in CM-frameat AGGO station.

Fig. 2 Site displacement time series due to all NTL componentsin CM-frame at AGGO station.

larly in the up component of ESMGFZ.
To gain insight into the variations in data relatedto each NTL component of different services, we’veplotted Root Mean Square (RMS) values of the differ-ence in site displacement due to NTL between two ser-

vices in the CM-frame and for 163 VLBI stations (referto Figures 3,4,5). The RMS values are organized basedon the latitude of each respective VLBI station. No-tably, we observe significant RMS values of more than8 mm, mainly occurring within the latitude range of30°N to 65°N, particularly in the Up direction. Amongthe different loading components, the NTAL compo-nent shows the least variation between the two ser-vices, while the HYDL component exhibits the mostsubstantial differences. This discrepancy is especiallypronounced in the case of HYDL component of ES-MGFZ vs. EOST, with an average RMS value of 6.7 mmand a maximum RMS value of 18.5 mm for the up di-rection. These disparities can be attributed to the useof distinct models with varying resolutions by differ-ent services. Additionally, the separate treatment ofSea Level Loading (SLEL) in order to achieve globalmass conservation, as undertaken by ESMGFZ, maycontribute to this observed variation. In contrast, otherservices incorporate partial mass conservation in bothNTOL and HYDL, which could influence the level ofagreement in these components.

4 Data processing in VieVS

We investigated the influence of non-tidal loadingdisplacement models within VLBI analysis. Thesedisplacements resulting from non-tidal loading wereincorporated as adjustments to the station coordi-nates at the observation level. The entire processingwas conducted using VieVS, utilizing a one-yearprocess list of R1/R4 sessions and OPT files for the year2020. Notably, the VieVS graphical user interface (GUI)initially featured the option for loading displacementdue to NTAL data, and subsequently, options for NTOL
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Fig. 3 RMS values of difference of site displacement due todifferent NTL components between ESMGFZ and EOST in CM-frame. The RMS values of stations are organized latitude-wise.

Fig. 4 RMS values of difference of site displacement due todifferent NTL components between ESMGFZ and IMLS in CM-frame. The RMS values of stations are organized latitude-wise.

Fig. 5 RMS values of difference of site displacement due todifferent NTL components between IMLS and EOST in CM-frame.The RMS values of stations are organized latitude-wise.

Fig. 6 Percentage change in BLR before and after applying allNTL models in CM-frame for 142 baseline.

and HYDL were introduced later in the process.
In VLBI analysis, the term ”baseline length repeata-bility” (BLR) denotes the degree of precision in mea-suring the length of a baseline connecting two VLBI sta-tions over a period of time. BLR holds significant impor-tance in VLBI because it directly influences the accu-racy of both geodetic and astrometric measurements.By assessing BLR before and after applying NTL dis-placement products, we can determine whether thereis an improvement in BLR as a result of using NTL mod-els. In Figure 6, we present the percentage change inBLR before and after incorporating all NTL data, focus-ing on a total of 29 stations. The results reveal that71.83% of baselines demonstrate improvement or re-main unchanged when using EOST data, while 70.4%of baselines show improvement or stability with IMLSdata. In contrast, only 48.59% of baselines exhibit im-provement or stability when utilizing ESMGFZ data.Likewise, we’ve computed the standard deviation ofstation heights both before and after the applicationof NTL models for a total of 142 baselines (see Figure7). The result revealed that a total of 67% of stationheight standard deviation improves after the applica-tion of NTL in the case of EOST and IMLS. However, inthe case of ESMGFZ, the improvement is only 52.38%.

5 Conclusions and outlook

The application of NTL displacement corrections toVLBI station coordinates is essential for achievinghigh-precision BLR. It helps reduce systematic errors,
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Fig. 7 Difference in the standard deviation of station heightsboth before and after the application of NTL models in CM-framefor 21 stations.

improve station coordinate accuracy, and enhance thelong-term stability of VLBI measurements. Variation inthe improvement of BLR among services (see Figure6) is primarily due to HYDL and NTOL. The standarddeviation difference of the time series of station heightwith and without NTL shows that the estimation ofstation coordinates improves upon the application ofNTL models (see Figure 7). Also, results from differentservices are consistent with each other except inthe case of ESMGFZ. The distinct approach takenby ESMGFZ in addressing Sea Level Loading (SLEL)with a focus on global mass conservation might be acontributing factor to the observed variation. In orderto enhance our understanding, we will incorporatea broader range of data spanning approximately 20years. We expect that this extended timeframe willprovide valuable insights and contribute to a morecomprehensive analysis.
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Status of Ishioka Geodetic Observing Station

Y. Takagi, M. Ishigaki, T. Nakakuki, H. Yoshifuji, M. Honda, K. Mori, Y. Sato

Abstract We report the current status of the IshiokaGeodetic Observing Station. In order to improve theavailability of the Ishioka station,we conducted experi-ments to investigate how to participate in both S/X andVGOS sessionswithout changing receivers.We are alsotesting new recording systems: DBBC3 and Flexbuffs.Local-tie surveys are regularly conducted in the Ishi-oka station. The position and velocity of Ishioka sta-tion were given in ITRF2020, which is the first time forthe station since its operation has started. The resultsof the local-tie surveys for 2021 and 2022 show rela-tively larger difference from the value calculated fromITRF2020 than those for 2018-2020.

Keywords Polarizatoion, DBBC3, Flexbuff, Local-tiesurvey

1 Introduction

The Ishioka 13-m telescope at the Ishioka GeodeticObserving Station (hereafter Ishioka station), operatedby the Geospatial Information Authority of Japan, hasparticipated in the IVS sessions since 2015. One of thegoals of Ishioka station is to participate in internationalobservations to contribute to the development andmaintenance of the ITRF and ICRF as well as theJapanese national geodetic datum. To achieve thesegoals, we have been involved in the following topicsrecently:
Yu Takagi · Masafumi Ishigaki · Tomokazu Nakakuki · HiroyukiYoshifuji ·Masaki Honda · Katsuhiro Mori · Yudai SatoGeospatial Information Authority of Japan, 1 Kitasato, Tsukubacity, Ibaraki Prefecture, 305-0811 Japan

• polarization conversion• installation of new recording systems• local-tie surveys
In this proceeding, we report these topics.

2 Management of polarization

Currently, the Ishioka station is involved in VGOS ob-servations for several months a year and in legacy S/Xobservations for the rest of the year by switching theirrespective receivers (Fig. 1). This causes two problems;observations must be interrupted while switching thereceivers, and the receiver change requires a lot ofmanpower. To solve these issues, we are exploring theway in which we use the broad-band receiver for bothVGOS and S/X observations. One of the major prob-lems was the RFI below 3 GHz. It was fixed by installingthe superconducting filters in the receiver (Takagi etal., 2021), which mitigates the RFI when observing S-band frequency with the broad-band receiver. The re-maining challenge is how to handle the polarization.Circular polarization is used in S/X sessions, whereaslinear polarization is used in VGOS sessions. The broad-band receiver can only detect linear polarization. Forthis reason, it is not directly applicable to S/X observa-tions. There are two methods which could resolve thisproblem as explained in the following subsections.

2.1 Conversion at the station

We conducted an experiment in corporation with theMizusawa station (NAOJ) to investigate the possibility
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Fig. 1 Recent status of the Ishioka station. The status after Oc-tober 2023 shows the planned schedule as of September 2023.

Fig. 2 Fringes detected in AOV075 (left) and the additional ex-periment (right), respectively. .

of converting linear polarization to circular one. In thisexperiment, AOV075 and additional experimental dataof the Ishioka stationwere converted from linear to cir-cular polarization by shifting the phase of horizontalcomponent by 90 degrees and combining it with thevertical component, then they were correlated withthe circular polarization data of the Mizusawa station.Fig. 2 shows the result of fringe fittings. We success-fully obtained fringes; however, the SNRs were smallerthan the expected values, which should have been 1.41times larger than those without conversion. We needfurther investigation in order to improve this method.

2.2 Mixed-mode correlation by IVS
correlators

The Ishioka station participated in S/X sessions, R11098and R41098, with the VGOS receiver in April 2023. IVScorrelators tested mixed-mode correlation which en-able for both S/X and VGOS stations to join the samesession. In both test sessions, fringes were successfullydetected (Fig. 3). We plan to have another test sessionbefore participating in mixed-mode sessions regularly.

Fig. 3 Fringe detected in R41098 (provided by Sara Hardin(WASH)).

Fig. 4 (Left) Front view of the DBBC3 newly installed at the Ishi-oka station. (Right) Top-down view.

Fig. 5 Upcoming schedule of installation & test of new instru-ments in the Ishioka station.

3 New recording system

At the Ishioka station, ADS3000+ developed by NICTand JAXA is currently used for the recording system.The issue is that new servers connectable to it are nolonger available. Thus, we decided to install a DBBC3and Flexbuffs (Fig. 4). New Flexbuffs and a DBBC3weredelivered in March and April, 2023, respectively. Now,they are being installed and tested (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 6 (Upper left) Measuring the positions of the mirror in-stalled in the AZ cabin from the pillar using the TS. (Upper right)GNSS station called ISHI, which is registered as an IGS station.(Bottom) VLBI-GNSS local-tie vector.

4 VLBI-GNSS Local-tie survey

We carry out local-tie surveys regularly to estimatethe local-tie vector between the reference points ofthe telescopes and the IGS GNSS station operated atthe Ishioka station (Fig 6). We have adopted ‘insidemethod’ (Matsumoto et al., 2022) to conduct the sur-veys efficiently. The results of the 2018 and 2020 sur-veys were submitted to the IERS to contribute to theconstruction of ITRF2020. The surveys were also con-ducted in 2021 and 2022.The results for local surveys were compared withthe calculated value based on ITRF2020 (Fig. 7). Thevalue obtained by the surveys are consistent with thecalculated value from2018 to 2022. On the other hand,the deviation becomes larger in 2021 and 2022. It ispossibly because the ITRF2020 does not reproduce thevelocity of the Ishioka station after 2021. The ITRF2020uses only a linear function to represent the position of

Fig. 7 Results for local-tie surveys (orange circles with errorbars) are compared to the calculated values based on ITRF2020(blue line). Top, middle, and bottom panels represent the east-west, north-south and up-down components, respectively.

the Ishioka station although it has experienced largepost-seismic deformation caused by the 2011 off thePacific coast of Tohoku Earthquake. Furthermonitoringof the velocity is necessary by regular local-tie surveyfor revealing what causes this deviation.
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5 Summary

The current status discussed in this report is summa-rized as follows:
• The position and velocity of Ishioka station weregiven in ITRF2020.• Experiments were conducted to investigate how toparticipate in both S/X and VGOS sessions withoutchanging receivers.• DBBC3 and Flexbuffs are installed and being set up.• Local-tie surveys are regularly conducted. The re-sults for 2021 and 2022 show relatively larger dif-ference from the value calculated from ITRF2020than those for 2018-2020. The local-tie continuesto be monitored.
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Abstract New plans from telecommunication enter-prises foresee the demand of wide sub-band alloca-tions in the range of 1-100 GHz during the upcomingWorld Radio Conferences (WRC23, WRC27, ...), whichgo beyond the known expansion of spectrum use by5G and large satellite constellations. New disturbingsignals have been detected and some of them alsomonitored at VLBI stations. The radio-quiet sky is atrisk and so it is VLBI. How can this situation be ad-dressed in the most effective way? The current strategyis presented here to motivate activities in the differentareas of spectrum administration, technical develop-ment and a standardization of the IVS service work.
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1 Introduction

VLBI stations are increasingly exposed to undesired sig-nals from artificial transmitters, both in space and fromthe ground.In space, large non-geostationary orbit (non-GSO) constellations aim at providing global internettelecommunication coverage, with a very low latency.The consequence is thus a very large number ofsatellites in orbit. This number is increasing on aweekly basis. For example, the Starlink constellationworks with downlink signals in the range of 10.7-12.7GHz and uplink signals in the range of 14.0-14.5 GHz
Benjamin WinkelMax-Planck-Institut für Radioastronomie, Auf dem Hügel 69, D-53121 Bonn, Germany
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that have power levels higher than 40 dBm withrespect to -110 dBm of cosmic signals observed withVLBI. The downlink signals may saturate the low noiseamplifiers (LNA) of the VGOS broadband receiversor even destroy them when the satellite antennamain beam points into the main beam of the radiotelescope (see also (ECC-Report 271 , 2018, 2021)).Development of cell-phone base stations on com-munication satellites to reach remote areas is currentlyunder discussion. The typical power levels of terrestrialcell-phone base stations are already an interferenceproblem to radio astronomy. This becomes a more se-rious issue for space-based stations, as a result of thestronger signals involved and the potential for main-beam to main-beam coupling.On the ground, International Mobile Telecommu-nication (IMT) is requesting for more additional band-width (e.g. for 5G, 6G and UWB radars) between ∼2and 12 GHz. The spectrum of 6.425-7.125 GHz is tar-geted for the use by 5G and RLAN (WiFi). Both willoverlap and disturb unprotected channels of the actualVGOS B- and C-band. If these new allocations for IMTbecome effective, they would degrade sensitivity andaccuracy of VGOS measurements in these bands. Theradio astronomy community is concerned about los-ing the important spectral line of methanol at 6.650-6.6752 GHz (Fig. 4), even though it has a protection byfootnote 5.149 in the Radio Regulation.Important achievements in increasing the aware-ness of scientific communities on the importance ofgeodetic VLBI and VGOS activities have been accom-plished. Nevertheless, further efforts are required inorder to gain proper protection of the geodetic VLBIobservations in general and, in particular, protectionof the VGOS bands before they will be overwhelmedby signals of active radio services.This article presents two monitoring examples ofundesired signals observed at VLBI stations and sum-marizes the efforts which could be undertaken in orderto secure the provision of geodetic VLBI data in the fu-ture.

2 Spectrum Monitoring at Santa Maria
VGOS station

Spectrum monitoring studies were conducted at thePortuguese VGOS station at Santa Maria Island (Fig.

1). The very strong interference signals at 2.942 and2.958 GHz caused saturation and inter-modulation inthe VGOS receiver. Out-of-band emissions and their as-sociated harmonic emissions are also present up to the4th order. As a consequence, an attempt at mitigationwas made using high pass filters. These filters had to beinstalled to reject the powerful unwanted signals andenable VGOS observations again. Despite of the strongattenuation by 50 dB (a factor of 100 000 in power!) ofthe unwanted signals, the remaining power of -37 dBmin Fig. 1 is still considerable and it did not prevent theVGOS observation from losing the VGOS Band A (3.0-3.48 GHz). The data loss caused is 25% and the sensi-tivity loss reaches 17%. The receiver could only be usedwhere the signal path was not saturated in the rangeof 4-14 GHz.

Fig. 1 Radio spectrum measured in the frequency range of 2-16GHz at azimuth angles 320°, 325°, 330° and 0° elevation pointinginto the direction of the ESA teleport as transmitter. The broad-cast signal of 2.9 GHz and its unfiltered 2nd harmonic at 5.8 GHzare clearly identified as strong signals.

A second example is given in Fig. 2. When the radiotelescope points to zenith direction it catches all kindsof signals through the main lobe and the associatedside lobes which are pointing to different directions.This makes it difficult to identify a specific transmitter.However, the signals present in Fig. 2 fall in the satellitedownlink range of 10.7-12.7 GHz and the first assump-tion is, that this snapshot shows a satellite downlink.The measured power levels are not far from the maxi-mum input power level for linear operation of the lownoise amplifiers (-40 dBm). If such a downlink signalis caught during a VLBI observation by a VGOS broad-
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band receiver, it increases the noise in the receiver.This may result in the loss of the effected observa-tion scan during the correlation process, when the ex-pected (cosmic) signal-to-noise ratio could not be at-tained within the scheduled observation time, resp. in-tegration time.

Fig. 2 Radio spectrum measured in the frequency range of10.5-13.0 GHz for satellite downlink monitoring in the zenith di-rection. The deviations from the ground noise level should becaused by satellite downlink beacons.

The problem of satellite downlinks will increasewith time, as more satellites are installed. As of May25th, 2023, we already encounter many satellites ofthe mega constellations from Starlink and OneWeb.This is shown for the location Wettzell in Fig. 3. Inthis snapshot, already 3 out of approximately 250visible satellites are higher than 60° elevation andare potential interferers. Projected future numbersrange from 50 000 satellites in orbit by the end ofthis decade to more than 500 000 beyond 2030 andscale the potential for interferers over all stationsaccordingly. Table 1 lists the known constellationprojects with the anticipated number of transmittingand receiving satellites.

Fig. 3 Mega satellite constellations (Starlink, OneWeb) aboveWettzell as of May 25, 2023, 10:35. The commercialization ofspace contributes to the loss of a radio-quiet sky.

Constellation No. of sat. Downlink bands Altitude [km]Starlink Phase 1 4,400 Ku, Ka 550OneWeb Phase 1 648 Ku, Ka 1,200Amazon Phase 1 3,200 Ka 600Guo Wang (GW) 13,000 Ku, Ka 590-1,145Starlink VLEO 7,600 V 340Telesat 1,700 KaStarlink Phase 2 30,000 Ku, Ka, E 328-614OneWeb Phase 2 6,372 Ku, Ka, V 1,200Boeing 5,789Astra 13,620Amazon Phase 2 7,774Cinnamon-937 300,000
Table 1 Large Low Earth Orbiting (LEO) satellite constellationfeatures. With 64,800 satellites in orbit, there will be statisticallyone transmitter in each square degree of the sky. The impact onthe provision of geodetic products by VLBI are unknown and thatis of grave concern.

3 IMT: Present and planned frequency
allocations

The expansion of mobile communication networksrequests more and more bandwidth. The IMT industryis supported by policy makers in many countries, whoassociate economic growth with the expansion ofmobile telecommunications. Over the last decade,a huge amount of spectrum had been allocated toIMT. The introduction of new technical devices willrequire even more bandwidth. As the spectrum is alimited resource, from year to year it will be harderto find unused bands for geodetic VLBI observations.Fig. 4 illustrates that IMT is even requesting protectedbands for radio astronomy such as the methanol lineat 6.650 GHz.Cell-phone base stations are usually so powerful,that radio astronomy or VLBI is not possible within upto 100 km if operating in the same frequency bands.And even in adjacent bands large protection distancesare required. In other words, spectrum assigned to IMTis usually lost completely for VLBI observations.

4 What can be done to ensure the
conditions for VLBI observations?

The International VLBI Service for Geodesy and As-trometry (IVS) is charged to provide geodetic products.
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Fig. 4 Present and planned frequency allocations for the International Mobile Telecommunications (IMT) service. The upper partshows the spectrum from 0 to 4.0 GHz, the lower from 4.0 to 50.0 GHz. The VGOS spectrum 2-14 GHz is widely covered by redboxes. The red boxes mark parts of the spectrum which had been allocated to IMT during the World Radio Conference (WRC) 2019and had been prepared over the past 10 years. The boxes marked with ”AI 1.2” and ”AI 1.5” (AI = agenda item) indicate new spectrumwhich will probably be allocated during the WRC 2023 to IMT and afterwards used for active services. The tiny blue and green linesare mostly spectral lines allocated to radio astronomy. Up to now allocations to RAS for the needs of VGOS do not exist.

Therefore, it is the task of the IVS member institutionsand associates to develop a strategy against the dete-riorating predicament of VLBI. The conservation of theconditions for needed VLBI observations requires ac-tivities in
• spectrum management and administration,• new technical developments to mitigate inferenceto VLBI receivers,• update of the technical specifications for VGOS.

4.1 Spectrum management and
administration

According to the Radio Regulations, geodetic VLBI iscategorized to the Radio Astronomy Service (RAS) be-cause it is observing cosmic radiation. But, geodeticVLBI does not make use of the already allocated bandsto RAS, because it observes a wider channel width (32MHz) than most of the allocated spectral lines. How-ever, from the point of view of spectrum managementit would be a small advantage to cover some of the RASbands with VGOS-channels, if possible.

Geodetic VLBI network stations require globally-simultaneous access to the same cosmic radio source.The global infrastructure needs protection, but onlynational administrations can provide this protection.The global affairs are regulated by the InternationalTelecommuncation Union (ITU), whose member coun-tries (represented by national administrations) mustunderstand, and agree on, the needs of global geodeticVLBI networks.The authors have already initiated three successfulinitiatives in support of geodetic VLBI and VGOS by in-creasing the awareness of the geodetic VLBI needs:
• IAU Resolution B1 (2021) in support of geodetic ra-dio astronomy against radio frequency interference(IAU Resolution B1 , 2021);• ITU-R Report RA.2507 Technical and operationalcharacteristics of the existing and planned Geode-tic Very Long Baseline Interferometry (ITU-RReport RA.2507 , 2022);• IUGG Resolution 1 (2023) Improving Protection ofGeodetic Observatories from Active Radio Services(IUGG Resolution 1 , 2023).
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A fourth document, an ITU-R Recommendation on”guidance to administrations regarding geodetic verylong baseline interferometry networks” is under dis-cussion at ITU-R Working Party 7D. The idea of settingup radio quiet zones (or coordination zones) around allgeodetic VLBI stations in order to protect the global in-frastructure of geodetic VLBI networks is one plausi-ble request. Radio quiet zones were invented to enableRAS observations of non-allocated frequency bands.Besides the protection of the network by radioquiet zones (which is a longer procedure), the IVS hasthe task to define a final VGOS frequency configurationwhich addresses the needs of the Global GeodeticObserving System (GGOS) in an effective and produc-tive manner (GGOS , 2009). This process of evaluatingdifferent configurations is on-going, and is managedby an IVS working group. It shall report by the end of2024. Once the “fixed” frequency bands have beenestablished, the next step is the request for protectionof these particular channels by footnotes in the RadioRegulations, e.g. protection by footnote 5.149 which“urges administrations to take all practicable stepsto protect the radio astronomy service from harmfulinterference”. The footnote request seems to be morerealistic for acceptance than a request for allocations(although this is still an option).A strong argument for a national administration toprovide protection, is the classification of the geodeticVLBI station as “critical infrastructure”. This could implythat the unhindered access to a radio-quiet sky mustbe provided each day and night (24/7). Consequently,spectrum administrations must regulate the environ-ment of a geodetic VLBI station in such a way, that nointerference disturbs VGOS observations.Another strong argument is to obtain a legal basisfor the execution of geodetic VLBI observations. Thenthe operation becomes a “sovereign task” and nationalspectrum administrations have to provide assistance,that this task can be executed. The “sovereign task”can be derived from the UN-GA Resolution 69/266 onthe “Global Geodetic Reference Frame for a sustain-able development” (UN GA Resolution 69/266 , 2015).The global geodetic reference frame needs VLBI obser-vations and UN member states are called to contributeto it.“Critical infrastructure”, in conjunction with the“sovereign task” of Earth orientation monitoring as afundamental service for any kind of space control and

navigation, reflects the importance of geodetic VLBIfor the standard of today’s quality of life.

4.2 Technical developments

The mitigation of unwanted interference requires theuse of filters, which ideally are located in front of thefirst amplifier. Several VLBI stations are already imple-menting filters due to the worsening situation. Miti-gation is always a second choice, when the interfer-ence is already present. It may cure the symptom notthe cause. However, the degradation of system perfor-mance by the introduction of filters should be alwaysless than the performance with the interference signaluntreated.The same is valid for interference reduction by dig-ital bit-clipping. Information of cosmic noise will belost, which otherwise would be hidden under the in-terference noise. This approach may improve the per-formance under the given circumstances.If the IVS fixes the observation frequencies, new re-ceivers could be developed. The filter characteristics ofthe feed could be used to tailor a receiver to the obser-vation frequency bands and replace the current broad-band VGOS receiver.

4.3 Update of technical specifications for
VGOS

20 years after the initiative of developing the VGOSconcept, it is challenged now by the changed electro-magnetic environment at VLBI sites and in space. TheVGOS specifications should be reviewed to reach a sus-tainable operation in this changing environment. Thefrequency range 2-14 GHz seems to be obsolete as theman-made signals in the range of 2-3 GHz make VLBIalmost impossible at many sites and other targetedbands seem to become unusable as well. New radiotelescope projects need to know which are the futureobservation modes and conditions to become compat-ible with the VGOS network, but being better preparedand less affected by interference.
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5 Conclusion

Until the end of this decade (2030) the electro-magnetic environment will change dramatically forgeodetic VLBI stations. It is difficult to predict in detail,to which degree VLBI stations will be affected by thepresent and upcoming new active radio services.National spectrum administrations have the key roleof providing local radio quiet zones or coordinationzones and of providing support for geodetic VLBI atthe global level at the ITU-R conferences. The globalgeodetic VLBI networks as global infrastructure cannotbe protected by one national administration alone;it requires a common understanding among nations,that geodetic VLBI is important for humanity.The IVS should prepare itself on how it can provideits service in the most productive and sustainablemanner to meet the objectives of GGOS, while si-multaneously facing the problems caused by less andless available spectrum for passive users. A “fixedfrequency bands” configuration allows spectrummanagement activities to search for protection ofthese bands at the level of ITU-R.The IVS should also pro-actively encourage devel-opment projects for a sustainable VLBI operation in thefuture with new concepts for new receivers and miti-gation of interference.
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DBBC4 - A Next Generation VLBI Backend
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Abstract The development of the DBBC4, the latestversion of the DBBC family of digital front- and back-ends for VLBI is ongoing. The DBBC4 makes use of thelatest high-speed digital devices to expand the sam-pled bandwidth by a factor 8 over the DBBC3 (up to274.4 GHz), introduces a distributed architecture withthe sampler located optionally at the receiver, offersburst-mode recording with 56 Gbps/disk, and providesnear-real-time RFI mitigation using AI.We describe thegeneral system architecture and the current develop-ment status. A particular focus is given to elements ofrelevance for the VGOS network.

Keywords VLBI, Backend, DBBC, Artificial Intelligence

1 Introduction

The DBBC4 will be a key technical component inenabling new scientific applications in the rapidlyevolving field of wide-band, multi-frequency astro-nomical and geodetic VLBI and will set a new standardin the area of VLBI backends. Technically the DBBC4will incorporate the latest state-of-the-art samplingtechnology enabling an increase of the processedbandwidth by a factor of eight compared to theDBBC3, the predecessor system and current de-factostandard for astronomical and geodetic VLBI. The useof artificial intelligence algorithmswill allowmitigation
(1) INAF-Istituto di Radioastronomia, via Gobetti 101, 40129,Bologna, Italy(2) Max Planck Institut fuer Radioastronomie, Auf dem Huegel69, 53121, Bonn, Germany

of radio frequency interference (RFI) in near real-time;one of the most severe issues to be addressed whenincreasing the observing bandwidth. The DBBC4 isthe latest in the successful family of DBBC backends(DBBC, DBBC2, DBBC3) developed in a long-lastingcollaboration between the MPIfR and INAF (IstitutoNazionale di Astrofisica, Italy). The DBBC4 key tech-nologies are based on and extend the developmentsof the BRAND (BRoad-bAND) digital receiver projectcovering the 1.5 - 15.5 GHz band, including the IVSVGOS bands. Fig. 1 shows in logarithmic scale theevolution path of the performance of the variousbackend systems.The DBBC4 backend is intended to offer the follow-ing capabilities and features:
• Input bandwidth: 274.4 GHz maximum full aggre-gate bandwidth realized by 8 x 28.8 GHz in digitalfront- or backend plus 8 x 5.5 GHz in ancillary digitalfront-end.• Output data rate: up to: 1 Tbps@ 2-bit, 2 Tbps@4-bit, 4 Tbps @ 8-bit• Processing modes: DSC (full band for data trans-fer), OCT (wide bands defined in the input band),DDC (narrow band tunable down-conversion)• New functionalities: Burst-mode, AI-mode forRFI-mitigation and transient detection, net-to-memory/disk capability

2 General Architecture

The new system provides vastly greater bandwidthand agile signal processing capabilities, while simulta-neously offering a feature-compatible upgrade path
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Fig. 1 Development of the max. input bandwidth and output data rates provided by the various models of the DBBC family ofbackends. The DBBC4 will increase the IF-bandwidth that can be processed by a factor of 8 in comparison with the current DBBC3model.

from earlier DBBC installations. The main architecturaldifference in the DBBC4 is that it is a distributedsystem. Traditionally in radio-astronomical data acqui-sition systems, the digital back-end is well separatedfrom the analogue part of the receiver, they beingin widely-different physical locations. Typically theinterface between analogue and digital domains, thesampler, is located with the digital system since thesesystems must run synchronously. This architecturalchoice was revisited n the BRAND-EVN project, wherewe split the traditional monolithic back-end into anetwork-attached ultra wideband digitizer front-end(called ‘DI-FR-END’) and a remote digital back-end; thefront-end carries out simple digitization right at thereceiver, while the bulk of signal processing is done bythe digital backed at a different location where, e.g.cooling and RFI suppression is easier.The choice to locate the sampler with the receiveroffers us superior performance in terms of bandwidth,phase stability, higher dynamic range, and offersthe greater ease of transporting digital rather thananalogue signals to the backend area. Such digitaldata transport is robust and simple and can carry puresampled or digital preprocessed data. This architec-ture comes with its challenges though, in terms of RFI

shielding between the digital sampler and the nearbyand very sensitive front end.Although we envisage that most DBBC4 installa-tions would use the distributed configuration betweendigital front- and back-ends, we have designed in thepossibility to perform the entire functionality in a sin-gle unit in the back-end area. This can be useful in par-ticular when existing receivers are already routed tothis area, orwhen very high frequency (sub-millimeter)receivers are used, and they include frequency conver-sions in the antenna focal area. To accommodate suchsolutions, dedicated analogue conditioning and sam-pler modules are provided.The distributed system is considered not only forthe digital front-end, but includes other possible ‘dislo-cated’ elements in support of themore advanced func-tionalities offered by the DBBC4. These elements aresensors which collaboratewith the DBBC4main unit toprovide information in support of new functionalities.Some of thosewill be described later in this document,while still a larger number will be defined during theperiod of development and even at a later stage whenthe DBBC4 is operational in the field.
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The DBBC4 contains several functional entities al-ready present in previous backend models, but intro-duces a number of new elements:- 100GCoMo Module, analogue conditioning- ADCore4 Module, A/D converter and digital pro-cessor- FILA100G, data storage and network interface- A-EYE, AI deep neural network controller- DiFrEnd28, digital 28 GHz front-end,- DiFrEndVGOS, implementation of the DiFrEnd28dedicated to the VGOS observations to be used evenin conjunction with a DBBC3- DiFrEnd4T, digital 40 GHz front-end- CONE, a number of different elements with ded-icated functionalities to operate with the A-EYE Con-troller- ROD, a number of different elements with ded-icated functionalities to operate with the A-EYE Con-trollerThe signal coming from the analogue front-endrequires conditioning to be applied before beingconverted to digital format. For this purpose, the100GCoMo module performs the functions of opti-mizing the amplitude, measuring the total power inpre-determined frequency ranges inside the inputband, and applying ad-hoc filters. The output signalfrom the 100GCoMo is connected to the analogueinput of the ADCore4.Alternatively to the analogue input at the DBBC4,the analogue signal at the receiver can be digitizedby the digital front-end with 28 GHz bandwidthDiFrEnd28 and be transported and inserted into thesystem through the digital input. Similarly a 5.5 GHzbandwidth in the range up to 40 GHz input can feedthe DiFrEnd4T part.The ADCore4 is the central element of the ‘controlroom’ system and is able to perform the double func-tionality of analogue to digital conversion and digitaldata processor. After conversion, the functionality asrequired by the particular observation is applied. Themodes available are DSC, OCT, andDDC, as alreadywellestablished in the previous versions of DBBC. Improve-ments to thesemodes are being applied, but still main-taining compatibility with the existing modes. Moredetails are provided in section 4.The data with the final bandwidth and data rate,ready to be transferred to the correlator or to berecorded, are sent via the FILA100G to prepare thefinal aggregate format in single- or multi-stream,

depending on the output data rate. Before the com-position of the final format it is possible to store anamount of data useful for the burst mode functional-ity. An additional possibility is offered by performingthe data storage on external NVMe SSD units. Here,the direct connection net to PCI-e offers the possibilityto skip any intermediate data transfer with greatadvantage to the writing data rate.Notice particularly the newest addition in the DBBCfamily offered by the DBBC4, namely the Artificial In-telligence controller, called A-Eye. This has great po-tential in a number of functions it provides for bothsingle-dish and VLBI observations, for example in RFImitigation. To operate in real time, the controller canmake use of a number of additional elements, namedCONE and ROD. The first type supports the more com-plex functionalities to preprocess the signal than doesthe second, which simply forwards the required infor-mation to the mixed hardware-software deep neuralnetwork that performs the planned functionality. TheA-Eye controller can then interact in both directionswith the elementsmentioned above to perform the re-quired functionality. More details are described in thededicated section of this document.

3 100GCoMo

The 100GCoMo is the analogue conditioning moduleresponsible for coupling the analogue input signal (0-40GHz) to the digital conversion step. A DBBC4 systemcan contain up to 4x 100GCoMo modules (each pro-cessing two analog input signals). The core function-alities of 100GCoMo are automatic gain control (AGC)or manual power level control for optimal conversionof the signal with the 8-bit converter, and total powermeasurement in defined frequency ranges. Optionally,the component can contain a section for the ad-hocband definition used by the DiFrEnd4T sampling unit(see Sec. 8).The communication with the general DBBC4 con-troller is realized through the traditional PCI methodalready adopted in previous DBBC systems.A 100GCoMo prototype unit covering the fre-quency range up to 33 GHz has been built and iscurrently undergoing testing.
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Fig. 2 Schematics of the DBBC4 VLBI System. The architecture is modular and can be adapted to the requirements of the individualtelescope. The DBBC4 will allow one to process analogue IF signals as well as digital inputs. A novel AI controller can identify andmitigate RFI signals and can mark non-statistical noise signals for offline transient searches.

4 ADCore4

The ADCore4 is the central component of the DBBC4and performs the analogue to digital conversion andfurther digital data processing. Like the previous mod-els of the DBBC family, a DBBC4 can contain a variablenumber of up to 4x ADCore4 boards depending on thenumber of IFs to be processed.The ADCore4 component can be operated in twomodes: it can either accept 2x 28.8 GHz of digitized in-put bandwidth, or alternatively the ADCore4 can beequipped with an ADC stage (ADB4) performing di-rect sampling of two 0-28.8 GHz analogue input sig-nals. The optional sampler component will make useof a high-end specialized ASIC device capable of sam-pling at 2x 57.6 Gsps. In both scenarios the data willbe passed to the CORE4 FPGA element for the digitalprocessing in the desired mode (DSC, OCT, DDC). Theprocessed data will be sent out to the data recordersand/or the FILA100Mem component (see Sec. 5).The ADCore4 PCB design has been finalized andproduction of a prototype is in realization.

5 FILA100GMEM

The FILA100G is an optional component that providesfast buffered memory for bust-mode operations anddirect writing of the received packets on SSD NVMe(PCIe mode) disk modules. Additionally the compo-nent will support functionalities present in previousversions of the DBBC systems (FILA10G) like channelreordering as well as channel extraction allowing e.g.streaming of sub-bands to correlator for real-timefringe verification.Because packets will be recorded on-the-fly ontothe fast NVMe disks without any CPU data handling,we expect to achieve burst speeds of 56Gbps/disk over80 s and sustained output data rates of 13 Gbps/disk.The module can allocate a variable number of SSDNVMe units as required by the burst mode duty cy-cle/number of channels/data rate.
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6 A-EYE Controller

Artificial Intelligence functionality meets VLBI technol-ogy. The A-EYE controller is an advanced componentthat implements artificial intelligence methodology toperform a number of critical operations for wide-bandVLBI and single-dish operations in near-real-time,e.g. RFI recognition and mitigation, extraction ofnon-statistical-noise signals, recognition of human-like extraterrestrial emissions, and other similarapplications.The controller is a multi-CPU FPGA device opti-mized for these applications and will make use ofpre-trained neural networks. The general develop-ment workflow consists of a session dedicated toselecting and training a suitable DNN (deep neuralnetwork) configuration. The configuration is thensynthesized in a hardware DNN. The entire synthe-sized solution is run on the internal FPGA device. TheA-EYE controller provides interfaces to interact withand drive special functionality in the other DBBC4components. When a larger network is required, adirect link to a neural network operating e.g. in thecloud is possible.To perform the AI operations, the A-EYE controllercan interact with two types of supporter satelliteelements: ROD and CONE. The ROD element is ableto provide information, like temperature, total power,or other physical parameters. The CONE element actslike an edge processor to provide more elaboratedinformation, like FFT-ready data, visual decodeddata, sequence recognition, and similar preprocessedelements. A dedicated CONE functionality is operatingon the ADCore4 board. In addition, training the DNNin piggy-back mode during ordinary system operationwill be implemented to permit ad-hoc network gen-eralization. A dedicated board was defined for thisfunctionality.

7 DiFrEnd28 and DiFrEndVGOS

The DiFrEnd28 is a digital frontend component respon-sible for direct digitization and formatting of the ana-logue IFs. This device is optional and is necessary in sit-uations where analogue transport of the broadband IFsignals to the backend location over larger distances isnot possible/desirable. This unit can be connected to

the ADCore4 or can be fully independent. Indeed, thepossibility to implement OCT and DDC filters on the in-ternal FPGA would permit to directly connect to a VLBIrecorded or to stream data to a correlator through anumber of digital fibres.For VGOS observations, a dedicated unit has beendeveloped making use of the same hardware, butrunning a specialised firmware version. The so-calledDiFrEndVGOS component can be connected to aDBBC3 backend in order to perform the full VGOSsampling in dual-polarization, close to the receiverthus greatly reducing the required analogue connec-tions to the sampling point. The unit can also act as astandalone front- and back-end offering the possibilityto provide a large number of tunable DDC channels.The hardware design has been finalised and a pro-totype unit is in realization.

8 DiFrEnd4T

Complementary to the DiFrEnd28, the DiFrEnd4T isa standalone sampling unit which provides 5.5 GHzof sampled bandwidth in a range of 0-33 GHz. Thedesired portion of the band can be selected by anappropriate filter. In the case of the DBBC4 theDiFrEnd4T is planned to cover the frequency range27.5-33.0 GHz. Similar to the DiFrEnd28, the internalFPGAs can produce filtered output streams that canbe directly recorded or processed by a correlator.

9 Summary

The DBBC4 will provide a VLBI front/backend systemthat is offering solutions for the technical challenges inthe era of multi-frequency, large-bandwidth VLBI ob-servations. The development of the DBBC4 VLBI back-end is progressing as planned, with the first prototypesystem components already available and undergoingtesting. Additional units are either under constructionor in the design stage. Integration of the various com-ponents into a first prototype system to be used forend-to-end testing is estimated to be realized by 2025.
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The Level 1 Data: Availability and Benefits

A. Walenta, M. Goltz, D. Thaller, G. Engelhardt, D. Ullrich

Abstract Since 2022 the Level 1 Data, also referred toas SWIN files (as short for Swinburne) are available forthe most recently observed sessions. The SWIN data isproduced by the DiFX correlator, where themain set ofdata, i.e., called ”visibility data”, is provided along withvariousmeta data. The source structure can be derivedfrom the visibility data, which application was pointedout already to enhance the geodetic analysis. As wespeak about a substantial amount of data, any exhaus-tive studies in geodetic analysis were limited until nowdue to the absence of the SWIN data. This contribu-tion is intended to encourage the use of these data andcorresponding meta data in the geodetic analysis. Theavailability of the SWIN files is provided by the IVS DataCenters at BKGandCDDIS as their best effort due to thehigh disk space demand. In addition to the currentlyobserved sessions, the data transfer of the historicaldata stored at the Haystack correlator has been initi-ated from the “cold data storage” to CDDIS. The totalamount of these data reaches up to 60TB,where abouthalf of the data are available at the correlator in Bonn.Because of the technical requirements, we are inter-ested in the discernible use of these data. The SWINfiles provide the potential to be exploited far beyondthe geodetic IVS community, and the geodetic analysisis expected to benefit vise versa. Driving by these rea-sons we are aiming to reach out to all relevant commu-nities and to announce and advertise the availability ofthis new data set. The first activity in this direction wasthe meeting in Bologna 2023, where a broad variety ofastrophysical researchers were present. The BKG DataCenter team is eager to improve the services related
Federal Agency for Cartography and Geodesy, Division G1 - Gen-eral Issues, Combination of Space Techniques, Richard-Strauss-Allee 11, 60598 Frankfurt a.M, Germany

to the SWIN data. Following our goals, we work on thesupport and facilitation of the barrier free data accessas an essence of the SWINdata content understanding.

Keywords IVS, VLBI, datacenter, SWIN data, visibility

1 General Information

SWIN files (as short for Swinburne) are the output ofthe DiFX (Distributed FX) correlator and contain thefringe visibility data, which IVS is referring to as the so-called ”Level 1 Data”.The data set of SWIN files amounts to about 1000sessions at the moment. Most of the sessions are cor-related by the correlators at WASH, BONN and HAYSas it is shown in Figure 1. The majority of the sessionswith SWINdata available corresponds to R1 (WASH), R4(BONN), VGOS sessions and intensive sessions. Moredata from the earlier years are expected to be providedfrom the ”cold” storage at HAYS and BONN correlatorsduring next years on their earliest convenience as asession at a time. The VGOS sessions are shared in therecent years among six correlators including WASH,BONN, VIEM, SHAO and WETZ in addition to HAYS ini-tially. The local sessions at Onsala are correlated atcorrelator OSO providing outstanding contribution toITRF2020. The GSI center is responsible for the INT2session correlation and analysis as well as VGOS-INT-Bin 2022 between Onsala and Ishioka. As it can be seen,GSI and SHAO share the processing of the Australianobserving program as well as the other special typesof S/X sessions. New correlators have recently been
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Fig. 1 Availability of Level 1 Data depending on the session type, year and correlator. The figure shoes the status as of June 2023.

established at YEBS and WETZ, and they produce theLevel 1 Data for the intensives ’Y’ and ’S2’, respectively.

2 Use of Meta Data of Level 1 Data

The most important content of the Level 1 Data set isthe visibility data. The visibility data set is suppliedwithvery valuable meta data. These meta data is essentialif one wants to make use of the visibility data in thegeodetic analysis.In this paper we attempt to make use of themeta data provided along with the Level 1 Data byconsidering the single scan characteristics. A singlescan can be described, for instance, by the scanlength and reference epoch. Both informations arecontained in the meta data of the Level 1 Data.These two parameters are chosen in order to havecommon characteristics among the VLBI observationprocessing chain, i.e., starting with the scheduling andcovering all steps up to the geodetic data analysis.As shown in Fig. 2, scan-wise scheduling, observationand correlation are subsequent parts within the VLBIscan processing chain. Subsequently, the group delayanalysis follows as the very last step. During this step,epoch-wise group delay residuals are processed, but

Fig. 2 The single VLBI scan processing chain.

this final step of the VLBI analysis for generating thedesired geodetic VLBI-based products for external useis carried out without making use of the meta datalike scan length.The first steps of this chain, however, are opposedto this practice quite substantially. The scan epoch andduration are defined thoughtfully during scheduling.The field system controls the antennas to follow thisscheduling sharply. Next, the correlation process aimsto generate the best-possible results out of the ob-servational effort. Consequently, the theoretical scan
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Fig. 3 Epoch differences are represented in seconds between correlated epoch t2 and group delay (analysis) epoch t3 taking afteraccounting for ½ scan duration. Different session types are highlighted accordingly to the figure legend.

Fig. 4 Percent of scans in one session, which duration is under 1 minute, is shown in dependence of the obtained dUT1 formalerrors.

duration and epoch may vary from the characteris-tics given in the scheduling file, observations andmetadata of the Level 1 Data as the output of the correlationprocessing.In this paper, we compare the scan duration andepoch provided by the scheduling file, the meta dataof the Level 1 Data and the vgosdb. In the available dataset of Level 1 Data, the SWIN files of shorter intensivesare considered only for illustration purposes.The correlated scan duration d2 is identical to thescheduled scan duration d0 among all intensive types.The only exceptions are the IVS-INT-2/3 sessions,where the differences reach up to 80 seconds for thescans of 30 and 120 second duration. The epochs ofthe considered scans t2-t0 show differences below

the level of 4 milliseconds. The analyzed group delayinherit the scan duration of the correlated scan bydefinition. However, the epochs of the group delay t3are different from epoch of the correlated scan t2 byhalf of the scan duration (Figure 3). In case of VGOSsessions the differences t3-t2 stay below the level of1.5 seconds. Most of these differences are reducedfor the IVS-INT-1 sessions as shown on the left ofFigure 3, while the IVS-INT-2/3 sessions show a morecomplicated dependency.Finally, the formal errors of the main estimated pa-rameter from the intensive sessions, i.e. dUT1, is con-sidered (Figure 4) as a function of the percent of obser-vations for those scanswith a duration below 1minute.
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A decrease of the dUT1 formal errors may be seen forsome session types, i.e. INT1.

3 Summary and Outlook

This paper is intended to draw attention of the IVScommunity to the new data type provided by the IVSData Centers at BKG and CDDIS, i.e., the so-called Level1 Data. Since 2022, the IVS Data Centers provide SWINfiles at their best effort as this data set has very highdemands related to disk space. The Level 1 Data is avail-able for the most recently observed intensives and 24-hour sessions. The data of the earlier years are to beprovided in future by the responsible correlators attheir earliest convenience.The IVS community realises the outstanding effortin observing operationally on a global network, so thatthe availability of the Level 1 Data facilitates its dissem-ination. In its own turn, the appropriate extension ofthe IVS Data Centers needs to be supported by theusers to demonstrate the necessity of storing thesehuge data sets. While the dissemination characteris-tics are not defined yet, all possible references of thedata sources are encouraged.Themost important advantage when providing theLevel 1 Data is that the visibility data is included, whichthe basis for studying the variable source structure.The impact of the source structure on the geodeticVLBI observation and the geodetic products derivedthereof is demonstrated by Anderson and Xu (2018).The IVS community is encouraged to make further useof the Level 1 Data in order to pinpoint the impact onthe geodetic products.In this paper the meta data of the Level 1 Data isconsidered as the essential basis for understandingthe content of Level 1 Data. The chosen characteristicsof the scan, i.e., scan epoch and duration, haveallowed us to understand better how the data aretreated throughout the entire VLBI processing chainstarting with the observations and finishing with theanalysis.
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Absolute orientation of Galileo orbits from simulated VLBI and
GNSS observations

H. Wolf, J. Böhm, U. Hugentobler

Abstract The possibility of observing Galileo satel-lites with Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI)telescopes may become possible in future as thereare plans to put VLBI transmitters on these satellites.This would not only bring improvements for products,such as the International Terrestrial Reference Frame(ITRF), but would also allow to determine the absoluteorientation of the satellite orbit with respect tothe celestial frame. In this study, we investigate thedetermination of the right ascension of the ascendingnode Ω of a Galileo satellite orbit using simulatedVLBI observations to quasars and a Galileo satellite.Therefore, a schedule including VLBI observations to asatellite covering an ultra short orbit arc of 40 minutesof the satellite surrounded by quasar observationsis created, simulated and analysed. There are twodifferent analysis options examined, first estimating
Ω in a shorter interval of ten minutes and secondlyestimating only one value for the whole 40 minutesatellite period. The repeatability of Ω by estimatingit in a ten minute interval is between 0.3 and 0.5 maswhich corresponds to 4.5 cm and 7.5 cm at the altitudeof the orbit. If there is only one value estimated therepeatability is below 0.2 mas which corresponds toapproximately 3 cm at the altitude of the orbit.

Keywords Galileo, satellite orbits, VieVS, absolute ori-entationlo
Helene Wolf · Johannes BöhmTU Wien, Department for Geodesy and Geoinformation, Wied-ner Hauptstraße 8-10, 1040 Wien, Austria
Urs HugentoblerTU München, Institute for Astronomical and Physical Geodesy,Arcisstr. 21(0506)/III, 80333 München, Germany

1 Introduction

The mounting of a Very Long Baseline Interferometry(VLBI) transmitter (VT) on one or more Galileo satel-lites enables to observe both, satellites and quasars,with VLBI antennas. Observing a satellite with morethan one space geodetic technique permits to deter-mine and use so called space ties. This allows highprecision tying of the space geodetic techniques if thetie vectors on the satellite are known with high accu-racy. Wolf and Böhm (2023) showed that having VTon Galileo satellites will contribute to an improvementof the International Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF)(Altamimi et al., 2023), which is a product of combiningall four space geodetic techniques, namely VLBI, Satel-lite Laser Ranging (SLR), Global Navigation Satellite Sys-tems (GNSS) and Doppler Orbitography by Radioposi-tioning Integrated on Satellite (DORIS). Currently, theITRF’s accuracy is still limited due to errors in local tieson ground (Altamimi et al., 2016).Further, VLBI observations to satellites and quasarsallow Precise Orbit Determination (POD) of the satel-lites (Klopotek et al., 2020). This can be realized by es-timating the position of the satellite in the orbit fixedsatellite system (NTW-frame). For that, three so-calledDilution of Precision (DOP) factors representing thesensitivity of a VLBI observation towards the individ-ual components of the satellite position are introduced(Wolf et al., 2022).However, as VLBI is observing distant celestial ob-jects and therefore realizing the celestial reference sys-tem, VLBI observations to satellites permit connectingthe satellite orbit with this frame. This allows the de-termination of the absolute orientation of the satelliteconstellation with respect to the International CelestialReference Frame (ICRF) (Charlot et al., 2020).
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Fig. 1 Illustration of VLBI radio telescopes observing a satellitein its orbit.

Currently, satellites are routinely observed withGNSS, SLR and DORIS but VLBI observations are stillmissing in satellite geodesy. Anyway, there are plans tomount a VLBI transmitter on board of Galileo satelliteswhich would enable to carry out VLBI observationsto these satellites. Moreover, the European SpaceAgency (ESA) plans the launch of a co-location satellitecalled Genesis for 2027/2028. This satellite will com-bine all four space geodetic techniques orbiting theEarth in a polar orbit with 6000 km altitude (Delva etal., 2023).This study investigates the estimation of the orbitalparameter right ascension of ascending node Ω whichis related with the absolute orientation of the satellitearound the polar axis. This is done using simulated VLBIobservations and partial derivatives of the state vec-tor with respect toΩ obtained from the Bernese GNSSSoftware (Dach et al., 2015). These partial derivativesare introduced in the VLBI analysis and used for esti-mating the right ascension of the ascending node inthe least squares adjustment. In section 2 we describethe network and settings of the scheduling, simulationand analysis of the VLBI observations and the determi-nation of the partial derivatives. Section 3 shows theresults and section 4 provides the summary, discussionand outlook.

2 Method

The study is based on a network of nine VLBI GlobalObserving System (VGOS) (Petrachenko et al., 2012)type stations (Fig. 2) and considers one satellite of theEuropean Global Navigation Satellite System GalileoGSAT0101 (E11). The session starts on January 1, 202100:00:00 UTC with a 24 hour duration. We investigatethe scenario of covering an ultra short orbit arc withVLBI observations by applying two different analysisoptions.

2.1 Scheduling

The creation of the schedules is done using thesoftware VieSched++ (Schartner and Böhm, 2019).This software has been equipped with a satellitescheduling module which allows to schedule quasarobservations together with satellite observations inan either manual or automatic fashion (Wolf, 2021).In this study the generation of the schedule includingsatellite observations covering the ultra short orbitarc is done manually. Therefore, during a 40 minuteperiod, from 10:20 UTC to 11:00 UTC, for all fivestations for which the satellite is visible satellite scansare scheduled every 90 seconds. For all the stationsfor which the satellite is not visible during that timequasar scans are scheduled and also the remainingpart of the schedule is filled with quasar scans. Asthe network consists only of VGOS type stations thescan length of satellite and quasar scans is set to 10seconds in order to meet the VGOS approach of alarge number of short scans well distributed over thesky at the individual stations.

2.2 Simulation

The schedules are simulated 1000 times using theVienna VLBI and Satellite Software (VieVS) (Böhm etal., 2018). These simulations are carried out by usingthree main error sources, which are troposphericturbulence, clock errors, and the thermal noise(Pany et al., 2011). The tropospheric refractive indexstructure constant Cn of all stations is set to 1.8 ×10-7 m -1/3 with a scale height of 2000 m (Nilsson et
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Fig. 2 VGOS station network considered in this study and ground track of the satellite GSAT0101 (E11) during 24 hours starting onJanuary 1, 2021 at 0 UT. The dots represent the ground track of the satellite at a fifteen-minute interval. The asterisks represent theposition of the satellite during the observation period.

Fig. 3 Illustration of the scheduling approach. The scheduleconsists of a 40 minute period of satellite scans surrounded byquasar scans.

al., 2007). The stochastic error of the station clockis simulated as the sum of a random walk and anintegrated random walk assuming an Allan StandardDeviation of 1 × 10 -14 after 50 minutes (Herring etal., 1990). Additionally, white noise of 10 ps for quasarand satellite observations is added.

2.3 Partial Derivatives

The determination of the partial derivatives of theobservable τ with respect to Ω is shown in Figure 4.Therefore, files obtained from the Bernese GNSS Soft-ware (FSO and FRP files) are loaded in VieVS. Thesefiles include the orbits of the satellites as state vectorsand the derivatives of the state vectors with respectto the orbital parameters among other parameters.Within VieVS the partial derivative of the observable
τ with respect to the position vector of the satellite isdetermined. Further, it is used to form the dot product

with the partial derivative of the position vector withrespect to Ω in order to retrieve the partial derivativeof the observable τ with respect to Ω , see Eq. 1.
∂τ

∂ r(t)
· ∂ r(t)

∂Ω
=

∂τ
∂Ω

(1)
This parameter is introduced in the least squares ad-justment and used to estimate piecewise linear offsets(PWLOs) of the Right Ascension of Ascending Nodefrom the a-priori orbit.

Fig. 4 Flowchart of the concept determining the partial deriva-tives of the observable τ with respect to Ω in VieVS using datafrom Bernese and estimating piecewise linear offsets from thea-priori orbit.
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2.4 Analysis

The simulated observations are analysed using VieVSby estimating Ω as PWLOs from the a-priori orbit. Thea-priori orbit is introduced by using SP3 files. Duringthe analysis the station and source coordinates arefixed to their a priori values and all five Earth orienta-tion parameters are estimated as constant parametersper session. The precision of the estimated right ascen-sion of ascending node of the orbit arc is assessed andevaluated in terms of the repeatability and the meanformal error. Ω is estimated either in shorter, e.g. tenminute intervals, or one value for the whole satelliteobservation period which has a duration of 40 min-utes.

3 Results

Figure 5 shows the repeatability and the mean formalerror of the estimated piecewise linear offsets for Ωfrom the a-priori orbit. If it is estimated within a tenminute interval the repeatability and the mean formalerror are higher than if there is only one value esti-mated for the whole 40 minute period.This is due to the smaller amount of observationsused for the estimation applying a shorter estimation

Fig. 5 Repeatabilities (blue) and mean formal errors (yellow) ofthe estimated PWLO ofΩ by either estimating it in a ten minuteinterval (solid lines) or only one value for the whole observationperiod (dashed lines).

interval rather than using all observations as it is doneif only one offset is estimated.For the shorter estimation interval both, repeata-bility and mean formal error, have a peak in the mid-dle of the interval. This is related to the worse estima-tion of the troposphere parameters (zenith delays andgradients) coming from the worse sky coverage at theindividual stations as these only observe the satelliteduring that time period.However, when estimating Ω in a ten minute in-terval the repeatability is below 0.5 mas which corre-sponds to approximately 7.5 cm at the altitude of theorbit. The repeatability for estimating one value for thewhole period is below 0.2 mas which corresponds toapproximately 3 cm at the altitude of the orbit.

4 Summary and Discussion

In this study, the absolute orientation of a Galileosatellite orbit is estimated using simulated VLBIobservations to one satellite and quasars. This ispossible as VLBI enables the connection between thesatellite orbit and the celestial frame. Therefore, aschedule including VLBI observations to the Galileosatellite GSAT0101 (E11) covering an ultra short orbitarc using a nine station VGOS network is created andsimulated. Further, in the analysis partial derivativesof the observable τ with respect to Ω are retrievedusing data obtained from the Bernese GNSS Software.These parameters are introduced in the least squaresadjustment for estimating piecewise linear offsetsfrom the a-priori orbit for Ω . The analysis is done byusing two different estimation intervals, on the onehand a shorter interval with ten minutes and on theother hand estimating only one value for the whole40 minute satellite observation period.The estimates are assessed based on the repeata-bility and the mean formal error. The results clearly in-dicate that the repeatability is higher, between 0.3 and0.5 mas, if the parameter is estimated in a shorter in-terval than only once for the whole time period, whenit is between 0.15 and 0.35 mas. This is linked withthe amount of observations used for the estimation asthere is only a part of the observations used for the in-dividual estimates if the interval is shorter and all ob-servations are used in case only one value is estimatedfor the overall time period.
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This study also indicates that quasar scans are im-portant for the determination of the troposphere asthe repeatability and the mean formal error becomehigher in the middle of the interval. This is related tothe missing quasar scans as the stations only observeone satellite and the therefore worse sky coverage dur-ing that time.In future, the results from VieVS and Bernese couldbe combined based on the normal equation level byusing the ADDNEQ2 module from Bernese. This wouldallow to retrieve fully consistent results based on VLBIand GNSS observations.
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Recent developments at Metsähovi Geodetic Research Station

N. Zubko, J. Eskelinen, J. Näränen, N. Kareinen, U. Kallio, H. Koivula, M. Poutanen, J. Peltoniemi

Abstract The Metsähovi Geodetic Research Station,a Global Geodetic Observing System core station, hasundergone a major renovation and upgrade of thegeodetic measurement instrumentation and generalstation infrastructure in recent years. We report herethe current status of the Metsähovi VGOS telescopesystem and the related activities.

Keywords VGOS, radio telescope

1 Introduction

The Metsähovi Geodetic Research Station (MGRS) islocated in Southern Finland, near the capital area.It is one of the northernmost geodetic core stationsin the station network of the International Geode-tic Association’s (IAG) Global Geodetic ObservingSystem (GGOS). During the last decade, MGRS hasmodernized the Global Navigation Satellite System(GNSS) measurement systems and obtained a modernSatellite Laser Ranging (SLR) system and a dedicatedgeodetic Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI)system (Fig. 1). The SLR and VLBI systems are currentlyunder commissioning. Major infrastructure renova-tion has also been carried out at the station to meetthe requirements of the new instrument systems.Most recent upgrades and activities at the MGRS aredescribed in detail in Poutanen et al. (2023). In thisreport, the current status of the MGRS VLBI Global
Department of Geodesy and Geodynamics, Finnish Geospa-tial Research Institute (FGI), National Land Survey of Finland,Vuorimiehentie 5, Espoo, 02150, Finland

Observing System (VGOS) telescope and its relatedactivities are presented.

2 VGOS telescope status

The MGRS VGOS telescope was constructed during2018-2020. A broadband receiver with a quad-ridgefeed (QRFH) was installed in 2019. The receiver, aswell as the phase and the cable calibration systemswere manufactured by IGN-Yebes (Spain) technologydevelopment centre. The initial tests and calibrationof the antenna and the receiver were conductedduring 2020-2022.The RFI circumstances at Metsähovi are similar tothe RFI conditions at other VGOS stations. An RFI in-vestigation on the site revealed numerous interferencesources disturbing especially in the 2-3 GHz frequencyband. High-pass filters with 3 GHz cut-off are neededto avoid the saturation of the fiber link. However, fur-ther measures are required to reduce RFI influence inthe wider VGOS band. RFI mitigation work is ongoing.The VGOS signal chain includes DBBC3-backendand a Flexbuff recording system, which are currentlybeing tested and integrated into the whole chain. Thecurrent Flexbuff capacity is 440 TB and it uses jive5absoftware. The station’s internet connection link wasupgraded to 100 Gb/s in 2021, making it possible totransfer bulk VGOS data with fast speed.Special attention has been dedicated to the mon-itoring of the antenna reference point stability. Thetelescope dish in our VGOS antenna is mounted on thetop of a steel pedestal. The pedestal houses a cablewrap system in the bottomand an antenna control uniton the upper level. Temperature sensors have been in-
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Fig. 1 Metsähovi Geodetic Research Station.

stalled inside the pedestal to monitor its temperaturestability. Analysis of the thermal stability of the tele-scope steel pedestal revealed that additional insula-tion of the pedestal was required to avoid the effectof uneven temperature distribution and its rapid fluc-tuations, mainly, due to solar radiation. At the end of2022 the telescope pedestal was covered with an ad-ditional insulation shell (Fig. 2). Initial analysis of thetemperature sensor data shows improvement of thepedestal temperature stability, however the pedestal’sheating/conditioning system requires further optimi-sation for efficient and automated temperature con-trol.

3 Local tie measurements

VGOS telescope dish is equipped with two GNSS an-tennas, which are used for kinematic GNSS local tiemeasurements. Similar work was made earlier with aradio telescope owned by neighboring Aalto Univer-sity Kallio et al. (2012). The MGRS VGOS telescopewas also connected to the local survey network withtachymetermeasurements, that refer to the terrestriallocal tie measurements. The terrestrial and GPS-basedmonitoring local tie measurements were done during

Fig. 2 Work on the telescope pedestal insulation (October2022).

2020-2021 and results were reported in Kallio et al.(2023a) and Kallio (2023b).
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Fig. 3 New main building.

4 Other related activities

A new main building for the research station was con-structed during 2021-2022 (Fig. 3). The building housesa dedicated laboratory space for the instrumentationmaintenance work and a temperature-controlledserver/electronics room. The new building has an RFIshield-mesh (Faraday cage) installed on all outer walls,floor, ceiling, and on some inner walls to preventRFI towards the radio telescope and the internalelectronics. Commissioning of the new building is inprogress.FGI, together with Aalto University MetsähoviRadio Observatory, have been participating in IVSgeodetic VLBI observations utilizing Aalto universityradio telescope (Mh) since 2004. The Aalto telescopeis dedicated to astronomical observations and only afew geodetic sessions per year were performed there.Mainly IVS-T2 and EURO sessions were observedin the past. Those observations were interruptedin 2022 due to an S/X receiver malfunction. It wasthen decided to direct all available resources towardscommissioning the VGOS system, which meant dis-continuing the legacy observations. Currently, theregular IVS geodetic observations are not foreseenwith the legacy telescope in the future.

5 Outlook

Work on the integration of the signal chain compo-nents and the commissioning of the whole VGOS sys-tem is ongoing. The backendwill be relocated from theold premises to the newmain building after the instru-ment/server room is ready to accommodate the equip-

ment (winter 2023/2024). The reference point stabil-ity requires furthermonitoring andwork, including im-provement of the heating and thermal stability of thewhole antenna. The new tilt meters will be installedin the telescope azimuth cabin. The usability of thetilt meter data will be investigated. Work on buildinga proper time and frequency reference for the wholestation is also ongoing.
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